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Abstract—We propose a piecewise-linear model for the temporal trajec-

tories of Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients during phone transitions.

As with conventional Hidden Markov Models, the parameters of the

model can be estimated for different phonemic context sizes, but our

model allows for an intuitive understanding of the impact of context size.

We find that the most detailed models, predictably, match the coefficient

tracks best – but when data scarcity forces us to use less detailed models,

different styles of context modelling (clustered triphones versus biphones)

have complementary behaviours. We discuss how this complementarity

may be useful for data-efficient ASR.

I. INTRODUCTION

Hidden Markov Model (HMM)-based speech recognition systems

are notoriously dependent on the availability of large amounts of

training data. This data is also required to be phonetically rich:

it is not sufficient to include a large number of samples of each

monophone; these monophones must appear in the required contexts.

Modelling larger acoustic contexts (increasing the number of

phonemes considered to the left and right of the unit being modelled)

exponentially increases the number of acoustic models required.

And as the number of models increases, so the need for additional

data is increased. At a context size that is large enough to only

combine models that are indeed similar, data typically becomes too

sparse for accurate model estimation. To deal with this data sparsity,

typical HMM systems employ tree-based clustering. States that are

acoustically similar are grouped together, ensuring that adequate

model estimation can be accomplished.

The success of triphones is at least partly a consequence of their

flexibility near phone transitions. Given the physical constraints of

the human vocal tract, a transition of one phonetic unit to the next is

bound to be coupled by co-articulation. We are therefore interested

in understanding whether some triphones display similar acoustic

changes during phone transitions, and how well this behaviour can be

approximated by smaller, less data-hungry units (such as biphones).

Since the co-articulation effect varies over time, we are particularly

interested in understanding whether temporal information near phone

transitions show systematic effects within different groupings of

triphones. If this is the case, such information can be used to

better predict the behaviour of rare or unseen triphones, based on

the behaviour of similar triphones or even units with less context

(biphones or monophones).

In this work, we present a model that can be used to isolate the key

elements of the acoustic changes that occur in each phone-to-phone

transition. We first show that trajectory behaviour in general can be

modelled this way (that the different transitions in a set of acoustic

data can be described with the new model). We then analyse transition

behaviour by grouping the transitions in different ways and evaluating

the accuracy with which these constrained models are still able to

represent our data. We also discuss how the result of this analysis

points to alternative methods that can be considered for constructing

multi-unit models.

This paper is structured as follows: We discuss some related

research in section II. Section III describes the specific techniques

we apply to model and analyse temporal characteristics of phone

transitions. We then describe our experimental set-up in section IV

and present the results in section V. This is followed by a summary

of our main observations in section VI.

II. BACKGROUND

The importance of contextual modelling has long been understood

[1]. In particular, tying triphones at the state level using a phonetic

tree is considered an effective modelling approach, and is standard

practise when building high-accuracy speech recognition systems [2],

[3]. However, when two acoustic units are clustered together (to

compensate for data sparsity), the scores returned by the acoustic

model will always be the same, even when these units may be quite

dissimilar acoustically. In response to this, Chang and Glass [4]

proposed a back-off discriminative acoustic modelling method that

incorporates broad phonetic classes. Their model requires specific

acoustic-phonetic knowledge to subdivide the classification problem

into sub-problems, and augments the overall acoustic scores with that

of the sub-problems. A fully automated state-based Eigentriphones

modelling approach is shown to be just as successful [5]. This

procedure attempts to retain acoustic discrimination using the careful

adaptation of HMM parameters.

Apart from the size and grouping of contexts, another key element

of contextual modelling relates to the inclusion of temporal infor-

mation in the model. When building HMM-based systems, first and

second derivatives of the underlying features (such as MFCCs) are

typically added to the set of features being modelled [3]. This results

in a simple but effective technique for the modelling of temporal

information.

A more explicit modelling of temporal effects may be required

for accurate representation. Evidence from the speech production

process suggests the existence of underlying articulatory trajectories

in speech data [6]. As a result, much research in spoken language

technology intends to incorporate structures of human speech into

current statistical speech recognition systems [7].

Attempts at explicit modelling of temporal trajectories have

achieved limited success [8]. Generally, these approaches attempt

to overcome specific limitations of the HMM modelling paradigm

(especially the state-based independence assumption), by either in-

corporating explicit trajectories within the HMM framework [9] or

by defining longer-term variable-length segmental models [10].
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While there is an extensive field of literature related to improving

speech recognition accuracies for well-resourced languages, the im-

plication of temporal modelling when working with systems trained

on limited amounts of data, is not so clearly understood. [7] seem

to obtain rather promising results, as do [11], who show that frame-

based feature trajectories are informative on the nature of transitions

for specific phone classes.

III. APPROACH

At the heart of our approach to analysing trajectory behaviour

is a linear trajectory model that captures temporal changes (at the

cepstral level) for every phone transition. This model can be applied

to different phone classes and at various contextual levels, and the

differences between the modelled trajectories and the actual speech

data measured. By constraining the model in different ways (grouping

certain transitions as if they were similar) and evaluating the effect

this has on the accuracy of the model, we gain an understanding of

the acoustic changes that take place during phone transitions.

The trajectory tracking technique consists of the following main

elements: (1) Preparation of the input features used to describe each

transition, (2) linear trajectory estimation using a linear trajectory

model, (3) calculation of reference values as required by this model,

and (4) model evaluation and analysis.

A. Feature preparation

HMM-based ASR systems encode the speech-signal using frame-

based feature vectors such as Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients

(MFCCs) or Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) coefficients. We utilise

MFCCs in the current analysis but other frame-based features would

also be applicable within the general framework described here.

As a first step towards trajectory parameter estimation, phone

transition boundaries are obtained using an ASR system in forced

alignment mode. Guided by the estimated phone boundaries, we

define specific phone transitions by segmenting all of the phone

examples at their centres (which are expected to be the most sta-

tionary part of each phone) effectively yielding diphone units. These

phone transition units can then be described by tying together their

parameters at the mono-, bi- or triphone level. This results in a set

of labelled transitions for each unit-to-unit pair.

B. Linear trajectory estimation

The authors of [11] showed evidence for the different types of

co-articulatory mechanisms at work for various phone transitions,

modelled using MFCC features. Quite generally, however, plots of

the 13 MFCCs for the frames of phone transitions seemed to suggest

a definite change near the phone transition, and very little change near

the centre of phones. Consequently, analysing cepstral trajectories for

these transitions should be tractable using simple linear models.

In order to model this behaviour we use piece-wise linear approx-

imation. Three line pieces are used to fit the cepstral values of a

single MFCC coefficient stream, using least-squares optimisation. We

restrict the start and end line segments to be constant values (linear

with zero slope), and model the transition between these two values

with a straight line of variable slope. Furthermore, we require the

constant line segments (the start and end line pieces) to be associated

with at least θ frames serving as trajectory anchor points, with θ = 1
in the current work.

Estimation of the centre line piece is not explicitly associated with

any data points. Rather, we utilise the zero order anchor points and

draw the first order line between the end and starting indexes of the

two anchor points. We search for these indexes by optimising the

squared error SE across all three line segments. This also yields a

single error value for the specific approximation.

Finally, in order to compare the “goodness of approximation” for

different options we calculate the square errors (SEf ) followed by

the mean square error (MSEcoef ):

SEf = |t(xf )− yf |
2

(1)

where t(xf ) is the trajectory value at frame xf and |t(xf )− yf |
2 is

the squared residual.

MSEcoef =
1

F

F∑

f=1

SEf (2)

Once optimised, this model then provides the following values:

refstart parameter value at initial stable point

fstart frame at start of the transition

fend frame at end of the transition

refend parameter value of final stable point (3)

As these are calculated for each coefficient individually, and can

be calculated over every single transition individually, the resulting

set of parameters can be very large. (Since each of these parameters

are independent measurements, we denote them as separate scalar

values.) Our next step is to constrain the model by requiring that

different types of units should share the same behaviour for at least

their stable points.

C. Reference values

In the unconstrained model, every single transition can be modelled

separately. When we start constraining the model, we require that

related transitions share the same parameters at their stable points.

Specifically, we require that the refstart and refend values be exactly

the same for all clustered transitions, even though the timing values

(fstart, fend) may be quite different per transition. We refer to these

constrained values as reference values, and calculate them at different

contextual levels.

In our approach to reference-value estimation, we distinguish

between two main types of reference values: (1) static and (2)

dynamic. For static reference values we calculate the mean of the

normalised feature vectors over all of the specific phone units in the

training corpus. We utilise these values to test our initial models.

Dynamic reference values are estimated after a first iteration

of trajectory modelling. Once trajectories have been fitted to all

transitions, we calculate the reference value means over only those

frames associated with trajectory stable points. Since the essence

of the initial trajectory model is to identify where the acoustic

change takes place, the associated trajectory stable point values serve

as a more accurate approximation of the reference values. This is

also closer to the behaviour of a traditional HMM, which estimates

parameters based on separate states (with a 3-state HMM modelling

the approximate left, middle and right of a unit).

Reference values are not only calculated at different contextual

levels, but can also be calculated for different groupings of units.

For example, all nasal-to-vowel transitions can be grouped together

and a single reference value calculated. In the same way, the clusters

obtained during triphone tying can also be analysed in a grouped

structure.
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D. Evaluation and analysis

From the main parameters listed in section III-B, various other

values can be calculated. Examples include the slope of transition

(the gradient of the first order line), the duration of the slope (fend−
fstart), and the size of the transition (refend − refstart).

In this work, we are interested in determining how well different

approaches to trajectory estimation compare with respect to the actual

seen MFCC feature vectors of specific classes. In order to do so, the

MSE measurement (MSEtrans) of the trajectories is particularly

useful. This value represents a direct comparison of the model and

the training data. The MSEtrans measurement can be calculated as

follows:

MSEtrans =
1∑S

s=1
CFs

S∑

s=1

C∑

c=1

Fs∑

f=1

SEfcs (4)

where SEfcs is the squared error for a specific frame f , a specific

coefficient c and a specific sample s.

Every transition generates F squared errors (one for every frame)

and there are C = 13 of these SE parameter streams (one for every

MFCC coefficient stream). To analyse the parameters for all of the

examples (S) of a given class, the mean and standard deviation is

calculated for the binned trajectories of the same MFCC coefficients.

Lastly, to represent the entire set of transitions with a single error

value, we simply sum the contributions from each class:

MSEglobal =
1

T

T∑

t=1

MSEtrans, (5)

where MSEtrans are the mean trajectory MSE estimated for S

examples of a contextual class and a total of T classes.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

A. Overview

For the experiments reported on in this paper, we analyse all of

the phone transitions for a set of speech data from a single speaker.

As a first step, we track the trajectories for all the training data

and estimate the initial approximations. Importantly, these initial

trajectories provide us with a timing value (at the start and end

point of every transition) as described in section III-A. We use these

trajectory alignments for all subsequent trajectory estimations with

reference values of different context sizes (only dynamic reference

values are discussed here).

B. Speech data

The speech data we use was collected specifically for this analysis

in order to provide a large corpus of high quality speech of a single

speaker. Only considering a single speaker allows us to focus on

contextual effects first, without other speaker specific differences con-

taminating the results. Based on existing balanced prompt lists [12],

we recorded about 2000 short Afrikaans prompts (between 1 to 5
words in length) of a male speaker. (The use of balanced prompt

lists ensures sufficient contextual variation.)

A combination of automated and manual review resulted in low

quality audio being discarded, and the selection of 1758 of these

utterances for analysis. At a total duration of approximately 1.5 hours

this corpus produces a higher triphone coverage for a single speaker

than is typically available from ASR corpora.

C. Speech segmentation

Our trajectory analysis relies on the identification of accurate

phone transition boundaries. We obtain automatic alignments using a

standard HMM-based ASR system trained using all 1758 utterances

of training data. For this purpose we build a context-dependent

cross-word phone recogniser using tied triphone models. 39 MFCC

features are used, which include 13 MFCCs and their first and second

derivatives. MFCC parameters are computed across a window size

of 25ms and a frame rate of 10ms is employed. Each triphone

model has 3 emitting states with 7 Gaussian mixtures per state and

a diagonal covariance matrix. Cepstral Mean Normalisation (CMN)

and semitied transforms are applied. Using a flat-phone grammar,

10-fold cross-validation yields a mean phone accuracy of 90.8%. A

forced alignment is performed to output triphone model alignments.

The model alignment labels are then converted to the base phone

label sequence (the actual phonemes observed in the training data)

and used together with the timing information obtained from the

alignment to provide the HMM-based phone transition boundaries

for speech segmentation.

D. Features for trajectory tracking

Once the transition boundaries have been obtained, MFCCs are

extracted for trajectory tracking. These are similar to the ones used

during segmentation, except that (1) a 5ms frame rate is used to

provide better time resolution, (2) only the raw 13 MFCC coefficients

are used and not any derivatives, and (3) the MFCCs are normalised

to have zero mean and unit variance. (For each feature vector,

normalisation is performed by subtracting the mean and dividing by

the standard deviation of the unprocessed feature values.)

Incorporating the phone boundary alignments from above, we

associate each of the generated feature vectors with corresponding

contextual labelling at the triphone level.

E. Identity-based clustering

Once the transitions have been obtained and labelled, reference

values can be calculated by grouping units in different ways, and the

corresponding MSEs calculated. We experiment with the grouping of

phones based solely on their identities: combining all monophones,

combining all biphones and combining all triphones in three different

experiments.

To place these experiments in perspective, we also analyse the

triphone clusters obtained through acoustic clustering, as described

below.

F. Tree-based clustering

During ASR system training, tree-based clustering is performed

on a state level using phonetic trees. The system described in section

IV-C performs state clustering for each of the emitting states of a

specific triphone.

At every node a binary decision is taken based on a context-specific

question. For our purposes we include all left and right phone contexts

as possible questions. The specific question that is then chosen locally

during tree building, maximises the likelihood of the training data

given the final set of state tyings [13]. Depending on the answers

to these questions a pool of states is successively split. Obtaining

meaningful clusters is accomplished using two standard thresholds:

(1) Minimum log likelihood TB and (2) the occupation count RO.

The clusters we analyse have been created using optimized thresh-

olds. We perform flat-phone recognition for the single mixture models

after tree-based clustering and select values RO = 24 and TB = 80.
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(A good balance for the influence of both parameters is obtained at

this point.)

After the tree-based clustering step a set of tied models is gener-

ated. The HMM-model structure allows each 3-state triphone model

to be identified with unique context labels. We analyse the model

structure and perform a look-up on all of the seen triphone labels. It

is then possible to track the state-specific model assignments trough

the state-specific group labels, previously assigned during tree-based

clustering. We use these same labels as the cluster names. Lastly it is

also necessary to consider the cluster state (since state clustering is

performed for each of the emitting states of a base phone separately).

We select only the cluster labels corresponding to the first and last

emitting states and determine the pool of triphone labels associated

with each of these clusters.

V. RESULTS

In order to determine the overall effectiveness of the trajectory

tracking technique, we calculate the MSEglobal values for different

options of reference values. Specifically we analyse (1) the overall

accuracy of approximation, (2) the accuracy of approximation for

specific transitions, and (3) trends observed for broad transitional

classes.

A. Overall accuracy

Reference value µ σ

No ref 0.110 0.036
Triphone 0.339 0.073

Triphone Tree-based 0.392 0.097
Biphone 0.433 0.089

Monophone 0.503 0.117

TABLE I
Overall MSEglobal measurements for different trajectory estimation
options calculated over the total number of 38001 phone transitions

The values of Table I show the mean µ and standard deviation

σ, when the 38001 MSEtrans measurement values (one for every

phone transition) is reduced to a single value by taking the mean

(MSEglobal) as described in section III-D.

The first value presented (‘No ref’) lists the error observed if stable

points are allowed to be estimated in an unconstrained fashion. This

produces a very low overall MSEglobal, which indicates that the

piecewise linear approximation used for transition modelling, is on

average effective in capturing trajectory behaviour.

The replacement of the stable points with dynamic reference values

at the triphone level yields the second most accurate representation of

the training data. However, generalising over trajectories does come

at a price. Here the additional error increase is roughly as much

when moving from trajectory-specific to triphone-reference values as

stable points, compared to only moving from triphone to monophone

reference value levels.

As expected, trajectories estimated using the tree-based reference

values outperform the biphone reference values. Interestingly, though,

the tree-based values seem to be much worse than triphone error

values (they are closer to biphones), when we have sufficient triphone

examples. We now investigate this effect further.

B. Transition accuracy

The same general measurement can be performed for specific tran-

sitional classes. We obtain the MSEtrans measurement of section

III-D for the examples of a specific phone transition. For simplicity,

we also consider only monophone transitional classes (diphones).

Fig. 1. Comparing trajectory tracking using MSEtrans value measurements
for the same phone transitional classes of triphone and biphone reference
values

Fig. 2. Comparing trajectory tracking using MSEtrans value measurements
for the same phone transitional classes of tree-based and biphone reference
values

(Note that our selection of reference values for biphone and triphone

trajectory estimation does take into account the phone context of a

particular phone transition to make adequate selections.)

Performing these measurements, we generate a single MSEtrans
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value per transitional phone class. Figure 1 shows a scatter plot of

these values when comparing transitional phone classes for triphone

and biphone reference values. (Only transitional classes with at least

10 phone examples are selected, to ensure adequate estimation.) The

scatter plots help us to (1) compare the specific phone transitional

classes on a one-to-one basis and (2) observe the amount of correla-

tion (shape) of these comparisons. It is apparent that all transitions

for triphone reference values fit the speech data better than the same

transition using biphone reference values for trajectory estimation.

We also observe a correlation (ρ = 0.783) between the biphone and

triphone data points. Importantly, this indicates that the influence of

broader phonetic effects is preserved when moving from the triphone

to the biphone level.

In contrast to Figure 1, Figure 2 shows the scatter plot when com-

paring the same transitional classes, but for biphone and tree-based

reference values. The correlation drops significantly (ρ = 0.571),

indicating that less of the broader phonetic effects seen between the

triphone and biphone cases are preserved. Furthermore, while the

overall measurements for the tree-based reference values outperform

the biphone level (see also Table I), this is clearly not the case for

all phone transitional classes.

Fig. 3. Good correlation between biphone and triphone reference values for
transitions where biphone reference values outperform tree-based reference
values when tracking trajectories using MSEtrans value measurements

In Figures 3 and 4 we report specifically on the biphone values that

outperform the tree-based reference values for trajectory estimation.

Only transitional classes are selected, where the difference between

triphone and biphone reference values are small (For the purposes of

this paper we calculate the difference between the global measure-

ments for triphones and biphones and use this value as a threshold).

As a last constraint the biphone error value also has to be less than

that of the tree-based reference trajectories (Table II).

We observe that the biphone values which are closest to the

triphone values and improve on the tree-based errors are highly

correlated, showing strong relationships for the within-class error for

Fig. 4. Additional mismatch when comparing biphone and tree-based
reference values for transitions where biphone reference values outperform
tree-based reference values for trajectory tracking using MSEtrans value
measurements

Broad class Trans Tri Bi Tree Num
Frames

vowels-diphthongs y i@ 0.178 0.248 0.381 2275

nasals-vowels m u: 0.211 0.301 0.324 2171

vowels-approximants @ j 0.231 0.311 0.328 4901

vowels-fricatives i v 0.233 0.285 0.286 5122

vowels-diphthongs i i@ 0.234 0.262 0.345 9334

vowels-fricatives y s 0.234 0.307 0.361 3952

... ... ... ... ... ...

TABLE II
Transitions where biphone reference values perform better than tree-based

reference values (Transition phone labels in SAMPA)

these cases. When these same transitional classes are shown for the

biphone comparison with the tree-based errors (Figure 4), it is evident

that the tree-based reference values used for trajectory estimation,

introduce additional mismatch for these transitional classes in our

data set.

C. Broad class comparison

Broad class µTri µBi µTree µMono Num
Frames

fricatives-∗ 0.325 0.390 0.347 0.426 1, 813, 487
nasals-∗ 0.327 0.396 0.370 0.429 1, 011, 660
vowels-∗ 0.328 0.394 0.354 0.452 3, 239, 301

approximants-∗ 0.340 0.398 0.368 0.485 498, 576
diphthongs-∗ 0.371 0.470 0.371 0.506 667, 082

trill-∗ 0.371 0.457 0.384 0.529 715, 169
stops-∗ 0.392 0.459 0.405 0.491 1, 895, 881

TABLE III
Overall MSEtrans measurements for different trajectory estimation

options calculated for broad phone clases
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Broad class µTri µBi µTree µMono Num
Frames

∗-nasals 0.327 0.399 0.344 0.447 870, 389
∗-fricatives 0.334 0.405 0.349 0.444 1, 700, 712
∗-stops 0.340 0.428 0.361 0.472 1, 826, 435
∗-vowels 0.353 0.430 0.387 0.466 2, 851, 563
∗-trill 0.357 0.433 0.363 0.497 608, 036

∗-approximants 0.357 0.448 0.409 0.566 425, 802
∗-diphthongs 0.391 0.463 0.388 0.536 627, 523

TABLE IV
Overall MSEtrans measurements for different trajectory estimation

options calculated for broad phone clases

To further understand the strengths and weaknesses of the various

context-modelling approaches we compute the MSEtrans values

when grouping phone classes together. All transitions from a specific

broad class and all transitions leading to a specific broad class are

considered. These results are shown in Tables III and IV respectively.

The columns Num Frames denote the total number of distinct frames

summed over when all broad class transitions matching the given

specification is accumulated.

In both cases, the strong correlations for the triphone and biphone

reference values are immediately apparent (ordering with regard to

µTri leads to good orderings of µBi). We also see some ordering for

the tree-based values, but these correlations are not as strong as for

the other groups.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a piecewise linear trajectory model was presented that

is able to model phone transition behaviour at the ceptral level. By

comparing variations of the model that group certain units together,

the implications of modelling at different contextual sizes can be

better understood.

Of specific interest is the extent to which a simple linear model

can model phone transitions, as well as the large relative discrepancy

between unconstrained and triphone models (given that the analysis

is still performed for a single speaker only). Comparatively, the

discrepancy between biphone and triphone models is significantly

less. We found the triphone models always outperform the biphone

models for this analysis. However, different co-articulation effects as

shown in [11] can be expected to have varying degrees of influence

for the application of the technique on the context level. It would be

interesting to consider the very definite phone transitional cases and

see whether these clases are indeed closer for biphone and triphone

models. Also of interest is that systematic differences in error at

various contextual levels can partially be traced back to broad phone

categories.

Finally, we found that traditional tree clustering as used for the

typical HMM-systems is not always a good context model: a simple

biphone model is sometimes a more accurate representation of the

acoustics of the unit, despite having fewer free parameters. Future

work will build on this finding to determine whether trajectory

information can be used to better predict the behaviour of rare or

unseen triphones for ASR modelling purposes.
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Abstract—We introduce the tracking of eye movements during
reading as an interesting task domain for statistical pattern
recognition. In this regard, we first review the basic facts of
such movements, and then summarize some recent extensions of
eye-movement research to analyze the reading of entire pages.
Those extensions suggest that personal identity could be deduced
from typical patterns of eye movements, and we report on a
set of experiments that confirm this hypothesis. In particular, a
very basic classifier is able to achieve 87% correct identification
of individuals within a group of ten readers, based on their
eye movements when reading an on-screen page. Some practical
applications of this technology are readily apparent.

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the basic facts on eye movement during reading

have been known for more than a century [1], the analysis

of such movements remains a topic of active research (see

[2] for a recent review). Such research has always had both

theoretical and practical motivations. On the theoretical side,

eye-tracking studies provide a unique and informative view on

the cognitive processes that are taking placing during reading,

and therefore have the potential to elucidate several long-

standing issues on cognition. Practically, reading difficulties

are a severe constraint on the ability of numerous individuals

to function productively in society – see, for example, [3] for

an analysis of the impact of reading skill on students’ learning

achievements. A better understanding of eye movements dur-

ing normal and troubled reading is likely to provide assistance

to at least some of those who are currently prevented from full

participation in knowledge-based society.

Much of the recent progress on eye movements during

reading can be attributed to the availability of instrumentation

that makes it possible to measure the focal points of subjects

during reading with great accuracy [1]. These quantitative

measurements allow researchers to correlate the patterns of

eye movements with the details of the material being read, and

thus to answer questions related to topics such as the influence

of content and presentation on various measures of reading

speed. The typical experimental protocol is that subjects are

shown one line of text at a time and the trajectory of their eye

movements during the presentation of this line are recorded.

When the tracking device senses that the subject has reached

the end of the line thus presented, a subsequent line of text

may be presented, and the process is repeated.

This protocol simplifies the measurement process substan-

tially: since only one line of text is being viewed at a time,

a single parameter must be estimated to know which word

is being focused on by the reader. (For lines that extend

horizontally, which we assume from here on, it is the location

of the horizontal focus of the eyes that is estimated.) As

we have recently shown [4], this simplification is crucial in

allowing for a direct mapping between fixation points and

words - when more than one line of text is present in the

field of view, it is generally not possible to associate a fixation

point with the closest word. On the other hand, some of the

essential components of reading are eliminated by this line-

at-a-time protocol. For example, what strategies do readers

follow to return from the end of one line to the beginning of

the subsequent line? And do readers get information from text

located above or below the line in focus?

In order to address questions of this nature, we have recently

developed a set of algorithms that allow us to analyze eye

movements when complete pages of text are being viewed by

a reader [4]. Using these algorithms, we discovered several

interesting patterns of eye movements that had not been noted

previously [5]. Here, we investigate one of the salient obser-

vations of [5] – namely that some aspects of the whole-page

eye movements are apparently quite distinctive for different

individuals – in more detail. In particular, we investigate

whether it is possible to identify the reader of a page of

text based on the pattern of eye movements that occur during

reading. For this initial investigation, we focus our attention

on a limited subset of the various features of those movements

that are available during eye tracking, as we explain in Section

IV.

Below, we first review the basics of eye movements during

reading. Thereafter, some of the findings arising from our

analysis of whole-page reading are presented (Section III),

which serves as motivation for our experimental investigation

in Section IV.

II. BACKGROUND

The fundamental mode of eye movement during reading has

been understood for more than a century [1]: the eyes make a

sequence of “jumps” or saccades as they scan the text, coming

to rest on fixation points between these saccades. Both the

lengths of the saccades and the durations of the fixations are

adjusted to account for properties of the material being read,

with difficult material leading to saccades of shorter span and

fixations of longer duration. That is, saccades may skip certain

easy-to-read words altogether, or may fixate more than once

on long or difficult words. In general, the spans of saccades

seem to be dictated by semantic considerations - thus, they

tend to be small for languages which compress information

into few orthographic symbols (more details below), and also

scale linearly with the font size in which the text is presented.
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Although the scan path of the eyes generally follows the text

direction from left to right for a language such as English,

with lines being read from top to bottom this pattern is not

absolutely rigid. Regressions, during which the eyes return to

words textually prior to the most recently fixated word, are

quite frequent in [6] it is reported that regressions account

for about 14% of the fixations that occur during reading by a

typical adult. Reading speed is therefore inversely correlated

with the frequency of regressions and the duration of fixations,

while it is positively correlated with the length of saccades.

For adult readers of English text, average fixation durations

of around 230 milliseconds are typically observed, leading

to average reading speeds in the range 200 250 words per

minute [6]. (This average reading speed is generally quoted

for reading on paper - reading speeds on computer screens

are typically around 10% slower [7].)

Another consistent finding is that the span of text that

influences the reader while fixating on a particular word (called

the “perceptual span”) is asymmetrically distributed around

the point of fixation. The perceptual span is somewhat vari-

able across individuals, and strongly variable across different

writing systems; for English, it is about 15 characters to the

right of the fixation point, and about 3 or 4 characters to the

left. Not all the characters in the perceptual span can actually

be identified accurately; for English, the perceptual span and

identification span are approximately the same to the left, but

the identification span is only about 7 or 8 characters to the

right.

These basic facts on the reading process have been extended

in several directions, to produce a number of linguistic and

cognitive insights. For example, differences between different

languages and different writing styles have consistent and

meaningful influences on the eye movements employed by

readers. Consider the case of Hebrew, which is read from

right to left: Hebrew readers are found to have the opposite

asymmetry in perceptual span to that described above [8].

Conventional Chinese orthography, on the other hand, is

pictographic in nature and thus considerably more compact

than the orthography used for English. The major consequence

of this difference is that skilled Chinese readers generally

employ shorter saccades than comparable English readers,

but with similar fixation times [1]. As a consequence, there

are not large differences in reading speed between these two

groups of readers – in fact, it does not seem as if any writing

style is particularly advantageous for either reading speed or

comprehension.

III. EYE MOVEMENTS WHEN READING WHOLE PAGES:

INITIAL FINDINGS

The information summarized in Section II is widely known,

having been confirmed by numerous experiments in several

laboratories. For the reasons introduced in Section I, much less

is known about readers’ eye movements when reading entire

pages. Our tools have allowed us to make some progress in this

regard [5]; after describing the data used for our experimental

TABLE I
Statistics of experimental data used in analysis.

Number of subjects 10

Number of stimuli (pages) 7

Average number of lines per stimulus 21.33

Average number of words per line 13.6

Average number of fixations per line 16.4

Total number of pages read 70

Total number of fixations recorded 24644

investigation, we next summarize the key findings of that

investigation which are relevant to the current report.

A. Material and methods

The data used in our investigation was collected as part of a

larger study [9]; the portion of interest here contains the two-

dimensional (x, y) coordinates of 10 different readers, as they

read a set of seven different pages that were presented to them

on a computer screen. The screen coordinates of the subjects’

focal points were tracked using the SMI iViewX Hi-Speed

eye-tracking system (http://www.smivision.com).

Details of the recording protocol as well the subjects’

demographics are available in [9]. For the current purposes, the

most important factors are that the subjects were all reasonably

competent readers (being undergraduate students) and that the

reading material consisted of newspaper-standard text in two

languages (English and Afrikaans), which was therefore easily

understandable by the subjects.

The computer display had a resolution of 1280 x 1024

pixels, on which text was presented across the entire screen

in a 24-point font. Consequently, a typical line contained

approximately 14 words, which is fairly similar to the number

of words in typical single-column printed text. Also, the

number of lines on a screen ranged between 17 and 25. These

line numbers are much fewer than the contents of a typical

printed page, but sufficiently large to ensure that subjects have

a typical multiple-line reading experience – as opposed to

the single-line or dual-line reading typically associated with

subtitles [10].

Since the experimental protocol called for subjects to read

in a laboratory setting from a computer screen while having

their head movements constrained by chin and forehead rests,

it is fair to say that these were not optimal reading conditions.

Comprehension rates and reading speeds were consequently

somewhat lower than would be considered standard for sub-

jects from the selected target group, but by a margin similar to

that observed in earlier experiments on the differences between

paper-based and screen-based reading [11]. We therefore con-

sider our measurements to be representative of the global

reading behaviour of competent adult readers, though it would

be an interesting challenge to establish whether any of our

observations are modified to a significant extent when subjects

read printed pages rather than a computer screen.

The overall statistics of our material are summarized in

Table I.
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These measurements were processed using a constraint-

based algorithm as described in [4]. That algorithm, which

employs a number of heuristics to assign sequences of eye

fixations to “tracks” and tracks to lines of text, is not perfectly

accurate: we estimate that about 1 − −2% of fixations are

assigned incorrectly. (A track is defined as a single forwards

sweep of the eyes, consisting of at least three consecutive

fixations.) However, those errors are not systematically based,

and therefore do not have a substantial impact on the findings

reported below.

B. Patterns in progressive eye movements when reading whole

pages

In [5], three classes of eye movements are considered:

• The most frequent movements are the progressive tracks,

which proceed (approximately) horizontally from left to

right for the languages we consider.

• Regressions occur with variable frequencies; these are

again roughly horizontal, but are directed from right to

left.

• End-of-line return movements take the eyes from the end

of one line to the start of the next line.

These classes of movements occur in all readers, and it turns

out that there are interesting structures in the detailed motions

carried out by different readers.

For the current work, we focus mostly on the progres-

sive tracks. It is well known that there are significant inter-

reader differences in both the lengths of the saccades and

the durations of the fixations; both these measures also vary

predictably with the complexity of the text being read. Our

measurements indicate that movements in the vertical dimen-

sion are also interestingly structured. In particular:

• For most readers, the eyes’ tracks during a progressive

movement are not exactly horizontal: a slight upwards or

downwards tilt is typically observed.

• The tilt direction of each particular reader is generally

fairly stable, with either an upwards or a downwards

tendency typically observed (and with the latter tendency

significantly more frequent).

• However, some readers modify their characteristic tilt

angles systematically across a page. That is, a reader may

tend to have an upwards slope for lines near the top of

each page, and gradually shift towards a downwards slope

near the bottom of the page.

• These patterns tend to be stable for a particular reader

across different stimuli presented to the reader.

These observations are all represented in Fig. 1, which

shows the average slopes of our subjects’ eye movements

in the four quarter-pages from top to bottom. Each sub-

figure corresponds to a different subject, and each line shows

the average slope across those quarter-pages for a different

stimulus. (There were seven different stimuli, which were each

read by ten different readers. Slopes are measured in pixels per

line – for our setup, the lines are spaced 36.75 pixels apart.).

We see that subject 9 is the only reader in our group with

a regular, horizontal sweep across all quarter-pages. All the

other subjects have a particular tendency to slant their reading

– some, such as subjects 1 and 8, doing this very similarly

across stimuli and others, such as subjects 6 and 7, showing

more variability around their preferred patterns.

The error bars in Fig. 1 correspond to one standard error.

This suggests that the observed differences are statistically

robust, and we indeed find that appropriate statistical evidence

for each of our main observations can be obtained in our data.

For example, if we perform a repeated-measurements ANOVA

with the average slope in any quadrant (or all quadrants

combined) as dependent variable and the reader and stimulus

identities as independent variables, the reader differences are

seen to be highly significant in every case. In contrast, the

differences between stimuli are generally not significant, or

only weakly significant.

IV. RESULTS

Several of the characteristic eye-movement patterns are

likely to be useful for the purposes of reader identification. In

order to develop a basic understanding of what can be achieved

in this task, however, we limit ourselves to two classes of

features which seem immediately promising:

• Features that describe the readers’ overall facility with

reading, such as the average length of their saccades, the

number of fixations made per line, the average duration

of each fixation, etc.

• Features related to the vertical components of their eye

movements during the progressive movements, including

those depicted in Fig. 1 and similar measures.

We describe each of these feature classes in more detail

below, and summarize the recognition accuracies achieved

when employing those features in various combinations. Given

the limited amount of data per reader at our disposal, all

classification results are obtained with a nearest-neighbour

classifier, using the inverse of the relevant overall covariance

matrix as metric.

A. Features related to reading speed

Table II summarizes the classification accuracies that are

achieved when each of ten different overall reading measures

are used to identify the reader of a page. In each case, the

features are computed from data collected during the reading

of one page of text. In this table, dispersion refers to the

amount of eye movement that happens while the eyes are nom-

inally fixated, whereas saccade amplitude is the magnitude of

the movement during a saccade. (Recall that saccades are, by

definition, larger and more rapid movements than dispersions

during fixation.)

We see that several of the individual features provide

significantly above-chance performance (since there are 10

readers in total, random guessing would yield an accuracy

of 10%). It is interesting to note that the fixations tend to be

more informative about reader identity than the saccades, and

that the blink durations are also amongst the more informative
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Fig. 1. Average slopes of forward eye movements as a function of the vertical position on the page, for ten different subjects. Each line corresponds to a

different stimulus.

TABLE II
Classification accuracy (as a fraction of samples correctly classified) for

various features related to reading speed.

Feature Description Classification
number accuracy

1 Total duration 0.14
2 Total blink duration 0.27
3 Fixation count 0.21
4 Total fixation duration 0.23
5 Average fixation duration 0.31
6 Average fixation dispersion 0.33
7 Saccade count 0.10
8 Average saccade duration 0.07
9 Average saccade smplitude 0.17
10 Average saccade velocity 0.11

Features 1 – 10 combined 0.77

features. Fig. 2 shows the extent of the inter- and intra-

reader differences for two of the more discriminative features.

When all ten features are combined, classification accuracy

approaches 80 %.

B. Features related to vertical eye movements

Table III contains the accuracies achieved when using

features that capture various aspects of readers’ vertical eye

movements during progressive tracks, computed in the same

way as the accuracies in table II. In table III, Page refers

to features that were computed over an entire page, whereas

Top Q refers to features computed only in the top quarter

of the page – thus, corresponding to the data points in

Fig. 1. (Similar features computed for other quarters yielded

comparable results.)

Line error is the average squared distance between the

fixations in each track and the best straight-line fit to the

track, whereas line error variance is the variance of these

distances across an entire page or quarter page, respectively.

(Refer to Section III-A for the definition of tracks.) Similarly,

slope refers to the overall slope of eyes’ movement across a

line (as in Fig. 1) (averaged over an entire page or the top

quarter, as the case may be).

The accuracies achieved with these features are not as

high as with the previous class of features, but performance

significantly better than chance is again observed. The whole-
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Fig. 2. Feature values of average fixation dispersion (horizontal axis) against total blink duration, for each of 10 subjects. Each cross corresponds to a

different stimulus; where fewer than 7 crosses are visible, some of a subject’s stimuli fell outside the range of the plot.

TABLE III
Classification accuracy (as a fraction of samples correctly classified) for

various features related to vertical eye movements during progressive tracks.

Feature Description Classification
number accuracy

11 Page line error 0.17
12 Page line error variance 0.24
13 Page slope 0.17
14 Page slope variance 0.24
15 Top Q line error 0.11
16 Top Q line error variance 0.13
17 Top Q slope 0.19
18 Top Q slope variance 0.03

Page features (11 – 14) combined 0.47
Features 11 – 18 combined 0.54

page features are generally more useful than those computed

on separate quadrants, suggesting that the increased robustness

resulting from measures spanning the whole page outweighs

the loss of specificity from averaging together over the entire

page.

C. Combining feature classes

Finally, if we selectively combine the above two classes of

features, we obtain the results summarized in Table III. We

see that the additional variability of the quarter-page features

TABLE IV
Classification accuracy for combined features.

Description Classification
accuracy

All combined 0.54
Features 1 – 14 combined 0.87

again hurts overall performance, but the combination of the

first class of features with only the whole-page component of

the features derived from vertical eye movements presents us

with the best results overall.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have seen that a relatively simple process is able to

deduce reader identity from eye movements made during the

reading of an on-screen page. This confirms an hypothesis for-

mulated in [5], and suggests a number of practical applications,

including

• access control: sensitive material may be restricted to an

“acceptable” set of readers by verifying that their eye-

movement patterns match one of those in a database of

approved readers.

• remote “signatures”: matching eye tracks can serve as

confirmation that a person who read a document and then
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indicated assent (for example, through a mouse click) is

indeed the person who is intended to sign off on that

document.

• reading assistance: if individuals with good reading per-

formance (in terms of speed and comprehension) are

found to exhibit identifiable clusters of movement pat-

terns, others who wish to improve their reading skills

may be taught to follow similar trajectories.

Given the growing popularity of built-in or add-on cameras

as peripherals of personal computers, as well as their rapidly

improving quality, it is likely that such applications may be

executed on a standard personal computer in the near future

(without the need of any specialized attachments).

Such applications will, of course, require significantly better

accuracies than those we have reported. Fortunately, several

potential sources of improvement are apparent – both from

improved feature extraction on the characteristics that we have

utilized, as well as additional characteristics such as the eye

movements during end-of-line returns and regressions during

reading. It is likely that further efforts along those lines will

be both interesting and practically rewarding.
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Abstract—The Microsoft Kinect sensor provides real-time
colour and depth data via a colour and infrared camera. We
present an approach that uses this inexpensive device for 3D
reconstruction from uncontrolled motion. We obtain the intrinsic
and extrinsic parameters of a Kinect by calibration, and find
a mapping from the raw depth data to real world metric
coordinates empirically. With these parameters we are able to
create a dense 3D point cloud reconstruction, with colour data, of
a scene recorded in a single frame by the Kinect. We then adapt a
feature-based approach to align point clouds reconstructed from
different, uncontrolled points of view of the same static scene.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach by means of
examples, and find that success hinges upon the availability and
accuracy of feature matches across the different views.

I. INTRODUCTION

The Microsoft Kinect, released in November 2010, is a

consumer grade 3D sensor, capable of giving as output 11-

bit depth data in real-time, at 30 frames per second, and at a

resolution of 640×480 [1]. This sensor, shown in Fig. 1, was

originally developed to serve as a controller-free input device

for the Xbox 360 but has quickly gained popularity in the

computer vision research community.

The Kinect estimates distance by projecting a fixed infrared

(IR) pattern onto nearby objects which a dedicated IR camera

picks up. The distortion of the pattern, due to the structure of

the scene, reveals depth.

Some applications that may benefit immensely from such a

low cost 3D sensor include the estimation of body position,

gestures and motion for human-computer interaction [2]; map

generation for robotic navigation [3]; obstacle detection and

avoidance [4]; and general 3D object reconstruction.

The Kinect also provides 8-bit colour (RGB) data simul-

taneously with depth data, at the same rate and resolution.

Fig. 2 gives an example. However, it is important to note that

the depth and RGB data are given relative to the IR camera

and RGB camera respectively. This makes simultaneous use

of depth and RGB data non-trivial. Fig. 2 indicates this well,

where it is clear that the IR image is more “zoomed-in” than

the RGB image.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND APPROACH

The objective of this paper is to firstly render a 3D cloud of

points, with colours, from the depth and RGB data captured

by the Kinect, in metric space. After achieving this we want

to align point clouds from consecutive frames (each from a

slightly different angle) to form a dense 3D reconstruction of

a static scene.

We will approach these objectives by dividing the tasks

into two main parts, namely the sensor calibration step and

the application step.

Sensor calibration

• The IR and RGB cameras need to be calibrated sepa-

rately, in order to find intrinsic parameters such as focal

lengths, centres of projection and radial distortion coeffi-

cients for each. This will facilitate the mapping of points

(or pixels) between image and real world coordinates.

• Stereo calibration must be performed on the two cameras

(IR and RGB), to find a relative rotation and translation

from one to the other. This will enable the simultaneous

use of depth and colour information.

• A mapping from raw depth data to real world metric

coordinates needs to be determined, which will aid in the

application step.

Application

• After calibration, pixels in a captured depth image can

be mapped to real world metric coordinates. This will

produce a metric point cloud.

• The point cloud can be projected onto the RGB image

plane, so that each point is assigned a colour value. This

will result in the desired colour point cloud.

• Corresponding features in successive RGB images, taken

of a static scene from different viewpoints, can be

matched to find a relative rotation and translation from

one image to the other. This will assist in point cloud

alignment which in turn may result in a dense 3D

reconstruction.

Fig. 1. The Microsoft Kinect sensor with IR projector, RGB camera and IR
camera visible from left to right.
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Fig. 2. Example IR, depth and RGB output images from the Kinect. Depth is calculated onboard from the distortion of the IR pattern and is given relative to
the position of the IR camera. The RGB camera is completely separate and the sensor needs to be calibrated for colour and depth to be used simultaneously.

III. SENSOR CALIBRATION

This section describes our approach for calibrating a Kinect.

It is important to state that the intrinsic and extrinsic parame-

ters we obtain may differ slightly from those of another Kinect,

due to small mechanical inaccuracies in the manufacturing

process.

We first consider single camera calibration, in order to find

the intrinsic parameters of the IR and RGB cameras separately,

and then stereo calibration to find the position and orientation

of the RGB camera relative to the IR camera. Finally we

discuss our approach for inferring a mapping from raw depth

values (as given by the Kinect) to metric 3D coordinates.

A. Single camera calibration

Under the pinhole camera model [5], a point X in some

fixed world coordinate system is mapped to the image plane

of an arbitrary camera by the equation

x = KR
[

I | −c
]
X = PX. (1)

Here X is a 4-element homogeneous vector measured in the

world coordinate system, and x a 3-element homogeneous vec-

tor measured on the image plane from which pixel coordinates

are obtained. The 3 × 3 matrix K is called the calibration

matrix and contains intrinsic parameters such as focal length,

principal point offset and skewness factor. The 3× 3 rotation

matrix R and the inhomogeneous 3-element translation vector

c provide the extrinsic parameters of the camera which relate

the camera’s coordinate system with the world. The 3 × 4
matrix P = KR

[
I | −c

]
is called the camera matrix.

The calibration matrix is of the form

K =




αx s x0

0 αy y0

0 0 1



 , (2)

where αx and αy are the focal lengths in pixels, x0 and y0 the

coordinates of the image centre in pixels, and s the skew factor

[5]. These 5 intrinsic parameters describe the inner workings

of the camera.

A standard way of obtaining the intrinsic parameters is to

capture a known object and observe how it distorts under

the projective mapping introduced by the camera (which is

essentially the multiplication by P). A planar checkerboard,

with known measurements, is often used as calibration object

as corners are easily identifiable in the image and can be

found automatically to a high degree of accuracy. Each of

the imaged corner positions, with its corresponding known

world coordinates (measured on the checkerboard plane), is

substituted into (1). This leads to a linear system from which

P can be solved. We typically use many images of the

checkerboard held at various positions and orientations, to

solve for P robustly in a least-squares sense.

Real cameras, however, rarely adhere to the idealized pin-

hole model. The lens may distort the image in such a way that

straight lines in the world are not straight in the image. This

nonlinear distortion is usually radial, where regions furthest

from the image centre are distorted most. It can be modelled

mathematically, coefficients in a Taylor approximation of this

model can be determined, and the image can thence be

undistorted.

Camera calibration is therefore usually an iterative process:

the linear intrinsic parameters are found, an estimate for

the lens distortion coefficients are obtained and images are

undistorted, the linear parameters are re-estimated from these

new images, the distortion coefficients are updated, and so on

until convergence.

In calibrating the IR and RGB cameras of a Kinect we place

a planar checkerboard in view of both, at various positions and

angles, and capture images. Examples are shown in Fig. 3. The

images are fed to Bouguet’s camera calibration toolbox [6],

[7] which performs iterative optimization in much the same

manner as the process described above.

Fig. 3. An example of the planar checkerboard pattern used for calibration,
as seen by the IR (left) and RGB (right) cameras. These images are used in
calibrating each camera separately, as well as in stereo calibration where they
act as an image pair.
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It should be noted that the IR images will always be quite

heavily “corrupted” by the infrared pattern (used to infer

depth) which may cause problems for the corner extractor.

A filter such as the adaptive median filter [8] can be effective

here. In fact, the corners are still fairly salient in the raw IR

images and we can find them quite accurately even in the

presence of noise.

After calibrating the IR and RGB cameras separately we

obtained the following calibration matrices:

Kir =




593.73 0 315.19

0 591.72 219.72
0 0 1



, (3)

Krgb =




522.97 0 335.67

0 521.16 243.42
0 0 1



, (4)

rounded for display purposes. Distortion coefficients were also

calculated for each camera.

B. Stereo calibration

Stereo calibration is necessary when a system consists of

two cameras, and finds the rotation and translation from

one camera to the other (i.e. the extrinsic parameters). It

follows the same methodology as single camera calibration,

except that two images of the calibration object are captured

simultaneously by the two cameras. We then know that imaged

features (or corners) of the object will have the same world

coordinates in the two images. This enables the calculation of

a spatial relationship between the two cameras.

Bouguet’s toolbox [6] can be used here as well, on a set

of image pairs, to determine the rotation R and translation c

from one camera (in our case the IR camera) to the other (the

RGB camera). For our Kinect we obtained

R =




0.99 0.01 −0.05
−0.01 0.99 0.00

0.05 0.00 0.99



, c =




−23.01

3.14
1.74



, (5)

rounded to two decimals for display purposes. Here the

translation is given in millimetres. These parameters suggest

that the two cameras are horizontally about 23mm apart and

almost perfectly aligned (R ≈ I). This agrees with a visual

inspection of the Kinect.

The results in (3), (4) and (5) allow us to write down the

two camera matrices as

Pir = Kir

[
I | 0

]
, Prgb = Krgb R

[
I | −c

]
. (6)

These matrices define a relationship between depth data and

colour data. A remaining issue is that of finding a general

mapping from raw depth data (as returned by the Kinect in

the form of range images) to real world metric coordinates.

C. Mapping raw depth to metric coordinates

The Kinect gives as output 11-bit depth images, each of

which being a 480×640 matrix of values between 0 and 2047
(an example is visualized in Fig. 2). We wish to transform each

of these values to a point in 3D Euclidean space.

It turns out that the value of a particular pixel in the

depth image indicates (in some way) the distance between

the principal plane of the IR camera and a point in the world,

measured perpendicularly to the principal plane through that

pixel [1]. Therefore, if the world coordinate system coincides

with the coordinate system of the IR camera, as it does in

(6), that distance would be the Z-coordinate of the point. By

these arguments we should be able to establish a mapping of

the form Z = f(d), where d is a value in the depth image.

In an effort to determine the mapping f we conducted an

experiment by moving a planar surface orthogonally to the IR

camera’s principal axis at known distances. Depth images were

recorded for distances from 0.5 m to 3.25 m (which is more-

or-less the effective range of a Kinect), in 0.25 m increments.

It should be mentioned that it is difficult to move a planar

surface completely orthogonally to the principal axis but, since

we have access to depth values, the accuracy of this motion

can be measured and fine-tuned in real-time.

The experiment resulted in a depth measurement (retrieved

from the appropriate depth image) associated with every

known distance. A plot of this data, as in Fig. 4, makes it clear

that there may be a linear relationship between the measured

depth values and the inverse of actual depth.

This apparent relationship allows us to infer a general

mapping, using linear least-squares on the depth values and

the inverse of actual distances, as

Z = (3.1055− 0.0028409 d)−1, (7)

where the coefficients are rounded only for display.

X- and Y -coordinates for a pixel (u, v) in the depth image

can be determined straightforwardly by using (2) and (6) to

write Pir

[
X Y Z 1

]T
, i.e. the mapping of point (X, Y, Z)

onto the image plane of the IR camera, as




αx 0 x0 0
0 αy y0 0
0 0 1 0









X
Y
Z
1



 =




αxX + x0Z
αyY + y0Z

Z



 , (8)

where αx, αy , x0 and y0 are the intrinsic parameters of the

IR camera (from (3) we assume that s = 0). In order to obtain
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Fig. 4. Depth image data against known distances in metres (left) and the
inverse of known distances against depth data with a least-squares line (right).
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the 2D Euclidean version of this vector, which will be the IR

image coordinates (u, v), we divide by the third element so

that

u = αxX/Z + x0, v = αyY/Z + y0. (9)

Rearranging the above yields

X = (u− x0)Z/αx, (10)

Y = (v − y0)Z/αy. (11)

Equations (7), (10) and (11) can be used to map any pixel

(u, v) with value d in the depth image to a point (X, Y, Z) in

Euclidean (real world) coordinates, in our case measured in

millimetres. Fig. 5 illustrates with an example.

IV. APPLICATION

The previous section dealt with the calibration of a Kinect.

We proceed to explain how colours from the RGB image can

be assigned to the 3D point cloud obtained and how various

point clouds, reconstructed from different views of the same

static scene, can be aligned.

A. Assigning colours to the point cloud

Every point in the reconstructed point cloud has homoge-

neous coordinates of the form X =
[
X Y Z 1

]T
, measured

in the IR camera coordinate system. Since the RGB camera is

calibrated with respect to the IR camera we can project such

a point to the RGB image plane by calculating

x = PrgbX. (12)

Note that radial lens distortion mentioned earlier has to be

removed before this projection is performed.

We de-homogenize the vector x to arrive at pixel coordinates

(u, v) in the RGB image. These coordinates may very well be

non-integer, necessitating some form of interpolation (such as

nearest-neighbour, bi-linear or bi-cubic). We end up with a

colour value which can be assigned to the point X. Fig. 6

shows the result of this colour mapping on the point cloud in

Fig. 5 (bi-linear interpolation was used).

Fig. 5. A depth image mapped to a point cloud in Euclidean coordinates.
Here points are coloured in the jet colour scheme according to depth.

B. Point cloud alignment

Next we consider the problem of aligning a number of

point cloud reconstructions of a scene, each taken from a

different vantage point. The viewpoints are uncontrolled but

we will assume that consecutive ones do not differ greatly, for

sufficient overlap to exist.

Suppose we capture n views of some static scene with the

Kinect. Every one of these captured views consists of an IR

image, an RGB image and a depth image. We map the pixels

in the depth image to (X, Y, Z) coordinates, project them to

the RGB image and obtain a colour point cloud. These point

clouds will be given relative to the IR camera and if we can

estimate the motion of the IR camera from one point cloud to

the next, we should be able to transform all the point clouds

to a single fixed coordinate system, say the coordinate system

of the IR camera corresponding to the first view.

The method discussed here is incremental, in the sense that

a new point cloud is aligned with the one preceding it. Every

new alignment will update a total rotation and translation, for

transforming the cloud to the fixed coordinate system.

We exploit the assumption of sufficient overlap, and esti-

mate motion of the RGB camera by means of a feature-based

approach. It will therefore be convenient to transform the

coordinates in a point cloud to the RGB camera’s coordinate

system. This is achieved easily:

[
Xrgb Yrgb Zrgb

]T
= RT

[
X Y Z

]T
+ c, (13)

with R and c given in (5).

Features in an image are salient, easily identifiable points

and they typically have associated descriptors (depending on

the feature detection method used). Ideally a descriptor should

be scale, rotational and affine invariant. For this reason we

employ the tried-and-tested Scale Invariant Feature Transform

(SIFT) [9] to detect and match features across consecutive

RGB images. A robust RANSAC estimator [10] can be used to

remove outliers (incorrect matches) and we can then determine

camera motion [5]. Fig. 7 gives an example.

Fig. 6. Every point from the point cloud shown in Fig. 5 is projected to the
RGB image (shown in Fig. 2), and colour is assigned thusly.
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Fig. 7. Matching SIFT features determined for the two images shown on
top. Putative matches are shown in the bottom left, and inliers remaining after
RANSAC-based motion estimation in the bottom right.

Suppose, for a pair of RGB images, the estimated motion

that takes the second camera’s coordinate system to the first is

represented by a rotation matrix Rm and translation vector cm.

It is important to note that cm is retrievable only up to scale.

However we can determine this scale, at least in theory, by

using the known metric 3D coordinates of matched features.

These coordinates are at our disposal from the point clouds

constructed by (7), (10), (11) and (12) for each image.

Consider homogeneous image coordinates x1 and x2 that

were found to be a feature correspondence in the two RGB

images. Furthermore let X̃1 be the inhomogeneous 3D coordi-

nates of x1 in the first camera’s coordinate system, and X̃2 the

inhomogeneous 3D coordinates of x2 in the second camera’s

coordinate system. We therefore have

X̃1 = RT
mX̃2 + λcm, (14)

with λ the unknown scale. Rewriting this expression as

λcm = X̃1 − RT
mX̃2 (15)

provides three equations (per feature match) from which λ
can be solved. Due to noise in the depth data and slight

inaccuracies in the estimated motion parameters we opt for

some average over all the solutions of (15), to arrive at a

single value for λ.

This feature-based technique provides parameters Rm and

λcm that describe the motion of a current camera (and

therefore point cloud) relative to the one preceding it. In order

to place all the point clouds through the entire sequence in the

same coordinate system, we initialize a rotation matrix Rtot

to be the identity, and translation vector ctot to be a zero

vector. Then, once Rm and λcm have been estimated for a

new point cloud in the sequence, we update them according

to the following:

Rtot ← RmRtot, (16)

ctot ← RT
tot λcm + ctot. (17)

This total transformation is then applied to the new point

cloud to bring it into the fixed coordinate system. A new point

cloud arrives and the process is repeated: the motion of the

new RGB camera relative to the previous one is estimated,

scale is corrected, the total transformation is updated, and the

new point cloud is transformed accordingly.

V. RESULTS

The methods described in this paper enable us to create a

dense metric point cloud reconstruction, with colour assigned

to each point, of a static scene. In this section we showcase

some example reconstructions. It is difficult to quantitatively

assess the accuracy of these results since independently gen-

erated “ground truth” is not available.

Results from two datasets are shown here. In capturing the

first, a hand-held Kinect made a more-or-less full circle motion

around a man in a chair. Some RGB images of this set are

displayed in the top of Fig. 8. The figure also shows two

partial reconstructions, each viewed from two angles, in the

middle and bottom row. Unfortunately, some motion blurred

RGB images about halfway through the sequence caused a

glitch in the feature detection and matching, and the resulting

erroneous motion estimation propagated through the rest of

the sequence. Still, the set yielded decent and useful partial

reconstructions as can be seen.

Fig. 8. Two partial reconstructions made from a captured dataset (the middle
row shows two views of one, the bottom row two views of the other). Some of
the RGB images of the dataset are shown on the top. Representations of some
of the estimated camera positions can also be seen in the reconstructions.
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Fig. 9. A reconstruction made from a second dataset. Two of the RGB
images are shown on top.

Fig. 9 shows images and a view of our reconstruction of

the second dataset, taken of the interior of an office. Due to

the cluttered nature of the scene this set yielded many feature

matches and a good reconstruction was possible.

We note that the success of our alignment procedure hinges

on the success of the feature matching step. Fig. 10 shows

another part of the first dataset where inaccurate matching

caused the alignment to fail. Again, as mentioned before, the

moment a consecutive pair of RGB images delivers a small

or largely incorrect set of matches, the estimated motion of

the sensor becomes unreliable and destroys the rest of the

reconstruction process. The fact that we take an incremental

motion estimation approach causes a single error to propagate

through the rest of the sequence.

Nevertheless, if good feature matching is achieved between

consecutive RGB images, our methods can produce impressive

3D reconstructions.

Fig. 10. This reconstruction shows the effect of inaccurate motion estimation,
caused by too few correct feature matches, in the alignment process. The
misalignment is clearly visible on the face and hands.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have successfully calibrated the IR and

RGB cameras of a Kinect sensor, inferred a general mapping

from its raw depth data to metric world coordinates, and

mapped colours from a corresponding RGB image to the

point cloud. This enabled us to create a metric point cloud

reconstruction (measured in mm) with colour using a single

depth and RGB image pair. A feature-based approach enabled

us to align consecutive point clouds, formed from different

uncontrolled viewpoints, in an effort to build a more complete

dense reconstruction of a static scene. We argued that the

success of this alignment procedure hinges on the quality of

feature matches found between successive RGB images.

Some pre- and post-processing can be useful additions to the

described techniques. Removing the “noise” in IR calibration

images by some filter may aid towards more accurate calibra-

tion. We also note that the structured light technique used by

the Kinect struggles around sharp edges (depth discontinuities)

in a scene. Once the RGB camera has been successfully

calibrated with the IR camera, colour information may become

useful in dealing with noisy edges in the point cloud. We hope

to further improve our motion estimation by the incorporation

of bundle adjustment or the use of an estimator such as the

Kalman filter. Our aligned reconstructions could also be used

as an initialization for a more refined point cloud alignment

procedure such as ICP [11], which in turn could feed back to

our motion estimator.
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Abstract—Simultaneous localisation and mapping (SLAM) is
vital for autonomous robot navigation. The robot must build a
map of its environment while tracking its own motion through
that map. Although many solutions to this intricate problem have
been proposed, one of the most prominent issues that still needs
to be resolved is to accurately measure and track landmarks over
time. In this paper we explain how stereo vision can be used for
this purpose. We employ SIFT for the detection and tracking
of image features, and triangulate matching features with stereo
geometry, to obtain our set of landmark locations. We derive
and linearise a measure of uncertainty in each of these locations,
for use in our adaptation of the extended Kalman filter (EKF)
approach for performing SLAM. Experimental results indicate
that stereo vision is a viable option to be used as a sensor in a
SLAM system, and worthy of further development.

I. INTRODUCTION

In order to develop a truly autonomous robot we believe it is

vital to first implement simultaneous localisation and mapping

(SLAM). SLAM is a technique used by mobile robots to

build a map of an unknown environment while simultaneously

tracking its own motion. This presents a chicken-and-egg

situation: an accurate map is necessary for localisation, and

accurate localisation is necessary to build a map. The inter-

dependency between the estimates of the robot location and

the map of the environment makes SLAM an interesting and

difficult research problem.

Most SLAM systems build a probabilistic map by filling it

with landmarks as they are observed by the robot’s sensors.

In our context landmarks will be 2D points in an otherwise

sparse map. The robot can then estimate its own movement

as it observes landmarks over multiple time steps, as well as

improve its belief in the location of said landmarks. There

are many ways to approach the problem, mostly based on the

extended Kalman filter (EKF) or the particle filter [1][2].

Although SLAM is considered to be solved at a theoretical

and conceptual level, successful implementation has given

rise to some issues that still need to be resolved, the most

prominent of these being sensor related. If landmarks cannot

be accurately identified and tracked over time, SLAM will be

practically impossible.

Vision systems have increased in popularity as a sensor

for mobile robotics in recent years. Cameras are not only

generally much cheaper than alternative sensors such as laser

range finders and radar systems, but they also contain more

information per sample. It may, however, be difficult to extract

the information and convert it into a usable form.

There has been some success using stereo vision for SLAM,

most notably by Grisetti et al. [3] who use a particle filter

based approach. For the sake of computational efficiency we

decide to follow an EKF-based approach. The EKF executes

SLAM by including the locations of landmarks in the state

vector. Motion and measurement equations are linearised,

and motion and measurement noise are approximated with

Gaussians, enabling use of the normal Kalman filter equations

on a non-linear system.

In this paper we describe our efforts to investigate the use

of stereo vision as an effective sensor for EKF SLAM. We

first discuss how we find landmarks in images taken by a

stereo vision camera pair, and then explain how we track

landmarks over time and how the map is managed. We provide

the equations to transform feature data from the images to 2D

landmarks and explain how we determine the noise associated

with each measurement of a landmark. A brief overview of

the motion model of our robot with a measure of uncertainty

is given. We explain how the EKF is used for SLAM with the

derivation of some of the equations. We then showcase some

results from our implementation applied to recorded datasets.

II. IMAGE FEATURES AND STEREO GEOMETRY

In order to execute SLAM we need to be able to track

landmarks over time. We opt for a point landmark (or feature

based) approach, where the map is a collection of 2D landmark

locations. Although image features can be triangulated to 3D

we project them onto the 2D plane in which the robot moves,

for simplicity and speed of execution.

A. Feature detection and matching

There are many algorithms for identifying and matching

points of interest in images. We investigate what might be

considered the two most well-known algorithms: the scale-

invariant feature transform (SIFT) [4] and speeded-up robust

features (SURF) [5]. These algorithms perform the same task:

find points in an image that have a unique descriptor in spite of

scale, rotational and moderate affine transformation. The main

difference between the two algorithms is that SURF sacrifices

accuracy for speed, while SIFT is slow but typically much

more accurate. In the case of SIFT, each descriptor is a vector

containing 128 floating-point values, while the descriptors for
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Fig. 1. The geometry of our system.

SURF each contains only 64. Once we have points from two

images, a nearest neighbour search can be performed on the

descriptors to find matches.

For every new synchronised stereo image pair, we follow

this detection and matching procedure to obtain a measurement

of the features as a set of pairs of image coordinates. In order

to use the EKF we model each pair as a measurement with

Gaussian noise:

x =

[
xL

xR

]
+N (0, Nt), (1)

where xL and xR are the horizontal image coordinates of the

feature in the left and right images. By N (0, Nt) we mean a

sample drawn from the normal distribution with mean 0 and

covariance matrix Nt (the same notation is used throughout the

rest of this paper). The vertical coordinates of the features are

not used when calculating the 2D location of the landmark

and are therefore omitted from the measurement. The noise

covariance in Equation 1 is described by

Nt =

[
σ2

xL

0
0 σ2

xR

]
, (2)

with σxL
and σxR

the standard deviation in pixels of the match

measurement.

We can then match the descriptors of a new measurement

to the descriptors of the features in the map. We store both

left and right image coordinates and descriptors in the map in

order to match the descriptors from the new left image with

the descriptors from previous left images, and similarly for

the right images. Only the features that match consistently for

left images and right images are used. Due to the increasing

computational complexity of the EKF with an increasing

number of features, we remove all the old features from the

map that have not been found again at the current time step.

All the new features that have not yet been observed are

subsequently added to the map. If necessary, the removed

features can be stored in a secondary map which is no longer

updated by the EKF.

To remove faulty matches we use RANSAC [6] to find a

fundamental matrix [7] that fits the largest subset of features

from the current and previous left images. All the features that

do not fit this fundamental matrix within a certain threshold

are marked as matching errors and removed from the mea-

surement. Depending on execution time constraints, this can

also be done on the features from the right images.

B. Stereo geometry of calibrated images

Now that we have stereo image features that can be tracked

over time, we convert them into 2D landmarks.

In order to calibrate the stereo camera pair we use the

standard off-line calibration process included in the OpenCV

library package [8]. We rectify a stereo image pair by project-

ing the epipoles to infinity so that all correspondences in these

two images will have the same vertical coordinates. Some

matching errors can also be removed by using this epipolar

constraint.

Figure 1(a) depicts the stereo geometry of a pair of stereo

cameras with camera centres at CL and CR, where the

image planes have been rectified, and a landmark
[
Xr Yr

]T

observed at xL in the left image and xR in the right image.

Using the geometry of the stereo camera pair, the landmark

location in metres can be calculated in robot coordinates as
[
Xr

Yr

]
=

[
(xL−px)B

xL−xR

− B
2

fB
xL−xR

]
+N (0, Qt), (3)

where B is the baseline, f the focal length and px the x-

offset of the principal point, all obtained from the calibration

process. Qt is the covariance matrix of the measurement.

Note that we differentiate between robot coordinates (sub-

script r) and world coordinates (subscript w) as indicated

in Figure 1(b). We calculate the world coordinates of the

landmark as
[
Xw

Yw

]
=

[
xt

yt

]
+

[√
X2

r + Y 2
r cos(θt − atan2(Xr, Yr))√

X2
r + Y 2

r sin(θt − atan2(Xr, Yr))

]
, (4)

where xt, yt and θt are the robot’s position and orientation in

world coordinates.

All that remains here is to find the covariance Qt. We know

that a transformation from Nt to Qt is possible if we have a

linear system and, since Equation 3 is not linear, we use a first

order Taylor approximation to find the transformation matrix

Wt =

[
∂X
∂xL

∂X
∂xR

∂Y
∂xL

∂Y
∂xR

]
=

[
−B(xR−px)
(xL−xR)2

B(xL−px)
(xL−xR)2

−fB
(xL−xR)2

fB
(xL−xR)2

]
. (5)

It then follows that

Qt = WtNtW
T
t . (6)

This approximation is performed in order to keep the noise

model Gaussian, which is necessary for the EKF.

We can now include every measured feature pair i into the

measurement zt as a 2D landmark,

zi
t =

[
Xi

r

Y i
r

]
, (7)

with a corresponding noise covariance Qi
t. Finally, for every

measured landmark i that is found to correspond with a

landmark j in the map, we define a correspondence ci
t = j.

All of these correspondences are stored in the vector ct.
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III. MOTION MODEL

We proceed to model the movement of the robot and the

noise associated with it.

The velocity motion model as described by Thrun et al. [2]

is used. We assume that the robot is controlled by two

velocities: a translational velocity vt and a rotational velocity

ωt. Hence at time t we have the control input

ut =

[
vt

ωt

]
+N (0, Mt), (8)

with a Gaussian noise covariance of

Mt =

[
α1v

2
t + α2ω

2
t 0

0 α3v
2
t + α4ω

2
t

]
. (9)

The error parameters α1 to α4 are robot specific and have to

be obtained through testing.

With this control input and the location of the robot at the

previous time step we can estimate the robot’s current location

according to



xt

yt

θt



 =




xt−1

yt−1

θt−1



+




vtT sin(ωtT + θt−1)
vtT cos(ωtT + θt−1)

ωtT



+N (0, Rt), (10)

where T is the sample period. The motion noise covari-

ance, Rt, has to be transformed in the same fashion as the

measurement noise. Once again we use a first order Taylor

approximation to obtain the transformation matrix as

Vt =





∂xt

∂vt

∂xt

∂ωt

∂yt

∂vt

∂yt

∂ωt

∂θt

∂vt

∂θt

∂ωt





=




T cos(θt−1 + Tωt) −T 2vt sin(θt−1 + Tωt)
T sin(θt−1 + Tωt) T 2vt cos(θt−1 + Tωt)

0 T



 . (11)

The covariance of the noise associated with motion is then

simply

Rt = VtMtV
T
t . (12)

With this motion model and uncertainty measure we have

all that is needed to continue to state estimation.

IV. SLAM WITH THE EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER

The EKF is a method to implement state estimation on non-

linear systems by assuming belief distributions are Gaussian

and linearising around the current mean and covariance. We

base our approach to the EKF SLAM algorithm on the method

explained by Thrun et al. [2]. Our approach is similar in

concept but there are some key differences. Firstly, we change

the way in which the measurements are handled. We found that

it is easier to work in Cartesian coordinates when working with

images features, while Thrun et al. [2] use polar coordinates.

Secondly, we consider each individual landmark measurement

to have its own noise covariance. Our motivation for doing

so stems from the fact that, in stereo vision, triangulation

uncertainty increases rather dramatically with distance. The

third important difference is that we do not include the

descriptors of the landmarks in the state vector. This is done

to achieve faster execution time. Moreover, we believe that the

inclusion of uncertainty in feature descriptors at this stage is

slightly contrived.

Our EKF SLAM algorithm follows on the next page, with

all the inputs needed to update the mean µt and covariance Σt

of the location and orientation of the robot and the locations

of the current landmarks at time step t.
It is important to note how we include landmarks in the state

of our system. In Gaussian distributions, the mean is also the

most likely point. The state of the system is thus the mean

vector µt produced by the EKF. This vector is composed of

the robot location and orientation and the locations of current

landmarks in world coordinates. Hence we have

µt =
[
µt,x µt,y µt,θ µ1,x µ1,y · · · µN,x µN,y

]T
,

(13)

where N is the number of current landmarks. The covariance

matrix Σt also uses this ordering.

The EKF SLAM algorithm can be divided into two parts: a

control update (lines 1 to 5 in the algorithm) and a measure-

ment update (lines 6 to 21).

A. Control update

The first part of the algorithm updates the mean and

covariance of the location and orientation of the robot using

only the control ut, and in doing so finds an estimate of the

robot’s new location.

The matrix F is used as a shaping matrix throughout

the algorithm. Line 3 is the update of the location using

Equation 10. To incorporate the uncertainty associated with the

motion model, we use the derivative of Equation 10 evaluated

at ut and µt−1 with respect to
[
xt−1 yt−1 θt−1

]T
. The

resulting Jacobian is shown in line 4. We calculate the new

uncertainty with the Kalman filter equation in line 5 using the

motion uncertainty from Equation 12. At this point we expect

the uncertainty of the location of the robot to become much

larger.

B. Measurement update

The second part of the EKF uses the measurement, zt, and

the values obtained during the control update to update the

mean and covariance of previously observed landmarks in the

map as well as the mean and covariance of the robot’s location

and orientation.

At line 7 the algorithm enters a loop that iterates over all

the measured landmarks. If a landmark has not been observed

before, we add its location, using Equation 4, to the mean

vector. The uncertainty of a new landmark is set to infinity.

Next we calculate δ, q and φ, purely to simplify further

expressions. In line 15 we transform the mean of the landmark

back to robot coordinates in order to be able to find the state

prediction error used in line 19.

Hi
t is the Jacobian of the expression in Equation 4 with

respect to µ̄t, used to linearise the transformation of the

covariance Σt. Note that in line 17 we have sφ = sinφ and
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Algorithm: 2D EKF SLAM (µt−1,Σt−1,ut,zt,ct)

1: θ = µt−1,θ

2: Fx =





1 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 1 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

2N





3: µ̄t = µt−1 + FT
x




vtT cos(θ + ωtT )
vtT sin(θ + ωtT )

ωtT





4: Gt = I + FT
x




0 0 vtT sin(θ + ωtT )
0 0 −vtT cos(θ + ωtT )
0 0 0



Fx

5: Σ̄t = GtΣt−1G
T
t + FT

x RtFx

6: j = ci
t

7: for all observed features zi
t =

[
Xr Yr

]T
do

8: if feature j never seen before then

9: φ = µ̄t,θ − atan2(Xr, Yr)

10:

[
µ̄j,x

µ̄j,y

]
=

[
µ̄t,x

µ̄t,y

]
+

[√
X2

r + Y 2
r cos(φ)√

X2
r + Y 2

r sin(φ)

]

11: end if

12: δ =

[
δx

δy

]
=

[
µ̄j,x − µ̄t,x

µ̄j,y − µ̄t,y

]

13: q = δT δ

14: φ = µ̄t,θ − atan2(δy, δx)

15: ẑi
t =

[√
q sin(φ)√
q cos(φ)

]

16: Fx,j =





1 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 1 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 1 0 · · · 0 0 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 0 · · · 0 1 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸

2j−2

0 1 0 · · · 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
2N−2j





17: Hi
t = 1

√
q





−δxsφ − δycφ δysφ − δxcφ

−δysφ + δxcφ −δxsφ − δycφ

qcφ −qsφ

δxsφ + δycφ −δysφ + δxcφ

δysφ − δxcφ δxsφ + δycφ





T

Fx,j

18: Ki
t = Σ̄tH

iT
t (Hi

t Σ̄tH
iT
t + Qi

t)
−1

19: µ̄t = µ̄t + Ki
t(z

i
t − ẑi

t)

20: Σ̄t = (I −Ki
tH

i
t)Σ̄t

21: end for

22: µt = µ̄t

23: Σt = Σ̄t

24: return µt,Σt

cφ = cos φ. From the shaping matrix F , it is clear that each

iteration of the loop has an effect on the robot location and

the location of the landmark in question. Finally, in lines 18

to 20, we use the Kalman filter equations to compute a new

mean vector and corresponding covariance matrix.

Once all the measurements have been included in the

estimator, we expect the uncertainty of the observed landmarks

and the uncertainty of the location and orientation of the robot

to decrease.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to test our proposed EKF SLAM algorithm we

captured datasets with two Point Grey Firefly MV cameras

mounted on a Pioneer 3-AT from Mobile Robots, as seen in

Figure 2. The cameras were synchronised to capture images

at 2 Hz. The robot was controlled by human input and the

control data was stored for the control update phase of the

algorithm. Both indoor and outdoor datasets were captured.

We implemented the algorithm in MATLAB and C++.

After some experimentation we found that the matching of

image features had to be performed very carefully, because

the EKF tends to be very sensitive to matching errors. As an

example, Figure 3 depicts localisation errors resulting from

only a few mismatched landmarks. We observed that these

errors can become quite large, and this has some negative

impacts on the performance of our implementation. Firstly,

we found that the more accurate SIFT feature detector and

matcher outperformed SURF quite significantly but, since

SIFT executes much slower, it may prohibit real time imple-

mentation. Secondly, we had to impose strict thresholds on the

epipolar constraint as well as in the RANSAC estimator, which

may increase the likelihood of erroneously discarding correct

matches. This in turn affects the completeness (or density) of

our map.

Another problem was encountered when the robot would

turn too quickly, causing consecutive images to change too

drastically for enough features to be tracked over that time

period. In such a case the EKF will essentially use the control

update only, and the uncertainty of the robot’s location and

orientation will increase substantially. Unfortunately, the only

way around this problem is either to turn the robot more slowly

or to capture images at a faster sampling rate.

Fig. 2. Our Pioneer 3-AT robot, with two Point Grey Firefly MV cameras in
a stereo configuration and an external synchronisation unit, used for capturing
datasets.
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Fig. 3. Erratic behaviour in the robot’s estimated location due to errors in
the matching of image features.

We first discuss results from testing our implementation on

the indoor dataset. Figure 4 shows what happens at a typical

time step. First the uncertainty of the robot’s state increases

as the control update is executed. When the measurements are

then included the uncertainty of the location and orientation

of the robot, as well as the uncertainties in the positions of the

landmarks in the map, decrease. The positions of the robot and

landmarks also shift as a result of the EKF algorithm updating

the state mean values. This behaviour is exactly in line with

what is to be expected.
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(a) estimated robot and landmark positions after the control update
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(b) estimated robot and landmark positions after the measurement update

(c) left image (d) right image

Fig. 4. A depiction of typical control and measurement updates. Confidence
ellipses show the standard deviation from the mean of the positions of the
landmarks and the robot. The left and right images show the location of
features used (red dots) with the feature match disparities (yellow lines).

Figure 5 shows all the landmarks with their final confidence

ellipses, the route according to the EKF SLAM algorithm,

and the route obtained from using only the control data with

Equation 10, for the indoor dataset. Some example images

are also shown. We observe that for this dataset the route

calculated by the EKF travels neatly between the two rows of

benches, where most of the features were found.

Figure 5 also shows results from our algorithm applied to

the outdoor dataset which contains 340 image pairs captured

over a distance of about 75 m. Because we do not yet have

a method to test accuracy, for this set and the previous one,

it is difficult to tell exactly how well the EKF performs. We

did, however, end the outdoor run more-or-less where we had

begun it. From the figure we see that the drift introduced by

the EKF SLAM is less than 2 m over this 75 m run, while

the drift on the route calculated with only the control data is

considerably more.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a method for implementing a practical SLAM

system that uses stereo vision as a sensor. The method esti-

mates the position and orientation of a robot simultaneously

with the positions of landmarks observed by two synchronized

cameras on the robot. These landmarks are identified and

tracked with SIFT.

We found that in spite of a few problems — most notably

the extreme sensitivity to mismatched features — our method

performed well. We showed that great improvement in location

estimates is possible by the inclusion of the stereo vision

sensor, when compared to using only the robot’s control data

in an open-loop fashion. We therefore have a strong belief that

stereo vision is a viable option to be used in a SLAM system,

and definitely validates further research.

In future we would like to also implement a particle filter

based approach to SLAM, which might be less vulnerable to

matching errors. Ongoing work also includes the incorporation

of differential GPS data, mainly for use as ground truth in

evaluating the accuracy of our system.
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Fig. 5. Complete maps of the indoor (top) and outdoor (bottom) datasets, in metres, with typical images captured by the left camera and features used as
landmarks. The landmarks on the maps are shown with corresponding confidence ellipses, while the features on the images are shown with their disparities.
The routes shown in red were calculated by simply using Equation 10 (thus ignoring measurements from the stereo vision sensor), while the routes in magenta
were produced by our complete EKF SLAM implementation.
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Abstract—We propose a fast local image feature detector and
descriptor that is implementable on the GPU. Our method is
the first GPU implementation of the popular FAST detector. A
simple but novel method of feature orientation estimation which
can be calculated in constant time is proposed. The robustness
and reliability of our orientation estimation is validated against
rotation invariant descriptors such as SIFT and SURF. Further-
more, we propose a binary feature descriptor which is robust
to noise, scalable, rotation invariant, fast to compute in parallel
and maintains low memory consumption. The proposed method
demonstrates good robustness and very fast computation times,
making it usable in real-time applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Feature detection forms an important part of many computer

vision algorithms. Online image processing algorithms need

real-time performance, thus the speed at which features are

detected is crucial in many applications. Applications such as

Visual SLAM (Simultaneous localization and mapping), image

registration, 3D reconstruction and video stabilization need to

match corresponding image features between multiple views.

The detected corners or feature points need to be described

unambiguously so that the correspondence between multiple

views can be computed reliably. Real-time processing requires

the feature detection, description and matching to be as fast

as possible.

Modern day commodity GPUs (Graphics Processing Units)

provide a way to implement general purpose parallel algo-

rithms. The CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) [1]

framework from NVidia provides a programmable interface for

GPUs.

FAST (Features from Accelerated Segment Tests) [2], [3]

is one of the fastest and most reliable corner detectors imple-

mented on the CPU (Central Processing Unit). By exploiting

the parallel computation power of CUDA, we propose a

solution to implement a similar feature detector on the GPU.

To our knowledge a feature detector based on accelerated

segment tests has not been implemented on the GPU before.

The algorithm provides an additional orientation estimation

for the detected feature that the original FAST implementation

does not provide.

This paper also proposes a feature descriptor similar to

recent features descriptors such as BRIEF (Binary Robust

Independent Elementary Features) [4] and BRISK (Binary

Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints) [5], but which is robust

to noise, maintains low memory consumption and is fast to

compute, invariant to rotation, scale and lighting variations.

The binary feature descriptor is fully implemented on the GPU

with fast feature matching capabilities. We further refer to the

proposed detector and descriptor as BFROST (Binary Features

from Robust Orientation Segment Tests).

The remained of the paper is structured as follows: Feature

detectors and descriptors in the literature related to our work is

discussed in Section II. Our method is discussed in section III

which contains a subsection III-A that describes the GPU

implementation of our feature detector. Thereafter subsec-

tion III-B will provide information on our binary descriptor

followed by section IV that demonstrates some comparable

results. Finally section V concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Many feature detector methods are available in the literature.

Characteristics of robust detectors include invariance to image

noise, scale, translation and rotation transformations. The well

known SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) [6] method

is very robust, but the computation time is not feasible for

real-time applications. GPU implementations for SIFT such

as GPU-SIFT [7] have shown an improvement on computa-

tion time, but remain slow for hi-definition real-time video

processing.

SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) [8] improved on the

computation time of SIFT by using an integral image for fast

local gradient computations on an image. The open source

computer vision library (OpenCV) [9] contains a GPU version

of SURF. Although SURF executes faster than SIFT, SIFT

remains more robust. Both SIFT and SURF describe a feature

with a floating point vector. Matching between these vectors is

usually performed by computing the squared distance between

the vectors, which can be time consuming when matching

thousands of features.

Recently, binary feature descriptors have received more

attention. These descriptors are described with a binary string.

The distance between two binary strings can be described by

the Hamming distance. The Hamming distance can be rapidly

computed by performing the bitwise XOR operator between

the two strings and then calculating the number of set bits

within the result. Modern day hardware architectures support
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instructions that can count the number of bits in a word rapidly.

CUDA devices with compute capability 2.x maps the popc

instruction to a single hardware instruction that counts the

number of set bits in a given word. Thus, matching binary

descriptors can be computed rapidly.

BRIEF [4] computes pairwise pixel intensity comparisons

to describe an image patch. Each comparison or test, results in

a binary value that forms the binary string. The image patch

surrounding the keypoint is initially smoothed before the 128,

256 or 512 comparison tests are then performed. The spatial

locations of the pixels used in each test on the image patch

are sampled from an isotropic Gaussian distribution. Figure 1

shows a typical BRIEF sampling pattern.

The BRIEF descriptor is fast to compute, the length of

the descriptor is adjustable and matching can be performed

efficiently. However, image patches need to be smoothed to be

more robust against noise, the spatial sampling pattern needs

to be rotated for the descriptor to be rotation invariant and the

descriptor does not scale well because of the discrete pixel

sampling.

BFROST scales well and is robust to noise because we use

the intensity of regions for comparison tests instead of discrete

pixels, our sampling pattern is not rotated to achieve rotation

invariance.

BRISK [5] inspired by BRIEF, also computes pairwise

comparisons to build the descriptor for an image patch. Instead

of using randomly selected sampling points, the method uses a

fixed sampling pattern consisting of 60 sampling points. Gaus-

sian smoothing is applied on the patch of pixels surrounding

each sampling point before the intensity value for each sample

point is retrieved. Figure 2 shows the sampling pattern.

The sampling points of the sampling pattern are stored in a

look-up table. This table contains a set of locations for each

rotation which takes up a total of 40MB memory space. The

rotation of the keypoint is estimated by examining the local

gradients at each sampling point. The BRISK method also

describes a method to determine the scale of the keypoint by

using image pyramids and non-maximal suppression to search

through the image scale-space.

BFROST does not require a large look-up table for our

sampling pattern, we also don’t need to perform Gaussian

smoothing on the sampling patches, we use a very fast rotation

estimation that requires no local gradient calculations.

The FAST [2], [3] detector detects keypoints by inspecting

the pixel intensities of sixteen pixels on a circle surrounding

the possible keypoint p. A positive classification occurs when

there exist a set of n continuous pixels on the circle which

are all brighter than the intensity I(p) + t or all darker than

the intensity I(p) − t, where t is the detection threshold

value. Illustrated in Figure 3. The most repeatable results

were obtained with n = 9. The strength of the keypoint is

given by the maximal value of t that still classifies p as a

keypoint, a simple binary search is performed to determine

the maximum of t. Machine learning is applied to construct

a decision tree classifier that can detect the feature at high

speeds. The decision tree is converted into a set of nested

Fig. 1. Typical BRIEF sampling pattern. Each line indicates a pixel intensity
comparison test. The image shows 128 tests. Taken from [4].

Fig. 2. The BRISK sampling pattern with 60 sampling points. The blue
solid circles denote the sampling points and the red dashed lines indicates the
standard deviation of the Gaussian smoothing applied at each sampling point.
Taken from [5].

if-else statements that can be compiled into C code.

FAST can quickly reject non-corner locations with only a

few if statements. BFROST use the same continuous pixel-set

criteria to detect keypoints. However using thousands of if-

else statements on a GPU is not feasible, if even compilable.

GPUs are very sensitive to branch instructions, especially if

different branches executes within the same warp. The next

section describes how we implemented the detector on the

GPU without the need for thousands of if-else statements.
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Fig. 3. The 9 point segment test corner detection, taken from [3]. The
highlighted squares are the 16 pixels under inspection. The pixel at p is the
possible keypoint. The dashed line is passing through 9 contiguous pixels
which are all brighter than p by more than t.

III. BFROST: THE METHOD

Inspired by the FAST [2], [3] detector, we desired a similar

detector that is implementable on the GPU. A direct imple-

mentation of FAST in CUDA would not be feasible. Parallel

execution performance dramatically decreases when different

branches are executed within a block of threads on the GPU.

The original detector only classifies a pixel as a corner or

not and depends on other methods to extract the orientation

information from the detected image patch. We propose a

fast method for orientation estimation as part of our detector,

described in Section III-A1.

Memory transfers between the CPU and GPU can become a

bottleneck and should be kept to a minimum to achieve optimal

performance. We keep the detected keypoint information on

the GPU, perform non-maximal suppression and describe

the keypoints with our binary descriptor without transferring

excessive data between the GPU and the CPU.

Section III-A describes the feature detection method and

Section III-B describes the feature description method, fol-

lowed by a brief explanation on how to match binary descrip-

tors efficiently in Section III-C.

A. Feature Detection

The first implementation optimization to note is the memory

storage location of the input image on the GPU:

• We allocate a CudaArray of the image size and bind

the image data to this CudaArray. The tex2D tex-

ture sampling instruction is used on the CudaArray,

which is faster than reading from global memory. Texture

sampling will cache the sampled data and increase the

memory access performance.

• The texture filtering mode is set to point filtering such

that discrete points are sampled. No interpolation is

performed.

• The texture addressing mode is set to clamp any address

that falls outside the size of the image.

Consider the bit string B formed by comparing the pixel

intensity I(p) of pixel p with the sixteen pixels on a circle

around the pixel p under classification. Bi describes the bit

value of the ith pixel comparison on the circle. Thus, i is in

the range [0..15]. Let Ci be the ith pixel position on the circle

and t the detection threshold.

Bi =

{
1, for I(p) + t < I(Ci)

0, otherwise
(1)

The bit string B contains sixteen binary elements and when

converted to a decimal value, falls in the range of [0..65535].

For each of these 216 possible configurations, we determine

if the configuration classifies p as a corner or not and store

the binary result in a table. This look-up table of 216 binary

values are precomputed and stored as a binary string T . T is

uploaded to constant memory on the GPU. Note that 216 bits

= 8192 bytes, which is less than the 64KB constant memory

available on the GPU.

The feature detection process performs the following steps:

• Bind the input image to the CudaArray. Bind the look-

up table T to constant memory (Only if the table has not

been uploaded yet).

• Executes the feature detection CUDA kernel. One thread

is assigned to each pixel in the image.

• Each thread loads the center pixel p and sixteen surround-

ing pixels C0−15 into local thread memory.

• Each thread builds the binary string B by performing (1)

for all sixteen pixels on the circle.

• The binary classification value for B is read from T .

If the image patch classifies as a keypoint, the (x, y)
location of the pixel p is encoded into a 32 bit value and

written into a 1-dimensional buffer containing all detected

keypoints. The AtomicInc CUDA instruction is used

to retrieve the index at which the keypoint information

should be written. The atomic increment operation needs

to be used, because more than one thread can request

to write keypoint information into the buffer at the same

time.

• The binary string B and classification test is performed

twice, once with the I(p) + t < I(Ci) test and then with

the I(p) − t > I(Ci) test. The same look-up table T is

used for both tests.

1) Rotation Estimation: The original FAST detector does

not provide an orientation estimate. We propose a very sim-

plistic method to estimate the rotation of a keypoint. Consider

a keypoint detected with continuous brighter intensities from

Ca to Cb where the detected segment length is >= 9. The

rotation index τ and rotation angle θ can then be estimated

by:

τ =






a+ b

2
, for a < b

a+ b+ 16

2
mod 16, for a >= b

(2)

θ =
2πτ

16
(3)

We create a look-up table that maps the binary string B to

the rotation index τ and upload the 216 byte vector to the

GPU for fast rotation estimation. The accuracy of the rotation

estimation can be viewed in Section IV.
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2) Non-maximal Suppression: The strength of each de-

tected feature is calculated by finding the maximum value of

t for which the image patch still classifies as a corner. The

function on t is monotonic, which means that a simple binary

search can be performed on t to quickly find the maximal

value. Each thread in our CUDA kernel calculates the feature

strength for one keypoint. A keypoint index map is created

that maps an image location (x, y) to a keypoint index. The

index map ensures that the eight neighboring keypoints of any

given image location can be computed rapidly by performing

an index look-up into the index map.

The non-maximal suppression kernel executes one thread

for each keypoint. Each thread compares the feature strength of

its own keypoint to the feature strengths of the eight neighbor-

ing keypoints. The index map is used to determine the index

of the adjacent keypoints and whether they exist. All keypoints

with a strength greater than all of the neighbors, gets written

into the final detected keypoint buffer. The AtomicInc atomic

instruction is used again to avoid memory write conflicts.

B. Feature Description

Our fast binary feature descriptor relies on the usage of

an integral image or summed area table to sample image

intensity information from rectangular regions. Efficient GPU

implementations for integral images [10] do exist. Similar

to the BRIEF [4] and BRISK [5] descriptors, our descriptor

creates a binary string by comparing the sum of intensities over

regions within the image. The region based approach reduces

the effect of noise and makes the descriptor scalable.

1) Sampling Pattern: The sampling locations of the

BFROST sampling pattern stays fixed for all rotations and can

be scaled accordingly. The base pattern is uploaded to constant

GPU memory. Our pattern contains 64 sampling points, where

the BRISK [5] pattern contains 60 sampling points and the

number of BRIEF [4] sampling points equals the length of

their descriptor. Our sampling point offsets (X(i), Y (i)) for

each i in [0..63] with keypoint scale σ is calculated by:

r(i) = σ22+(i mod 4) (4)

φ(i) = ⌈
i

4
⌉ (5)

X(i) = r(i) cos(
2πφ(i)

16
) (6)

Y (i) = r(i) sin(
2πφ(i)

16
) (7)

At each sampling point we sample the sum of all pixel

intensities in a square region. Figure 4 shows the square

regions associated with each sampling point. The width and

height of the square region Z(i) for each sampling point is

determined by:

Z(i) =
πr(i)

8
(8)

Fig. 4. 64 Sampling point locations with their associated square regions.

2) Building the Descriptor: The BFROST descriptor is 256

bits long. Each of the 64 samples is compared with 4 other

samples to form the 256 bit descriptor. Let S(i) be the average

intensity of the square region sampled from sampling point i

and let M be the integral image computed from the input

image I . Let the location of the feature point j be x(j) and

y(j) in image space. The area of the square region is given

by n(i).

n(i) = (2r(i) + 1)2 (9)

S(i) =( M(x(j) +X(i) + Z(i), y(j) + Y (i) + Z(i))

+M(x(j) +X(i)− Z(i), y(j) + Y (i)− Z(i))

−M(x(j) +X(i) + Z(i), y(j) + Y (i)− Z(i))

−M(x(j) +X(i)− Z(i), y(j) + Y (i) + Z(i)))

÷ n(i) (10)

The description process works as follows:

• The CUDA kernel creates 32 threads for each keypoint

j. The block size is set to 512 threads. Thus, each block

computes the descriptor for 16 keypoints.

• Each thread samples two square regions, S(k) and S(k+
32) where k is the thread index for keypoint j. The

normalized sampled results are stored in shared memory.

• A syncthreads call is launched to ensure that all 32

threads receive the full set of 64 samples for the keypoint

through shared memory accessible across threads within

the same block.
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Fig. 5. Complete testing pattern, generating a 256 bit descriptor.

• Each thread computes 8 binary values by comparing the

samples according to the sampling test pattern. The 8 bits

are compacted into a byte and written into the descriptor

global memory.

To form the 256 bit descriptor, each sample point i

is compared with four other sample points. The in-

dex of these four sampling points is specified by

((i+ 8) mod 64), ((i+ 24) mod 64), ((i+ 36) mod 64)
and (4φ(i) + 4 + (3− (i mod 4))). Figure 5 illustrates the

complete testing pattern with 256 comparisons. To achieve

rotation invariance on the descriptor, the index of the sampling

points is simply modified by adding 4τ when performing the

comparisons.

C. Fast Binary Feature Matching

The Hamming distance metric can be used to calculate the

distance between two binary strings. Suppose we have two

binary strings D1 and D2. Applying the XOR binary operator

on D1 and D2 will result in a binary string Dxor that contains

a binary 1 at each position where D1 and D2 differs. To

calculate the Hamming distance, we only need to count the

number of set bits in Dxor. CPU architectures support the

popcount instruction where as CUDA architectures support

the popc instruction. These instructions return the number

of set bits within the given variable, which gives us the

Hamming distance. Executing a XOR and popc instruction

is much more efficient than computing squared distances

between floating point vectors.

Our current feature matching implementation performs a

brute force matching scheme on the GPU. Future work will

include faster descriptor matching algorithms such as BK-

Trees [11]. Approximate string matching algorithms can be

(a) graffiti (b) boat

(c) wall (d) bark

Fig. 6. Datasets used for evaluation.

applied to the binary string matching problem that relates to

the binary feature matching problem in Computer Vision.

IV. RESULTS

The BFROST detector achieves similar repeatability when

compared to the FAST detector. The GPU implementation

executes faster as shown in Table I. The values reported are

the averages over 100 runs. Our detector detects slightly more

keypoints because the decision tree of FAST does not perform

a complete segment test. Timing comparisons were performed

on a NVidia GeForce GTX 460 for our GPU implementation

and on a Intel Core i7 2.67 GHz for the OpenCV [9] FAST

CPU implementation. Tests were performed on the first image

in the graffiti, boat, wall and bark datasets shown in Figure

6. The detection threshold as defined in equation 1 was set

to 40 for both detectors. Note that the time reported for

BFROST includes feature detection, non-maximal suppression

and orientation estimation while FAST only detected the

features and performed non-maximal suppression.

TABLE I
Feature detection comparison.

Image OpenCV FAST (ms) Keypoints BFROST (ms) Keypoints

graf 5.271 996 0.676 1022

boat 9.971 5509 1.017 5725

wall 12.181 9696 1.229 9899

bark 2.790 312 0.544 320

For descriptor evaluation purposes we transform the test

image with a known homography to produce a transformed

image. Keypoints are detected and described on both images.

For each keypoint in the test image we find the nearest

neighbor in the transformed image based on the distance

between the keypoint descriptors. We perform cross correlation

by matching the keypoints in the transformed image with
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Fig. 7. Descriptor matching scores with in plane image rotations.

the keypoints in the test image and collect the matching

keypoints that only matched both ways. Because we know

the homography, the matching score is calculated by taking

the ratio between the number of inliers and the total number

of matched keypoints.

The graph in Figure 7 shows the rotation invariance of

our detector and descriptor by applying in plane rotations to

the graffiti test image. A higher matching score is better. We

compare our results with SURF [8] and SIFT [6]. Table II

shows the related computation time of each descriptor. Our

detector and descriptor out performs the popular SURF [8] in

rotation robustness and computation time. SIFT [6] remains

more robust but falls far behind with computation time.

TABLE II
Feature description time comparison between descriptors with a test image

rotated between 0 and 360 degrees with intervals of 5 degrees.

OpenCV SIFT OpenCV SURF BFROST descriptor

1259.98s 26.78s 0.08063ms

V. CONCLUSION

We have shown that a complete segment test detector can

be implemented on the GPU and that the computation time

of our detector is roughly 9 times faster than the popular

fast FAST detector. An additional benefit to our approach is

that the rotation estimation of the feature can be extracted

with negligible extra computation cost. The robustness of our

rotation estimation has been proven by comparison against

SIFT and SURF.

We have proposed a fast binary feature descriptor, which is

scalable, rotation invariant and more robust to noise than other

binary descriptors such as BRIEF. The descriptor maintains a

low memory requirement and doesn’t use excessive look-up

tables to obtain rotation invariance like BRISK. Fast binary

descriptor matching can be performed resulting in BFROST

being usable in real-time applications.

Future work will involve improving feature descriptor

matching speed by implementing fast tree based matching

algorithms on the GPU. Improving and incorporating accurate

keypoint scale detection that improves on the BRISK method.
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Abstract—A tandem repeat is a DNA subsequence charac-
terised by an introductory sequence of nucleotides, called its
motif, followed by several contiguous copies (exact or approxi-
mate) of the motif. A minisatellite is a tandem repeat whose motif
length is within a certain pre-specified range. A new algorithm,
FireSat, which relies on the cascading of finite automata (FAs)
to detect minisatellites in DNA is proposed.

I. INTRODUCTION

Consecutive repetitive DNA subsequences are of relevance

in biology for various reasons. Kolpakov et al [1] mention that

the presence of repeats can be seen as a fundamental feature

of genomes—a repeat is the simplest form of regularity in

sequences and by analysing it first clues are gained which may

lead to the discovering of new biological phenomena. In the

literature, a distinction is made between interspersed repeats

and tandem repeats [2].

A tandem repeat (TR) is a string of nucleotides charac-

terized by a certain motif introducing the string, followed

by at least one “copy” of the motif. If the copies of the

motif are exact, the TR is called here a perfect tandem

repeat (PTR) Otherwise (if there are non-exact copies in

the TR) it is called an approximate tandem repeat (ATR).

ACGTAC ACGGAC ACGTTC ACGTAC is an example of an ATR

with motif length 6.

Molecular biologists distinguish between three types of

TRs: microsatellites, minisatellites and satellites. These differ

in terms of motief length, but the literature is not consistent

about where the boundaries lie. Delgrange and Rivals [3]

and De Ridder et al [4] agree on the following classifica-

tion, which will also be used in this paper: Microsatellites:

(2 ≤ |motif | ≤ 5); Minisatellites: (5 < |motif | ≤ 100);
Satellites: (|motif | > 100). However, Thurson and Field [5]

classify microsatellites as having a motif size of 6 instead of

5. Benson [6] does not distinguish between minisatellites and

satellites—he simply refers to variable number tandem repeats

(VNTRs) if the |motif | > 5.

We refer to a copy of the motif in a TR as a perfect tandem

repeat element (PTRE); an approximate tandem repeat element

(ATRE) designates a substring in a TR that presumed to be a

PTRE that has undergone a mutation.

Section II gives background on existing minisatellite de-

tecting algorithms. Section III defines the problem formally.

Section IV proposes a way of using how FA theory to

detect minisatellites in DNA. Section V provides the proposed

algorithm, FireSat, before concluding in the next section.

II. BACKGROUND

The algorithms behind the identification of minisatellites

can be classified as library based [4], [7] and ab initio [7].

Library based techniques (RepeatMasker [8] is an example)

compare input against a set of known repeats in a database.

Ab initio based techniques search for minisatellites without

referencing such as set. Examples of Ab initio based algo-

rithms include: FORRepeats [9], Reputer [10], [11], TRF [6],

Mreps [1], Phobos [12] and ATRHunter [13]. This paper

proposes an ab initio technique based on FAs.

Masumbuka et al [14] has investigated several software

packages that detect minisatellites, namely: Mreps [1], Pho-

bos [12], TRF [6] and ATRHunter [13]. All of these packages

are freely available on the web. Apart from Phobos, they have

all been reported on in the literature. Masombuka et al [14]

show clearly that these software packages do not report on

the same repeats. The only other software package of which

we are aware that implements FAs to detect minisatellites is

FORRepeats. In its first step FORRepeats detects exact repeats

in large sequences. In its second step, TRs (allowing errors of

the detected exact repeats) are computed during a pairwise

comparison between two extended exact repeats. The details

of the extension of exact repeats and the comparison thereof

are beyond the scope of this paper. (See [15].)

In contrast to FORRepeats, it will be seen that our proposed

algorithm, FireSat, constructs FAs and decorates the already

constructed machines while iterating through the genetic input

sequence. If allowable final states are reached during runtime

and all threshold values (see Section IV-D) are adhered to then

a TR is reported by FireSat. The theoretical underpinnings of

FireSat are provided in Section IV after the formal problem

statement in Section III has been provided. The objective is to

leverage the benefits in terms of speed, flexibility and accuracy

previously experienced with FA-based microsatellite detection

[16] in the domain of minisatellites1.

1An implementation of an FA-based algorithm for microsatellite detection
is available from http://www.dna-algo.co.za
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III. FORMAL PROBLEM STATEMENT

ATRs are defined in terms of the following conventions. A

PTR whose motif ρ is repeated p times is denoted by ρp. An

ATR u that is derived from ρp, must have (ρ) as its prefix. It

therefore has the form ρu2 · · ·up where each ATRE, uk(k =
2 · · · p), is the result of at most ε mutations on ρ. ε is called

the motif error. In theory, ε could be anywhere in the range

0 ≤ ε ≤ |ρ|. We now consider the types of mutations and how

they should be determined.

A. Types of mutations tolerated

Within the constraints specified by ε, FireSat tolerates the

three conventional types of errors: deletions, insertions and

mismatches. To briefly illustrate the motif errors allowed per

ATRE, consider an example based on ρ = ACGTAC, where

ε = 2. In addition to The word ρ itself, the following are

considered as authorised forms of each ATRE, uk:

1) ρ with the deletion of one base, i.e. uk ∈
{CGTAC, AGTAC, ACTAC, ACGAC, ACGTA}. Thus |uk| = 5.

2) ρ with the mismatch of one base, i.e. uk ∈ {XCGTAC|X :
{C, G, T}} ∪ {AXGTAC|X : {A, G, T}} ∪ {ACXTAC|X :
{A, C, T} ∪ {ACGXAC|X : {A, C, G} ∪ {ACGTXC|X :
{C, G, T} ∪ {ACGTAX|X : {A, G, T}}. Thus |uk| = 6.

3) ρ with the insertion of one base in front of any position:

uk ∈ {XACGTAC|X : {A, C, G, T}} ∪ {AXCGTAC|X :
{A, C, G, T}} ∪ {ACXGTAC|X : {A, C, G, T} ∪ {ACGXTAC|X :
{A, C, G, T} ∪ {ACGTXAC|X : {A, C, G, T} ∪ {ACGTAXC|X :
{A, C, G, T}}. Thus |uk| = 7.

4) The word ρ with the deletion of two bases:

uk ∈ {GTAC, CTAC, CGAC, CGTC, CGTA, ATAC, AGAC,
AGTC, AGTA, CTAC, ATAC, ACAC, ACTC, ACTA, CGAC,
AGAC, ACAC, ACGC, ACGA, CGTA, AGTA, ACTA, ACGA,
ACGT}. Thus |uk| = 4.

5) ρ with two mismatches, resulting in |uk| = 6.

6) ρ with two insertions, resulting in |uk| = 8.

To economise on space, a full elaboration of the resulting

possible ATRE sets has not been given in the last two cases.

Note that all these words keep at least 4 bases from the

original word ρ. This manner of defining authorized forms

of mismatches and deletions of uk derives from experimental

observations cited by Rivals et al. [17]. It has been endorsed

by Benson [6] as providing statistically relevant information.

More detail regarding the construction of these machines and

allowed motif errors can be found in Section IV-C.

B. Dealing with ambiguities

As it stands, the foregoing could lead to ambiguity in

determining the mutational origin of a string. For example,

ρ = ACGTAC, could be construed as some intended PTRE,

ρ, or as a deletion of the last nucleotide, G, of the PTRE ρ,

followed by the insertion of G. To resolve such ambiguities,

the following rules will be applied:

1) A string will be interpreted as a PTRE rather than as an

ATRE with mutations.

2) A string will always be regarded as an ATRE that

results from mismatches, rather than from insertions or

deletions as long as the number of mismatch errors to

reach a certain final state on a partial FA (PFAρ) is not

more than the number of deletions or insertions. Thus the

smallest motif error to reach a final state has precedence.

Note that FireSat has been designed to tolerate more

mismatch motif errors than insertion and deletion motif

errors.

3) An ATRE will be regarded as originating from a deletion

rather than from an insertion.

In principle, then, an algorithm seeking TRs could rely on

the motif error (ε) alone to determine when the end of a

candidate string has been found. However, in practice, it is

useful to rely on additional metrics, as will be discussed in

Subsection IV-D.

IV. MINISATELLITES, REGULAR LANGUAGES AND FAS

FireSat relies on the cascading of machines that accept

PTREs with a motif length less or equal to 4. Therefore before

algorithmic details are introduced we introduce the regexes

which generate repeats of length at least 2, and which will be

called mono-repeats, di-repeats, tri-repeats and quad-repeats.

• Mono-repeats: repeats where one single nucleotide is

consecutively repeated. An example is the language

TRA = {AA, AAA, AAAA...} of repetitions of one single

character or copies of a mononucleotide. A regex which

generates this language is: AA(A)
∗

. A “general regex”

with a variable or place holder can be written as WW(W)
∗

.

This general regex may be said to induce a specific regex

by replacing the W with any alphabet letter from Σ.

• Di-repeats: repeats where two nucleotides are consec-

utively repeated. For example, the di-repeat language

TRAC = {ACAC, ACACAC, ACACACAC...}, is generated

by the regex ACAC(AC)
∗

. The general regex WXWX(WX)
∗

induces any language of perfect di-repeats. The general

regex WX(WX + W + X + WT + TW + TWX + WTX + WXT)
(WX + W + X + WT + TW + TWX + WTX + WXT)

∗

, where

W, X, T ∈ {A, C, G, T}, could be used to induce any

di-repeats where a 50% error rate is tolerated.

• Tri-repeats: three nucleotides are consecutively repeated.

FAP (ACG) accepts the tri-repeat ACGACG(ACG)
∗

(Figure

1 shows FAM (ACG) which additionally accepts

one mismatch. Note, a sink state is introduced that

caters for subsequences which are not TREs of

the current motif. In the case of FastSat these

sink states are replaced by appropriate counters

as will be seen later.) Perfect tri-repeats can be

induced from the general regex WXYWXY(WXY)
∗

. If a

33,3% motif error is allowed, then the general regex

WXY(WXY + WX + XY + WY + TXY + WTY + WXT + TWXY+
WTXY + WXTY + WXYT)(WXY + WX + XY + WY + TXY + WTY

+WXT + TWXY + WTXY + WXTY + WXYT)
∗

where W, X, Y, T
∈ {A, C, G, T} induces the associated tri-repeats.

• Quad-repeats: repeats where four nucleotides are

consecutively repeated. The general regex WXYZWXYZ

(WXYZ)
∗

where W, X, Y, Z ∈ {A, C, G, T} generates

all perfect quad-repeats. The regex generating
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general quad-repeats allowing for 25% mutations are

(WXYZ)(WXYZ + QXYZ + WQYZ + WXQZ + WXYQ + XYZ+
WYZ + WXZ + WXY + QWXYZ + WQXYZ + WXQYZ + WXYQZ+
WXYZQ)(WXYZ + QXYZ + WQYZ + WXQZ + WXYQ + XYZ+
WYZ + WXZ + WXY + QWXYZ + WQXYZ + WXQYZ + WXYQZ+
WXYZQ)

∗

. In principle, other general expressions can be

constructed reflecting error rates such as 50%, 75%, etc.

It is noted that the languages of the regexes above repre-

sent microsatellites, in each case a family of these regexes

being represented by a “general regex”. In principle, regexes

representing minisatellites can also be provided, each regex

representing a regular language—the simplest of the Chomsky

hierarchy language groups. Therefore minisatellites can be

recognised by regular language acceptors, i.e. by FAs. (Note

that in this text, all FAs will be deterministic.) Generalised

software exists (including the Fire Engine [18]) which receives

a regex as input and then constructs an FA which accepts

the corresponding regex generated language. However, min-

isatellites have two special features which are leveraged in

this paper to construct corresponding FAs.

Firstly, the number of alphabet letters is limited to four.

As will be shown below, this means that any possible repeat

language with any motif length can be generated by using

mono-, di-, tri- and quad-repeat regexes. We will therefore

use these FAs (which we will call partial FAs, or PFAs) as

building blocks to construct FAs accepting minisatellites. In

the next section we discuss the four types of PFAs, each of

which accepts a TR based on a PTRE, ρ, and a motif error ε.

A. Four types of PFAs

In general we can distinguish between four types of ma-

chines. In each case, we assume that the machine is to inves-

tigate whether the input string u has the form ρu2, u3 . . . un:

• PFAP (ρ, 0) is an FA that reaches a final state after

scanning ρ in u. However, PFAP (ρ, 0) goes to a sink

state if u 6= ρ.

• PFAD(ρ, ε) is an FA that, upon scanning u, reaches its

final state if u = ρ or if u contains a maximum of ε
deletions.

• PFAM (ρ, ε) is an FA that functions analogously to

PFAD(ρ, ε), except that it functions in terms of

mismatches rather than deletions. Figure 1 repre-

sents FAM (ACG, 1). Note, Figure 1 does not represent

PFAM (ACG, 1); FAM (ACG, 1) contains cycles which will

be completed as long as the, PTRE ACG or an ATRE

which has been derived from ACG as a mismatch in one

nucleotide position, is being read. Any other input will

cause FAM (ACG, 1) to proceed to its sink state.

• PFAI(ρ, ε) is an FA that functions analogously to

PFAD(ρ, ε), except that it functions in terms of insertions

rather than deletions.

In the proof of Kleene’s theorem that appears in [19], an

algorithm is provided to determine the sum of FAs. This

Fig. 1. The tri-repeat acceptor FAM (ACG, 1)

algorithm is used to determine PFATR(ρ, ε), where:

PFATR(ρ, ε) = PFAP (ρ, 0) + PFAD(ρ, ε) +

PFAM (ρ, ε) + PFAI(ρ, ε)

where |ρ| ≤ 4. (Note that if a quad-repeat acceptor makes

provision for the occurrence of 1 insertion then a word

of length 5 is accepted.) The above principles are used to

construct FAs which accept minisatellites.

B. Automata theory underlying FireSat

Kleene’s theorem [19] indicates that if languages L1 and

L2 are regular then then L1L2 = {ℓ1.ℓ2|ℓ1 ∈ L1 ∧ ℓ2 ∈ L2}
is also regular. (L1L2 is called the product language.)

To prove Kleene’s theorem, [19] provides an algorithm to

construct an FA, say FA3, which accepts the product language

of L1 and L2, the latter languages respectively accepted by the

FAs FA1 and FA2. It is clear that the process of concatenating

FAs can be repeated for a specific problem as many times as

needed: say we have constructed FA3 and another FA, FA4

accepts a regular language L4 then FA5 can be constructed

which accepts L1L2L4 and so on. Keeping this in mind then

it is, in theory, possible to construct an FA which accepts any

given TR of any length and any motif.

Suppose we wanted to detect a TR with a motif, ρ, where

|ρ| = 25. An FA which accepts a PTR with motif ρ is obtained

by by concatenating 6 of the general quad-repeat PFAs and

one mono-repeat PFA. This may be generalised to construct

an FA to recognise PTR satellites for any value of |ρ|. Here,

however, we focus on minisatellites (i.e. 6 ≤ |ρ| ≤ 100)

and we will denote the FA concerned by FATR(ρ). The

number and length of PFAs to be concatenated is simple

to calculate. Let cnt4 represents the number of quad-repeat

PFAs then cnt4 := |ρ| div 4. The remainder PFA is of length

m := |ρ| mod 4. For each minisatellite there will at most be

one mono-, di- or tri-repeat PFA concatenated to cnt4 quad-

repeat PFAs.

C. Motif errors tolerated in FireSat

FireSat has been designed so that the user may select sev-

eral parameters. The first of these is ε, the number of mutations
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to be tolerated per TRE. This number may maximally be

50% of the TRE length. However, ε also has to be within

the constraints of the following practical considerations which

hold for the defined PFAs2.

a) Quad-repeat PFAs: The maximum number of mis-

matches tolerated per quad-repeat PFA is 4, whereas the

maximum number of deletions and insertions is 1. Thus quad-

repeat PFA, FATR, which tolerates such errors is given by:

PFATR(ρ, 4) = PFAP (ρ, 0) + PFAD(ρ, 1) + PFAI(ρ, 1)

+PFAM (ρ, 1) + PFAM (ρ, 2) + PFAM (ρ, 3)

+PFAM (ρ, 4)

b) Tri- & di-repeat PFAs: The maximum number of

mismatches tolerated for these PFAs is 3 and 2 respectively.

These PFAs also tolerate each 1 deletion and 1 insertion:

PFATR(ρ, 3) = PFAP (ρ, 0) + PFAD(ρ, 1) + PFAI(ρ, 1)

+PFAM (ρ, 1) + PFAM (ρ, 2) + PFAM (ρ, 3)

and

PFATR(ρ, 2) = PFAP (ρ, 0) + PFAD(ρ, 1) + PFAI(ρ, 1)

+PFAM (ρ, 1) + PFAM (ρ, 2)

c) Mono-repeat PFAs: Only 1 mismatch is tolerated by

the mono-repeat PFA.

PFATR(ρ, 1) = PFAP (ρ, 0) + PFAM (ρ, 1)

Whenever a mismatch, deletion or insertion final state on

any of the PFAs is reached, the counter TREε is incremented.

If TREε > ε then processing of the current TRE will

terminate.

FireSat also allows the user to constrain the maximum

number of motif errors that may occur adjacently within a

TRE, κ, to some specified maximum εc.

D. Additional metrics and threshold values

FireSat computes three additional metrics. These are σ,

the so-called substring error; tn atreC, the number of ATREs

that occur consecutively; and tn tre, the total number of

TREs. In each case, the user specifies maximum values for

these metrics, which FireSat will use as a threshold value in

determining when a given substring can be regarded as a TR.

Each of these metrics will now be considered in turn.

1) The maximum substring error (τ ): FireSat computes σ,

the number errors weighted according to error type and

compares its value against the user-specified threshold,

τ . Processing terminates if σ ≤ τ no longer holds. In

line with the guidelines suggested by Benson [6], the

2It should be noted that this arrangement per quad-repeat PFA arises
because of pragmatic considerations, and represents our starting proposal.
In theory, the number of deletions tolerated could be as many as 4, and the
number of insertions can be “unlimited”! This would clearly represent an
extreme that would result in inappropriately identifying random strings as
ATRs. The trend in the literature is to be more tolerant of mismatches than
deletions and/or insertions. Should future experimental results suggest that
our constraint of 1 insertion and 1 deletion is too strict, we shall consider
lifting these boundaries.

value of σ depends on penalties allocated by the user to

mismatches (p m), deletions (p d) and insertions (p i).
For a given motif, ρ, and a given substring of the form

u = ρu2 · · ·up:

σ = (n d ∗ p d) + (n i ∗ p i) + (n m ∗ p m)

where n d, n i and n m are, respectively, the the number

of deletions, insertions and mismatches in u. The user

may rely on system default values for the penalties.

(These will typically be p i = 1.0, p d = 1.0 and

p m = 0.5.)

2) The maximum number of consecutive ATREs (α)

The user has the option of entering a value denoted

by α. This value indicates the maximum number of

ATREs that are allowed to occur alongside to each

other.A counter tn atreC is maintained to record the

number of consecutive ATREs since the last PTRE.

The counter is incremented whenever an ATRE has

been read (indicated by a transition to a final state of

FATR) irrespective of the type of error—whether it be

an insertion, deletion or mismatch. However, when a

PTRE is read, then the value of tn atreC is again set to

zero. The processing of a string proceeds only if α ≤
tn atreC.

3) The minimum number of TREs (β)

To avoid the output of unwanted data, the user may

indicate the minimum number of TREs, β, required in

a TR.

V. THE FIRESAT ALGORITHM

In order to use FATR(ρ) appropriately in FireSat, it is

required that the final states of the original component PFAs

be identifiable in it. Note the following feature of Kleene’s

constructive algorithm [19]: when computing say FAX = FAY

+ FAZ , every final state in FAX maps to a final state in FAY

or FAZ .

To determine whether the conditions on the threshold val-

ues, τ (representing the maximum allowable substring error),

α (representing the maximum number of ATREs that may

occur consecutively) and β (the minimum allowable number

of TREs that have to occur before a TR is reported) have been

met when scanning through a tandem repeat, various counters,

initially at 0, have to be updated once a motif is encountered

as we scan through a string.

A. Proposed: High level FireSat

FireSat has been designed to establish an introductory motif

of a given length, l starting from the current position pos in the

genetic sequence s. This it does by taking the first l nucleotides

starting at pos as the motif. There is a one-to-one mapping

between the value of l and cascaded FA skeletons which are

precomputed. Given the motif, the appropriate FA skeleton

can be decorated accordingly. The algorithm then traverses

the input string from pos + l, seeking a TR for as far as

possible. Should no TR be found at all, then the search is

repeated from one index position ahead, pos + 1. If a TR is
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indeed found, further TR searching commences from where

the TR terminated. This is repeated for each motif length, l,
in between the ranges lmin and lmax (i.e. 6 to 100 in the case

of minisatellites).

The generic FireSat algorithm is provided

below. The algorithm is invoked by calling

FireSat(lmin, lmax, ε, εc, τ, α, β, pd, pi, pm, s) where s
represents the genetic sequence to be searched. It returns all

TRs as tuples with motif lengths in the range {lmin, · · · , lmax}
in s, subject to the motif error ε and threshold values τ , α
and β as discussed in subsections III-A and IV-D respectively.

func FireSat(lmin, lmax, ε, εc, τ, α, β, pm, pd, pi, s) : tuples
var l, ρ, pos, len, s
tuples : = ∅

; for l ∈ [lmin, lmax] →
pos : = 0
; FA : = genFA(l) {Generate cascaded FA skeleton from l}
; do (pos ≤ |s| − l) →

ρ : = s[pos, pos + l − 1]
; FAρ : = decorate(FA, ρ)
; <ρ, pos, len, nptre, nm, nd, ni > : =

computeTR(s, pos, FAρ, ε, εc, τ, α, β, pm, pd, pi)
; if (len > |ρ|) →

tuples : = tuples ∪ {<ρ, pos, len, nptre, nm, nd, ni >}

; pos : = pos + len
[] (len ≤ |ρ|) → pos : = pos + 1
f i

od

rof

; return tuples
cnuf

FireSat as described above calls the function, genFA(l).
To describe the working of this function, suppose that ρ =
s[pos, pos + l) can be decomposed as ρ = ρ1 ρ2 . . . ρk ρk+1

where |ρi| = 4 for i = 1, . . . k, and |ρk+1| ∈ [0, 3]. The

required FA that is sought will therefore be defined as

PFATR(ρ1, 4) · PFATR(ρ2, 4) · . . .

·PFATR(ρk, 4) · PFATR(ρk+1, |ρk+1|)

It is the job of genFA(l) (included hereafter) to generate the

undecorated form of the above FA. It should be noted that this

approach generalises the use of skeleton FAs as implemented

in FireµSat3 and described in [16]. This generalisation

means that it is now possible to easily construct FAs that detect

repeats of any length instead of being limited to detecting

microsatellites as in the case of FireµSat3.

The function decorate(FA, ρ) is called thereafter to provide

the labels to the FA transition graph. The labels are derived

from ρ and differ for each new different motif of length l,
while the skeleton FA remains the same, until l changes.

Next, the function, computeTR is called which is assumed

to return a tuple that contains information about the TR starting

at pos with motif ρ. The TR is of length len and is determined

in line with the various tuning parameters such as the motif

error, ε, penalties on mismatches, deletions and insertions,

pm, pd, pi, etc. If no TR is found, the value of len returned will

be less than or equal to l = |ρ|. The function computeTR
is very similar to its counterpart used in all the versions of

FireµSat described in [16]. However, in the latter, the FAs

concerned were designed to terminate processing when the

maximum motif error was exceeded.

Here, because component PFAs are used to construct larger

FAs it is more convenient to allow the constructed FA to accept

any number of errors. To keep tabs of the number of errors

encountered counters must be used as part of the algorithm.

In order to do this, computeTR relies on a subfunction called

computeTRE that deals with one TRE at a time. The latter

function steps through the states of the cascaded FA comprised

of various PFAs. It follows the prescriptions of subsection

III-B in keeping track of the number of mismatches, insertions

and deletions states that are encountered, it relates these values

to the input parameters, and reports back when a TRE has been

found, or when one is no longer available.

This paper shows how cascaded PFAs can successfully

detect minisatellites of any length in genetic sequence, s. The

outline of GenFA is provided:

func genFA(lmotif ) : FA
var i, PFA
i : = lmotif − 4
; FA : = genPFA(4)
; do (i > 0) →

PFA : = genPFA(min(4, lmotif − i))
; FA : = FA · PFA
; i : = i − 4

od

; return FA
cnuf

Within computeTRE we are dealing with PFAs which

have the special property that no edges are returning to any

(previous) states. This is specifically important in terms of

the final state(s) of the respective PFAs.

Consider

PFATR(ρ1, 4) · PFATR(ρ2, 4) · . . .

·PFATR(ρk, 4) · PFATR(ρk+1, |ρk+1|)

As there are no outgoing edges leaving a final state of

PFATR(ρ1, 4) it is possible to simply assign the initial

state of PFATR(ρ2, 4) (the successor) to the final state of

PFATR(ρ1, 4) (the predecessor). This principle holds for the

concatenation (or cascading) of any two consecutive PFAs.

An algorithm refinement of genFA(lmotif ), expressing the

cascading of PFAs by means of state assignments, is included.

func genFA(lmotif ) : FA
var i, j, n, PFA
i, j : = lmotif − 4, 1
; FA0 : = genPFA(4)
; do (i > 0) →

PFA : = genPFA(min(4, lmotif − i))
; FAj : = PFA
; i, j : = i − 4, j + 1

od

; n : = j
; do (j > 0) →

initialstate(successor(FAj)) : = finalstate(FAj)
; j : = j − 1

od

initialstate(FA) : = initialstate(FA0)
; finalstate(FA) : = initialstate(FAn)
; return FA
cnuf
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Figure 2 represents an illustration of cascaded PFAs to

detect a TRE ρ.

Fig. 2. An Illustration of a cascaded PFAs

VI. CONCLUSION

Based on positive experience in constructing FA-based algo-

rithms for detecting microsatellite TRs [16], we have derived

an approach that extends to FA-based minisatellite detection.

The approach relies on the cascading of FAs using smaller

“component” FAs, called here partial FAs. The runtime of the

resulting algorithm is linear in the sequence length.

We note that, in contrast to our divide-and-conquore ap-

proach, a direct approach to constructing an FA-based recog-

nition algorithm for a minisatellite with motif length of say

50, would be extremely complicated, since the way in which

FA states grow and the way in which transition arcs between

states are to be placed are not readily predictable.

Future research initiatives will include the implementation

of the algorithm and variants, and the comparison of their

output to that of existing algorithms reported on in [14].
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Abstract—A variety of lens distortion modelling techniques
exist. Since they make use of different calibration metrics it
is difficult to select one over the others. This work aims to
compare lens distortion modelling techniques and calibration
patterns in a unified and objective manner. A common image
dataset is captured along with physical measurements and is
used to quantify the photogrammetric accuracy of the different
calibration techniques. Multiple calibration patterns and sizes are
tested and compared to results obtained with industry standard
calibration methods. Several sub-pixel accurate methods of find-
ing calibration points in images are evaluated. Improvements of
20% over the method used in OpenCV are consistently obtained.
This work opens up the possibility for improved distortion
characterisation in the scientific community.

I. INTRODUCTION

There exists a number of lens distortion characterisation

methods, each of which can make use of a number of calibra-

tion patterns. Each distortion characterisation technique makes

use of a different metric and this hinders objective comparisons

and selection between the different techniques. The aim of this

work is to determine the calibration pattern which yields the

best distortion characterisation in terms of 3 dimensional (3D)

measurements when using a single camera. To put the results

of this work into context, precision techniques are compared

to popular methods for lens distortion characterisation.

A. Lens distortion characterisation techniques

The purpose of lens distortion characterisation is to ensure

that straight lines in the real-world project into straight lines

in image space, shown by figures 2(b) and 3(b) versus figures

2(a) and 3(a) respectively. The majority of the techniques are

based on the plumb-line approach, first described by Brown in

1971 [1]. This involves the numerical refinement of a chosen

subset of two infinite series (for radial and tangential distortion

respectively) as described in the Brown/Conrady model [2], [3]

given in eq. 1.

hu =hd + (hd − hc)(K1r
2 +K2r

4 + . . .)+ (1)

(1 + P3r
2 + . . .)×

(
P1(r

2 + 2(hd − hc)
2) + 2P2(hd − hc)(vd − vc)

)

vu =vd + (vd − vc)(K1r
2 +K2r

4 + . . .)+

(1 + P3r
2 + . . .))×

(
(2P1(hd − hc)(vd − vc) + P2(r

2 + 2(vd − vc)
2)

)

where:

(hu, vu) = undistorted image point,

(hd, vd) = distorted image point,

(hc, vc) = centre of distortion,

Kn = Nth radial distortion coefficient,

Pn = Nth tangential distortion coefficient,

r =
√

(hd − hc)2 + (vd − vc)2, and

. . . = an infinite series.

B. Calibration patterns

The purpose of calibration patterns is to provide measurable

points which are known to be collinear in the object space.

The accuracy with which these points can be found in the

image directly affects the accuracy of the lens distortion

characterisation. To this end, it is necessary to obtain these

points with a level of accuracy higher than the discrete pixel

sampling of the image plane. This work only considers calibra-

tion patterns whose reference points can be determined with

sub-pixel accuracy. Checker boards are an extremely popular

choice (e.g. the open computer vision (OpenCV) library [4],

Caltech Camera Calibration Toolbox [5]) as the intersections

can be found extremely accurately by finding the saddle point

of the intensity profile about the intersection as described by

Lucchese and Mira [6] and expanded upon by Chen and Zhang

in [7]. Circles are also a popular choice since the centres can

be found, with high accuracy, by determining the centroid or

fitting an ellipse. A less conventional method, used by Brown

[1], makes use of straight line grids. This method can provide

a significant increase in the number of points used in the lens

distortion characterisation as many more points can be found

on each line.

C. Axis and notation definition

The mathematical notation used in this paper is as follows:

A 3D vector, Vabc, is a vector from point a directed towards

point b expressed in terms of its projections on orthogonal

coordinate system c’s axes. Vabc is used when the magnitude
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Fig. 1. Axis definition.

of the vector is unknown or unimportant. Tabc represents the

translation or displacement of point b relative to point a.

Rab is a 3-by-3 Euler rotation matrix expressing the rotation

of an orthogonal axis system a relative to (and in terms of

its projections on) an orthogonal axis system b. Individual

elements of 3 dimensional vectors are referred to as x, y or z

whereas 2 dimensional (2D) vector’s elements are referred to

as horizontal (h) and vertical (v) to avoid confusion. Figure

1 defines the axis system used and the directions of positive

rotation.

D. Paper organisation

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: section II de-

scribes the data capture methods for distortion characterisation

and comparison. Section III details the methods used to com-

pare the distortion characterisations in an unbiased manner.

Thereafter, section IV provides a summary and discussion on

the results obtained for each of the distortion characterisation

methods. Finally, section V places the results of this work in

context.

II. DISTORTION CHARACTERISATION METHODS

This section describes the camera equipment and methods

used to capture and process data in order to calibrate it.

A. Equipment specification

A 1600-by-1200 Prosilica GE1660 Gigabit Ethernet ma-

chine vision camera was mated with a Schneider Cinegon

4.8mm/f1.4 lens for use in this work. This lens has an 82◦

horizontal field of view (FOV) with significant lens distortion

and high modulation transfer function (MTF) making it par-

ticularly suitable for this work. The framework for live image

transformation (flitr) [8] was used for the image capture and

processing.

B. Distortion Calibration Patterns

A 46” Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) screen was used to

display calibration patterns, and assumed to be sufficiently

planar. This allowed for multiple variants of the calibration

patterns to be tested. By shifting the calibration patterns a

few pixels between captures, approximately 805 calibration

points were captured. The camera was statically placed ap-

proximately perpendicular to the LCD such that the entire

vertical FOV of the camera was occupied by the full extent

of the LCD. This meant that there were two blind spots at the

horizontal extremes of the LCD as the camera had 4:3 aspect

ratio compared to the LCD’s 16:9 ratio. In order to aid in

the removal of background noise and ambient lighting effects,

the calibration pattern capture was interleaved with capturing

images of a blank LCD. Three different calibration patterns

were considered, namely horizontal and vertical straight lines,

checker intersections and circle arrays. Multiple sizes of the

latter two patterns were captured in order to evaluate the effect

of the calibration pattern size on calibration accuracy.

C. Pre-processing

This section details the distillation of raw captured image

data into a set of accurate pixel positions for each of the

reference marks for each calibration pattern.

Since a single line was captured at a time, simple thresh-

olding of the background subtracted image yielded a dense

list of all camera pixels on each line. Due to non-alignment

of camera pixels and the non-perfect focus and non-zero line

width of the line on the charge coupled device (CCD), the line

in the captured image was several pixels wide. This meant that

several hundred thousand calibration points were captured for

the line patterns.

Two sub-pixel accurate methods for determining the inter-

section of checkers were evaluated, these being the window

surface fitting method of Lucchese and Mira [6] and the

Hessian matrix-based method proposed by Chen and Zhang

[7]. Since the LCD coordinates of each checker are known in

addition to the determined image coordinates of each checker

it is possible to obtain many dozens of checkers for each row

and each column as captured checkers in subsequent LCD

frames can overlap physically.

The centre of the circle is the desired calibration image

point for circle arrays. Two methods to find this point were
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(a) Example distorted image. (b) Image undistorted as per [9].

Fig. 2. Planar Reference Pattern, with Reference points marked.

evaluated, with the first being the centroid of the background

subtracted circle image. The second is the numerical fitting

of an ellipse to the determined set of pixels constituting the

circle by minimising equation 2 (Leapfrog [10] was used for

the minimisation):

metric = c0πab+ c1(CS − ES) + c2(WS − 2ES) (2)

where

cn = the nth weighting term,

CS = sum of intensities from centroid calculation,

WS =
∑

h,v∈W

I(h, v),

I(h, v) = image intensity at 2D coordinate (h,v),

ES =
∑

h,v∈W






I(h, v) if CR 6 ER,

αI(h, v) if ER < CR 6 ER+ 1,
0 if CR > ER+ 1,

CR = ‖ < h, v > − < Eh, Ev > ‖

ER =

√
a2b2

(bcos(θ))2 + (asin(θ))2

α = (1− (CR− ER))

W = h ∈ (Eh − (a+ 3), Eh + (a+ 3)),

v ∈ (Ev − (a+ 3), Ev + (a+ 3))

(Eh, Ev) = centre of ellipse,

a = major axis of ellipse,

b = minor axis of ellipse,

θ = angle of major axis from horizontal.

D. Precision distortion characterisation

The distortion characterisation method used in this work

is that described by de Villiers et. al [11]. As suggested the

Leapfrog algorithm [10] was used, as it is robust to errors

and finds “low-local” minima and not merely the closest

local minimum. With reference to eq. 1, five radial and three

tangential parameters were determined as well as the optimal

distortion centre. A genetic algorithm, implementing elitism

and some “hill climbing” was run for 300 generations of 300

individuals to provide a robust starting point for Leapfrog to

numerically refine. Thereafter all the points that had an error

of more than three standard deviations from the mean were

removed, and the Leapfrog algorithm was run again to further

refine the distortion parameters.

The distortion measure that was minimised is that given

in [11], namely the Root Mean Square (RMS) perpendicular

distance of all the points on each row/column (of calibration

reference points) from the best-fit straight line through the

points that exist as part of that row/column. The calibration

patterns and the determination of their reference points is

described is sections II-B and II-C respectively.

E. OpenCV calibration

To better place this work in context the camera was also

calibrated using the popular OpenCV library [4]. This cali-

bration was performed by capturing 15 images of a checker

board which had a total of 54 checker intersections, for a total

of 810 intersections. The 15 images were chosen such that a

subset of them covered the entire FOV of the camera with

the checkerboard approximately orthogonal to the image axis

and upright. The remainder of the dataset contained images

of the checkerboard at non-orthogonal positions. Figure 3(a)

contains one of the non-orthogonal images. As can be seen

from figure 3(b), which contains the image as undistorted

by OpenCV, the characterisation was successful. An average

re-projection error of 0.770 pixels as well as the two radial

and two tangential coefficients together with the distortion

centre (see eq. 1) and focal length were returned to completely
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(a) Example OpenCV calibration image. (b) OpenCV undistorted image.

Fig. 3. OpenCV [4] calibration.

characterise the distortion.

III. COMPARISON OF DISTORTION CHARACTERISTICS

A suitable metric is required in order to objectively compare

the use of different calibration patterns and the resulting

lens distortion characterisations. It was decided to compare

a physical measurement, in the real-world, to an estimated

photogrammetric measurement based on the distortion cal-

ibrations. To facilitate a monocular camera measurement,

discernible points that exist in a 2D plane were required.

Fig. 4. Calculated camera positions relative to planar reference.

A common dataset was gathered, consisting of nine images

of a planar reference target as observed from different direc-

tions. Figure 4 shows the calculated position for the camera

relative to the planar reference for each calibration/image pair,

5 DOF are shown as roll is not indicated. The end of the line

indicates the translation of the camera and the line represents

the optical axis extended to intersect with the planar reference.

The reference points in each image were manually located.

Distinct points were chosen such that the locations could be

determined with a high level of accuracy. Figure 2(a) provides

a sample of this dataset and figure 2(b) highlights the 6 points

used and also shows the result of the custom lens distortion

correction. These 6 points allow for a total of 15 unique pairs

with corresponding physically measured distances. Four addi-

tional reference checker intersections, whose relative positions

are known, were placed on the planar reference to facilitate

the pose estimation of the camera, as required to perform the

monocular measurements. The subsequent sections describe

the mathematical mechanics involved in the metric.

A. Pose estimation

Pose estimation was performed by minimising the offset be-

tween two bundles of vectors. The first vector bundle is created

from the image data by transforming the pixel positions of the

selected points in the planar reference. This is done using the

distortion parameters and the focal length of the lens. The

second vector bundle is created by hypothesising the 6 degree

of freedom (DOF) position of the planar reference relative to

the camera and calculating the vectors to the selected points.

This method is sensitive to both translation and rotation as

detailed by de Villiers [11]. A genetic algorithm, with 1000

generations of 1000 individuals, was used to generate an initial

6 DOF position for the Leapfrog algorithm to further refine.

B. Planar projection

The pose estimation information was used to project the

location of the pixel position of the selected point in the image

plane into the plane of the planar reference. This process is

described mathematically as:

Trpr = Vcpr

Tcrrx

Vcprx

+ Tcrr (3)

where

Tcrr = RT
rcTcrc,

Vcpr = RT
rcVcpc,
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Vcpc =




Focal Len

(Ph − Iuih)pix w

(Pv − Iuiv )pix h



 ,

(Ph, Pv) = the principal point,

(Iuih , I
u
iv
) = the undistorted pixel position of planar

reference point i,

pix w = the width of the pixels on the camera’s CCD,

pix h = the height of the pixels on the camera’s CCD,

Rrc = rotation of the planar reference to the camera,

Tcrc = the spatial offset of the planar reference origin

relative to the camera, and

Trpr = the distance from the planar reference origin to

the point.

C. Comparison metric

Equation 4 provides the comparison metric. It is the RMS

error over all possible pairs of planar reference points of the

difference between the physically measured distance and the

corresponding distance as calculated from the projected image

points (Eq. 3):

metric =

√√√√ 2

n2 − n

n−1∑

i=1

n∑

j=i+1

(
‖Trpir − Trpjr‖

2 −Di,j

)

(4)

where

n = the number of planar reference points,

Di,j = the measured distance between points i and j,

Trpir = projection of point i as per Eq. 3, and

Trpjr = projection of point j as per Eq. 3.

IV. RESULTS

This section provides the results of the experiments and

discusses the results.

Table I provides the results of the calibrations performed

for the various lens distortion calibration patterns discussed in

section II. Both the initial error and the resultant error after

characterisation are given for comparison. The error values (in

units of pixels RMS) are described in section II-D and [9]. The

circle array patterns have two sets of values. The first is the

characterisation when using the centroid of the captured circle,

and the second when using the centre of the fitted ellipse (Eq.

2). The square patterns also have two sets of values: “L&M”

refers to results obtained using [6] whereas “C&Z” indicates

the results for checker intersections found by using [7].

Table II provides the 3D projection accuracy of each cali-

bration method. This metric is described in detail in section

III, and compares the photogrammetric measurements between

the manually selected image points of the planar reference (see

figure 2(b)) to their physically measured displacements. The

RMS error for each of the 9 images taken from the planar

1OpenCV average reprojection error, not the metric described in section
II-D

TABLE I
DISTORTION METRICS

Pattern Measurement Initial distortion Optimal distortion
type method (pixels RMS) (pixels RMS)

Open CV Calibration1 - 0.770

Circle, Centroid 347.645 0.081
size 10 Ellipse 347.785 0.088

Circle, Centroid 335.622 0.078
size 25 Ellipse 335.510 0.142

Square, L&M 386.059 0.256
size 15 C&Z 340.954 0.082

Square, L&M 386.342 0.103
size 25 C&Z 314.710 0.081

Square, L&M 386.695 0.099
size 50 C&Z 251.682 0.060

Lines 290.917 3.026

reference is provided. The RMS error calculated over the first

5 images as well as all 9 images is provided for comparison.

The interpretation of the two leftmost columns is the same as

for table I.

The initial distortion values in table I vary slightly. This is

due both to the accuracy with which the patterns are captured

and inherent characteristics of the capturing process. The

circle capture methods discard patterns that touch the image

edges, ergo more of the smaller circles at the image periphery

(which has higher distortion) were captured. Similarly, the

implementation of Chen’s checker intersection finding method

[7] did not find intersections as close to the periphery as did

the Lucchese [6] implementation.

In table II there is a clear increase in error moving from left

to right. This can be attributed to increased obliqueness with

which the planar logo was viewed. Furthermore, the limited

depth of focus decreased the accuracy with which the man-

ually tagged image points were located. This resulted in less

accurate pose estimations and photogrammetric measurements.

The results indicate that a 25 pixel checker pattern located

with the method described in [7] produced the best results.

This method performs consistently well over the range of

checker sizes. The same cannot be said for the method

described in [6]. This method relies on fitting a curve to

the intensity profile about the checker intersection. Using a

larger checker ensures that the window of pixels used for

the curve fitting will never extend beyond the bounds of the

checker. This is evident in table I where a better distortion

characterisation is achieved when a larger checker size is

used. Furthermore, this trend propagates through to the results

presented in table II. The 50 pixel checker outperforms the

smaller checkers when considering the method of [6].

The circular calibration pattern results indicate that using

the ellipse fitting method with a larger circle produces the best

results. The reduction in the data obtained with smaller circles

hampers the ability of the ellipse fitting process to accurately

determine the centre of the ellipse in the image. As such,

there exists no discernible difference in accuracy between the

ellipse and centroid methods when smaller circles are used.

With larger circles, however, the true centre of the circle will
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TABLE II
3D ERROR OF CALIBRATION PATTERS

Pattern Measurement Error (mm) for image Images 1-5 Global
type method 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 error (mm) error (mm)

Open CV Calibration 3.48 3.91 3.19 2.67 3.36 4.92 5.19 3.82 8.17 3.66 4.58

Circle, Centroid 2.40 3.17 3.58 3.59 3.87 3.35 7.00 3.63 5.99 3.36 4.29
size 10 Ellipse 2.44 3.26 3.84 3.38 3.20 3.52 7.03 4.30 5.63 3.26 4.28

Circle, Centroid 2.66 3.58 4.15 2.81 3.12 3.42 8.95 4.72 6.45 3.31 4.84
size 25 Ellipse 2.38 3.40 3.10 2.76 3.33 2.94 5.09 3.94 6.71 3.02 3.95

Square, L&M 2.59 3.32 2.64 2.41 3.13 3.22 5.97 4.86 6.49 2.84 4.11
size 15 C&Z 2.37 3.26 3.09 3.23 3.57 3.19 4.95 3.70 6.72 3.13 3.98

Square, L&M 2.51 3.47 3.41 2.71 3.01 3.45 4.97 3.85 6.31 3.05 3.91
size 25 C&Z 2.46 3.34 3.02 3.00 3.27 3.23 4.73 3.73 6.28 3.03 3.83

Square, L&M 2.62 3.42 3.49 2.71 3.07 3.22 5.61 3.80 6.42 3.08 4.01
size 50 C&Z 2.40 3.34 3.04 3.19 3.47 3.18 4.97 3.62 6.27 3.11 3.88

Lines 3.79 5.06 5.55 2.54 4.31 3.31 5.47 9.31 7.02 4.38 5.5

not coincide with the centre of the ellipse due to the non-

linear radial compression introduced by the lens distortion as a

function of the distance from the principal point. Additionally,

due to the non-perfect orthogonality of the camera to the LCD,

the circle pattern will be projected onto the CCD resulting

in an ellipse. This results in a perspective induced difference

between the projected centre of the circle, and the projection

of the centre of the ellipse. These two effects therefore place

an upper limit on the circle size.

The line calibration patterns produced the worst results

overall. Coupled with the significant increase in computational

requirements (due to the increased number of captured pixels)

during the distortion characterisation phase, this makes the

method the least desirable. An initial inspection of table I may

lead one to believe that this was apparent. The poor distortion

result of the line calibration in table I is due to the line width

being greater than a single pixel on the CCD, as mentioned

in section II-C.

A direct comparison between the results of table I is not

meaningful as it is not a direct indication of the photogrammet-

ric accuracy of the camera. This is evident in the comparatively

poor distortion characterisation of the 25 pixel circles using

ellipse fitting. This characterisation performed the best overall

for the first five images (as shown in table II) and performed

well when all the images were considered, contrary to the

results presented in table I. Similarly, the calibration results

would lead one to believe that characterisation of checkers

size 15 pixels using Lucchese and Mira’s method [6] would

be 3 times worse than a majority of the other calibrations.

This is not the case, as seen in table II. The same is true for

the calibration using lines.

The OpenCV results are also presented in table II. They

compare less favourably to the results obtained with the larger

calibration patterns. When only the first 5 images are con-

sidered, OpenCV performs 29% worse than the best method.

This drops to 20% when all nine images are considered. This

comparison is pertinent as the data used for the OpenCV cali-

bration (an example of which is shown in figure 3(a)), contains

checkers of similar image size to the 50 pixel checker. Both

OpenCV and the other distortion characterisations determined

an optimal focal length for the lens, this value differed slightly

from the manufacturer’s claimed value.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The distortion metric is not indicative of photogrammetric

accuracy.

Calibration with checker patterns yields better accuracy than

using circular or line patterns. The method proposed by Chen

and Zhang [7] is more robust to different checker sizes which

leads to more consistent and accurate distortion characterisa-

tions when compared to the Lucchese and Mira [6] approach.

Ellipse fitting provides better distortion characterisations than

using the centroid when larger circles are used.

Accuracies of 20% improvement over the popular OpenCV

method were obtained, with all but two calibration patterns

leading to results superior to those of OpenCV.
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Abstract—An introduction to the LULU operators on multi-
dimensional arrays as well as the resulting Discrete Pulse Trans-
form is presented. The Discrete Pulse Transform (DPT) of an
image allows for the setting of a scale-space, thereby presenting
the user with a representation of the images at all its scales
with the information in the image separated into the scale levels
they belong to. This provides additional, more constructive data
to work with for applications. We present some applications in
which entropy combined with scale detects man-made or uniform
features in an image, as an introduction to this concept.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last few years the theoretical backbone for the

LULU operators Ln and Un, so named because they are

applied as the composition Ln ◦ Un (or Un ◦ Ln), has been

developed for multidimensional arrays [1][2]. They were ini-

tially developed for one-dimensional signals by Rohwer and

his collaborators [4]-[7], [11]-[17]. The theory developed on

multidimensional arrays provides a framework for the obvious

areas of image processing in two dimensions, as well as

video processing in three dimensions. The LULU literature

is relatively unknown, so we repeat the basic theory here.

A. LULU Operators

The one-dimensional LULU operators of Rohwer are de-

fined for a sequence x = (xi) as follows,

Definition 1: The LULU operators are those finite com-

positions of the operators

Ln =
n∨ n∧

and Un =
n∧ n∨

,

where (
∨n

x)i = max{xi, xi+1, ..., xi+n} and (
∧n

x)i =
min{xi−n, xi−n+1, ..., xi}. For example, L2 ◦ U3 ◦ L1 ◦ U4

is a LULU operator.

The one-dimensional LULU operators act on sequences in

the space of bounded sequences ℓ1. In this space one can

see that we have an obvious ordering of the elements,

namely xi+1 follows xi and xi−1 precedes xi. It is then

natural to consider the elements xi+1 and xi−1 as the

neighbours of xi. The one-dimensional LULU operators act

specifically on the n-neighbourhoods of each xi, that is,

{xi−n, xi−n+1, ..., xi}, ..., {xi, xi+1, .., xi+n}. So the order in

a sequence in ℓ1 is inherent in the definition of Ln and Un in

one dimension (definition 1), since Z is totally ordered.

Consider the case of images defined on a discrete grid in

Z
2. Although it is natural to consider the 8 surrounding pixels

Fig. 1. Discrete image grid in Z
2 with pixel x at position (i, j)

Fig. 2. Possible 4-neighbourhoods of pixel x at position (i, j)

for a pixel x as the neighbours, see figure 1, there is no

immediate ordering of the neighbours as is the case in one

dimension. This is because Z
2 is only partially ordered. In

addition the n-neighbourhoods which contain the pixel x are

numerous. In figure 2 we see some possible 4-neighbourhoods,

but there are obviously many more. The ordering of these

neighbourhoods cannot be done in a natural way, contrary to

the natural ordering in Z. We could apply a raster scan to the

grid, that is, starting with the first row move left to right from

pixel to pixel and then repeat at next row and subsequent rows.

This would however mean we have reduced the grid in Z
2 to a

sequence in ℓ1 and we wouldn’t have achieved anything. Thus

we see that the one dimensional ordering cannot be extended

to two dimensions (or higher dimensions). We are aiming for a

natural extension of the one-dimensional LULU operators into

two dimensions, specifically images, and more generally onto

arbitrary dimensions Z
d. When we take d = 1 the extended

LULU operators should reduce to the one-dimensional LULU

operators exactly. In addition, taking d = 2 we would like

to have operators which naturally and logically extend from

one dimension by preserving all the properties present in

one dimension and having the equivalent higher dimensional

concepts. We make use of the concept of connectivity to aid

us in the extension.

The concept of morphological connectivity was introduced

by J. Serra and G. Matheron in the 1980’s. They recognised the
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TABLE I
THE LULU SEMI-GROUP

Ln Un Un ◦ Ln Ln ◦ Un

Ln Ln Ln ◦ Un Un ◦ Ln Ln ◦ Un

Un Un ◦ Ln Un Un ◦ Ln Ln ◦ Un

Un ◦ Ln Un ◦ Ln Ln ◦ Un Un ◦ Ln Ln ◦ Un

Ln ◦ Un Un ◦ Ln Ln ◦ Un Un ◦ Ln Ln ◦ Un

need for the concept of an axiomatic connectivity and thus the

axiomatic approach to connectivity was introduced. In 1988

Serra, [18], and Matheron in 1985, [9], introduced the concept

of a connectivity class, for use in Mathematical Morphology.

Definition 2: C is a connectivity class or a connection on

the power set P(E) if the following axioms hold:

(i) ∅ ∈ C
(ii) {x} ∈ C for each x ∈ E

(iii) For each family {Ci} in C such that
⋂
Ci 6= ∅, we have⋃

Ci ∈ C.

A set C ∈ C is called connected.

We are now ready to define the operators Ln and Un on

A(Zd), where A(Zd) is the vector lattice of all real functions

defined on Z
d with respect to the usual point-wise defined

addition, scalar multiplication and partial order.

Definition 3: Let f ∈ A(Zd) and n ∈ N. Then

Ln(f)(x) = max
V ∈Nn(x)

min
y∈V

f(y), x ∈ Z
d, (1)

Un(f)(x) = min
V ∈Nn(x)

max
y∈V

f(y), x ∈ Z
d, (2)

where Nn(x) = {V ∈ C : x ∈ V, card(V ) = n+ 1.}
It is important to notice that here the collection of n-

neighbourhoods, Nn(x), the LULU operators act on can take

on any shape as the only restriction is on their size. This is the

important difference between the LULU operators, which are

only concerned about size, and morphological filters, which

operate in conjunction with a specified structuring element

with a specified size.

B. LULU Implementation

The implementation of the LULU smoothers for sequences

was developed in [4], [5] and [6] and is termed the Road-

maker’s algorithm due to the removal of peaks and filling of

valleys. The application of Ln ◦ Un or Un ◦ Ln to obtain the

DPT from first principles, that is using definition 1, requires

O(N3) time where N is the length of the sequence. The

Roadmaker’s algorithm however requires only O(N) time. In

[19] a efficient implementation for images is presented.

As proved in [1] a four-element semi-group is obtained for

the LULU operators, namely {Un, Ln, Un ◦Ln, Ln ◦Un}. The

composition table is given in table I.

Similar to their counterparts for sequences, the multidi-

mensional operators Ln and Un smooth the input function

by removing sharp peaks (the application of Ln) and deep

pits (the application of Un). The smoothing effect of these

operators is made more precise by using the concepts of a

local maximum set and a local minimum set given below.

Fig. 3. A Local Maximum and Minimum Set

Definition 4: Let V ∈ C. A point x /∈ V is called adjacent

to V if V ∪ {x} ∈ C. The set of all points adjacent to V is

denoted by adj(V ), that is,

adj(V ) = {x ∈ Z
d : x /∈ V, V ∪ {x} ∈ C}.

Definition 5: A connected subset V of Zd is called a local

maximum set of f ∈ A(Zd) if

sup
y∈adj(V )

f(y) < inf
x∈V

f(x).

Similarly V is a local minimum set if

inf
y∈adj(V )

f(y) > sup
x∈V

f(x).

The results proved in [1] and [2] provide the following

characterization of the effect of the operators Ln and Un on

a function f ∈ A(Zd):

1. The application of Ln (Un) removes local maximum

(minimum) sets of size smaller or equal to n.

2. The operator Ln (Un) does not affect the local minimum

(maximum) sets in the sense that such sets may be

affected only as a result of the removal of local maxi-

mum (minimum) sets. However, no new local minimum

(maximum) sets are created where there were none. This

does not exclude the possibility that the action of Ln

(Un) may enlarge existing local minimum (maximum)

sets or join two or more local minimum (maximum) sets

of f into one local minimum (maximum) set of Ln(f)
(Un(f)).

3. Ln(f) = f (Un(f) = f ) if and only if f does not have

local maximum (minimum) sets of size n or less.

C. The Discrete Pulse Transform

Using the extension of the LULU operators to functions

on Z
d in the preceding sections we derive the DPT for

functions on A(Zd) now. Following the success of the DPT

for sequences in signal processing one may expect that the

DPT on A(Zd) can play an important role in the analysis of

these functions, due to the ability to represent the image (when

d = 2) at all the scale levels. Similar to the case of sequences
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Fig. 4. A Pulse

we obtain a decomposition of a function f ∈ A(Zd), with

finite support. Let N = card(supp(f)). We derive the DPT

of f ∈ A(Zd) by applying iteratively the operators Ln, Un

with n increasing from 1 to N as follows

DPT (f) = (D1(f), D2(f), ..., DN (f)), (3)

where the components of (3) are obtained through

D1(f) = (I − P1)(f) (4)

Dn(f) = (I − Pn) ◦Qn−1(f), n = 2, ..., N, (5)

and Pn = Ln ◦ Un or Pn = Un ◦ Ln and Qn = Pn ◦ ... ◦ P1,

n ∈ N. This decomposition results in components Dn which

are each a sum of discrete pulses φns, s = 1, 2, ..., γ(n) with

disjoint supports of size n, where in this setting a discrete

pulse is defined as follows,

Definition 6: A function φ ∈ A(Zd) is called a pulse if

there exists a connected set V and a real number α such that

φ(x) =

{
α if x ∈ V

0 if x ∈ Z
d \ V .

The set V is the support of the pulse φ, that is supp(φ) = V .

We can then reconstruct the original image as

f =
N∑

n=1

Dn(f) =
N∑

n=1

γ(n)∑

s=1

φns.

In the sum above γ(n) indicates the number of pulses at each

scale differs, that is, is a function of the scale n.

II. FEATURE DETECTION

With the availability of all the pulses of the Discrete Pulse

Transform, the question arises as to what we can utilize all the

obtained pulses for. The importance of the DPT is due to all

the additional information and structure we have obtained from

the image. We no longer only have the original luminosity at

each pixel, but instead have an otherwise invisible insight into

the make-up and content of the image and the pixels within.

The additional image structure provided by the DPT provides

improved feature detection over standard approaches using

only luminosity values. A feature extraction method needs

to, in some manner, extract the signature of the objects in

the scene. This should be done as accurately and uniquely as

possible, as emphasized in [10], and the salient characteristics

of the object should be measured. Salient is defined very nicely

as prominent or conspicuous in the Oxford English Dictionary.

The aim of our feature detection using the DPT will be to

determine the salient features of the image with respect to

the pulses in the DPT. Very importantly, we do not assume

any initial structure within the image, so that we can process

any possible image. How do we decide how salient a feature

is? The most obvious is that large, high-contrast objects will

naturally be more salient than small, low-contrast objects, but

then at what size and contrast does the required saliency begin?

We shall introduce two new methods which illustrate how to

detect these salient regions in an image by using the Discrete

Pulse Transform decomposition.

In the absence of prior knowledge on the feature character-

istics and size we can make use of the scale-space, resulting

from the Discrete Pulse Transform, for feature detection by

keeping every scale. Reflecting on how a human eye picks

out features in an image the Human Vision System (HVS)

model [3] provides some insight. It consists of a first stage,

the Pre-Attentive Stage, in which the features are detected and

then a second stage, the Attentive Stage, in which matching

takes place between the detected features of the first stage

and the rest of the image. It is clear that the HVS possesses

a degree of saliency to detect the ‘pop-out’ features. We will

show how the LULU operators can be used to detect these

‘pop-out’ features. Following the HVS model, the features

are those areas in the image which are stable, that is, the

areas which survive over a wide range of scales, [8]. This

is simple to apply to the LULU scale-space. Indeed, each

pixel belongs to k pulses, φn1sn1
, φn2sn2

, ..., φnksnk
, at scales

{n1, n2, ..., nk} ⊆ {1, 2, 3, ..., N}. For each pixel x, we then

have what we call a Discrete Pulse Vector (DPV) for a

specified pixel x ∈ Z
2,

px =

[
n1 n2 n3 . . . nk

ℓ1 ℓ2 ℓ3 . . . ℓk

]T

, x ∈ Z
2 (6)

where for each scale ni, we have the corresponding relative

luminosity ℓi of the pulse φnisni
, that is, the height (positive)

or depth (negative) of the local maximum or minimum set

which pixel x belongs to at scale ni.

A. Impulse Strength Feature Detection

The simplest and most obvious way of using these DPV’s

for feature detection is by keeping only those pixels which

belong to DPV’s that contain a large number of scales, i.e.

large values of k. We refer to the value k as the impulse

strength. This is illustrated in figure 5. Whiter values indicate

larger values of k. In the last image only the pixels with

impulse strength within 20% of the largest impulse strength

value of the values kept. Notice how the front of the tank is

a strong feature.

B. Entropy Feature Detection

Kadir and Brady [3] detect salient regions by using entropy,

since saliency can be viewed as unpredictability. Entropy is

a measure of the amount of disorder in a statistical system.
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Fig. 5. The original tank image with its impulse strength shown, as well as
only the largest 20% impulse strength pixels

The entropy at each pixel is evaluated at each relevant scale,

n = 1, 2, 3, .., k, as

Hn(x) = −
k∑

n=1

P (φns(x)) logP (φns(x))

Fig. 6. Original Image I , Entropy, Top 500 Entropy Features

where P (φns(x)) is the probability for pixel x in the pulse

φns containing pixel x. For our purposes, this probability dis-

tribution for the pulses at scale n, P (φns), s = 1, 2, ..., γ(n), is

calculated with respect to the original image luminosity values

but using the pulse domains D(φns), s = 1, 2, ..., γ(n) as the

relevant pixels. Kadir and Brady simply use a circular radius

of size equivalent to the scale as the domain of the intensity

distribution. By making use of the DPT pulses we have more

relevant areas relating to the structure of the image to work

with. We determine a total sum of entropies per pulse at each

scale n = 1, 2, ..., k and then keep the pulses which have the

lowest entropy as these will be more structured man-made

objects, that is, less disorder. Figures 6 and 7 illustrate these

ideas. In figure 6 the tank is picked up very strongly, as well

as a few feature points in the more prominent grass area at the

top of the image. In figure 7 the defects on the potato surfaces

are picked out quite effectively as well, however a number of

background pixels are also picked out (due to their ‘order’ as

opposed to ‘disorder’). This method is thus particularly suited

for picking out man-made or uniform features with natural

backgrounds, but is also useful in general situations. Only

scales of maximum size 100 are searched for features in figures
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Fig. 7. Original Image I , Entropy, Top 500 Entropy Features, Entropy using
all Scales, Top 500 Entropy Features using all Scales

6 and 7. The validity of this is illustrated in figure 8 where

we see that the same features are picked out even if all scales

are made use of.

III. CONCLUSION

We have presented a new and effective method for detecting

feature points corresponding to low entropy objects in images.

These results present good feature points which allows for

further investigation into image matching for use in super-

resolution processing as well as tracking features in a video.

Further work into refining the detection of the feature points

Fig. 8. Entropy using all Scales, Top 500 Entropy Features using all Scales

will be looked into, as well as comparison with existing

methods and numerous differing images in order to illustrate

the capability of the method. A possible refinement is to use

background modeling. If the background, which isn’t expected

to contain feature points, is determined this can be subtracted

and only the significant content of the image searched for

feature points.

Due to the theoretical setting in multi-dimensions, the

results can be extended to video as well. In this case three-

dimensional pulses would be considered, and features within

the entire video, not simply each frame, could be picked

out effectively. The implementation of the Discrete Pulse

Transform for images has been done in collaboration with Van

der Walt [19] and a three-dimensional implementation is in the

pipelines.
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Abstract—We describe the challenges that arise in predicting
the pronunciations of proper names in a multilingual society.
In order to improve our understanding of this issue – which
is of significant practical importance for applications of speech
technology – we have designed and collected a multilingual
corpus of proper names. Both the names and the speakers
are drawn from four South African languages, namely isiZulu,
Sesotho, English and Afrikaans. We describe how the corpus was
designed in order to probe the interaction between the speaker’s
language and the origin of the name, and discuss the practical
steps that were taken in collecting the spoken utterances. A
statistical investigation of the prompt material reveals some of
the systematic differences between the languages.

I. INTRODUCTION

In multilingual environments, such as those that are com-

mon in South Africa, names originate from a variety of

languages and are then produced by speakers from language

backgrounds that may or may not overlap with the original lan-

guages. Consequently, these names are often pronounced quite

differently depending on the speaker, creating a significant

challenge for automated speech recognition (ASR) systems.

How should an ASR system be able to predict the way in

which a personal name will be pronounced, if there is so much

variation in the way in which people pronounce these names?

This causes real difficulty in practical applications such as

directory assistance or voice search systems.

Initial work with regard to four South African languages [1]

has indicated that there is systematicity in the way speakers

from the same language background produce proper names

across languages. This is important since such systematic

effects can potentially be used to improve the accuracy of

proper name predictions. However, no study to date has

collected a South African corpus that is of sufficient size to

allow for the detailed analysis of this phenomenon.

In this paper we present the design and development of

a new corpus containing names produced by speakers of

four languages that represent a substantial part of the South

African linguistic landscape. Names are selected from the

same four languages, and all possible combinations of name

language/speaker language are collected. We provide an anal-

ysis of the data collected and discuss ways in which this

corpus can be utilised further in order to better understand

multilingual and cross-lingual name pronunciation.

II. BACKGROUND

The ability to produce accurate predictions of the pronun-

ciation of a given word is an important component of typical

speech processing systems [2]. Dealing with proper names –

even within one language – is a particularly challenging task as

proper names tend to be diverse and may follow idiosyncratic

pronunciation (or spelling) conventions [3].

Internationally, several long-term efforts aimed at the devel-

opment of pronunciation models for proper names have been

undertaken. A prominent example was ONOMASTICA [4], a

multi-year, international project which developed pronuncia-

tion models for a large number of European names. But even

in this well-studied context, proper name pronunciation is not

seen as a solved problem [5]. Some results that are particularly

relevant for the design and analysis of a multilingual names

corpus include the following:

• Consideration of the linguistic origin of a name is crucial

during pronunciation prediction [6], [7].

• Phoneme-to-phoneme (p2p) conversion in addition to

grapheme-to-phoneme (g2p) conversion is particularly

important in the context of proper names [5], [8]. This

requires access to information on the speaker’s default

language, the linguistic origin of the target name, and

the speaker’s assumption about that origin.

Current pronunciation-prediction techniques typically still

rely on a combination of manual and automatic processing [3].

Automated methods, such as rule-based methods, can achieve

a reasonable level of accuracy in predicting how proper names

will be pronounced, but the range of exceptions is so wide

that a manually-generated list of common proper names is

generally employed as a first processing step.

For the languages of South Africa, this topic has received

relatively little attention. Generic g2p rules exist for all the

official languages of South Africa [9], but these are not able

to produce accurate pronunciations for any words that do not

follow the standard pronunciation rules of the language, and

are therefore also poor predictors of personal names. While

the prediction of loan words using letter-to-sound rules in the

speaker’s primary language has been shown to provide usable

results for loan words which included proper names [10], it

is expected that better results can be obtained using a more

sophisticated modelling approach. This was demonstrated by

Kgampe and Davel [1], who showed that the linguistic origin

of the name and mother tongue of the speaker have a system-
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atic effect across the four languages that they studied (English,

Afrikaans, isiZulu and Setswana). However, their study only

included a small set of respondents (20 speakers of 40 names):

a larger corpus would be required for the development of a

useable pronunciation system.

III. CORPUS DESIGN

The overall corpus design is based on the criteria and tran-

scription protocols that were developed for the Autonomata

Spoken Name Corpus [4], while also accounting for some of

(a) the particular characteristics of the South African language

landscape and (b) the salient factors that have emerged from

research on names in multilingual environments, as sum-

marised in Section II. Our most important design choices, and

the motivations behind them, are summarised below.

A. Target languages

South Africa has eleven official languages, which fall into

two language families (Bantu and Germanic). Seven of the

nine Bantu languages in this set also cluster into two subfam-

ilies (Nguni and Sotho); languages within these subfamilies

are to a greater or lesser extent similar [11]. Since both the

speaker language and the language of origin of a spoken name

influence the expected pronunciation, complete coverage of all

pairs would require an excessive number of sub-corpora. We

have therefore decided to limit our attention to a subset of

four languages which are the most common languages in the

Gauteng province where the collection is to be done, namely

isiZulu, Sesotho, English and Afrikaans. It so happens that

these four languages also represent a reasonable fraction of

the variability that occurs across the major South African

languages: isiZulu and Sesotho are, respectively, languages

from the Nguni and Sotho subfamilies, and English and

Afrikaans are by some measures the two languages which are

individually the least similar to any other official language in

South Africa [11].

We have decided to weigh English more heavily than the

other languages in our corpus, to compensate for the well-

known dissonance between English orthography and pronun-

ciation. Hence, more samples of English words are likely to

be necessary if rules of comparable accuracy are to be derived,

and our corpus contains twice as many English names (40%)

as in each of the other three languages (20% each). Our

speakers, however, are drawn in equal measure from all four

language groups (more details below).

B. Selection of names and speakers

In ONOMASTICA, special effort was made to achieve

a predetermined balance between frequent and rare words.

However, for the languages that we have selected, sufficiently

diverse corpora are not available to aim for such a balance.

Also, given the very limited knowledge that is available on

the cross-lingual pronunciation of South African names, we

decided that somewhat more prototypical cases would be most

useful for the current corpus. We therefore opted to select

names that are in current use: a name list of recent and present

students at a large residential university was used as starting

point, and first-language speakers of the four target languages

were asked to select names that are typically associated with

their language. In South Africa, full names are most commonly

spoken in the format Personal name – Family name. In fact,

this format is so common that personal names are generally

known as “First names” and family names as “Last names”.

Thus, separate lists were created for first names and last

names in each of the four target languages. From these lists of

selected names, a total of 600 first names and 600 last names

were drawn in specific language ratios, as described in more

detail below.

The rapid language changes that are occurring in South

Africa imply a substantial diversity of speakers, even when

they nominally share the same first language. It is therefore not

feasible to aim for a representative sample of any significant

subset of South African society within our small corpus. As a

consequence, we have decided to employ students on a univer-

sity campus for all our recordings. (Fortunately, such students

are a highly relevant demographic for the types of practical

services that may require multilingual name recognition.)

C. Combining personal and family names

We also had to choose how pairs of first and last names

would be drawn from the languages in our trial, since it is not

generally true that the personal and family name of a particular

person will originate from the same language. As a very simple

model of cross-language name combinations, and to match

our bias towards English names, we have chosen our name

combinations according to the following frequencies:

• 25% of the names are English-English (EE);

• ZZ, SS and AA name pairs contribute 15% each (45%

in total); and

• the combinations EZ, ES, EA, ZE, SE and AE each

constitute 5% of the corpus.

Typical names selected in each of these categories are shown

in Table I.

TABLE I
The names in our prompt list are combinations of English, isiZulu, Sesotho

and Afrikaans first and last names.

Languages Example

EE Catherine Wallace
ZZ Nolwazi Zilwana
SS Mosebo Moremedi
AA Reinhard Viljoen
EZ Gareth Mbuyisa
SE Khothatso Wingard

D. Creating prompt lists

A characteristic of the Autonomata corpus that has been

very useful in practice (J-P Martens, personal communication)

is the way in which it separates both speakers and content.

That is, the prompted content was separated into a number of

different lists, and a distinct subgroup of speakers pronounced

each list, thus making it possible to analyse both speaker
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differences and content-related differences. To obtain this same

benefit our names are split into three separate lists, each

containing 200 full names (first name and last name). Each list

is recorded by 16 different speakers (4 first-language speakers

of each language, of whom 2 are female and 2 male), yielding

the corpus speaker design shown in Table II. Speakers do not

repeat across lists, and 48 speakers are collected in total.

TABLE II
The corpus consists of three separate lists of 200 full names each; each list

is recorded by 4 first-language speakers of each language, of whom 2 are

female and 2 male.

Language List A List B List C Total

M F M F M F

isiZulu 2 2 2 2 2 2 12
Sesotho 2 2 2 2 2 2 12
English 2 2 2 2 2 2 12

Afrikaans 2 2 2 2 2 2 12

Total 8 8 8 8 8 8 48

E. Practicalities

For the recording process, we used mobile telephones

running the data-collection application Woefzela [12]. The

application prompts speakers by displaying the utterance to

be spoken (in the format Firstname Lastname) on the screen

of the mobile telephone, along with controls for starting and

stopping the recording of each prompt, as well as repeating

unsuccessful prompts. It also monitors the signal-to-noise ratio

and duration of each prompt, and requests the speaker to repeat

prompts which were apparently not recorded successfully.

Each session starts with the signing of a consent form by the

speaker, followed by a training session in which speakers are

taught to use the controls. During the main recording session,

Woefzela keeps track of the recording progress, displaying the

number of completed and remaining prompts to the speaker.

Recordings are done in a quiet office environment, but

no special precautions are taken to ensure acoustic quality,

since our goal with the corpus is to study the broad phonetic

details of name pronunciation, rather than fine acoustic details.

All recordings are stored in the default format provided by

Woefzela, namely 16-bit single-channel files, sampled at 16

kHz and saved in Microsoft Wav format.

We also collect relevant meta-information from each

speaker, including the following:

• Number of years lived in the current dialect region.

• Primary language(s) at home while growing up.

• Current primary language(s) at home, if different.

• Additional languages that the respondent either under-

stands or speaks.

• Education level (highest qualification).

• Age (in years).

• Gender.

Apart from the pronunciation of each name, we do not

capture any additional name-specific information. This is dif-

ferent from the corpus of [1] where the speaker’s familiarity

and knowledge of the language of origin of each name were

also captured. It is interesting to consider whether a speaker

will pronounce a name differently if previously heard (and

repeating from memory) and if the same name was read from

a list. Both these scenarios occur in practice (for example, in a

directory assistance system), and will require further analysis

for which the current corpus will not provide an exact answer.

The overall corpus design is summarised in Table III.

IV. ANALYSIS

In order to provide an intuition for some of the language

differences that occur in our corpus, Tables IV, V and VI list

the ten most common letter unigrams, bigrams and trigrams

of the prompted names in each of the four languages. It

is obvious that the two Germanic languages are somewhat

similar, and that the two languages from the Bantu family also

share commonalities (though apparently less so than English

and Afrikaans).

TABLE IV
The ten most frequent letter unigrams in our corpus, for each language.

isiZulu Sesotho English Afrikaans

a 0.120 o 0.131 e 0.120 e 0.144
i 0.106 a 0.127 a 0.096 a 0.109
n 0.097 e 0.120 n 0.091 n 0.092
e 0.084 m 0.079 r 0.089 r 0.088
l 0.081 t 0.073 l 0.067 i 0.076
o 0.058 l 0.068 i 0.061 l 0.061
m 0.056 s 0.065 o 0.060 t 0.052
u 0.053 h 0.057 s 0.054 s 0.047
s 0.053 i 0.052 t 0.041 o 0.042
h 0.050 k 0.045 h 0.037 h 0.034

TABLE V
The ten most frequent letter bigrams in our corpus, for each language.

isiZulu Sesotho English Afrikaans

an 0.037 mo 0.051 er 0.029 an 0.043
le 0.031 ts 0.039 on 0.024 er 0.034
si 0.030 le 0.032 an 0.023 ie 0.032
la 0.027 ma 0.029 ar 0.020 ri 0.028
ng 0.022 an 0.029 en 0.019 en 0.028
el 0.022 se 0.027 ne 0.016 ar 0.023
ma 0.019 lo 0.022 in 0.016 ma 0.022
nd 0.019 th 0.020 ll 0.015 el 0.021
il 0.018 di 0.020 ri 0.015 li 0.018
zi 0.017 ok 0.019 le 0.015 te 0.018

TABLE VI
The ten most frequent letter trigrams in our corpus, for each language.

isiZulu Sesotho English Afrikaans

ile 0.016 ane 0.017 son 0.011 mar 0.015
ele 0.011 ets 0.012 ell 0.007 rie 0.010
and 0.011 tsh 0.011 ers 0.007 ari 0.010
ane 0.010 ots 0.011 ine 0.006 tte 0.009
ela 0.009 mok 0.011 har 0.005 ter 0.008
nga 0.009 ele 0.010 ton 0.005 ett 0.008
lan 0.009 tha 0.010 enn 0.005 lie 0.007
ani 0.009 mot 0.010 nne 0.005 ize 0.007
osi 0.007 tsi 0.010 lin 0.005 lan 0.007
ong 0.007 tse 0.009 ill 0.004 van 0.007
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TABLE III
Overall corpus design; to be read in conjunction with Table II

Names Categories Personal names: first names and surnames
Languages isiZulu, Afrikaans, Sesotho, English
Distribution Frequent names, contextually diverse

Respondents Primary language(s) isiZulu, Afrikaans, Sesotho and/or English
Dialect Gauteng
Gender Balanced between male and female

Age Adult speakers (>18)

Recordings Type Native and non-native pronunciations of personal names
Style Read prompts

Quality Low noise, natural environment
Encoding 16 kHz, Microsoft wav files, 16 bit, mono

Prompts List constitution 200 full names per list
(200 first names and 200 last names)

Language origin 25% EE, 15% AA, 15% SS, 15% ZZ
5% AE, 5% SE, 5% ZS, 5% EA, 5% ES, 5%EZ

Meta-data Per name Orthography, name type, name language.
Per respondent Primary languages, additional languages, gender, age,

dialect grouping, educational level grouping.
Per recorded name Name, respondent, pronunciation language,

phonemic transcription.
Phonemic transcription Phoneme string.

Addition of stress, syllable information.
Combination of manual and automated

transcription and verification.

To investigate this intuition, we also computed cross en-

tropies between the n-grams that occur in the various lan-

guages. Table VII shows those values calculated on the tri-

grams for all pairs of languages. Here it is clear that the

languages have significantly different trigram entropies, with

Sesotho having the lowest entropy and English the highest; the

ordering of entropies agrees with our intuition of the amount

of regularity in names in each of the languages. The cross

entropies for different languages confirm our observations

derived from the frequent n-grams above.

TABLE VII
Cross entropies for all language pairs, as computed from letter trigram

statistics

isiZulu Sesotho English Afrikaans

isiZulu -6.012 -7.401 -7.754 -7.782
Sesotho -7.378 -5.944 -7.816 -7.913
English -7.889 -7.954 -6.660 -7.474

Afrikaans -7.885 -7.985 -7.373 -6.261

These results are all based on the name orthographies –

it would, of course, be interesting to also compute measures

of similarity for the spoken forms. As an initial step in this

direction, we have simply phonetized each of the words in

our corpus, using the pronunciation rules that were derived

for generic words in the appropriate language [9]. For the

reasons discussed in Section I, these rules are not expected

to be accurate for name pronunciations, but they do at least

give an indication of how the languages compare with one

another. As shown in Table VIII these (cross-)entropies are

quite similar to those computed for the letter n-grams, except

for an apparently increased shift in the difference between the

two Germanic languages in Table VIII. However, that increase

is somewhat misleading: the cross-entropy measure is based

on a binary distinction (either two phonemes are the same or

they are different), whereas phonemes can actually be more

or less similar. Thus, the vowel shifts that are quite common

in Germanic languages are exaggerated by this measure – for

the Bantu languages, which use a smaller set of vowels, this

phenomenon is less important.

TABLE VIII
Cross entropies for all language pairs, as computed from triphone statistics

isiZulu Sesotho English Afrikaans

isiZulu -6.068 -7.545 -7.876 -7.777
Sesotho -7.554 -6.170 -7.957 -7.894
English -7.923 -7.965 -6.667 -7.736

Afrikaans -7.824 -7.928 -7.776 -6.283

V. CONCLUSION AND STATUS

We have described the development of a multilingual corpus

that is specifically aimed at the diverse proper names that occur

in South Africa. It is nonetheless likely that the corpus will be

useful in other environments where several languages are spo-

ken within the same community, or within closely-interacting

communities. In particular, the balance between own-language

pronunciations and imitation of foreign-language pronuncia-

tions, as well as the different styles of imitation that occur,

are of universal importance. By comparing regularities across

widely different corpora (such as the one described here,

the Autonomata corpus which was collected in Europe, and

others), we should be able to gain a better understanding of the

parameters that influence these various approaches to proper-

name pronunciation.

We are currently completing the collection and verification

of the corpus described above; phonemic transcriptions of all
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words, based on the phone sets used in [9], will be our next

task. As cross-lingual phonemic transcription is a particularly

challenging task, we aim to use a combination of automated

and manual means for this process. Once transcription has

been completed, the corpus will be made available freely under

an Open Content license. It is our hope that the release of the

corpus will stimulate others to investigate this challenging and

practically important subject.
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Abstract—Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and tractography
have opened up new avenues in neuroscience. As most
applications require precise spatial localization of the fibre
images, image registration is an important area of research.
Registration is usually performed prior to tractography.
However more reliable images could be produced if a viable
registration can be performed post tractography. This study
shows two available techniques for direct registration of fibre
images and explores novel adaptations of these. The methods
register volume images derived from the fibres, and reapply
the transformation from these registrations to the fibre images.
The first method is a local affine registration and the second is
a global affine registration. The local affine method produced
superior results.

Keywords–Diffusion tensor imaging, image registration, trac-
tography.

I. INTRODUCTION

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and tractography have

opened up new avenues in neuroscience and are allowing

previously unexplored areas of neuroanatomy and function

to be researched. The tractographic fibre images that result

from tractography have found applications in surgical plan-

ning, reducing postoperative neurological deficit [1], [2], the

development of white matter atlases [3] and the ability to study

the relationship between structure and function in the brain by

allowing researchers to image cellular connectivity of cortical

regions [4]. Most of these applications require precise spatial

localization of the images which is achieved through image

registration.

The vast majority of research and applications that use

tractographic fibre images register the DTI images prior

to tractography. DTI registration, which requires voxel re-

orientation apart from the normal spatial transformations, is

an actively researched and open problem. The fibre tracking

process itself accumulates errors along the tracts and thus is

sensitive to small changes in the DTI images. Registration

of the tractographic fibre images rather than the DTI images

may produce more accurate and less distorted images than

those produced from tractography based on registered DTI

images. This study investigates available techniques for direct

registration of fibre images and explores novel adaptations of

these.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Illustrations of (a) isotropic diffusion and (b) anisotropic diffusion.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Diffusion Tensor Imaging and Tractography

Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is a relatively new magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) modality that enhances conventional

MRI to image the 3D structure of fibrous tissues [5], [6].

The properties of water diffusion in tissue enable this. Water

diffusion, whilst normally isotropic, is slightly inhibited by

cell membranes. In tissue made up of long, thin cells, i.e.

fibrous tissue, the diffusion of water becomes anisotropic as

water diffusion is inhibited across the cells but not along their

bodies [7]. Figure 1 illustrates the difference between isotropic

and anisotropic diffusion.

Diffusion affects MRI by lowering the signal intensity.

Originally considered a source of noise in MRI, diffusion

weighted images (DWI) can be created by measuring this loss

of signal from at least seven directions. A diffusion tensor

can be fit to each voxel of the DWI image to create a DTI.

This tensor gives the probability that water will diffuse in any

direction from that voxel. DTI images are used as a basis

to create a variety of different image types that are simpler to

interpret visually. Two common types are fractional anisotropy

(FA) maps and deterministic tractographic images. Figure 2

shows these image types.

FA is a measure of anisotropy and is defined as

FA =

√

√

√

√

(

(λ1 − λ2)
2
+ (λ2 − λ3)

2
+ (λ3 − λ1)

2
)

2
(

λ
2

1 + λ
2

2 + λ
2

3

) (1)

where λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the eigenvalues of the diffusion

tensor. Tractography is the process of tracking potential fibre
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Fig. 2. A deterministic tractographic image of the cingulum superimposed
on a FA map showing a sagital section of the brain.

trajectories from the DTI images [8]. As the white matter

fibres of the brain follow convoluted trajectories, this type of

image is an invaluable aid to the understanding and interpre-

tation of their structure and orientation. Tractographic images

fundamentally differ from other MRI images in that they are

not based on voxels but are rather represented as a group of

trajectories. Each fibre is an ordered set of 3D coordinates

in continuous space, spaced discretely along the fibre. This is

important as conventional image registration algorithms cannot

be applied directly to these sorts of images.

B. Image Registration

Registration is the process of transforming an image to

be as spatially aligned to a reference image as possible [9].

DTI images are almost always accompanied by images of the

same subject but differing in modality such as an FA map, a

conventional T2 MRI image or a functional MRI image. Inter-

modal registration allows precise spatial localization across

these images. Intra-modal registration is also important as it

allows spatial localization across multiple subjects.

A registration can be categorized by whether it is inter-

modal or intra-modal, inter-subject or intra-subject and also

by the type of transformation applied to the input image [10].

The most important transformation for this study is the affine

transformation, described by Equation 2, which has 12 degrees

of freedom (DOF) in 3D. Figure 3 shows different transfor-

mations applied to a simple image.
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where the lij parameters are the nine parameters of a linear

transformation, the ti parameters are the translations in 3D, x,

y, and z are the input coordinates and x′, y′, and z′ are the

transformed coordinates.

Registration typically consists of four components: A trans-

formation, an interpolation, a similarity metric and an opti-

mization algorithm [9]. The transformation is applied to an

input image to increase its similarity with a reference image.

Interpolation is needed to apply transformations to the discreet

voxel based images. An optimization algorithm iteratively

finds the parameters of the transformation by maximizing the

similarity between the transformed image and the reference

image [10].

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. Examples of different types of transformations applied to a grid. The
transformations are: (a) Identity transformation, (b) Rigid 6 DOF transforma-
tion, (c) Affine 12 DOF transformation and (d) Nonlinear transformation.

Conventional registration algorithms cannot be applied di-

rectly to DTI images as each voxel contains directional

information. If the transformation contains a component of

rotation, it is important to re-orient the diffusion tensor in each

voxel accordingly [11]. For a purely rigid transformation, the

rotational component of the transformation can be applied as

it is to each of the voxels. Applying an affine transformation

to a diffusion tensor would violate an accepted assumption

that the transformation should only alter the orientation of

the diffusion tensors and not change their size or shape. Thus

for affine transformations, simply applying the transformation

to each voxel is not satisfactory. Two methods are proposed

to account for this. The first is the finite strain method [12],

where the rotational component is extracted from the affine

transformation via matrix decomposition. The second is the

principle diffusion directions method which can account for

stretches and shears. The linear portion of the affine matrix is

applied to the principle diffusion direction and then normalizes

it according to the magnitude of this product [12].

C. The Current State of DTI and Tractographic Image Regis-

tration

Although image registration is in widespread use, it is far

from an infallible process [13]. These flaws are more promi-

nent in the newer and more complex process of registering DTI

images. Tractography itself is not a robust process. As fibre

tracking is based on integration, small errors between the DTI

voxels are amplified along the fibres, such as the small errors

introduced by image registration.

At present, very few publications propose algorithms that

register tractographic images directly, i.e. after fibre track-

ing. One method registers a single fibre bundle as an input

image to a whole brain tractography as a reference using

affine transformations [14]. Two works have used nonlinear

transformations by finding local affine transformations and

combining them [15], [16]. However the algorithms are not

comprehensively documented and the methods used to validate

success are subjective or ambiguous.

III. METHODS

Two experiments are contrasted in this study. In both of

the experiments the fibre data used are physically meaningful

bundles of fibres segmented out of the whole brain tractog-

raphy. This allows the success of registration on the internal
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4. Examples of the segmented fibre bundles used showing (a) the
cingulum, (b) the corticofugal tract and (c) the uncinate fasciculus.

structures of the brain, which exhibit a high variability, to be

assessed. Figure 4 shows examples of these segmented fibre

bundles. The dataset consists of 10 brain images each with 13

segmented bundles. The bundles are made up of 1300 fibres

on average and each fibre consists of 100 3D data points on

average. The bundles are from the right side of the brain or

the centre. Bundles from the left side are not represented as

the brain can be modelled as symmetrical and are therefore

redundant. The data were supplied by the Max Plank Institute

of Human Cognitive and Brain Science in Leipzig, Germany.

A. Local Affine Registration

Registration tools for MRI brain images are widely avail-

able. These tools operate on conventional MRI images, FA

maps and even DTI images. However there are no tools

available that can register fibre data. Instead of recreating a

registration algorithm, the fibre images are converted into a

form that can be used by existing tools in this study.

Each fibre bundle is converted to a volume. Affine registra-

tion is performed directly on these volumes and then reapplied

to the source fibre images using Equation 4. A separate

registration is performed on each fibre bundle, rather than

finding on affine transformation for the entire source image.

These local affine transformations can later be combined into

a single nonlinear transformation for the entire image using a

polyaffine framework.

Volumes were produced by finding spatial probability den-

sity functions (PDF) for each fibre bundle according to the

equation [16]:

Pbi(~x) =
1

Z

∑

tj∈bi

∑

~xk∈tj

κ(~x− ~xk) (3)

where bi is a fibre bundle, tj is a single fibre and ~xk is

a point on a fibre defined as a 3D spatial vector. ~x is the

3D spatial coordinate of the probability distribution, i.e. the

voxel coordinate, Z is a normalizing constant chosen to

make the values of Pbi(~x) sum to 1 and κ(~x − ~xk) is a

Gaussian kernel centred around ~xk. The fibre bundles that are

used in this project have on average 1300 fibres per bundle

with an average of 100 points per fibre. Multiplied by the

160× 200× 160 voxels of each DTI image, Equation 3 needs

to calculate 0.7 trillion values to create a probability density

function (PDF) for one, average fibre bundle. This is very

computationally expensive. This study compared the use of

such a PDF as the volume against a simple binary volume

derived from the fibre bundles. Figure 5 shows an example of

such a binary volume.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. A fibre volume (a) and its corresponding binary volume (b).

Fig. 6. Example of a binary volume from all the fibre bundles of a brain
image from three orthogonal views. The asymmetry is the result of only using
fibre bundles in the right hemisphere.

The affine transformation produced by an affine registration

of the volume images is simple to reapply to the fibre images.

The transformation assumes that the centre of rotation is the

centre of the image and so half of each pixel dimension,

represented by the vector ~N1/2, must be subtracted from a

point before applying the affine transformation and added back

afterwards. This processed can be expressed as:

~p′ = A−1(~p− ~N1/2) + ~N1/2 (4)

where ~p is the source point, ~p′ is the transformed point and

A is the affine matrix or the form shown in Equation 2. The

matrix is inverted as the output from the registration tool gives

the transformation to get back to the source.

B. Global Affine Registration

One single global volume is created for each source image

by combining the individual volumes from each fibre bundle.

Binary volumes are used as the volume-based local affine

experiment showed that they outperform the PDFs and are

70000 times faster to create. These results are given in

Section IV. Figure 6 shows an example of such a whole brain

binary volume.

C. Validation

The success of each registration was assessed by converting

the fibre bundle into a binary volume and calculating 6 similar-

ity metrics between the volume derived from the transformed

fibres and the volume derived from the reference fibres. The

metrics are:

• The Pearson correlation coefficient given by Equation 5

• Four overlap metrics, target overlap, TSR, source overlap,

SSR, mutual overlap, MSR, and union overlap, USR which

are given by Equation 6

• Cohen’s Kappa.
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TABLE I
MEAN OF IMPROVEMENT OF FIBRE REGISTRATIONS PER METHOD.

Method Cross Corre-

lation

Target

Overlap

Source

Overlap

Mutual

Overlap

Union

Overlap

Cohen’s

Kappa

Local 0.1309 0.11 0.15 0.13 0.10 0.1321

Global 0.0445 0.03 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.0442

RSR =

n
∑
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s~xr~x −
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where ~x is a vector describing the voxel coordinates and s~x
and r~x are the intensities of the source image, S and the

reference image, R at voxel ~x.

TSR =
|S ∩ R|

|R|
, SSR =

|S ∩ R|

|S|
,

MSR = 2
|S ∩ R|

|S|+ |R|
, USR =

|S ∩ R|

|S ∪ R|

(6)

Cohen’s Kappa is traditionally a statistical measure of

repeatability used with categorical data. Wakana et al. [17] and

Voineskos et al. [18] describe a method to use Cohen’s Kappa

to measure the similarity of two fibre bundles. This is done by

converting each bundle to a binary volume. Voxels are divided

into 4 categories namely those that are empty in both images,

the sum of which defines Snn, those that contain a tract in

both images whose sum is Spp, those that contain a tract in

the source image but not the reference image, Snp, and those

containing tracts in the reference image but not the source,

Spn. The number of voxels expected to be empty is then

defined as Enn = (Snn+Snp)(Snn+Spn)/N and the number

expected to contain tracts is Epp = (Spp+Snp)(Spp+Spn)/N ,

where N is the total number of voxels in each image. Observed

agreement (OA) is (Snn +Spp)/n× 100 and expected agree-

ment (EA) is (Enn + Epp)/n× 100. Cohen’s Kappa is then

given as

κ =
OA− EA

100− EA
(7)

For consistency, κ will be denoted KSR in this paper.

IV. RESULTS

The results presented in this section are from experiments

performed on a workstation with two Intel Xeon E5520

processors (2.27GHz, 4 cores, 8 threads) and 24GB RAM

running Matlab R2009b 64 bit on Windows XP professional

64 bit.

Figure 7 shows a single fibre bundle from each of the 10

images used in this experiment superimposed on each other in

different colours. This figure illustrates the success or failure

of a registration as the success is inversely proportional to the

colour separation. It is clear that the local affine registration

gave the best results followed by the global affine registration.

An example of a visual assessment is provided as Figure 9.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7. Comparison of methods using the volume of the arcuate fasciculus
as an example. The bundles from each of the 10 brain images are shown in
different colours superimposed on one another. (a) shows the source images,
(b) the output images from the local affine registration, and (c) the output
images from the global affine registration.

Figure 8 shows the mean improvement of each of the methods

for each of the similarity metrics.

Figure 10 shows the results of the comparison between

binary volumes and PDFs. The binary volumes clearly outper-

form the PDFs in the image and the average time per bundle

was decreased from 32 hours for the PDF to 0.21 seconds for

the binary volumes.

V. DISCUSSION

The experiments show that the direct registration of fibre

images produces alignment of individual fibre bundles. The

tracked fibres will not suffer from the accumulative error

introduced by the imperfect spatial realignment and voxel

re-orientation of DTI registration as the fibre tracking is

performed prior to the registration.

Figure 8 shows that the local affine registration substantially

outperforms the global affine method. This is shown visually

in Figure 7, where Figure 7(b) is clearly the image with all

10 bundles most closely aligned. Variability in the size, shape
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Fig. 8. Mean improvement of fibre registrations per method.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Comparison of methods using the volume of the arcuate fasciculus as
an example. The green volume is the reference bundle and is identical in all
five images. The red volume is: (a) the source image, (b) the output from the
local affine registration, and (c) the output from the global affine registration.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Comparison of output volumes from fibre registration using PDF
and binary volumes as the base registration. The green volumes are from the
reference fibres and the red volumes are from (a) the source fibres, (b) the
output fibre from the registration of PDFs and (c) the output fibres from the
registration of binary volumes.

and orientation of cortical structures in primates is particularly

pronounced [19]. This ratifies the observation that a better

alignment can be found by aligning corresponding structures

separately rather than aligning the entire brain image globally.

The six metrics for measuring the alignment of the fibre

bundles generally agree. The values for Cohen’s Kappa all

fall in the moderate agreement category as defined by Landis

and Koch [20]. Cohen’s Kappa is usually used as a measure of

inter-rater agreement and has been used to measure alignment

of fibre bundles for intra-subject, rigid transformations.

The use of binary volumes as a base registration over PDFs

in the local-affine registration proved not only to be faster but

also to produce registrations of a higher quality as shown in

Figure 10.

VI. CONCLUSION

DTI and tractography have produced new images that are

allowing the intricate structure of the white matter fibres in the

brain to be studied for the first time. Precise localization across

images is essential and is achieved through image registration.

Registration of DTI images is a complex process because

each voxel needs to be re-oriented aside from the spatial
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reorganization of the voxels. This process is still an open

problem. Tractography is an error prone process which is not

robust to changes in the DTI image. It is reasonable to assume

that tractography prior to the registration of the DTI image

will produce more accurate results than tracking fibres after

registration. The problem of registering tractographic images

has had very little attention in the literature. This project

compared two methods of registering fibre images directly.

The first method found local affine transformations for each

bundle by converting the bundles to binary volumes. The

binary volumes are faster to calculate and produce superior

results to PDFs as used in the literature. The local affine

method produced better results with an average increase in

correlation of 0.13 (from 0.34 before registration) per bundle

as opposed to an increase of 0.04 for the global method. The

local affine method is superior due to the high variability

in the cortical structures of humans, which a global affine

transformation cannot account for.
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Abstract—Robotic platforms are consistently playing greater
roles in manufacturing processes. In many production lines
robots are required to recognize different objects of varying
shapes and sizes. They also need to reliably manipulate these
objects to achieve some goal. By improving the robustness of
these components in uncertain conditions, a number of new
applications could be enabled.

We present a complete pick and place system using a robot
manipulator which assembles a child’s puzzle. The problem was
chosen based on the arbitrary nature of the shapes involved and
because of the intricate manipulation necessary for the problem.
Our proposed solutions to shape recognition, localization and
placement are described in the paper. We chose a Fourier based
descriptor for shape recognition and servo the manipulator
in vision space for fine manipulation. System performance is
presented with promising results.

I. INTRODUCTION

The growth of robotics in industry is at a steady increase.

They are finding applications in a wide range of fields from

medical science to manufacturing to space exploration. In

manufacturing, robots are used to weld, bend, sort or even

perform quality inspection. Often, these tasks require grasping

a specific object from some bin and placing it at some specified

location. Sometimes this is the specific goal of the robot and

it is called a ’pick and place’ system. The problem involves

recognising the correct object. Secondly placement relies on

precise visual (or some other sensor) information to correctly

position the part. Robustness, flexibility and efficiency are all

critical to the task.

This paper presents a complete system for picking and plac-

ing parts. We chose the toy problem of a child’s shape puzzle

because the shapes were relatively arbitrary and a fair amount

of dexterity is required to place pieces in their respective

positions. Any resulting solution could easily find application

in typical industrial problems. The aim is to further broaden

the applicability of pick and places systems by improving the

robustness of object recognition and manipulation.

The robot we chose to demonstrate with is a Barrett Whole

Arm Manipulator (WAM) with 7 degrees of freedom (DoF)

and a Salisbury-type Barrett Hand end-effector. The robot is

backdrivable and capable of compliant interaction. It is also

human safe, however, the extreme capabilities of this robot are

not necessary for the problem, any 4 DoF robot will suffice.

An omni-directional camera with a fish-eye lens was

mounted on the arm to capture images on the fly. A fish-

eye lens has a wider field of view (190o) than an ordinary

perspective lens. The scope of this paper is to consider only the

2D shape of the parts or pieces involved. We further assume

that the background is easily differentiated from the parts.

Textual and feature-based approaches are often not appropriate

for these types of applications because parts may contain little

or no distinctive features other than boundary shape. Also, the

machining process may not have consistent lighting conditions

which can adversely affect these approaches. In this paper we

use polar coordinates as our shape signature for the Fourier

descriptors. We also introduce a novel approach to determine

the orientation of the object by using Principal Component

Analysis (PCA), which assists when grabbing the object. The

technique used for manipulation problem involves servoing

using visual information to grasp and position a part.

The structure of the paper is as follows: The next section

describes related work. Section III elaborates on the problem

and Section IV discusses the process used to capture, calibrate

and reproject images onto a 2D plane. A complete description

of the processes implemented for shape modeling and for

manipulating an object is presented in Sections V and VI.

Section VII presents the experimental results. The conclusion

and possible future work is discussed in Sections VIII and IX.

II. RELATED WORK

Various shape representation methods, or shape descriptors,

exist in the literature. These methods can be classified into

two categories: region based versus contour based. In region

based techniques, all the pixels within a shape are taken

into accounted to obtain the shape representation [12],[11].

Contour based shape representation exploits shape boundary

information.

Fourier Descriptors are contour based and capture global

shape features in the first few low frequency terms, while

higher frequency terms capture finer features of the shape.

Wavelet descriptors can also be used to model shape and have

an advantage over Fourier descriptors in that they maintain the

ability to localize a specific artifact in the frequency and spatial

domains [13]. However, wavelet descriptors are impractical

for higher dimensional feature matching [15]. The Fourier

Descriptor method can also be easily normalized.

Fourier Descriptors are a widely used, all purpose shape

description and recognition technique. It has been used in a

variety of fields over the years, including commerce, medical,
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Fig. 1. The board with the shapes removed

space exploration, and technical sectors. In the field of com-

puter vision, Fourier Descriptors have been used for human

silhouette recognition [4] for surveillance systems, content

based image retrieval [17],[6], shape analysis [16],[7], char-

acter recognition [8],[9] and shape classification [3]. In these

methods, different shape signatures have been exploited to

obtain the Fourier Descriptors. These include central distance,

complex coordinates, curvature function, and cumulative an-

gles [1]. Most systems use complex coordinates to model the

shape boundary [14],[4] but we use polar coordinates because

in our experiments this method produces more accurate results.

Pick and place robots are used for a wide variety of

material transfer tasks. A good example is a robot picking

items off a conveyor belt and placing them in packaging

boxes. Some systems are setup with vision guidance to aid

the picking process. The typical pick and place application

usually involves a high amount of repetitive motion while

manipulating of objects of the same shape and size [5]. Our

system is robust enough to allow a pick and place application

to recognize and localize objects of different shapes and sizes,

manipulate these objects and even place them in different end

positions as required.

III. THE PROBLEM

A board containing cut out cartoons of different animals

was used in the experiments. The shapes were removed from

the board and then placed on the table.Figure 1 and Figure 2

display the board and the shapes used in the experiments. The

system was required to identify each shape, localize it, grab

it and then place it in the correct position on the board.

IV. DATA COLLECTION

An omni-directional camera with a circular fish-eye lens

was mounted on the Barrett WAM. A fish-eye lens is a wide-

angle lens that captures a broad, panoramic and hemispherical

image. The reason for opting for a fish-eye lens is because

Fig. 2. The shapes that need to be recognized and placed on the board

Fig. 3. An example of an image captured with a fish-eye lens

of its ability to capture an image with a larger field-of-view

for localizing a chessboard and shape simultaneously. We use

the chessboard as a fixed reference and to identify the plane

parameters of the working surface. The lens is also sufficiently

small to be mounted on the Barrett hand without obstructing

any movement.

A. Calibration

Images taken with fish-eye lenses have severe distortions

and the camera needs to be calibrated. The omni-directional

camera calibration method developed by Davide Sacramuzza

[10] was used. This method requires the camera to observe a

planar pattern shown at a few different orientations. No prior

knowledge of the motion is required nor a specific model of the

omnidirectional sensor. The only assumption is that the image

projection function (of the camera optics) can be described by

a Taylor series expansion whose coefficients are estimated by

solving a two-step least squares minimization problem. For a

more detailed explanation the reader is referred to [10].

B. Reprojection

Images captured with a fish-eye lens are spherical in nature.

These images are reprojected onto a 2D plane to enable
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Fig. 4. An example of a reprojected image

segmentation and extraction of all the relevant object shape

information. There are number of ways to project points that

lie on a spherical surface onto a 2D plane. These include stere-

ographic, cylindrical, mercator and equirectangular projection.

Our approach creates a model for mapping the given 3D

co-ordinates onto a 2D plane taking into account our camera

model. A virtual spherical image is created with the same

resolution as the captured images i.e. 1280x960. We do not

want to reproject the entire spherical image; just the parts of

interest which we assume to occur in the centre of the image.

Thus, the virtual image contains this portion. For the z axis,

one needs to bear in mind that the projection can occur behind

the camera and hence will be have a negative value, as in our

case. The z axis controls the distance to the 2D plane.

A model is then created for the mapping of the selected 3D

coordinates of the virtual image onto a 2D plane returning a set

of (x,y) coordinates. The returned set of 2D coordinates also

take into account the affine parameters given by the camera

model. This set of (x,y) coordinates is then used as our model

and the corresponding values are extracted from each input

image. Given the 3D-2D model, it is possible for more than

one set of 3D coordinates to project onto the same point on

the 2D plane. This can cause some blurring and/or distortion.

To counter these effects, a simple box filter is applied to the

image.

V. SHAPE MODELING

The captured images are spherical. These are reprojected

onto a 2D plane using the method described in Section IV.B.

These images are initially converted to grayscale and then into

binary images. The method presented in [2] is used to detect

and label the various objects boundaries. Each shape is then

segmented from the image and stored.

F [r(s)] = R(w) (1)

where

r(s) =
√

(x(s)− xc)2 + (y(s)− yc)2 (2)

xc, yc are the shape centroids and x(s), y(s) are the boundary

coordinates

The set of (x,y) boundary coordinates for each shape is

converted to polar coordinates. The distance formula described

in equation 1 is used to calculate the distance between each

(x,y) boundary value and the centre of the shape. These

values are converted to polar coordinates. The Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) is then applied to each set of values. Rotation

and changes in the starting point only affect the phase of

the descriptor. All the phase information can be removed

by taking the absolute values of the descriptor elements. It

has been shown that the low frequency components of the

Fourier Transform are sufficient for shape recognition [4],[17]

and thus the entire transform does not need to be used. We

found that using the first 15 Fourier co-efficients (excluding the

very first component F(0)) provided sufficient discriminatory

information to model a shape. F(0) is the lowest frequency

term and tells us nothing about the shape; only mean position.

It is the only component in the Fourier Descriptor that is

dependent on the actual location of the shape. By ignoring

F(0), the descriptor becomes translation invariant. The Fourier

Descriptor is then normalized to remove any scaling effects.

Each shape boundary is then matched to the shapes ex-

tracted from the board using euclidean distance. The energy

in the Fourier components decreases sequentially i.e. higher-

frequency edge features have less energy than lower-frequency

edge features. It is important that contribution of all the Fourier

components are similar, therefore we artificially boost the

contribution of some of the higher-frequency components.

We have found that as the component number increases

(which means the energy decreases), increasing the value

used to boost the component works best when calculating the

euclidean distance. For our experiments components 0-5 were

multiplied by a factor of 5, components 6-10 by a factor of

10 and the remaining components by a factor of 15. These

values were determined empirically. The shape on the board

with the smallest euclidean distance to the shape on the table

is considered to be the match.

VI. MANIPULATION OF OBJECTS

The robot manipulation component of the system operates

by proceeding through the following states:

1) Move over the board - The robot moves the end-effector

mounted camera to a fixed, preprogrammed position

over the puzzle board.

2) Identify vacancy - A picture is taken and thresholded to

find vacant shape (white) blobs. Blob sizes are thresh-

olded to remove any noise from lighting effects. A ran-

dom vacant blob is selected and it’s Fourier Descriptor

is determined.

3) Move over the parts - The robot moves the camera to a

fixed position over the parts.

4) Match vacancy to part - A picture is taken of the parts.

By thresholding for intensity, their blobs are determined

and processed to determine each respective Fourier

Descriptor. The closest match is selected for placement.

5) Determine part 3D location - The height of the table

relative to the robot is determined through measurement.
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The table plane is also assumed perpendicular to the

robot’s vertical axis. The position of the object is found

in the omnidirectional camera image, as described in the

previous step. The image coordinate can be converted

into a direction ray from the center of the camera

by using the camera calibration data described above.

Where this ray intersects with the table plane is the

(x, y) position of the object. That is, the position of

the object in the 2D plane perpendicular to the robot’s

vertical axis, but offset by the position and rotation of

the camera. This offset is known and easily removed.

6) Execute grasp - Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

involves a mathematical procedure that transforms a

number of (possibly) correlated variables in a smaller

number of uncorrelated variables called principal com-

ponents. PCA is mostly used for face recognition, image

compression and finding patterns in high dimensional

data. We use PCA on the boundary data to calculate

the direction of the eigenvector with the biggest change.

This direction indicates the direction of the greatest

width of the object which we then when grabbing the

object. When grasped this direction should be perpen-

dicular to the direction the fingers will apply their force

to ensure a better chance of the hand correctly grabbing

and holding on to the object.

Once the end-effector is rotated to the orientation, it

moves over the object, the fingers are opened and it

is dropped until force is measured on the finger tips

from the table. Then the hand is raised a specific

distance to ensure that the fingers close on to the object

sides. During closure of the fingers, digit joint torque

is measured to determine that the object was, in fact,

grasped and also to limit the force applied to the object.

7) Place the part - The arm is returned over the puzzle

board. Using a method similar to determining the part

position, above, the vacancy is localized in 3D. The end-

effector is moved just above the vacancy, orientated to

fit and the part is dropped. The fingers are closed and

used to push the part into the hole.

The above process is repeated until all the vacancies are

filled.

VII. EXPERIMENTS

A. Recognition

The shapes used in the experiments are in the form of

animals which include a tortoise, whale, seal, dolphin, fish,

crab and so on. There are ten shapes in total. Some shape

recognition systems use complex coordinates to model the

shape boundary but we opted to use polar coordinates because

in our experiments this method produces more accurate results.

This could be because of the choice of shapes used in our

experiments. Table I shows the results obtained from both

methods.

The complex coordinate system recognizes four shapes cor-

rectly while the polar coordinate system correctly recognizes

TABLE I
RECOGNITION RESULTS

Shape Complex Coordinate Method Polar Coordinate Method

Whale yes yes
Seal no yes
Fish no no
Crab no yes

Dolphin yes yes
Mussel no yes
Snail no yes

Octopus no yes
Star Fish yes yes
Tortoise no no

Fig. 6. The robot arm grasping an object

eight out of the ten shapes. It incorrectly identifies the fish

and the tortoise shapes. Figure 5 displays the first fifteen

fourier descriptors extracted for the fish shape from the board,

the tortoise shape and the fish shape. The system incorrectly

recognizes the fish shape as the tortoise as this produces the

smallest euclidean distance. Looking at the Fourier Descriptor

components, we can see that the tortoise and fish descriptors

are fairly similar (produces similar peaks) and could be easily

confused. The fish shape actually has the second smallest

euclidean distance. A similar situation occurs when trying

to recognise the tortoise shape. Increasing the number of

descriptors does not improve the accuracy of the system.

B. Grasping

The manipulation of the shapes, which includes grasping

and moving the object was implemented using the procedure

described in Section VI. In the experiments, all the shapes

were placed in arbitrary positions on the table. The arm was

required to localize, grab and move each shape. The arm was

able to locate, grab and move every shape successfully on

the first attempt. Figure 6 shows the robot arm grasping the

required shape.

VIII. CONCLUSION

This paper presented the various components required to

build a robust pick and place system. This included capturing

images on the fly using a robotic manipulator, a shape recogni-

tion system and the process for grasping an object and moving
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Fig. 5. Fourier Descriptors

it to the correct end position. The shape recognition system

presented uses Fourier Descriptors to model the boundary

information with very good results given the similarity of

the shapes. The system used to grasp and move the object

is also very effective. This system could easily be placed in

an assembly line with very efficient results.

IX. FUTURE WORK

We would like to extend the system so that if the incorrect

object is recognized, the robotic arm realizes that the object

does not fit the required shape. It would then proceed to take

the incorrect shape and place it back on the table and pick the

next shape with the smallest euclidean distance. This would

continue until all the shapes were correctly placed in the board.
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Abstract — Short messages to cell phones (SMSs) have become 

the most popular means of communication on digital fronts, 

especially in Africa and South Africa in particular. This inspires 

the abuse of such systems by advertisers through the distribution 

of SPAM. It has therefore become necessary to incorporate a 

filtering system similar to e-mail classification on these low 

resource devices. In this article one practical method of filtering 

such messages for smart phones is described. A prototype 

application dubbed SpaMiNot intercepts incoming SMS 

messages and evaluates the message(s) with a number of filters. 

The application then classifies the message as legitimate (HAM) 

or unwanted (SPAM). HAM messages are left unhindered, while 

messages marked as SPAM can either be automatically deleted 

or stored in a SPAM list, from where it can be restored or 

deleted. The Android™ platform was chosen due to its recent 

and significant rise in popularity, as well as the ease and speed of 

Android application development. The application has been 

thoroughly tested on Android emulators and the Vodafone™ 845 

device. 

Keywords: Short Message Service (SMS); content classification; 

content filtering; mobile. 

I. INTRODUCTION

The number of mobile phone subscribers in Africa has 

doubled in the last three years, rising from 246 million in 2008 

to more than 500 million in 2010 [1]. Also in this period, 6.1 

trillion short messages (SMSs) were sent [2].  With these 

startling facts, it was only a matter of time before advertisers 

would begin to exploit this channel for financial gain. We 

receive large amounts of short messages each day and not all 

of these messages are solicited. SPAM (the common name for 

unsolicited e-mails) is now spreading rapidly to SMSs and this 

causes mayor increases in the volumes of data that mobile 

phone users are confronted with. The need for some sort of 

filtering of SMSs has therefore become apparent, just as e-

mail classification has become standard practice. E-mail 

SPAM filters can, however, not be used as is for so called 

smart phones, as these mobile devices pose certain restrictions 

on especially the size of the proposed solution.     

In this article, one method for filtering SMSs on 

Android™[3] operated smart phones will be discussed. The 

relevant concepts taken from e-mail classification and other 

related work will first be discussed, followed by a description 

of the South African SMS environment that needed to be 

taken into consideration during the design of the application. 

The filtering techniques developed in this research will then be 

illustrated before the evaluation of the prototype application, 

affectionately named SpaMiNot, is given. The results are also 

compared to results obtained with four more conventional 

algorithms. The article concludes with a list of future work. 

II. RELATED WORK

Unsolicited SPAM e-mail is a well known, researched and 

understood problem. Symantec’s annual MessageLabs 

Intelligence security report [4] indicated that 89% of all e-

mails sent can be classified as SPAM. It is therefore not 

surprising that the usefulness of a wide range of techniques to 

classify e-mail as SPAM or HAM has been researched (see for 

instance [5], [6], [7], [8], and [9].) The most popular 

techniques when classifying e-mail, has proven to be machine 

learning. In these methods, a number of features inherently 

included in SPAM messages are extracted and represented in a 

number of algorithms that yield good results (see for instance 

[10]). 

In the past few years, the adaptability of these techniques to 

the mobile market has also received some attention, although 

this research mostly looks at using existing methods for e-mail 

classification, rather than creating domain specific methods. In

[11], a number of different machine learning algorithms were 

tested for the mobile domain. In this study, a corpus of 82 

SPAM messages and 1119 HAM messages (all in English) 

were collected from especially university students. These 

messages were then classified using an adapted version of 

Naïve Bayes, C4.5, PART and Support Vector Machines. The 

best results over these three algorithms were achieved using 

SVM’s and ranged from 89 % to 95 % depending on the 

number of features and the certainty level of the classifier. It is 

interesting to note that the C4.5 classifier never performed on 

par with the other models and was left out for advanced 

experimenting. Not all machine learning algorithms therefore 

show the same level of adaptability to SMS filtering. 

The work in [12] was based on a much larger corpus of 

2000 SPAM messages and 6000 HAM SMSs, also only in 

English. Algorithms tested here included Naïve Bayes, K 
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Nearest Neighbour, C4.5, JRip and Support Vector Machines, 

as well as Fuzzy AdaBoost, GAssist-ADI, XCS and a 

supervised classifier system.  Results ranged from 50 %

accuracy over 3000 unseen SMSs to 78 % for Naïve Bayes 

classification.

III. DESIGN ASPECTS

Before development of SpaMiNot could commence, the 

specific factors that would have an impact on the design of the 

SMS filter had to be determined. The biggest consideration for 

the mobile market, is probably the size of the application. The 

application should be able to function on the mobile device 

without impeding the normal day-to-day operation and 

without disturbing other critical functions. The SMS filter 

therefore would have to be smaller than 2 MB. The Android 

mobile platform (version 2.2) was identified as the operating 

system which would allow the application to function on the 

widest range of devices. To our knowledge, no corpus of 

SMSs in the South African context yet exists. For this reason, 

the important first step in this research was to gather as much 

SMSs (including both SPAM and HAM) as possible. The only 

criteria for these messages were that it had to be from the 

South African context (written and received by South 

Africans) and that the language should be either English or 

Afrikaans. Most of the messages were obtained from colleges 

and friends, as well as from the Wireless Application Service 

Providers' Association (WASPA)
1
. The final corpus consisted 

of 728 HAM SMSs and 329 SPAM messages with equal 

amounts of Afrikaans and English words. Most HAM 

messages contained a mixture of English, Afrikaans and 

“SMS-shorthand” words as they were mostly meant as more 

informal communications and the senders did not adhere to the 

standard variant of either predominant language.

Typical e-mail SPAM filters are deployed on large mail 

servers which have adequate capacity for classifying a 

message as SPAM or not with resource intense algorithms. 

Initial talks with representatives of the South African mobile 

network operators have indicated that the costs of 

incorporating a filtering system on the network servers far 

outweigh the profit made by the SMS service. The possibility 

of creating a similar server-based filtering system is therefore 

not a viable one. An SMS filtering system would have to be 

entirely dependent on the resources of the mobile phone on 

which it is installed. These mobile processors have very 

limited resources available and the application should 

therefore be as small and computationally inexpensive as 

possible.  

For this reason, it was decided to utilise a set of filters that 

could be applied sequentially. The filters each handle one 

aspect of a typical South African SMS and aim at classifying 

the message as SPAM or HAM as soon as possible. This 

                                                          
1 This organisation encourages users to lodge complaints against companies 

that misuse mobile technologies for financial gain. More information is 
available at http://www.waspa.org.za/index.shtml. 

cascading method leaves the computationally more complex 

filtering as a last resort and first tries classification on the basis 

of the less complex filters. The user can also disable or enable 

any of the filters, creating a customised configuration of active 

filters according to his/her needs. The user can further decide 

to delete messages classified as SPAM, or simply move these 

messages to a designated folder. A graphic representation of 

the implementation of SpaMiNot can be seen in Figure 1 and 

each of the filters is consequently described.  

Figure 1. Graphic overview of SpaMiNot. 
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A. Surface filtering 

After a close analysis of the SMS corpus, a number of 

filters based on the surface characteristics of the corpus were 

implemented. These filters aim at making the application 

faster and less resource intensive, as they are applied before 

the costly content filtering described below. Incoming 

messages are therefore first scrutinised on the basis of their 

inherent qualities before the content of the message is parsed 

and used to classify the message.  

1)  Lists Filter: Untrusted numbers (of known distributors 

of SPAM) can be stored in a blacklist while trusted numbers 

can be stored in a whitelist. Messages received from 

blacklisted numbers are automatically tagged as SPAM, while 

messages received from whitelisted numbers are automatically 

tagged as HAM. The black- and whitelists are not pre-

populated as the user should customise this feature depending 

his/her needs.  

2) Contacts Filter: This filter only allows messages from 

known contacts stored in the contact list (phonebook) of the 

user’s mobile phone.

3) Long Number Filter: A common practise of SPAM’ers 

is to send messages from the Internet. These messages 

originate from numbers that are longer than the South African 

maximum of 12 digits. A typical message that was sent from 

the internet will for example show that it originates from a 

number like +27 82 555 5555 55555, while a message 

originating from a mobile phone will show that it originates 

from numbers such as +27 83 555 5555 or 083 555 5555. In 

the corpus used for this research, 32 % of the SPAM messages 

were sent from longer numbers. 

B. Content filtering 

The last and most computationally complex filter utilises 

the text content of the SMS to classify a message as SPAM or 

HAM. This feature of SpaMiNot includes a number of natural 

language processing techniques to evaluate the content of a 

message. The basic premise, under which this filter operates, 

is that certain key phrases like “SMS STOP TO OPT OUT”, 

“GREAT SAVINGS” and “SMS TO WIN” frequently occur 

in SPAM messages, but not in HAM. The word choices used 

in SPAM messages are therefore a distinguishing factor when 

classifying a message. 

A bag-of-words approach was followed to construct 

frequency lists from the SPAM and HAM messages. An index 

score for each word was then calculated using the following 

formula:   

index = (SPAM Frequency / HAM Frequency) SPAM > HAM (1) 

index = (HAM Frequency / SPAM Frequency) * -1 HAM > SPAM (2) 

The index of a particular word is essentially the ratio in 

which the word occurs in SPAM and HAM messages with 

words occurring more frequently in HAM obtaining a negative 

value. To classify a message it is scored by totalling all of the 

index values of the words contained within the message. This 

gives a unique threshold value for each incoming message. In 

the corpus collected for this research, SPAM messages are 

generally 51% longer than HAM messages. By not averaging 

the total this factor is also taken into account. Through 

efficient programming the additional amount of memory used 

to classify a message would depend on the size of the word list 

used. 

IV. EVALUATION

The complete word-index list (the list of words each 

accompanied by their index value) contained 3406 words and 

took 37 kilobytes of space which is adequately small to keep 

memory usage low. To find the optimal value which divides 

the HAM and SPAM message scores, a range of threshold 

values were tested. Message scores for each message in the 

corpus were calculated using the index values in the word-

index list. A message with a score equal or above the 

threshold was classified as SPAM and a score below the 

threshold was classified as HAM. The percentage of correct 

classifications for each threshold was then calculated and is 

represented in Table 1. It should be noted that these 

percentages take false negatives and false positives into 

account. 

TABLE 1. MESSAGE CLASSIFICATION SUCCESS OF THE DIFFERENT 

THRESHOLD VALUES

Threshold 

Value

SPAM % correct HAM % correct

-50 98.689 77.503

-40 98.689 80.137

-30 98.253 82.286

-20 96.943 85.164

-15 96.506 86.582

-10 96.069 88.163

-5 95.196 98.581

0 94.759 99.229

5 92.576 99.554

10 90.393 99.635

15 89.082 99.635

20 85.589 99.756

30 80.349 99.797

40 77.729 99.837

50 74.672 99.837
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When deciding which threshold to incorporate into 

SpaMiNot’s final design, the level at which the user would 

experience the least amount of frustration was taken into 

account. It is important that false positives (messages 

incorrectly classified as SPAM) were not presented as HAM 

too often, as this would deem SpaMiNot an unnecessary waste 

of valuable resources on any mobile device. Just as important, 

however, is not to classify too many HAM messages as SPAM 

(false negatives), as this would irritate the user when they do 

not receive valid information. The evaluation of the content 

filter in isolation when tested on the development corpus 

(using 10-fold cross validation), indicated that a threshold 

value of -5 correctly classified the most messages with a 

success rate of 95.2% for SPAM and 98.6% for HAM.

For evaluation of the entire set of filters (surface and 

content filtering), an additional 20 HAM and SPAM messages 

were collected to act as the test set. These SMSs were not 

contained in the development corpus and were classified using 

the full SpaMiNot setup. An overall accuracy of 95% was 

achieved and only one SPAM message was incorrectly 

classified as HAM. 

V. OTHER METHODS

To test the validity of the content filtering used in this 

proposed method against other, more widely used methods, 

the corpus as described above was also used to train various 

machine learning algorithms. The WEKA data mining toolkit

[13] with a default experimental setup was used to facilitate 

the training.  Four algorithms were used to train a binary 

classification model and then evaluated on the development 

corpus using 10-fold cross validation. The two classes were 

either HAM or SPAM and the features included the words in 

each message as string vectors. The results for each of these 

algorithms, as well as the size of the resulting classification 

model are given in Table 2. 

TABLE 2. COMPARISON OF CONVENTIONAL MACHINE LEARNING

APPROACHES 

Algorithm Success 

SPAM

Success 

HAM

F-measure Size (in 

KB)

SpaMiNot 95.2% 98.6% 97% 37

Decision Trees 

(J48)
84.4% 93.3% 90.5% 337

Naïve Bayes 89.1% 94.5% 92.5% 585

Support Vector 
Machines (SMO)

93.3% 97.1% 95.9% 809

Multinomial Naïve 
Bayes

90.4% 95.4% 93.8% 355

From this table it is clear that the design incorporated in 

SpaMiNot not only delivers a much smaller application to be 

installed on the mobile device, but that it also outperforms 

four conventional models with regard to accuracy. The 

Support Vector Machines delivered the best results, but still 

classified 14 of the HAM messages as SPAM and includes the 

biggest classification model. In the real-world situation for 

which this application is designed, a user would simply 

uninstall it to make space for a more useful application as the 

frustration of not receiving valid information might outweigh 

the benefits.  

VI. GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE

In the competitive mobile market, with application stores 

(or “app stores”) spreading huge amounts of downloadable 

content for smart phones at relatively low costs, it is just as 

important that SpaMiNot has a user friendly interface. A 

simple design was chosen to enable the user to quickly and 

easily customise the different filters (activating or deactivating 

the appropriate surface filters and populating the black- and 

whitelists).

Fig. 2 gives an example of a received SPAM message and 

the main menu.  The user also has the choice of deleting the 

messages classified as SPAM, or simply moving these to a 

designated folder in the file management system of the mobile 

device. Fig. 3 shows the information message that appears 

when a new SMS is received and the menu to move or delete 

an SMS. 

Figure 2. Example of a SPAM message and the main menu of SpaMiNot. 

Figure 3. An intercepted message and the move or delete menu of SpaMiNot. 
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VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

With this prototype application, we have developed a 

framework for future work. The cascaded filtering system is 

currently optimised for an English or Afrikaans user as all of 

the data contained in the (very small) corpus originated from 

first language speakers of one of these two languages. More 

research into optimisation for other languages is necessary and 

future work will depend heavily on the collection and 

availability of data. We would especially like to investigate 

these techniques in language specific corpora for the South 

African languages.  

One particular area of interest for future development 

includes the reconstruction of the word list and recalculation 

of the index values with the addition of words contained in 

newly received messages on the mobile device itself. This 

technique would make the portability of the technique to other 

languages and the inclusion of user specific words used in 

HAM messages a more automated process with SpaMiNot 

learning from its user and adapting accordingly. Portability to 

other smart phone operating systems is also an area of future 

work. 

Other filtering techniques and combinations of these filters 

should also be investigated. From the small amount of 

available data, it has become clear that spell checking might 

be a valuable feature as the SPAM messages in the corpus 

were usually spelled more correctly than HAM messages that 

included a large amount of “SMS-shorthand”. The amount of 

punctuation in an SMS might also be a distinguishing factor as 

SPAM contained on average 4.6 punctuation characters per 

message, compared to 3.2 punctuation characters per HAM 

message. Another interesting observation is that SPAM 

contains on average 25% more exclamation marks than HAM.  

SpaMiNot is an ideal first step into the emerging field of 

SMS filtering with very limited resources in the South African 

environment. As the market for mobile devices and the rapid 

pace at which these platforms are exploited grows, so too do 

the possibilities for natural language processing to make it a 

safe and well-managed environment for all users.   
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Abstract—A binary neural network is applied to the problem
of error correction. The neural network will be implemented
to correct both inversion and synchronization errors. Neural
networks have been used before to correct inversion and syn-
chronization errors, however, additional redundancy in the form
of markers or watermarks were added to aid synchronization
recovery. It is shown in this paper that it is not necessary to add
markers or watermarks to the transmitted sequence in order
to correct synchronization errors. A combination of inversion
and synchronization errors can also be corrected. A moment
balanced Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) code will be used
as a codebook.

Index Terms—binary neural networks, inversion errors, inser-
tion errors, deletion errors, resynchronization

I. INTRODUCTION

A loss of synchronization between the sender and the

receiver can be catastrophic. Synchronization losses, modelled

as insertions and deletions of bits, cause a shift in the entire

bit stream and make it impossible for the receiver to frame

codewords correctly. It is thus important to detect and correct

synchronization errors, even though the probability of their

occurrence is very low.

Substitution errors are more common and most research

focuses on detecting and correcting these errors by adding

redundancy to the transmitted sequence. Since synchronization

errors are less probable, one would not want to add too

much additional redundancy, other than that already used for

substitution errors, in order to correct errors which are not

that probable. It is however necessary to increase a codeword’s

capability to combat synchronization errors.

Methods of constructing codewords which are able to

combat synchronization errors include, amongst others, Lev-

enshtein codes [1] and comma-free codes [2]. In [3] it has also

been proposed to change the structure of a codeword by adding

additional bits in order for every codeword in the codebook

to have the same moment. This is called moment balancing.

More information about moment balancing will be given in

Section II. Moment balancing can be implemented in various

different coding schemes [3], however, in this article only

moment balanced LDPC codewords will be used. LDPC codes

are powerful, state of the art codes used to correct inversion

errors. Adding the moment balanced bits also enables the

LDPC codes to correct synchronization errors. We only used a

very simple example of balanced LDPC codes for exposition.

Neural networks were used to decode Hamming codes and

to correct inversion and synchronization errors in [4]. Addi-

tional markers were used to aid the synchronization process.

In [5] a watermark sequence was added to the information

sequence before transmission. The neural network recognised

the watermark in the received sequence and, based on the

position of the watermark, determined whether synchroniza-

tion errors occurred. No additional redundancy (for example

markers or watermarks) will be added in this article, except

for the redundancy already contained in the moment balanced

codewords.

It is assumed, as a first step, that only one type of error will

occur at a time, thus either a substitution, deletion or insertion

error. Then a combination of inversion and synchronization

errors will be considered.

This article is organised as follows: A brief overview of

moment balancing is given in Section II for readers who are

not familiar with this work. The codebook that will be used

throughout the rest of the article will also be given. How

the training data will be adapted for the different errors is

discussed in Section III and the structure of the neural network

that will be used is explained in Section IV. Section V contains

simulation information and the results are given in Section VI.

Section VII contains the conclusions.

II. MOMENT BALANCED CODES

This section will give a brief overview of moment balancing.

Interested readers can refer to [3].

Table I shows the codebook for a LDPC (7, 3) code, thus

codewords of length 7, from which 3 bits are information bits.

This is a very simple example of balanced LDPC codes for

exposition.

The moment of a codeword, xi, is defined as:

σ =
n∑

i=1

ixi = a mod (n+ 1) (1)

where i is the index of the particular bit xi.

For example: Let a = 0, in order to include the all zero

codeword. The moment of the codeword x1 = 0010111 is 21
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TABLE I
LDPC (7, 3) CODEBOOK

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 0 1 1
1 0 1 1 1 0 0
1 1 0 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 0 1 0

(thus 3 + 5 + 6 + 7) and applying the modulo function will

not give a value of a = 0. Additional bits need to be added,

so that the mod (n+ 1) operation results in a = 0.

The idea of moment balancing is to add additional bits to

the codewords to ensure that they all have the same moment,

a mod (n+ 1). Additional bits, known as balancing bits are

inserted at specific positions. The codebook in Table I can be

extended to a (11, 3) codebook, thus 4 additional balancing

bits are added. The additional bits are added to positions 1,

2, 4 and 8. The values of the balancing bits will be chosen

to ensure that the codeword is balanced after their addition.

The extended, moment balanced codebook is given in Table

II. This codebook will be used in the rest of the article.

TABLE II
MOMENT BALANCED LDPC (11, 3) CODEBOOK

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0
1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0

III. TRAINING DATA

The training data for inversion, deletion and insertion errors

will differ depending on the type of error the neural network

is designed to correct.

A. Inversion Errors

The complete codebook in Table II, without any changes,

will be used to train the neural network to correct inversion

errors.

B. Deletion Errors

The neural network needs to be trained with examples of

what the codewords will look like if a deletion error occurs.

The number of training examples in this group will depend on

the number of words in the codebook and the number of runs

in each codeword.

A run is defined as one or more consecutive, same valued

bits.

For example: the codeword ci = 1111011 has three runs. It

starts with a run of length 4 and value 1, followed by a run

of length 1 and value 0 and then a run of length 2 and value

1.

It is thus not necessary to have an example in the training

set of what a deletion in every bit position for every codeword

will look like. It is sufficient to have an example for every run

in every codeword.

For example, consider the codeword c1 = 00000100111
which consists of 4 runs. A deletion error in any of the first

5 bits will result in the same subword: c1 = 0000100111. To

train the neural network it is thus only necessary to show an

example of a deletion occurring in every run.

The size of the training set will thus be determined by the

cardinality of the codebook and the number of runs in each

codeword.

C. Insertion Errors

Similarly, a training set for insertion errors needs to be

prepared.

The channel model that will be used in this document is the

channel model proposed in [6]. Insertion errors are caused by

a bit being sampled twice at the receiver, thus random double

sampling. The inserted bit will thus always have the same

value as the previous bit in the bit sequence. An insertion of a

bit can thus not create a run in the codeword but only increase

an existing run. The channel model is given in Figure 1. The

inversion probability is given by Ps, the deletion probability

by Pd and the insertion probability by Pi.

Fig. 1. Channel model

The size of the training set will thus be the same as for

deletion errors and will depend on the cardinality of the

codebook and the number of runs in each codeword.

IV. NEURAL NETWORK STRUCTURE

The neural network consists of classifiers as explained in

[5] and [7]. Every classifier consists of a tuple and a voting

system. Tuples of length two will be used. Every possible
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tuple combination will be considered. The classifiers will be

divided into groups. Each group will be responsible to correct

a specific error.

Each codeword in the training set can be visualised as

a binary picture. The training sets containing deletions and

insertions will show what the picture will look like if it

was to be damaged. The neural network investigates all the

possibilities and each group of classifiers will vote for the

codeword which it believes has been received. The group with

the highest percentage of votes will win and a correction will

be made.

Let the received codeword be represented by cr and let n

be the length of the codeword. Then, the received codeword

to decode is:

cr = c0, c1, c2, . . . cn−1. (2)

The moment of the codeword is calculated. If the moment

is correct, it is assumed that an error did not occur. If the

moment is incorrect, the neural network will correct the error

in the received codeword.

In the scenario where only inversion errors are considered,

the codeword, cr will be used as input for the specific classifier

group. Bits from the codeword cr will be compared to the

relevant training data based on the tuple groupings.

For the scenarios where deletion and inversion errors are

possible, the decoding procedure will have two steps. One

group of classifiers will make the assumption that an inversion

error occurred. The input for this group will be cr. The second

group will assume that a deletion error occurred and the input

to the neural network will be an n−1 bit sequence cdel, where

cdel is defined as:

cdel = c0, c1, c2, . . . cn−2. (3)

The classifiers will compare the codeword cdel with the

training data generated for deletion errors. The group of

classifiers with highest percentage of votes as output will be

considered to have the correct assumption about the type of

error that occurred and a correction will be made accordingly.

The procedure will be similar if insertion errors are con-

sidered. The input to the classifiers assuming that an insertion

error occurred will be an n+ 1 bit sequence cins, where cins
is defined as:

cins = c0, c1, c2, . . . cn−1, cn. (4)

V. OUTLINE OF METHOD USED

Simulations will be used to show that the neural network

can detect and correct errors in the received bit sequence.

The transmitted sequence is formed by randomly choosing

codewords from the codebook given in Table I. The channel

model proposed in [6] will be used to introduce errors to the

transmitted sequence. The channel properties can be set to

introduce a specific type of error or a combination of errors.

The moment of each block will be used to determine

whether an error occurred or not. If the moment is correct

the receiver will continue to the next block. If it is incorrect

the block will be passed to the neural network to classify the

type of error that has occurred and to determine which of the

codewords has been received. More details on how the neural

network makes this decision is given in the previous section.

Lastly, the output of the receiver is compared to the trans-

mitted sequence to determine the bit error rate (BER).

To ensure that a good statistical average is obtained, the

simulation is repeated until at least 50000 errors are simulated.

It is thus necessary to repeat the simulation, thus simulate

more bits, as the error probability decreases. This is necessary

since the error probability of synchronization errors is usually

very small. The simulation thus ensures that enough data is

generated to ensure that, even at lower probabilities, enough

errors are simulated to get a good statistical average.

VI. RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the results if only one type of error occurs.

Thus, only inversion, insertion or deletion errors are possible.

The neural network does not have to classify the error, only

correct it.

The results for only inversion errors are much better since

an inversion error does not cause a shift in the bit sequence

and thus propagate to following codewords.
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Fig. 2. Decoding performance with different types of errors

Figure 3 shows the results if a combination of inversion

errors and deletion errors occur. The BER with deletion errors

and a fixed inversion error probability of pinv = 0.01 without

any error correction is also included to get an idea of how

erroneous the received sequence is. The effect of the deletion

errors can clearly be seen from the steep descent if the

probability of deletion errors at 10−3.

The probability of inversion errors are fixed while the

probability for deletion errors is indicated on the x-axis. The

neural network needs to determine that an error occurred,

classify the error as a deletion or an inversion and correct it.

Misclassification errors occur if a deletion error is classified
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as an inversion and vice versa. Although the neural network

can recover from a misclassification error, as explained later,

it still causes an increase in the resulting BER, compared to

when only one kind of error occurs.
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Fig. 3. Decoding performance with deletion and inversion errors

Figure 4 shows the results if a combination of inversion

errors and insertion errors occur.
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Fig. 4. Decoding performance with insertion and inversion errors

It is clear that there is an improvement when the neural

network is used with a combination of errors. One can also

implement an outer code to improve the results further. The

codebook is an LDPC codebook and the next step would

thus be to use that structure to further correct any remaining

inversion errors after synchronization has been recovered.

The neural network can correct one error per codeword.

If more than one error occurs in a codeword, and the neural

network is not able to correct it, the error is propagated to the

next word. The error will be corrected in the next word if it is

an error-free word. Otherwise the error will propagate to the

next error-free word.

The same propagation effect will occur if a misclassification

error occurs. If a deletion error occurs and it is classified as

an inversion error, the deletion error will propagate to the next

error-free window. So even if synchronization is not restored

in exactly the same codeword, synchronization is restored

eventually.

VII. CONCLUSION

Neural networks can be used, without the additional aid

of markers or watermarks, to correct one inversion or syn-

chronization error per codeword. The codebook that is used

is a moment balanced LDPC codebook. A combination of

inversion and synchronization errors can also be handled as

long as the correction capability of one error per codeword

is not exceeded. If the correction capability is exceeded the

error will propagate until it can be corrected in a following,

error-free codeword.
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Abstract—We consider the problem of integrating a sequence
of range images, taken of a static scene from different view-
points, in order to form a consistent surface reconstruction that
preserves the geometric structure of the scene. We argue that
an incremental approach is desirable, particularly for real-time
mapping and navigation applications. Our proposed solution
starts by triangulating 3D data from individual range images into
a mesh structure, which is adaptively smoothed and decimated. A
feature-based image registration procedure is performed to align
consecutive meshes, and these meshes are segmented into regions
which are matched. Overlapping parts of matched regions are
retriangulated and a consensus surface is built using confidence
(or certainty) measures. The algorithm is applied to a dataset
captured by a Kinect and from the results we conclude that the
proposed algorithm has significant potential.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advancements in speed, accuracy and cost-effectiveness of

range scanning technologies have been vast over the past

decade or so, which has lead to an increased interest in 3D

measurement and reconstruction from range images. Many

applications exist, for example in mobile robot navigation,

non-evasive surgical procedures, reverse engineering and aug-

mented reality.

A range image is a regularly-spaced lattice of depth values

measured along the line of sight from the sensor to 3D object

or scene points. Note that depth is therefore typically measured

relative to the sensor.

Types of sensors vary from passive stereo vision, active ones

such as structured light and time-of-flight, to more invasive

probing. In our research we use the Microsoft Kinect, a

structured light sensor which projects an infrared pattern onto

objects in view and infers depth from pattern distortion. It is

also equipped with a colour camera which enables the mapping

of colours onto a reconstruction. For calibration of a depth and

colour camera pair, including mapping range data to 3D points,

the reader is referred to [1].

The problem we are concerned with in this paper is that of

range image integration. We suppose that the sensor travels

through a scene and returns a number of range images mea-

sured relative to the sensor. We wish to align reconstructions

from these range images and create consistent surfaces de-

scribed by a small amount of data, that preserve the underlying

global structure of the scene. This may eventually be useful

in 3D mapping for autonomous robot navigation.

In developing our solution we believe that the following

issues should be considered and incorporated.

1) Removal of redundant information: For the sake of com-

putational efficiency 3D information that will not contribute to

the global structure (e.g. many points on a flat plane) should

be removed — a process we term “decimation”.

2) Representation of range uncertainty: Not all 3D points

obtained from a range sensor may be sampled with the same

confidence, and our algorithm should take this into account.

3) Utilization of all the data: We wish to include all

points from all range images in the integrated surface, with

the exception of those deleted during decimation, i.e. we do

not necessarily want to discard less confident information.

4) Incremental: An incremental approach, desirable for

real-time mapping, means that the algorithm must be able to

incorporate a new range image into an integrated surface built

from previous images. We note that such an integrated surface

may not be of the same form as the input data (grid regularity,

for example, may be lost). A computational advantage of such

an approach is that only the new (previously unseen) and

overlapping parts of the surface need to be updated.

5) Robust against noise and outliers: Range scanners

typically introduce noise, particularly for points far away from

the scanner. The design of our algorithm should reflect this.

Our proposed algorithm can be summarized as follows.

Images are registered for estimating sensor motion from the

previous to the current time step (section III). An initial

mesh surface of the new range data is constructed, adaptive

smoothing is applied to combat noise and outliers, and deci-

mation is performed by eliminating vertices with negligible

curvature (section IV). We then apply region segmentation

and matching between our current (integrated) surface and the

new mesh, retriangulate corresponding regions, and construct

a consensus surface by taking measurement confidences into

account (section V). Before we discuss these steps in more

detail, we first provide a brief overview of related work from

the literature.

II. RELATED WORK

Previous research on range image integration may be di-

vided roughly into two categories: volume-based methods and

mesh-based methods.
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In volume-based approaches the space in view of the sensor

is discretized into voxels from which an isosurface can be

extracted, normally using marching cubes [2] or by matching

signed distance fields [3]. Many variations of these approaches

exist [4], [5], [6]. However these methods can be sensitive to

sampling noise, in many cases cannot provide exact surface

topology, and thin surfaces can present problems.

A mesh-based reconstruction makes full use of the un-

derlying topological and geometric structure as it provides

neighbourhood, curvature and surface orientation information.

It is also more amenable to data reduction, an important

consideration for navigational purposes. By creating a trian-

gulated surface we introduce 2-manifoldness which is another

desirable property of any surface reconstruction method.

A mesh-based approach usually starts by building some ini-

tial mesh from the 3D range data [7]. Overlapping regions are

detected, for example by using a proximity relation [8] or by

projecting the mesh back to 2D and intersecting circumscribed

circles of triangles [9]. The manner in which overlapping

regions are handled varies. Less confident triangles can be

discarded [9], [10] which may introduce holes that need to

be filled. Our algorithm does not have this problem. Another

option is to remove redundant triangles on the boundaries of

the two meshes to be integrated, until they just meet, and then

zipper them together [11]. However it may result in many

small sharp-angled triangles, another problem our algorithm

avoids. Finally the holes mentioned above need to be filled

by seaming the patches remaining after surface removal and

the non-overlapping parts together. This is normally done by

identifying edges on the boundary and selecting candidate

vertices with which to form new triangles, based on largest

angles [10]. Careful considerations have to taken to ensure

that the resulting mesh does not intersect itself. Many mesh-

based algorithms terminate at this point, but valuable informa-

tion has been discarded by keeping only the most confident

triangles. There are methods that apply a post-processing step

by projecting vertices along their surface normals to obtain

some consensus geometry [11], or by smoothing the surface

normals [8].

Some research has also been done to obtain the integrated

surface using probability considerations [12].

III. IMAGE REGISTRATION

We proceed with details of our incremental mesh-based

algorithm for range image integration. The first range image

in a sequence is converted to a mesh surface, as explained in

section IV. It then serves as a base surface, and every range

image following in the sequence is integrated with it in an

incremental fashion.

Let us now consider a new range image to be integrated with

the current surface obtained from integrating all the previous

ones. We assume that the range sensor has been calibrated (see

e.g. [1]) so that pixels in the range image can be converted to

3D points, and that colour information is also available.

As mentioned in the introduction, the first step is to register

the new range image with the previous one, thereby also align-

ing it with the total reconstructed surface (since the previous

one is already aligned and integrated with the total surface).

This initial registration step is vital as it essentially controls

the accuracy and overall success of the entire integration

procedure.

We use colour information returned by the sensor to es-

timate sensor motion from the previous to the current time

step. In brief, matches between salient image features are

computed by a method such as SIFT [13] and used to infer the

position and orientation of one camera relative to the other.

More detail can be found in, for example, [14]. Note that the

scale ambiguity problem is easily solved by using available

3D information.

The procedure gives a 3 × 4 camera matrix P associated

with the new range image. It can be decomposed as

P = K
[

R t
]

, (1)

where K is an upper-triangular matrix containing the internal

parameters of the camera. The rotation matrix R and transla-

tion vector t give the necessary information to transform each

3D point Xold obtained from the range image, which currently

is measured relative to the sensor, to new coordinates

Xnew = RT (Xold − t) (2)

measured in the fixed “world” coordinate system.

IV. TRIANGLE MESH CONSTRUCTION

Next it is explained how we build a mesh surface from

a collection of 3D points given by the range sensor. An

initial triangle mesh is constructed by exploiting the grid

structure in range data, noise is removed by an adaptive

smoothing technique, and the mesh is then decimated in an

effort to remove redundant vertices that do not contribute to

the geometric structure of the surface. The resulting mesh will

be integrated into the current total surface.

A. Constructing an initial triangle mesh

We aim to create a neighbourhood structure over the 3D

points obtained from a range image, that defines a consistent

triangle mesh surface. Vertices close to one another should be

connected, and depth discontinuities should be preserved. We

achieve the latter by imposing an upper limit on edge lengths.

The rectangular grid structure of the 3D points, due to the

fact that they originate from pixel locations in a range image,

means that 4-connectivity between vertices is easily identified.

We consider four neighbouring vertices at a time, as depicted

in Fig. 1. If both diagonals are longer than the maximum

allowed edge length, no triangles are formed. If not, the shorter

of the two diagonals is chosen and those two vertices are

Fig. 1. The seven possible (topological) structures arising from triangulating
four neighbouring vertices.
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connected. The two triangles that can be formed with this

diagonal are evaluated and if all edges of a triangle satisfy

the edge constraint, we form that triangle. This procedure will

result in one of the seven possibilities shown in Fig. 1 for each

such set of four vertices.

B. Adaptive smoothing

Range sensors typically add a fair amount of noise and, if

deemed necessary, the initial mesh can be smoothed at this

stage. Once again the grid structure in the 3D points can be

exploited: the 3D coordinates can simply be convolved with

some averaging (say Gaussian) filter in much the same way

as we would perform image filtering in the spatial domain.

We decide not to run a smoothing mask blindly over the 3D

data in this way, as it may result in undesired behaviour near

depth discontinuities. Instead we adapt the filter mask at every

vertex to include only the positions to which the specific vertex

is connected. Fig. 2 shows a mesh before and after smoothing,

and indicates that our technique has the ability to reduce noise

while preserving underlying structure.

C. Mesh decimation

Depending on the scene to be reconstructed, many of the

triangles in the mesh may be redundant. A planar or piecewise

planar surface can be described accurately by a relatively

small number of triangles. So, if we can identify vertices

approximately coplanar with their neighbours, we may remove

those without losing geometric structure.

A commonly used discrete analogy to the continuous notion

of Gaussian curvature (or deviation from planarity) is quite

simply 2π minus the sum of all the angles formed by triangles

around a particular vertex [15]. The closer that this value is

to zero, the closer the vertex is to being coplanar with its

immediate neighbours.

We define a cost to every vertex i in the mesh as

ci =

{

|2π −
∑

αj | , if i is an interior vertex,

|π −
∑

αj | , if i is a boundary vertex.
(3)

Here αj is the angle at vertex i of triangle j connected to

that vertex, and a vertex is said to be an interior vertex if

its number of connected neighbours equals the number of

connected triangles. Vertices with minimum cost are deleted

iteratively until a pre-specified maximum cost is reached or

until a desired number of vertices have been deleted.

Fig. 2. The effect of our smoothing technique: the original is shown on
top, and the smoothed mesh on the bottom. These are side views of the mesh
shown on the left of Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Removal of internal vertices of degree 3, 4 or 5, and retriangulation.
The top row shows the affected part of the mesh before removal, and the
bottom row after removal and retriangulation.

Fig. 4. An example of a triangle mesh before (left) and after (right) our
decimation procedure.

After the deletion of a vertex the neighbouring vertices

need to be retriangulated to avoid holes being introduced in

the mesh. For simplicity and computational efficiency we will

consider deleting boundary and interior vertices only of degree

3, 4 or 5 (which in fact, from a graph-topological point of view,

is not that constrictive [16]).

Fig. 3 demonstrates our way of retriangulating holes caused

by the removal of interior vertices. In the case of a degree-3

vertex the three remaining neighbours are simply connected

by a new triangle. The removal of a degree-4 vertex requires

one new edge and we pick the shorter of the two possible

diagonals. For a degree-5 vertex we first choose the shortest

edge between non-adjacent pairs of vertices. This edge divides

the hole into a triangle and a loop of four vertices, and both

are triangulated as described.

Retriangulation after the removal of a boundary vertex of

degree 3, 4 or 5 is performed similarly, except that an extra

edge is first added between the two neighbouring boundary

vertices. This produces a loop of 3, 4 or 5 vertices which can

be triangulated as above.

After a vertex removal and subsequent retriangulation we

update the curvatures of the remaining neighbours and move

on to select a next candidate for deletion. An example of a

mesh before and after decimation is shown in Fig. 4.
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V. MESH INTEGRATION

The methods of smoothing and decimating a triangle mesh

can be applied to the 3D data from a single range image. Next

we discuss the integration of two such meshes that are also

already aligned by the procedure outlined in section III.

In short our integration algorithm consists of segmenting

each mesh into connected regions and then matching over-

lapping regions across the meshes. Delaunay triangulation

is performed on the vertices of paired regions to build a

new integrated mesh. Finally, in an effort to suppress slight

misalignment errors, a consensus surface is obtained by taking

point confidences into consideration.

A. Region segmentation and matching

The segmentation of a mesh into regions is fairly simple. We

start with any particular vertex and all the vertices connected

to it. The connected neighbours of those vertices are added to

the set. This procedure is repeated recursively until no more

vertices are added, and the set thus obtained is classified as a

region. A vertex not yet assigned to any region is then selected,

and a new region is built from it. The whole process continues

until every vertex is assigned to a region.

Regions from two different meshes can now be matched.

Many such matching algorithms exist, see e.g. [17], but we

simply consider two regions a match if any point of the region

from one mesh is contained in the smallest 3D bounding box

of the region from the other mesh. By iteratively enlarging

this bounding box, multiple regions from the first mesh may

be grouped together with multiple regions from the second.

The triangulations of unmatched regions in the two meshes

remain unaffected. The matched regions, however, need to be

retriangulated in order to integrate them.

B. Delaunay triangulation

Two matched regions, either partially or wholly overlapping,

give two separate representations of the same surface. We aim

to combine them, in some sensible way, into one triangle mesh.

We employ Delaunay triangulation [18] to connect an

unorganized set of points, which will be optimal in the sense

that the circumscribed circle of any triangle contains no other

vertices. This property maximizes the minimum angle of all

triangles, implying that there will be few triangles with small

interior angles.

Although Delaunay triangulation can be extended to higher

dimensions [18] we decide to project the vertices of the two

mesh regions in question to a 2D plane in order to triangulate

them. Since one of the meshes (the new one to be integrated

into the total surface) is built from a range image, it naturally

projects to the 2D image plane of the current sensor. The

vertices of both mesh regions are projected onto this image

plane with the camera matrix obtained from the registration

stage. Fig. 5(a) illustrates with an example.

Those projected vertices that fall within the boundary of

the image become eligible for retriangulation (note that we

are thus guaranteed that all the vertices of the new mesh will

be eligible) as well as immediate neighbours in the old mesh

which fall outside the boundary (the circled vertices in Fig. 5).

Those triangles that connect the remaining vertices in the old

mesh are kept in tact, as in Fig. 5(b).

The vertices eligible for retriangulation are now connected

by Delaunay triangulation. Fig. 5(c) shows the result for that

example. This triangulation process may form new edges

between “circled” vertices. Two such cases are shown in

Fig. 5(c), one in red and one in green. It is clear that the

red edge is unwanted because it intersects the old mesh. We

circumvent this problem by requiring that no new triangles

may be formed between 3 circled vertices. We do allow

triangles that connect 0, 1 or 2 circled vertices. Fig. 5(d) shows

a final triangulation.

We transfer this 2D triangulation to the original 3D coordi-

nates of the two meshes, thus obtaining the desired triangula-

tion over them.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

image boundary

Fig. 5. In (a) the old (shown in purple) and new (blue) meshes are projected
to the new sensor image plane. Vertices inside the image boundary, as well
as their immediate neighbours outside (the circled vertices), will be subjected
to retriangulation. The part of the old mesh not affected by those vertices are
kept in tact as shown in (b). Delaunay triangulation is performed, the result
of which is shown in (c). The red line is marked as an unwanted edge and
removed. The final triangulation is shown in (d).

C. Consensus surface

Errors in the registration process, or inaccurate depth infor-

mation returned by the range scanner, may cause slight mis-

alignment in the surfaces that we integrate. We may therefore

be faced with a situation where the Delaunay retriangulation

results in a surface that zig-zags between the two original

meshes. Fig. 6 clarifies.

This undesirable result can be remedied to some extent by

the application of a special surface smoothing procedure. We

introduce a confidence measure for every 3D point i, defined

as

Ci =

∣

∣

∣

∣

1

Lθ

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (4)
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surface A

surface B

desired surface

Fig. 6. A top-down view of two misaligned surfaces that were integrated.
This misalignment may result in a triangulation that zig-zags between the two
surfaces, and necessitates the building of some consensus surface.

where L is the distance from the 3D point to the optical centre

of the corresponding range sensor (the position that the sensor

was in when that point was captured). The angle θ is given

by

θ = arccos
(

ni · ri

)

, (5)

where ni is the average normal vector over the triangles

surrounding vertex i, and ri is the normalized measurement ray

from the sensor’s optical centre to the point. The confidence

measure captures the fact that points close to the sensor,

as well as surfaces close to a fronto-parallel orientation, are

typically captured more accurately by range sensors.

We now apply weighted smoothing on all the vertices

affected by the retriangulation in the integrated mesh. The

position of each of these vertices is substituted by a weighted

average of its position and the positions of all its immediate

neighbours, where the weights are proportional to the confi-

dence measures.

In doing so we obtain a consensus surface that takes into

account the confidence we have in the data while, contrary

to existing approaches mentioned in section II, avoiding the

creation of holes that must later be filled.

VI. RESULTS

We now demonstrate the performance of our incremental

range image integration algorithm by means of an example.

It is important to stress that we do not test the accuracy of

the proposed method here, as independently generated ground

truth is unavailable. We rather show that the method has

potential, warranting further development and testing.

A dataset of the interior of a static office environment was

captured with a hand-held Kinect. Fig. 7 shows a number of

colour images from this set. Range images were also captured

and converted to 3D point clouds. SIFT features were found

in the colour images and, as explained in section III, used to

estimate sensor motion.

Meshes built from the first and second range images in

the sequence are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), and the result

from integrating these two meshes is shown in (c). We see

that, particularly along the boundaries of the walls in the two

separate meshes, many holes occur. These holes are filled by

our integration algorithm, not by false edge extensions but

because of the shift in the sampling of points brought about

by the movement of the sensor. The desk, for example, is

disconnected in the separate meshes but not in the integrated

one. This extra filling of holes, due to the way in which

Fig. 7. A subset of the colour images of the dataset. Corresponding range
images were also captured and used to evaluate our algorithm’s performance.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 8. The individual meshes in (a) and (b) were obtained from two range
images captured by the Kinect. The result of integrating these two meshes is
shown in (c).
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the Delaunay triangulation is performed, is (arguably) an

added advantage of our approach. Note also that no holes are

introduced where the two separate meshes overlap, nor is the

integrated mesh intersecting itself.

Structured light sensors typically struggle to measure strong

edges accurately. This is visible, for example, around the edges

of the computer screen in the meshes before integration. The

integration step improves matters rather dramatically, as clear

straight lines are now seen as opposed to jagged edges.

Fig. 9 shows the result of integrating 7 range images.

Colours were obtained by projecting points to the available

colour images.

It should be mentioned that error propagation from the

incremental image registration procedure may prohibit the

full functioning of our algorithm, particularly on datasets

containing more images. The partial reconstructions obtained,

however, appear to deliver accurate representations of the

structure of observed scenes.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a mesh-based algorithm for incremen-

tally integrating range images. The algorithm satisfies the

criteria listed in section I, which include the removal of redun-

dant data and the incorporation of range data uncertainty (or

rather, in the context of our algorithm, range data confidence

measures).

Our experiments suggest that consistent surface reconstruc-

tions that preserve the underlying structure of the scene, using

Fig. 9. This surface was obtained from incrementally integrating 7 range
images. Colours were mapped by projecting vertices onto the colour images
in the dataset.

a relatively small number of triangles, are attainable. The

algorithm also appears to handle noise well, and succeeds in

combating small misalignment errors by building a consensus

surface that incorporates point confidences in a final smoothing

process.

Future work may include a more accurate image registration

procedure where error propagation is somehow suppressed.

Some possibilities here include moving away from pairwise

registration and rather employ a Kalman filter-type estimator,

to simultaneously integrate the range images and refine the

motion parameters [19], or to apply a variant of iterative

closest point (ICP) matching to refine the alignment.

Another opportunity for further investigation would be to

model the uncertainty in vertex positions and the pose of the

sensor more completely, which would also be beneficial for

navigational and mapping purposes.
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Abstract—We consider the unsupervised re-assignment of
training set accent labels and the associated effect on recognition
accuracy of multi-accent automatic speech recognition (ASR)
systems. Since training set accent labels are assigned by human
annotators or are based on a speaker’s mother-tongue or ethnic-
ity, these may not be optimal for acoustic modelling purposes.
We reclassify the accents of training set utterances for Afrikaans,
Black and White accents of South African English using first-
pass acoustic models trained using the original accent labels. We
find that the proposed relabelling does not lead to improvements
in speech recognition accuracy and that the best strategy remains
the use of the originally labelled training data.

I. INTRODUCTION

In South Africa, English is used predominantly by non-

mother-tongue speakers resulting in a large number of English

accents. Since these are in general not bound to geographic

regions, ASR systems must be robust to multiple accents to

ensure that speech-based automated services are accessible to

the wider population. This motivates our aim to develop a

system able to simultaneously recognise multiple accents of

South African English (SAE) given limited speech resources.

In order to train multi-accent speech recognition systems,

accent labels must be assigned to training set utterances. These

labels are provided by human annotators or are determined

based on the speaker’s mother-tongue or ethnicity. However,

previous research has indicated that accent labels assigned

to some utterances in the accent-specific databases employed
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(a) Two accent-specific recognisers operating in parallel.
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(b) Separate accent-specific recognisers for each accent.

Fig. 1. The two recognition configurations considered in [1] for recognition
of Afrikaans English (AE) and White South African English (EE).

might be inappropriate [1]. In this paper we consider the iter-

ative reclassification of the accent of training set utterances in

an attempt to improve the labelling consistency of the training

set. The speech recognition performance of models trained on

the reclassified data is compared with that of models trained on

the original data, as well as with systems in which training data

are pooled across accents. Two acoustic modelling approaches

are considered for the reclassification configuration: accent-

specific acoustic modelling in which training data are kept

totally separate for each accent, and multi-accent acoustic

modelling in which selective cross-accent sharing of acoustic

training data is allowed. For this investigation, we consider

three of the five accents of SAE identified in the literature [2]:

Afrikaans English (AE), Black South African English (BE),

and White South African English (EE). These accents are

considered in two pairs: AE+EE and BE+EE. The former

pair represents two relatively similar accents while the latter

represents two accents that are more different.

II. ACCENT RECLASSIFICATION

We have previously considered speech recognition of AE

and EE using a system of two accent-specific recognisers

operating in parallel, as illustrated in Figure 1(a) [1]. It was

shown that this configuration outperformed one in which

accented speech was presented to the matching accent-specific

recogniser, illustrated in Figure 1(b). When performing recog-

nition by running multiple accent-specific recognisers in par-

allel and selecting the output with the highest associated

likelihood, as in Figure 1(a), accent identification (AID) is

performed implicitly during recognition. Thus, the finding that

configuration (a) outperforms configuration (b) indicates that

accent misclassifications do not always lead to deteriorated

speech recognition accuracies. Instead, in some cases a dif-

ferent accent’s recogniser produces a better accuracy than the

recogniser of the correct accent. It appears then that the accent

to which an utterance has been consigned in the training/test

data is not always the most appropriate. In light of these results

we proceed to reclassify the accent of each utterance in the

training set using a set of first-pass acoustic models obtained

using the original databases, and then to retrain the acoustic

models using these newly assigned accent classifications.

This approach is illustrated in Figure 2. Using the un-

modified training data, initial accent-specific hidden Markov

models (HMMs) are obtained. These models are then used
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Fig. 2. Reclassification of training data and subsequent retraining of acoustic
models using the relabelled data.

to reclassify the training data. Transcriptions reflecting the

new accent classifications are subsequently used to train new

accent-specific HMMs. Multiple iterations of reclassification

can be performed in this manner, although we only performed

a single iteration. The proposed reclassification approach aims

to compensate, during training, for the inexact assignment of

accent labels to some utterances in the original data.

III. SPEECH DATABASES

A. Training and test sets

Our experiments were based on the African Speech Technol-

ogy (AST) databases [3]. The databases consist of annotated

telephone speech recorded over both mobile and fixed tele-

phone networks and contain a mix of read and spontaneous

speech. As part of the AST Project, five English accented

speech databases were compiled, corresponding to the five

South African accents of English identified in the literature [2].

In this research we made use of only the AE, BE and EE

databases. These databases were transcribed both phonetically,

using a common IPA-based phone set consisting of 50 phones,

as well as orthographically. The assignment of a speaker’s

accent was guided by the speaker’s first language and race.

The three databases were each divided into training, de-

velopment and evaluation sets. As indicated in Tables I and

II, the training sets each contain between 5.5 and 7 hours of

speech from approximately 250 speakers, while the evaluation

sets contain approximately 25 minutes from 20 speakers for

each accent. The development sets were used only for the

optimisation of the recognition parameters before final testing

on the evaluation data. For the development and evaluation

sets, the ratio of male to female speakers is approximately

TABLE I
TRAINING SETS FOR EACH ACCENT.

Accent
Speech

(h)
No. of

utterances
No. of

speakers
Word
tokens

AE 7.02 11 344 276 52 540

BE 5.45 7779 193 37 807

EE 5.95 9878 245 47 279

TABLE II
EVALUATION SETS FOR EACH ACCENT.

Accent
Speech
(min)

No. of
utterances

No. of
speakers

Word
tokens

AE 24.16 689 21 2913

BE 25.77 745 20 3100

EE 23.96 702 18 3059

TABLE III
WORD BIGRAM LANGUAGE MODEL PERPLEXITIES MEASURED ON THE

EVALUATION SETS.

Accent
AE+EE

LM perplexity
BE+EE

LM perplexity

AE 23.48 -

BE - 26.74

EE 23.85 24.04

equal and all sets contain utterances from both land-line and

mobile phones. There is no speaker-overlap between any of the

sets. The average length of a test utterances is approximately

2 seconds.

B. Language models and pronunciation dictionaries

Using the SRILM toolkit [4], accent-independent bigram

language models (LMs) were trained on the combined set of

training transcriptions of all five accents in the AST databases

(approximately 240k words). This was done based on initial

experiments which indicated that, given the limited amount

of LM training data, accent-independent LMs trained on the

combination of all the English data in the AST databases

outperformed accent-specific LMs trained individually on the

training set transcriptions of each accent. Absolute discounting

was used for the estimation of LM probabilities [5]. LM per-

plexities are shown in Table III. The AE+EE and BE+EE LMs

differ only in their vocabularies, which was taken from the

respective training sets of each accent pair. There are 21 605

and 20 644 bigram types for the AE+EE and BE+EE LMs

respectively. Pronunciation dictionaries were obtained from

the alignment between corresponding word and phone level

training set transcriptions. Out-of-vocabulary rates are below

4% for all three accents when measured on the evaluation sets.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

A. General setup

Speech recognition systems were developed using the HTK

tools [6]. Speech audio data were parameterised as 13 Mel-

frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) with their first and
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second order derivatives to obtain 39 dimensional feature

vectors. Cepstral mean normalisation (CMN) was applied on a

per-utterance basis. The parameterised training sets were used

to obtain three-state left-to-right single-mixture monophone

HMMs with diagonal covariance matrices using embedded

Baum-Welch re-estimation. These monophone models were

then cloned and re-estimated to obtain initial cross-word

triphone models which were subsequently clustered using

decision-tree state clustering [7]. Clustering was followed by

a further five iterations of re-estimation. Finally, the number

of Gaussian mixtures per state was gradually increased, each

increase being followed by a further five iterations of re-

estimation, yielding diagonal-covariance cross-word triphone

HMMs with three states per model and eight Gaussian mix-

tures per state.

B. Acoustic modelling

When performing multi-accent speech recognition by run-

ning several accent-specific recognisers in parallel as in Fig-

ure 1(a), or when performing accent reclassification as de-

scribed in Section II, different approaches can be followed to

acquire the required accent-specific acoustic models. In this

paper we consider two alternatives. The same approaches have

been previously applied to modelling of AE and EE [8] and

to multilingual acoustic modelling [9] in tied-state systems,

while similar approaches were adopted in [10] and [11] for

tied-mixture topologies. The two approaches are distinguished

by different methods of decision-tree state clustering:

1) Accent-specific acoustic modelling:

Separate accent-specific acoustic models are obtained

by not allowing any sharing of data between accents.

Separate decision-trees are grown for each accent and

the clustering process employs only questions relating

to phonetic context.

2) Multi-accent acoustic modelling:

A single set of decision-trees is grown for all accents.

In this case the decision-tree questions take into account

not only the phonetic context, but also the accent of the

basephone. Tying across accents can thus occur when

triphone states are similar, while separate modelling of

the same triphone state from different accents can be

performed when there are differences.

In addition, we also considered accent-independent acoustic

modelling in which a single accent-independent model set

is obtained by pooling accent-specific data across accents

for phones with the same IPA classification. A single set of

decision-trees is constructed for all accents and the clustering

process employs only questions relating to phonetic context.

Such pooled models are often employed in multi-accent ASR

(e.g. [12], [13]) and therefore represent an important baseline.

C. System configuration, evaluation and objectives

We performed word recognition experiments for the AE+EE

and BE+EE accent pairs. Using the accent-specific and

multi-accent acoustic modelling approaches described in Sec-

tion IV-B, we trained reclassified models using the approach

described in Section II and employed these models in parallel

during recognition. As a baseline we used the same two acous-

tic modelling approaches to train models on the unmodified

training data. Systems employing these models were used to

perform both parallel recognition, in which accented speech

is presented to both recognisers, as well as oracle recogni-

tion, in which each test utterance is presented only to the

correct accent-specific recogniser. These two configurations

are illustrated in Figure 1 for the AE+EE pair. As a further

benchmark we developed accent-independent recognition sys-

tems for each of the two accent pairs. The parallel recognition

systems perform AID implicitly and these accuracies can also

be measured. These accuracies are calculated relative to the

originally assigned accent labels and are therefore not relevant

to the evaluation of the reclassified systems.

The chief aim of our research was to determine whether

the reclassified systems could improve on parallel recognition

performance compared to systems trained directly on the

original databases. By performing these experiments in pairs,

we are considering one scenario where accents are quite

similar (AE+EE) and a second scenario where accents are

relatively different (BE+EE).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Using the combination of the AE and EE as well as the BE

and EE training sets described in Section III-A, we performed

speech recognition experiments using the systems described in

Section IV-C. Table IV shows the average word recognition

and AID accuracies measured on the evaluation sets. Oracle

performance is indicated for the systems trained on the original

data, but is not relevant to the reclassified systems. Because a

single recogniser is used for the systems employing accent-

independent models, identical results are obtained for the

oracle and parallel tests. AID and accent reclassification is

not possible with these fully accent-independent systems. For

each configuration the development set was used to optimise

the likelihood thresholds used for decision-tree clustering as

well as the word insertion penalties and LM scaling factors

used during recognition.

The results in Table IV indicate that, as noted in [1], the

AE+EE parallel systems employing accent-specific and multi-

accent acoustic models show small improvements over the

corresponding oracle systems. Although the improvements are

small, it is noteworthy that accent misclassifications do not

lead to deteriorated system performance and instead improve

overall recognition performance. In contrast we observe de-

teriorated performance for the BE+EE pair when using the

original parallel systems compared to oracle recognition. The

results also indicate that the recognition performance of the

original systems employing multi-accent acoustic models is

better than that achieved by the original systems employing

accent-specific and accent-independent acoustic models for

both accent pairs.

When comparing the performance of the original and re-

classified parallel recognition systems, degradation in system
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE OF AE+EE AND BE+EE SYSTEMS EMPLOYING HMMS TRAINED ON THE ORIGINAL DATABASES, AS WELL AS SYSTEMS EMPLOYING

RECLASSIFIED HMMS. WORD RECOGNITION ACCURACIES (%) AND AID ACCURACIES (%) ARE GIVEN.

AE+EE accent pair BE+EE accent pair

Model set
Original HMMs Reclassified HMMs Original HMMs Reclassified HMMs

Oracle Parallel AID Parallel AID Oracle Parallel AID Parallel AID

Accent-specific 84.01 84.63 80.23 84.58 78.07 76.69 76.07 93.23 75.86 93.37

Accent-independent 84.78 84.78 - - - 75.38 75.38 - - -

Multi-accent 84.78 84.88 78.22 84.61 76.99 77.35 76.75 93.16 76.60 92.40

performance is observed for both accent-specific and multi-

accent acoustic modelling approaches and for both accent

pairs. Except for the BE+EE accent-specific systems, the AID

accuracy of the reclassified systems is lower than that of the

corresponding original systems in all other cases, as one might

expect. Using bootstrap confidence interval estimation [14],

the statistical significance levels of the improved performance

of the original parallel systems over the reclassified systems

have been calculated and are shown in Table V. It is evident

that the improvements are significant only at low levels

varying between 56% and 80%. Nevertheless, the degradation

in performance after a single iteration of reclassification is

consistent across all the considered accent-pairs and acoustic

modelling approaches. The AE+EE reclassified systems also

show deteriorated performance in comparison to the accent-

independent system, while the BE+EE reclassified systems

still show superior performance.

VI. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

The comparison of oracle and parallel recognition results for

the AE+EE systems trained on the originally labelled data indi-

cates that, for some utterances, the test data is better matched

to models trained on data from the other accent. However,

TABLE V
ACCURACY DIFFERENCE (%) AND CORRESPONDING SIGNIFICANCE (SIG.)

LEVELS (%) OF THE SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE OF THE ORIGINAL

SYSTEMS OVER THE RECLASSIFIED PARALLEL SYSTEMS.

Model set
AE+EE accent pair BE+EE accent pair

Difference Sig. level Difference Sig. level

Accent-specific 0.05 56 0.21 70

Multi-accent 0.27 70 0.15 65

TABLE VI
ANALYSIS OF TRAINING SET UTTERANCES FOR WHICH THE ORIGINAL

AND THE RECLASSIFIED ACCENT LABELS DIFFER ACCORDING TO THE

AE+EE MULTI-ACCENT SYSTEM. THE ‘LABELS CHANGED’ ROW IS THE

COMBINATION OF THE TWO ROWS THAT FOLLOW.

Reclassification effect
No. of

utterances
No. of tokens

Average
length (s)

Labels unchanged 19 775 96 488 2.28

Labels changed: 1447 3331 1.07

AE → EE 942 2251 1.11

EE → AE 505 1080 1.00

Total/average† 21 222 99 819 2.20†

the recognition performance of the reclassified AE+EE as

well as the BE+EE systems seem to indicate that the overall

mismatch between test data and models is aggravated by the

reclassification process. Since the reclassification procedure is

unsupervised, improvements are not guaranteed. We conclude

that using the data with the originally assigned accent labels

to train acoustic models is still the best strategy to follow

and that no gains are achieved by using the unsupervised

reclassification procedure proposed in this paper.

In order to obtain some insight into the somewhat surprising

results, we have analysed utterances in the training set for

which the original and the reclassified accent labels differ.

We performed this analysis for the AE+EE multi-accent sys-

tem and the results are presented in Table VI. The analysis

indicates that the utterances for which the original accent

labels have been changed are generally shorter (1.07 seconds)

compared to both the overall average (2.20 seconds) as well

as the average length of utterances for which accent labels

were unchanged (2.28 seconds). Furthermore, the number of

original AE utterances reclassified as EE utterances is approxi-

mately double the number of EE utterances reclassified as AE.

In general, the proficiency of Afrikaans English speakers is

high [15], which might suggest that some of the AE speakers

are simply better matched to the models trained on the EE data

and this might explain why AE to EE relabelling is performed

more often than the opposite.

As noted in Section II, AID is performed implicitly during

parallel recognition. Table VII shows an analysis of test set

utterances for which the accent classification according to

the original AE+EE parallel multi-accent system (84.88%

accuracy, Table IV) and the corresponding reclassified system

(84.61%, Table IV) differ, i.e. utterances for which the accent

TABLE VII
ANALYSIS OF THE CHANGE IN RECOGNISER SELECTION BETWEEN THE

ORIGINAL AND RECLASSIFIED AE+EE MULTI-ACCENT SYSTEMS. THE

‘CHANGED’ ROW IS THE COMBINATION OF THE TWO ROWS THAT FOLLOW.

Recogniser
selection

No. of
utterances

Average
length (s)

Original
accuracy(%)

Reclassified
accuracy(%)

Unchanged 1241 2.14 85.54 85.08

Changed: 150 1.53 77.19 79.10

AE → EE 63 1.39 74.21 80.00

EE → AE 87 1.63 79.21 78.50

Overall 1391 2.08 84.88 84.61
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of the accent-specific recogniser selected during recognition is

different for the original and reclassified systems. Table VII

indicates that, again, the utterances for which classification has

changed tend to be shorter with an average length of 1.53 sec-

onds compared to both the overall average of 2.08 seconds as

well as the average length of 2.14 seconds of test utterances

for which accent classification was unchanged. The breakup

of system accuracy indicates that the overall drop of 0.27%

absolute in accuracy is mainly due to worse performance on

the utterances for which accent classification was unchanged

(85.54% compared to 85.08% word recognition accuracy).

Performance on the utterances for which classification has

changed indicates a 1.91% improvement in performance. Rows

three and four in Table VII show that this is the result of

superior performance on utterances which were previously

classified as AE but identified as EE by the reclassified system.

While Tables VI and VII analyse only the accent classifica-

tions and performance of the AE+EE multi-accent systems,

the same analysis on the AE+EE accent-specific systems

indicates similar trends. Analysis of the BE+EE systems also

indicates that the training set utterances for which the manual

and automatically derived accent labels differ, as well as of

the test utterances for which the original and reclassified

systems’ accent classification are inconsistent, tend to be

shorter. However, for the BE+EE case many fewer training

utterances are relabelled (only approximately 450 out of the

total 17657) and the number of training utterance label changes

from BE to EE and vice versa are approximately equal. The

original and reclassified systems are also more consistent in

test utterance accent assignment and many fewer classification

changes occur compared to the AE+EE case.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have evaluated the speech recognition

performance of systems employing reclassified accent-specific

recognisers in parallel for three varieties of South African

English (SAE). Modelling of Afrikaans (AE), Black (BE)

and White (EE) accented SAE was considered in two pairs:

AE+EE and BE+EE. By classifying the accent of each utter-

ance in the training set using first-pass acoustic models trained

on the original databases and then retraining the models,

reclassified acoustic models were obtained. Two acoustic mod-

elling approaches were considered for this procedure: accent-

specific acoustic modelling and multi-accent acoustic mod-

elling. Selective cross-accent sharing of data is allowed by the

latter. Systems employing reclassified models were compared

with systems employing the original models and with accent-

independent systems in which training data were pooled. In

parallel speech recognition experiments the reclassified models

showed consistently deteriorated performance compared to the

original models for both accent pairs and all acoustic model-

ling approaches considered. Analysis indicated that the train-

ing utterances for which manual and automatically derived la-

bels differ tend to be shorter. Fewer utterances were relabelled

for the BE+EE case than for the AE+EE pair. For the latter,

accent label changes from AE to EE occurred much more often

than the opposite. We conclude that the proposed relabelling

procedure does not lead to performance improvements and

that the best strategy remains the use of the originally labelled

training data.
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Abstract—Personal names are often pronounced in very differ-
ent ways depending on the language background of the speaker.
We seek to determine whether some of these pronunciations
‘errors’ are systematic and if so, in which ways. Specifically,
we analyze some of the the typical errors made by speakers
from four South African languages (Setswana, English, isiZulu)
when producing names from the same four languages. We
compare these results with the pronunciations generated by four
language-specific grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) predictors trained
on generic words from the four languages. We find that the G2P
predictors are able to predict at least some of the typical errors
humans make and, in fact, that these errors are slightly more
predictable than the correct pronunciations themselves.

I. BACKGROUND

Various speech applications such as voice search, directory

assistance or call routing systems rely on accurate name

recognition in order to function optimally. For example, for

a call to be routed to a recipient using a speech-driven call

routing system, the system should be able to recognize the

recipient’s name as pronounced by the speaker initiating the

call. Should the speaker pronounce the name in an unexpected

way, recognition will not be possible and call routing will

fail. In order for the call to be routed successfully, the various

ways in which the name can be pronounced must therefore be

predicted correctly.

Name pronunciation prediction is typically accomplished

through a combination of grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) con-

version and dictionary look-up of known names. Personal

names that do not match G2P conventions (and are deemed

exceptions) quickly become very large [1]. Since personal

names is such a large category of words, relying on lists of

exceptions can become impractical. At the same time, extract-

ing automated rules for these pronunciations is also difficult:

the names themselves are diverse, and their pronunciations

can differ substantially [2], [3]. In addition, many names

are of a cross-lingual nature (for example English names

originating from French) and may therefore incorporate a mix

of spelling/pronunciation conventions.

Related work over a range of languages has shown that

the language of origin is a relevant feature to consider when

predicting pronunciations [2], [4]: more accurate predictions

are possible if the original source language and the language of

the speaker are both taken into account during pronunciation

prediction. It has also been shown that a combination of G2P

and phoneme-to-phoneme (P2P) conversion can improve the

accuracy of proper name pronunciation [3], [5], and that G2P

predictors can play a role in predicting additional variants for

proper name recognition [6].

Personal name pronunciation prediction for South African

names specifically, has received less attention. While first

generation G2P converters exist for generic words in all South

Africa’s official languages [7], these were not developed to

deal with proper names. In [8], a small data set of names

in four South African languages (Afrikaans, English, isiZulu,

Setswana) were analyzed for consistency when pronounced

by speakers of the same four languages. Name pronunciations

were recorded and transcribed, and based on the transcribed

phone strings, the most probable within-language (L1) and

cross-language (L2) pronunciations were determined. These

were then used to analyze the consistency with which either

of the two pronunciations were produced by speakers with the

same language profile. It was found that within-language con-

sistency was very high, while cross-language pronunciations

were quite diverse. However, it was also found that speakers

were more likely to produce the most probable cross-language

pronunciation (the typical pronunciation of, for example, a

Setswana name by an English speaker) than the pronunciation

deemed to be L1 correct (the typical pronunciation of the same

name by a Setswana speaker).

In this paper, the data from [8] is used to analyse the

systematic differences between within-language and cross-

language pronunciations. The aim is to better understand

the reasons for the systematicity observed earlier. What are

the types of differences between within-language and cross-

language pronunciations? Does a small number of differences

account for the systematicity of pronunciation errors, or are

many (but consistent) differences observed? In addition, we

are interested in understanding how these pronunciation errors

relate to the typical errors produced by G2P systems.

The data set we use is fairly small (20 samples of each of

40 names, that is, 800 audio samples in total). In order to train

a G2P/P2P system, a much larger data set would be required.

In the current work, we therefore first aim to understand the

types of pronunciation errors made by both human participants

and existing G2P systems. We hope that this will inform the

development of an efficient G2P/P2P approach, once a larger

data set has been collected.
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The paper is structured as follows: Section II describes the

approach we follow in analyzing pronunciation errors; Section

III contains our results; and the paper is concluded in Section

IV with a summary of results and main findings.

II. APPROACH

To investigate the systematic errors speakers make when

pronouncing personal names cross-lingually, we base our

analysis on a corpus of name pronunciations gathered earlier.

We analyze the differences in pronunciations, and compare the

results from the human respondents with those obtained from

four language-specific G2P converters. The main terms used

in the rest of the paper coincide with those used in [8] and

are listed in Table I.

Term Definition

Primary
language of
speaker

The main language a speaker acquired while growing
up: the language used by the speaker as a child to
communicate with his/her primary care givers and
other members of his/her immediate family. While
a speaker typically has only one primary language,
a speaker from a truly multilingual home may have
more. Also referred to as L1.

Additional
language(s)
of speaker

Any language(s) spoken in addition to the primary
language. Also referred to as L2.

Language
community

A group of speakers sharing the same primary lan-
guage.

Language
of origin of
name

The primary language spoken by the majority of
people in the language community where the name
was first used.

Pronunciation
language of
name

The language in which a name is pronounced. For
example, the name Elizabeth may be pronounced as
/ i l @ z @ b @ T / in English and / E l i s a b E t /
in Afrikaans (using X-SAMPA notation, as in the rest
of this paper).

Correct pro-
nunciation

The pronunciation(s) used by the majority of speakers
from a specific language community, when producing
a name from that language community.

L2 correct
pronuncia-
tion

The pronunciation(s) used by the majority of speakers
from a specific language (L2) community, when pro-
ducing a name from another language (L1) community.

TABLE I
Definition of main terms used in this study, from [8].

A. Data

As main resource, we use the pronunciation corpus gath-

ered in [8]. This corpus contains pronunciations by 20 pri-

mary language speakers of English, Afrikaans, isiZulu and

Setswana of 40 personal names originating from language

communities speaking these four languages. All speakers were

between the ages of 20 and 45. Data was gathered in a

controlled environment. Responses were elicited based on

names presented visually, the pronunciations were recorded

and manually transcribed. That is, recordings are phonemically

transcribed by two individual transcribers, who listen to the

recorded words one by one, and manually annotate each

word with its perceived pronunciation. Where the transcribers

disagree on a pronunciation, the disagreement is discussed

and consensus reached. The third person then reviews the

transcription and changes are made wherever necessary. These

transcribed phoneme strings form the basis for further statis-

tical analysis.

In addition, we use existing G2P converters to generate

predicted pronunciations for all four languages. The Afrikaans

converter was developed from an approximately 24k-word

dictionary [9], the English converter was developed based on

a large British English dictionary and a manually constructed

P2P rule set [10], and the Setswana and isiZulu dictionaries

from small 5k-word dictionaries [7].

B. Pronunciation alignment

When comparing two pronunciations, these are considered

similar only when all phonemes match. If any of the phonemes

differ, the pronunciations will not match and each specific

phoneme that does not match its counterpart is considered to

be a ‘phoneme change’. Analysis consists of first aligning each

target and observed pronunciation on a phoneme-by-phoneme

basis and then analyzing the phoneme changes over groups

of speakers. For example (using X-SAMPA notation), after

aligning the pronunciations:

/ { d @ m / → / a d a m / (1)

the following alignment is obtained:

/{/ → /a/

/d/ → /d/

/@/ → /a/

/m/ → /m/

and from this alignment, the following changes are identified:

/{/ → /a/ /@/ → /a/

This alignment must also take possible differences in the

number of phonemes into account. For example, aligning:

/ d @ r k / → / d E k / (2)

will result in:

/d/ → /d/

/@/ → /E/

/r/deleted

/k/ → k

Automated alignment is performed using dynamic program-

ming. This process maps the two phoneme strings to one

another allowing insertions, deletions and substitutions. The

dynamic programming process produces the alignment with

the lowest cost, where the least number of insertions, deletions

or substitutions are required to change one of the phoneme

strings into the other.

C. Statistical analysis

We are interested in analyzing the type and frequency of

differences between the L1 correct (or target) pronunciation

and each pronunciation as produced by each speaker (the

observed pronunciations); between the G2P system and the

L1 correct pronunciation; and between each of the observed

pronunciations and the G2P system.
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When analyzing the data, we count the number of times a

phoneme changes to another phoneme. We also look at the

speaker languages where these changes occur. By analyzing

the distribution of changes, it is possible to determine whether

there are a small number of changes that occur repeatedly, or

whether a large number of different changes are observed.

Since the frequencies of phonemes observed in the target

pronunciations are quite different, that is, some occur much

more frequently and others less, both the exact number of

times a change occurs and the percentage of times it occurs are

of interest. While the percentage provides a better indication

of the importance of the change, this may seem artificially

high where the number of times the phoneme was observed

in the target pronunciation is low.

Due to the experimental protocol, no target phoneme is

observed less than 5 times in target pronunciations. The most

frequently observed phoneme /U/, occurs 40 times. When

considering systematic changes, only changes that occur more

than 40% of the time for a single speaker language are listed.

Confidence in the validity of the changes observed increases

as the number of times a target phoneme observed increases.

This latter value is therefore displayed whenever percentages

are listed, as an indication of the possible validity of the

observed change. In addition, if a change with regard to one

language occurs with an average of 40% or more, additional

languages where the same change is observed are also listed.

These values may then be less than 40%.

As the size of the study sample is restricted, it is not possible

to draw detailed conclusions with regard to all the cross-lingual

phenomena that occur. The purpose of the analysis is therefore

to provide an indication of the types and frequency of cross-

lingual changes, within the scope of the experimental data

available.

D. G2P prediction

We predict the pronunciation of each of the words in the

combined word list (of 40 names) using the G2P rules of

each of the languages individually. This results in 4 G2P-

predicted pronunciations of every word. These pronunciations

are analyzed further in the next section.

III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

We first investigate the distribution of the various differences

between target and observed pronunciations. We then list the

systematic differences taking place per speaker language. We

focus on changes that are statistically significant but then

also list separately some changes which are not statistically

significant but may be linguistically plausible. Finally, we con-

sider the difference between the G2P predicted pronunciations

and both the L1 correct pronunciation and the typical errors

respondents made.

A. Distribution of differences

In this section, the distribution of observed differences are

considered per speaker language. By analyzing the distribution

of changes, it is possible to determine whether there is a

small number of changes that occur repeatedly or whether a

large number of different changes are observed. As before,

both the exact number of times a change occurs and the

percentage of times it occurs are considered. Phoneme changes

are considered across the different name languages but per

individual speaker language.

By comparing the phoneme changes that occur per language

for Afrikaans, English and isiZulu we find fairly similar

trends. This includes a single change that dominates the others,

a few changes that occur very frequently and a long tail

of changes occurring only once or twice. Setswana has a

smoother distribution with less very frequent changes and less

changes overall.

When the same information is viewed in terms of percent-

ages (the number of times a change occurs as a percentage

of the number of times the target phoneme was observed) all

languages behave almost similarly, with a small set of changes

occurring 40% or more of the time, and a long tail of changes

with low percentage values. This is shown in Figure 1.

B. Types of differences observed

This section investigates the main systematic changes ob-

served, additional changes that are of linguistic interest and

the changes observed on a name/speaker language pair bases.

1) Systematic differences: Table II lists the systematic dif-

ferences between target and observed pronunciation deemed

to be significant when speakers pronounce names within

language and cross-lingually. Here we illustrate the number of

times a specific phoneme occurs, that is, the correct phoneme

and the phoneme the correct one is changed to. These changes

occur within specific speaker languages and the percentage

averages that occur are listed.

TABLE II
Systematic differences in the way L2 speakers approximate the L1 correct

pronunciation

no. of correct changed Speaker language

phons phoneme to A E S Z

40 U O 70% 68% 18% 75%
25 I E 52% 56% 12% 56%
10 { a 20% 10% 60% 70%
10 i: i - - 60% 70%
10 p h p 70% 40% - -
10 p h f 10% 40%
5 tl > t - 80% - -
5 kx x - - - 60%
5 ts h tS - - - 60%
5 Q O - - 100% 80%
5 Oi i - - 20% 60%
5 ai i - - 40% -
5 ai @i 20% 40% 40% 100%
5 ai E 52% 56% 12% 56%
5 r\ r 40% - 100% 60%
5 J j 60% - 40% -
5 |\g 0 |\ 20% 20% 60% -
5 |\g 0 d 0Z - 40% - -

Considering the alveolar approximant /r\/ which is an En-

glish phoneme, we see that Setswana speakers changed it to an

alveolar thrill /r/ 100% of the time, isiZulu speakers changed

it 60% of the time and Afrikaans speakers with an average of
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Fig. 1. Average percentage of phoneme changes

40%. English speakers are familiar with pronouncing /r\/; this

is evident from the absence of any changes made within the

speaker language (English).

The same can be said for the long vowel /i:/ which is

changed by an average of 60% of isiZulu speakers and by

an average of 70% of Setswana speakers. The diphthongs

/Oi/ and /ai/ are changed by isiZulu speakers by an average

60% and 100% respectively (/ai/ change to more than one

phoneme). Setswana speakers also changed both phonemes,

however, with lower averages. /Oi/ was changed 20% and /ai/

40% of the time. The long vowel /i:/ and the diphthongs given

as examples are of English origin, hence it is plausible that

changes are made by isiZulu and Setswana speakers and not

by English or Afrikaans speakers.

In [8] it was found that many of the pronunciation dis-

crepancies in Setswana were caused by the Setswana seven-

vowel system. In this experiment, E/I and O/U are often

mispronounced: /U/ is changed to /O/ and /I/ changed to /E/

by speakers of all languages (including a minority of Setswana

speakers). The four vowels present pronunciation variation

not only cross-lingually, as is mainly the case with other

languages, but within language as well. These results may

be influenced by the difficulty in transcribing these vowels

accurately. The phonemic transcription becomes a difficult task

when more that one language is involved, the transcriber may

not be a primary language speaker of other languages.

It is also observed that the voiced dental click sound /|\g 0/,

which is an Nguni phoneme, is changed: Firstly, to a different

click by Setswana speakers with an average of 60% and

Afrikaans and English speakers with an average of 20% each;

and secondly, to an affricate /d 0Z/ by English speakers with

an average of 40%. Other observations relate to the stops /p h/,

/tl >/ and /x/, the affricates /kx/ and /ts h/ the palatal nasal

/J/ and the vowels (see Table II).

2) Other differences: Table III lists additional changes that

are of interest. These occur with lower percentages (averages

of 20% or lower) but were predictable from a linguistic

perspective. The currently available data set does not confirm

or deny the validity of these changes: that would require a

larger study to ascertain.

TABLE III
Examples of changes observed that are not statistically significant but

linguistically plausible.

no. of correct changed Speaker language

phons phoneme to A E S Z

60 E I 7% 10% 9% 2%
60 E i 4% 5% - -
60 E @ - 4% - -
58 @ a - - 15% 12%
58 @ i - - 3% 8%
58 @ E - - 10% 4%
25 I @ 16% 12% % %
20 x g 20% 15% - -
10 i: @ - - 20% -
10 i: I - - 20% -
5 |\g 0 !\ 20% - - -
5 r\ j 20% - 20%
5 tl > K 20% - - -

It is interesting to note the following:

• The phoneme /@/ changes into more than one phoneme.

For example it changes to /a/, /i/ and /E/. This is an

indication of the difficulty of pronouncing the phoneme,

unfamiliarity with it and/or an error made when pro-

nouncing it. This is also evident for the phoneme /i:/.

• In the speaker language Afrikaans, 20% of speakers

changed the Sotho-Tswana phoneme /tl >/ to the Nguni

fricative /K/. This is likely to occur when a speaker

is not familiar with the name language’s orthography

and sound, leading to the confusion of the two name

languages concerned.

• Afrikaans and isiZulu speakers changed /r\/ to /j/ 20%

of the time. Some speakers changed it to a phoneme /r/
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as previously indicated in Table II.

• 20% of Afrikaans speakers resorted to the dental click /!\/

as they were aware that /|\g 0/ is a click sound, however,

they were not sure which one and/or did not know how

this particular one is pronounced.

• The phoneme /x/ changes to /g/ because orthographically

the two phonemes are similar. The speaker may confuse

one with the other.

• The difficulty of pronouncing the Setswana /I/ is again

evident, with Afrikaans and English speakers changing it

to /@/. The phoneme was changed to /E/ in both speaker

languages in Table II.

TABLE IV
Examples of systematic cross-lingual pronunciation errors observed

Speaker language

A E S Z

ai→@i ai → i @u→O
A - r→ r\ a → E x→g

O→Q @ → i @→E
O→u @ → a { → E

E Q→O - Q → O Oi → O j i
Name r\ →r r\ →r r\ →r

language U→O p h→f kx → x
S I→i/E ts h→tS - U → O

p h→p I→@/E I → E
J → j E→i a → E

Z O → u a→{ ‖\g 0 → ‖\ -
a → A: O→u E→I

3) A language-pair perspective: A larger percentage of

similar transformations are observed across different name

languages if the speaker language is kept constant, than if

the speaker language is varied and the name language kept

constant. While we therefore focus our attention on differences

that occur per speaker language, it is also interesting to view

some of these changes from a language pair perspective, as

shown in Table IV. Observing the speaker language Afrikaans,

we find that /O/ changes to /u/ when the name language is

English, and also when the name language is Setswana. In the

speaker language Setswana, we observe the same changes with

/a/ changing to /E/ when the name languages are Afrikaans

and isiZulu, and also with the speaker language Setswana.

For example, /@/ changes to /i/ when the name language is

Afrikaans and it changes to /a/ when the name language is

English. /@/ is changed to different phonemes as observed in

Table III.

C. G2P analysis

We now consider the extent to which automated G2P

converters create similar or different errors to those observed

in human respondents. We use two measures of pronunciation

similarity: phoneme correctness and phoneme accuracy. In

both cases the evaluated and reference pronunciations are

aligned with one another on a per phoneme basis. When

measuring phoneme correctness we calculate the number of

aligned phonemes that match exactly and express that number

as a percentage of the phonemes in the aligned pronunciation;

when measuring phoneme accuracy we first subtract insertions

before calculating this percentage.

1) G2P accuracy: As a first step we compare phone recog-

nition accuracy of the G2P converters with that of the human

respondents. Table V lists phoneme recognition correctness

and accuracy in three different situations: (a) when comparing

speaker pronunciations with the L1 correct pronunciation,

(b) when comparing G2P prediction with the L1 correct

pronunciation and (c) when comparing speaker pronunciations

with the G2P prediction.

From the results it is clear that the standard G2P prediction

is not very accurate – obtaining between 52% and 69%

accuracy – compared with 85% to 92% accuracy observed

among human respondents. It should be noted that the method

whereby the correct pronunciation is determined (by majority

vote) favours the latter measurement. Still, it is very interesting

to note that the G2P converter is better at predicting the errors

respondents make (59% to 73%) than at predicting the actual

L1 correct pronunciation.

TABLE V
Phone recognition accuracies when comparing (a) speaker pronunciations

with L1 correct (b) G2P predictions with L1 correct pronunciations and (c)

speaker pronunciations with G2P predictions

language correctness accuracy

(a) A 92.4 91.8
E 89.7 89.2
S 91.6 91.6
Z 85.8 84.8

(b) A 59.8 51.9
E 54.0 50.2
S 73.6 69.0
Z 70.7 62.8

(c) A 64.9 58.6
E 62.2 60.6
S 78.0 73.1
Z 81.7 71.8

2) Comparing G2P predictions and L1 correct pronuncia-

tion: We investigate the differences between G2P-predicted

pronunciations and the L1 correct pronunciation. Not all

phoneme changes are listed, rather, we focus on the phonemes

that were analysed in Section III-B1. Observing Table VI, we

see that, for example, /p h/ was changed to /f/ by the English

G2P rules and to /p h\/ by Afrikaans G2P rules. Table II

illustrates that both Afrikaans and English speakers changed

/p h/ to /f/; the phoneme did not change to /p h\/ at any stage,

but rather to /p/ in both speaker languages.

Another example is the phoneme /|\g 0/, which was con-

sistently changed to /|\/ by Afrikaans, English and Setswana

speakers. As the target phoneme does not occur in any of

these languages, the G2P systems fail completely, generat-

ing phonemes such as /s/ (Afrikaans and English) and /k/

(Setswana). /U/ was changed to a different phoneme by the

G2P rules of different languages, as seen in Table VI.

3) Comparing G2P predictions and speaker errors: Table

VII lists the differences observed between the G2P rules and

speakers when pronouncing cross-lingual personal names. Not

all possible occurrences are listed, only those that are of
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TABLE VI
Differences between G2P and the L1 correct pronunciation

no. of correct changed Speaker language

phons phoneme to A E S Z

8 U O 50% - 100% 88%
8 U u@ - 50% - -
8 U u 38% - - -
9 E @ 67% 34% - -

12 @ a 9% - - -
12 @ r 17% - 17% -
12 @ i - - 34% 34%
12 @ E - 9% 25% 25%
1 ai @i 100% - - -
1 ai @ - 100% - -
1 ai i - - 100% 100%
1 Oi a 100% - - -
1 Oi i - - 100% 100%
5 I @ 60% - - -
5 I @i 20% - - -
5 I { 20% - - -
5 I E - 40% 100% 100%
5 I i 20% - -
5 I i: - 20% - -
1 kx x 100% - - -
1 kx g - 100% - -
4 x k 25% - - -
2 i: @ 50% - - -
2 i: i@ 50% - - -
2 i: E - - 50% 50%
2 i: i - - 50% 50%
1 |\g 0 s 100% 100% - -
1 |\g 0 k - - 100% -
1 r\ r 100% - 100% 100%
1 tl > t l 100% 100% - 100%
2 p h p h\ 100% - - -
2 p h f - 100%

TABLE VII
Differences between G2P and observed pronunciations

no. of correct changed Speaker language

phons phoneme to A E S Z

16 O u 44% 100% - -
5 O Q - 60% - -

18 a @ - 45% - -
12 @ r 17% - 9% -
8 @ i - - 34% 34%
8 @ E - 9% 25% 25%
1 ai @i 100% - - -
1 ai @ - 100% - -
2 @i i - - 25% 38%
2 @i E - - 25% -
1 @i ai - 100% - -
1 @i @i 100% - -
1 Oi a 100% - - -
1 Oi i - - 100% -
1 Oi Oi - 100% - -
2 I @ 100% - - -
6 I E - - 100% % -
3 x g - - - 100%
2 i: @ 50% - - -
3 r r\ 100% - -
1 r\ r 100% - - -

interest based on previous analysis. For example, looking at

speaker language English, we find that the phoneme /r/ is

changed to /r\/ in all three occurrences.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigated the pronunciation errors made

by speakers when producing personal names across languages.

We analysed the differences between the single L1 correct

pronunciation, the various pronunciation errors respondents

make, and the errors made by four G2P converters.

We observed various differences within name/speaker lan-

guage pairs and found that the speaker language variable is

more important than the name language variable, as many

errors occur in speaker languages irrespective of name lan-

guage. Interestingly, we found that G2P predictors are better

at approximating the behaviour of speakers in general, than at

approximating the true L1 correct

From our analysis it seems that two very different types

of errors are made: one where the orthography is correctly

interpreted but wrongly produced by the speaker (such as

the English phoneme /r\/ produced as /r/) and one where the

orthography is wrongly interpreted (such as the Setswana /p h/

produced as /f/ by English speakers.) The former error is easy

to capture in a P2P system, while the latter can be modelled

using a G2P approach. This bodes well for the development

of a G2P/P2P approach that is applicable to the prediction

of South African personal names. In order to develop such

a system we would require a significantly larger data set;

development of such a corpus is currently in process [11].
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Abstract—Plant classification remains a very useful and impor-
tant task for scientists, field guides and others. Plant classification
has been attempted in many ways such as with cellular and
molecular biology. Using computer vision, this process can be
automated. Images of the leaves of the plant are analyzed using
various techniques such as PCA, morphological feature analysis
and Hu’s invariant moments to train a database of leaves. To
classify a plant, an image of one of its leaves is presented to the
system which is analyzed and compared using various distance
measures. The closest match then decides the plant from which
the leaf came. The results are promising with a 92% success rate
using a combination of morphological feature analysis and Hu’s
invariant moments with the Euclidean distance measure. These
results are obtained without any manual intervention.

Index Terms—plant classification, leaf recognition, feature
extraction, PCA, morphological features, invariant moments,
Euclidean distance, Cosine distance, Mahalanobis distance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Plants are an integral part of all natural life [1] and systemat-

ically classifying them helps ensure the protection and survival

of all natural life. Plant classification can be performed using

many different techniques including cellular and molecular

biology as well as using the plant’s leaves (first proposed by

Hicher in 1973) [1], [2], [3]. Leaves are useful to classify

plants since they are more readily available than the other

defining elements of plants such as reproductive organs which

are typically only available for a short period in the season

[4]. Classifying plants using leaves usually uses descriptions

by botanists who describe the different features including

shape, texture and veins [1], [2], [4], [5]. However, this is an

expensive and time-consuming approach so an alternative that

reduces this cost would be useful. Computer vision techniques

can attempt to solve this problem in a similar way to human

experts: by analyzing the texture, shape and veins of the

leaves and then comparing them with the leaves of known

plants. Furthermore, these techniques would solve the problem

efficiently.

II. PRIOR AND RELATED WORK

There has been substantial work in recent years in the

computer vision field for leaf recognition. It was first ap-

proached by Petry and Kühbauch who used the shape and

The financial assistance of the National Research Foundation (NRF) to-
wards this research is hereby acknowledged. Opinions expressed and conclu-
sions arrived at, are those of the author and are not necessarily to be attributed
to the NRF.

structure of leaves to automatically classify weed species.

This morphological feature extraction technique has been used

many times. Wu et al. used twelve morphological features

(including vein features) and a neural network to achieve a

90.312% classification accuracy [1]. Knight et al. used eleven

morphological features to achieve a classification accuracy

of 80% [6]. The novelty of this approach was that it was

implemented as a mobile application designed for field guides.

Tzionas et al. used a number of morphological features and a

fuzzy surface selection technique to achieve a 99% classifica-

tion accuracy even with leaves that are deformed and oriented

incorrectly [7]. Contrary to most approaches, Prasad et al. used

the full colour of the leaf in conjunction with a support vector

machine to achieve a 95% accuracy [8]. However, this has the

disadvantage that dry leaves cannot be used as they will be a

different colour from a leaf that has just been picked.

There have also been a number of approaches that use

texture analysis to perform leaf recognition. Ehsanirad used a

Gray-Level Co-occurrent Matrix (GLCM) and Principal Com-

ponent Analysis (PCA) to achieve classification accuracies of

78.46% and 98.46% respectively [2]. Using a Probabilistic

Neural Network with PCA, Singh et. al. achieved a 91%

classification accuracy [5]. Cope et al. compared four different

texture methods for classification [4]: Gabor filters, Fourier

descriptors, Co-ccurrent matrices and Gabor Co-occurrences to

achieve classification accuracies of 50.78%, 82.42%, 69.14%

and 85.16% respectively.

Finally, some researchers have combined both morpho-

logical and texture-based techniques. Beghin et al. used the

Contour Signature method for shape classification and the

Sobel operator for texture classification. The result was a

classification rate of 81.1%, significantly better than either of

the methods when used alone.

The problem with a number of these techniques is that they

require some manual intervention such as correctly orienting

the image [6] or identifying the end points of the leaf’s main

vein [1].

III. METHODOLOGY

Two major algorithms were investigated and are presented

in this paper. The first is a straightforward PCA-based texture

classification method. The second is a more complex algorithm

based on a number of shape descriptor features. Finally, a

combination of these two algorithms is presented.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the system

Each algorithm is presented with a number of samples

of leaves. The system is trained on these leaves and their

corresponding plant names. The system is then tested by

presenting unseen leaf samples and comparing the distances

between it and the training samples to determine which plant

category the leaf belongs to.

An overview of the system is shown in Figure 1.

A. PCA

The training phase is performed and a two-dimensional

matrix of weights is generated as well as a number of

eigenpictures. During the testing phase, these eigenpictures are

used to generate a weight vector for the testing image. The

weight vectors are then compared leading to a classification.

The following describes the process in more detail.

1) Preprocessing: Each leaf is converted to gray-scale

using the formula:

l =
r + g + b

3
(1)

where l is the resulting grayscale value, r is the red component

value, g is the green component value and b is the blue

component value. Furthermore, they are re-sized to a smaller

and consistent size (400 x 300) in order for the processing to

be faster.

2) Eigenpictures: The eigenpicture approach proposed by

Turk and Pentland [9] is used. The training images are placed

in a matrix and from this, a smaller number of characteristic

features called eigenpictures are generated. Each training

image is then represented as a linear combination of these

eigenpictures. Thus, it is possible to represent an image

as a weight vector. In this way, the dimensionality of the

feature space is much reduced while still retaining significant

information. The implementation of this algorithm was based

significantly on work by Delac et al. [10].

3) Distance Measure: When an unknown image is pre-

sented to the system, its corresponding weight vector is calcu-

lated in terms of the original eigenpictures. The distance from

this weight vector to every training image’s weight vector is

calculated using either the Euclidean, Cosine or Mahalanobis

distance measure [11], as shown in equations (2), (3) and (4)

respectively:

distancee =

√

√

√

√

n
∑

i=1

(Ai − Ti)2 (2)

distancec = 1−

∑n

i=1
Ai × Ti

√
∑n

i=1
(Ai)2 ×

√
∑n

i=1
(Ti)2

(3)

distancem = −
n
∑

i=1

AiTi√
λi

(4)

where Ai is the ith element of the training image’s weight

vector, Ti is the ith element of the testing image’s weight

vector, n is the dimensionality of the weight vector and λi is

the eigenvalue of the ith eigenvector.

The training leaf which minimizes the distance between

itself and the testing leaf is taken to be the matching leaf.

The plant class of the matching leaf is given as the plant class

of the unknown leaf.

B. Shape

This method makes use of 38 morphological features to

attempt to recognize the leaf and hence classify which plant

species it belongs to. Training involves calculating a 38-tuple

for each image. The calculation of one image’s vector is

independent from every other image’s vector. This method’s

representation is hence far more compact than the PCA method

despite the fact that the eigenspace approach reduces the

dimensionality of the feature space. Once training is complete,

the same method is used to generate a 38-tuple for a testing

image. This vector is then compared with each training image’s

vector leading to a classification. The following describes the

process in more detail.

1) Preprocessing: Each leaf is converted to gray-scale

using (1). Secondly, a median filter of radius 10 is applied

to the image to reduce noise. Then, the Huang thresholding

method is applied to binarize the image. A fill method, as

implemented in ImageJ [12], is applied to this result to fill

any holes that may be still remaining in the leaf. Finally, each

leaf is cropped to contain only the extents of the leaf and

re-sized to a square 600 x 600.

An example of the steps taken during preprocessing is

shown in Figure 2.

2) Calculation of Feature Vector:

• Perimeter – defined as the length of the outside boundary

of the selection.

• Circularity – a value of 1.0 indicates a perfect circle, a

value approaching 0 indicates an elongated shape. This

is also known as the form factor [6], calculated using:

Circularity = 4π
Area

Perimeter2
(5)
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Fig. 2. Preprocessing for the Shape method

• Aspect ratio – the aspect ratio of the leaf’s fitted ellipse,

calculated using:

AspectRatio =
MajorAxis

MinorAxis
(6)

• Roundness – calculated using:

Roundness = 4
Area

πMajorAxis2
(7)

• Solidity – also known as the convex area ratio [6],

calculated using:

Solidity =
Area

ConvexArea
(8)

• x and y center of mass – the brightness weighted average

of the x and y coordinates over all the pixels in the image.

• Feret measures – a number of values calculated from the

Feret diameter. This is the maximum distance between

any two points on the leaf boundary, also known as the

maximum caliper. The angle of the Feret diameter is

calculated as well as the projection of the object in the x

and y directions. Finally, the minimum distance between

any two points on the leaf boundary is calculated, also

known as the minimum caliper.

• x and y ROI – the x and y coordinates of the region of

interest.

• x and y centroid – the average of the x and y coordinates

over all the pixels in the image.

• Area – the area of the leaf. Given that the leaf is correctly

thresholded, this is calculated simply by counting the

number of foreground pixels in the image.

• Rectangularity – the ratio between the area of the region

of interest and the area of the minimum bounding rect-

angle [6].

Rectangularity =
Area

Areambr

(9)

• Waddel disk diameter – the diameter of an equivalent disk

that has the same area as the leaf [7].

WDD =

√

4Area

π
(10)

• Hydraulic radius – calculated by dividing the leaf area

by the leaf perimeter [7].

HR =
Area

Perimeter
(11)

• Perimeter ratio of diameter – the ratio of the perimeter

of the leaf to its diameter [1].

PRD =
Perimeter

Diameter
(12)

• Perimeter ratio of physiological length and width – the

ratio of the perimeter of the leaf to the sum of the

physiological length and width [1].

PRP =
Perimeter

Lp +Wp

(13)

• Narrow factor – defined as the ratio of the diameter of

the leaf and its physiological length [1].

NarrowFactor =
D

Lp

(14)

• Smooth factor – uses the effect of noise to the area of

the image to describe the smoothness of the leaf [1]. The

smooth factor is defined as the ratio between the area of

the leaf smoothed by a 7 x 7 averaging filter and the area

of the leaf smoothed by a 3 x 3 averaging filter.

• Maximum length – defined as the length of the longest

horizontal chord consisting of successive leaf pixels (fore-

ground pixels) [7].

• Maximum width – defined as the width of the longest

vertical chord consisting of successive leaf pixels (fore-

ground pixels) [7].

• Hu’s seven invariant moments – the Hu set of image

moments is a set of seven moments that remains invariant

under changes in translation, scale and rotation [13]. The

seven moments are calculated from the gray-scale image.

The implementation is based on work by Foster et al.

[14].

• Vein features – a description of the veins of the leaf is

obtained in a multi-step process [1]. Firstly, morpholog-

ical opening is performed on the gray-scale image with

a disk-shaped structuring element of radius 1, 2, 3 and

4. The area of each of the resulting images is calculated

and subtracted from the gray-scale image. The area of the

resulting images are denoted Av1, Av2, Av3 and Av4. The

vein features are calculated as Av1

Area
, Av2

Area
, Av3

Area
, Av4

Area

and Av4

Av1

.
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3) Normalization: Since the feature vector is calculated

using many different techniques, the vector needs to be nor-

malized before being used with a distance measure to avoid a

particular feature in the vector dominating the overall distance.

To achieve this, the mean and maximum of each column of

the training matrix is calculated. The training matrix is a two-

dimensional matrix where each column represents a particular

feature such as rectangularity and each row represents the

entire feature vector for a particular training image. Then, each

normalized element of a column is obtained by subtracting

the column’s mean from it and dividing by the column’s

maximum.

vnormij =
vij −

∑

n

i=1
vij

n

max1≤i≤n vij
j = 1 . . . 38 (15)

where vij is the jth element of the ith image’s weight vector

and n is the number of images.

4) Distance Measure: When an unknown image is pre-

sented to the system, its corresponding feature vector is

calculated using the exact same process as for the training

images. The distance from this feature vector to every training

image’s feature vector is calculated using either the Euclidean

distance (2) or the Cosine distance (3).

The training leaf which minimizes the distance between

itself and the testing leaf is taken to be the matching leaf.

The plant class of the matching leaf is given as the plant class

of the unknown leaf.

C. Combination

This method is a combination of the previous two methods

using a committee of networks to combine the results.

1) Training: The training is performed by completing the

entire training process for each of the previous two methods,

PCA and Shape, and storing the results individually.

2) Testing: To test an unknown image, the image is tested

on each of the individual systems, PCA and Shape using the

Cosine distance measure for PCA and the Euclidean measure

for Shape. Each of these tests will generate a list of distances

from the unknown image to every training image. The lists are

sorted by shortest distance ascending. The top five elements in

each list are analyzed and the leaf class with the highest mode

is declared to be the correct result. If there is a tie, the leaf

class with the smallest distance sum is chosen as the correct

result. This tie-breaking rule is needed due to the fact that

there are only two experts. For example, suppose the distance

lists (after being trimmed to five elements) are 2, 2, 3, 2, 4 and

3, 3, 2, 2, 1. The winner will be declared to be class 2 because

the frequency of class 2 is 5 which is the highest (class 3 is 3,

class 4 and 1 are both 1). In this way, a committee of networks

with ensemble averaging is implemented.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To train and test the images, the Flavia Leaf database [1]

was obtained and used. The training and testing procedure

was divided into eight runs. Each run consisted of generating
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Fig. 3. Classification results for each run

TABLE I
DETAILED RESULTS

Distance Measure PCA Shape Combo

Euclidean 85.2% 91.9% -
Cosine 85.4% 91.9% -

Mahalanobis 83% - -
Euclidean + Cosine - - 89.2%

TABLE II
STATISTICAL SUMMARY

PCA Shape Combo

Percentage 85.38% 91.92% 89.23%

Mean 55.5 59.75 58

Median 56 60 58.5

Variance 9 1.94 13

Total 444 478 464

a random sample of 15 training images and 5 testing images

from 13 classes which made a total of 195 training images

and 65 testing images per run.

Each method was tested with the relevant distance measures

and the average classification accuracy of each test was

collected to produce the results shown in Table I.

The results show that for PCA, the best distance measure

to use is the Cosine measure. For the Shape method, either

Euclidean or Cosine could be used but Euclidean would be

preferred since it is a simpler measure.

Table II shows the statistical summary for the best result of

each method.

Figure 3 shows a graph of the number of correct classifi-

cations out of 65 for each run when using the best distance

measure for each method.

From the results shown, it is clear that the morphological

feature method has a superior performance compared with

both of the other methods. Not only does it have the highest

classification percentage, it also has by far the lowest variance

– this means it is the most consistent as well. These results

compare similarly to those from literature.

The PCA results from literature [2] are significantly better
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than the PCA results obtained here. However, those results

were obtained by training with many more images per class

(30 vs 15) and the leaf database that was used appeared to

contain leaves that were very distinctive compared with the

Flavia database which contains many different types of leaves

that are difficult to discern between.

One area where PCA is better than Shape is in terms of

processing time. The performance of the PCA method in terms

of processing time is much quicker than for the morphological

feature method. To process one run for PCA takes 241s

on an Intel Core 2 Duo 3.0GHz compared with 986s for

Shape. However, the nature of the calculations used for the

morphological feature method lend themselves favourably to

parallel processing (it is embarrassingly parallel). By imple-

menting the Shape algorithm in parallel, the processing time

was improved from 986s to 593s on the two-processor Intel

PC. It would also be possible to implement the algorithm on

a cluster, with the images divided equally between each node.

The performance speedup would be linear with the number

of processors. Since the Combo method uses both PCA and

Shape training, it requires a significantly longer training time

than both of them (842s) – yet the results are no better than the

Shape method. Both methods, however compare favourably

with a PCA eigenpictures method from literature which took

nearly two hours to train and over a minute per testing image

[2].

A limiting factor for the PCA algorithm is memory. Since

the eigenpicture method requires manipulation of all the

images as a two-dimensional matrix, processing a very large

training set would require more memory than the system has

available, causing the training to fail.

Finally, the data storage required for the PCA algorithm,

while much reduced due to PCA dimensionality reduction, is

much greater than that required for the morphological feature

method. As an example, the training data generated from the

PCA method for one run amounted to 188MiB while the Shape

method required only 56KiB. While this is not significant on

a PC, it may be significant if the algorithm were to be used on

a mobile phone where both primary and secondary memory

are limited in size.

V. CONCLUSION

Three systems have been developed to classify plants using

leaf recognition. The first system uses the PCA eigenpictures

method to classify the leaves. While the results are satisfactory

– achieving 85.38% classification accuracy – there are some

scalability issues. The second system uses a morphological

feature approach to classify the leaves. These results are

superior achieving a 91.92% classification accuracy. While

the base performance is slower than for PCA, it is far more

scalable. Finally, the combination method using a committee

of experts with ensemble averaging achieved an accuracy in-

between the other two of 89.23%.
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Abstract—The FRAME (Filters, Random fields and Maximum
Entropy) algorithm for visual textures is presented. This paper
describes an approach to implementing the algorithm aimed at
decreasing its execution time. This is done by decreasing the
complexity of some of the operations and by running the most
time consuming component — the Gibbs sampler — on a GPU.
Specific details on how the Gibbs sampler is coded to run on the
GPU are given. The parallel implementation allows the Gibbs
sampler to run more quickly than on a serial processor thereby
reducing the time taken to run the FRAME algorithm. This
implementation is designed such that more complex problems
lead to more threads. The more threads that are run, the greater
the advantage over serial execution. Consequently the size and
complexity of the visual texture that is processed can be scaled
up with minimal increases to the execution time.

I. INTRODUCTION

Visual textures are images that are made up of patterns [1].

Texture information greatly enriches human perception. The

patterns that comprise a visual texture are not necessarily

strictly regular so it is difficult to model them mathematically.

There are many approaches to the problem of creating com-

puter models of visual textures. The work in this paper is based

around the FRAME algorithm of Zhu et al. [2].

The power of modern computers has made the computation

of many algorithms feasible that were previously considered

too complex to implement. One area that has gained a lot of

popularity due to this new computational power is Bayesian

inference [3]. The integration required to marginalise the

posterior can be of very high dimension, and theoretically

intractable [4]. Monte Carlo approximations can be used

to estimate the required integral in reasonable time. This

allows powerful statistical algorithms to be used in practical

applications.

This paper considers the use of massively parallel computer

architecture to implement a Gibbs sampler. The Gibbs sampler

is the innermost function of the FRAME algorithm. The

algorithm requires many iterations of a Gibbs sampler to be

executed and therefore benefits greatly, in terms of execution

speed, when it is optimised. The next section describes the

FRAME algorithm in broad terms and discusses the Gibbs

sampler. Section III gives the details of the GPU implemen-

tation followed by testing details and analysis in section IV.

Concluding remarks are given in section V.

II. BACKGROUND

Zhu et al. develop an algorithm for statistical modelling of

visual textures — Filters, Random fields and Maximum En-

tropy (FRAME) [2]. The algorithm simultaneously confronts

the two main problems associated with visual textures, namely

synthesis and classification, by building statistical models

of the texture [1]. The models produced by this algorithm

are attractive because the information they contain is easily

interpreted.

A. FRAME algorithm

An overview of the algorithm is discussed to place the Gibbs

sampler [5] in context. Figure 1 shows a basic flow diagram

of the steps in the algorithm. The full details of the FRAME

algorithm are too complex to present here, refer to the original

paper of Zhu et al. for a complete explanation [2].

Images of a certain visual texture are considered to be

instances drawn from a distribution f(I). All samples from

the distribution have a similar appearance. The goal of the

algorithm is to make inferences about f(I) based on the

observed samples. The texture is modelled by a set of filters

and the statistics related to the observation’s response to those

filters.

The algorithm is initialised with a data observation and a

filter bank of all the filters that may be used. The selection

of filters is very important as a texture with features that

cannot be detected by any of the filters in the bank will be

impossible to model. A variety of common linear filters are

used at different scales and rotations. The algorithm does not

require that the filters be linear but this limitation is assumed

as it allows for faster computation [6].

The observation is filtered by each filter in the bank and

histograms of the responses are calculated. The filter whose

response has a histogram with the maximum entropy is se-

lected. The entropy is calculated by,

S = −

∫
H(I) logH(I)dI, (1)

so the histogram, H(I), with the most information is chosen.

The filter is removed from the filter bank and added to the

model.
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Add filter to model

Evaluate model

Data

observation

End

Update λ

Gibbs sampler

Evaluate Sample

Fig. 1. Basic flowchart of the FRAME algorithm

The model is defined by a set of filters and an array of

Lagrangian multipliers associated with each filter:

p(I) =
1

Z(ΛK)
e

−

K∑

α=1

< λ(α), H(α) >

(2)

for K filters. The Lagrangian multipliers λ, which act like

weights to the histogram bins, are calculated numerically by

iterative gradient descent. At each iteration a sample is drawn

from p(I) and histograms are calculated for each filter in

the model. The differences between those histograms and

the histograms from the observation are used to push the

Lagrangian multipliers towards values which make p(I) better

represent the true distribution underlying the texture.

The algorithm alternates between steps of updating λ and

drawing samples from p(I) until the values converge. Then

another filter is added from the filter bank. Subsequent filters

are selected based on the difference between the histograms

obtained from filtering the observation and from filtering the

latest sample of p(I). The filter with the largest sum of absolute

differences is chosen. So that at each step of the outer loop

the filter which contains the most new information about the

texture is added to the model.

Samples are drawn from the proposal distributions using a

Gibbs sampler [5]. It takes many iterations for the λ values

to converge so this process must be carried out many times

in order to obtain a good model. Decreasing the time taken

to draw each sample greatly improves the performance of the

algorithm. The Gibbs sampler is also extremely parallelisable

in this application. It is for these reasons that that function is

implemented on a GPU.

B. Gibbs sampler

The Gibbs sampler is a Markov chain Monte Carlo al-

gorithm and a special case of the Metropolis-Hastings al-

gorithm [7]. It is used to produce samples from probability

distributions that are either unknown (but form part of a known

joint distribution) or too difficult to sample directly [8]. This

application is an example of the latter; the image space is of

very high dimension — equal to the number of pixels — so

it is impractical to sample the proposal distribution directly.

The algorithm creates a sequence of possible samples that

form a Markov chain; each sample depends only on the

previous one. It is initialised with a white noise image and

at each step, the colour of a single pixel is updated under

the current proposal distribution p(I). The probability of

the pixel’s intesity being each colour is calculated from the

distribution and a new colour is selected with likelihood in

proportion to those probabilities. After enough steps in the

chain the samples are being drawn from the target distribution.

However, knowing the exact number of steps required before

the Markov chain has converged is not straightforward [9].

The chain can take many iterations to converge making the

Gibbs sampler very computationally expensive. The compu-

tational complexity can be reduced by a factor linear to the

number of threads available by updating multiple components

at once. Doing so does not violate any of the theoretical basis

of the algorithm as each sample still depends only on the

previous one, so the Markov property of the chain is preserved.

As the dimensionality of the sample can easily be in the

thousands, it makes sense to use a graphics programming

unit (GPU) capable of running large numbers of threads

simultaneously.

III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

When the FRAME algorithm is executed, the Gibbs sampler

is required to produce a sample of the proposal distribution

each time the λ values are adjusted. It takes hundreds of

iterations for those values to converge. The number of pixels

to be updated at each step is chosen to be four times the total

number of pixels in the image, following the original work

of Zhu et al. [2]. For each of these pixels, the Gibbs sampler

requires a probability of the pixel being each colour. That

probability depends on the histogram produced by each of the
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filters in the current model. For a simple case of a 32×32

pixel image with eight colours and three filters that equates

to producing ten thousand histograms per iteration. This is

extremely inefficient so a number of measures are taken to

optimise the process.

All the filters in the filter bank are linear and smaller than

the entire image. Consequently changing the colour of a single

pixel affects a small region of the filter response and this

change can be calculated by a single addition [6]. The change

to the filter response when adjusting the intensity of a pixel

is simply the response plus the impulse response of the filter

scaled by the change in intensity. If the intensity pixel p is

changed from C0 to C1 the filter response F becomes:

Fn+1 = Fn + (C1 − C0)Kp (3)

where Kp is the filter kernel centred on p. This calculation is

far simpler than computing the filter response each time and

only requires the convolution be computed once per filter.

Extracting a histogram from the filter response is also an

expensive operation. This can be obviated in a similar way.

The histograms of all the responses for the current sample are

stored. As the pixels are flipped to create new samples a count

is kept of the changes to each bin in the histogram. For each

element of the response that changes its value, 1 is added to

the bin containing the value and subtracted from the bin that

previously contained it.

This is the operation that is run on the GPU. The pixels

to be considered are passed to the GPU code and it returns

the changes in histogram bin counts for each colour for each

filter. The data required by the GPU are the current sample;

the filters in the model; the current sample’s responses to

each filter; the histograms of those responses; and the set

of colours (or intensities) that may be used. One thread is

created for each set of pixel, colour and filter. Each thread

is required to perform the addition of the filter kernel and

to count the changes to the histogram. It is a very simple

computational task, requiring very few instructions to execute.

There is an inefficiency caused by the fact that all the threads

must wait for the thread handling the largest filter to complete.

However, none of the filters is very large so this is not a serious

bottleneck.

A. Hardware considerations

The GPU hardware used is a NVIDIA GeForce GTX

470 [10]. Programming for a GPU is sensitive to the specific

details of the hardware. Some specifications of the card are

given in Table 1.

These are significant because in order to get the best

performance the program must run within the constraints of

the hardware while using as much of the power available in

each streaming multiprocessor (SM) as possible.

B. GPU program

The GPU code is written in CUDA C [10]. In this platform

threads are grouped into blocks with each block containing

an array of threads. The fastest type of memory to use is the

TABLE I
GTX 470 SPECIFICATIONS

CUDA cores per SM 32

Maximum threads per SM 1536

Maximum threads per block 1024

32-bit registers per SM 32 K

Global memory 1280 MB

Shared memory 48 KB

Constant memory 64 KB

registers but the space available is limited. Threads from the

same block have access to the same block of “shared memory”.

Shared memory is similar to cache memory on a CPU; it is

much faster than the global memory and it has much higher

bandwidth to the SM. In addition there is a region of memory

called “constant memory” which is available globally, to all

threads. Access to data stored in constant memory is cached

to increase efficiency.

To initialise the GPU code the filters, current sample and

its responses are copied from CPU memory to the GPU. The

filters are placed in constant memory as they are to be accessed

the most often. If the maximum size of a filter is 32×32

and the values are single precision floating point numbers,

the amount of constant memory available limits the maximum

number of filters to 16. This is an acceptable restriction as most

textures can be well modelled using less than ten filters. The

current sample and responses cannot fit in constant memory,

although they are constant in the scope of the GPU. There is

still a performance gain by storing them globally as it reduces

the amount of data that needs to be transferred.

A thread block is created for each pixel under considera-

tion. The thread block contains a two dimensional array of

threads — one for each combination of filter and colour. The

parameters to the thread are the pixel’s coordinates, the set

of colours and the borders of the histogram bins. Each thread

in the block computes the histogram changes. These can be

stored in registers as only one integer is required per histogram

bin. Once a thread completes, it waits for all the threads in its

block and then the histogram changes are combined into one

array to be returned to the CPU.

The probabilities of the colours are calculated on the CPU

from the histograms. The CPU updates the sample accordingly

and changes the responses for the next iteration. These com-

putations are not trivial; they contribute significantly to the

overall running time of the algorithm.

IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

The effectiveness of the algorithm is confirmed by viewing

a sample image that is produced after the Markov chain has

converged. That image should have a similar appearance to the

observation. Examples of textures synthesised by the algorithm

are shown in Figure 2.

These images are produced by running FRAME with the

image in Figure 2(a) as the data observation. The colour palette

available to the sampler contains 4 intensities. The algorithm

is run for 1000 iterations per filter. The images shown are
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(a) Observation (b) Sample with 1 filter

(c) Sample with 2 filters (d) Sample with 5 filters

Fig. 2. Example of a textures synthesised by the FRAME algorithm

the samples that were drawn having histograms most closely

matching those of the observation. Figures 2(b), 2(c) and

2(d) are sampled from models containing 1, 2 and 5 filters

respectively. In each case there are artefacts of the initial white

noise image remaining. It can be seen that for each filter added

to the model the sampled images have more structure to them.

A. Execution time

The FRAME algorithm is computationally intensive. In

order for it to be useful we must be able to run it in reasonable

time. An experiment is conducted to assess the execution speed

under different parameters. This is done to test the efficacy

of the GPU code and to find the conditions under which the

hardware is best utilised.

A small texture patch of 32×32 pixels is used in the tests,

at this size a texture can be discerned and the algorithm

runs relatively quickly. The image is shown in Figure 2(a).

FRAME is run using that image as the observation with a

colour palette of 2, 4 and 8 grey levels. The algorithm runs

until the model contains 5 filters and 50 iterations are run on

each filter. This is a long enough execution to be representative

of more extensive tests. The experiment is run three times

with the Gibbs sampler updating 16, 64 and 128 pixels at a

time, essentially varying the number of simultaneous threads.

The results give an indication of the efficacy of the GPU

code. One would expect a CPU implementation to have similar

performance to the GPU at about 4 threads. Figure 3 shows

the time taken, in seconds, to complete 50 iterations in each

case.

As expected the time taken increases as the model be-

comes more complex, when more filters or colours are added.

However, there are some notable anomalies to this. In each

experiment the 2 colour run takes the longest time with one

filter. One would expect the 2 colour case to execute in

the shortest time because with fewer colours the are fewer

calculations. This inconsistency arises from the fact that all

the filters are not the same size. When the observation is
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downsampled to contain only two colours, the features become

very large, so the first filter to be selected is larger than that

selected for the 4 and 8 colour cases. The greater number of

operations required to use this large filter outweighs the time

saved by having fewer colours to consider.

The results clearly show that the more pixels which are

updated simultaneously, the faster the algorithm runs. The

upper bound on that number is set by the hardware and the

size of the image itself. If a program attempts to launch more

threads then the hardware can handle, some of the threads will

be queued, decreasing the performance. This negative impact

of this can be avoided by ensuring that the number of threads

is a multiple of the capacity of the GPU.

In this application it is incorrect to update too many com-

ponents at once. Since the filters are larger than a single pixel,

changing one pixel’s colour has an effect on a region of the

filter response. If two or more pixels with overlapping filter

regions are flipped simultaneously, the probabilities assigned

to their colours will be slightly inaccurate. The set of pixels

to be updated at each iteration of the Gibbs sampler is

chosen at random. It is possible that some of those will affect

overlapping regions. However, since only a small proportion

of the pixels is treated simultaneously — about 5 % — this

is unlikely and the chain is still able to converge.

The issue of overlapping filter regions limits the maximum

number of threads that may be used for a certain image

size. When the size of the image increases, in width and

height, the amount of pixels and therefore calculations required

to produce a sample increases quadratically. The number of

pixels that can be safely updated simultaneously increases

proportionally to the number of pixels. As a result the time

taken to run the GPU code increases linearly with the image

size within the limits of the hardware. This is a huge advantage

as it allows the algorithm to scale up to more complex

problems without incurring the penalty in execution time that

it theoretically should.

The same applies when the complexity is increased by

adding more colours to the palette. When going from 4

colours to 8 (the observation is almost the same in this case)

the number of calculations required to produce a sample

doubles. The graphs show that time increase between these

experiments is minimal. This is because the execution time on

the GPU does not change; more threads are added that can

run simultaneously. The small increase is due to the linear

operations done on the CPU in selecting the new colour to

assign to each pixel.

Consequently, the complexity of the problem can be in-

creased with minimal effect on the execution time. This feature

of the implementation is extremely useful for studying the

algorithm. It allows the code and parameters to be fine-tuned

on simple test cases with the knowledge that the same program

can be applied to more complex problems.

V. CONCLUSION

The FRAME algorithm is useful tool for visual texture

analysis. The algorithm is computationally complex, requir-

ing many calculations to be performed within hundreds of

iterations. Even with the speed of modern CPUs it can take

many hours to run the algorithm. The innermost function of the

algorithm is the Gibbs sampler. It takes extremely long to run

on a serial processor. By adapting the FRAME algorithm to

use a Gibbs sampler implemented on a GPU the computation

time is greatly reduced. This parallel implementation provides

a greater advantage as the problem becomes more complex.

The timing data suggests that the running time could be further

decreased by optimising the CPU code and by implementing

more components on the GPU. The FRAME algorithm is

shown to be considerably more feasible with the inclusion

of GPU programming.
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Abstract— A brain-computer interface (BCI) can be used to 

control a prosthetic or orthotic hand using neural activity from 

the brain in order to allow people who suffer from motor 

impairments to perform simple daily tasks and thus improve 

their quality of life. The core of this sensorimotor BCI lies in the 

interpretation of the neural information extracted from 

electroencephalogram (EEG). It is desired to improve on the 

interpretation of the EEG signals for five essential hand 

movements i.e. wrist extension and flexion, finger extension and 

flexion and the tripod pinch. This paper focuses on the 

intermediate step of differentiating between the right and left 

combinations of these hand movements. EEG data was recorded 

from test subjects as they executed and imagined the five 

essential hand movements using both hands. Independent 

component analysis (ICA) and time-frequency techniques were 

used to extract spectral features based on event-related 

(de)synchronisation (ERD/ERS) and movement-related cortical 

potentials (MRCP). These are referred to as TFSE and TFSM 

features respectively. The Bhattacharyya distance (BD) was used 

for feature reduction, while Mahalanobis distance (MD) 

clustering and artificial neural networks (ANN) were used as 

basic classifiers. A group classifier was used to combine the TFSE 

and TFSM features (COMB). Best average accuracies of 88 %, 

77 % and 88 % were obtained for TFSE, TFSM and COMB 

features respectively for imagined movements. The research 

shows that EEG discrimination between right and left hand 

movements is comparable to similar BCI research and that 

feature combination holds some promise. 

Keywords-component; Artificial neural networks (ANN), brain-

computer interface (BCI), electroencephalogram (EEG), event-

related (de)synchronisation (ERD/ERS), group classifier, 

independent component analysis (ICA), Mahalanobis distance 

(MD), movement-related cortical potential (MRCP) 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Scientists and engineers have been challenged to replicate 

the sensory-motor function of the human hand, based on the 

assumption that neural activity can be translated into intended 

movements, which can then be executed by a device, such as a 

prosthetic hand [1, 2, 3]. These efforts can aid people who 

suffer from motor impairments, as a result of amputations, 

strokes and spinal cord injuries, by developing a system to 

return some of the essential functionality of the human hand 

[1]. A lost hand can be replaced by a robotic prosthetic hand, 

while a non-functional hand can be supported by a robotic 

exoskeletal orthotic hand [1]. These external devices can then 

be controlled using the user’s thoughts with the help of a 

brain-computer interface (BCI) to reroute the signals directly 

from the brain to actuators in the prosthetic/orthotic hand [1, 

2].  

 

This solution can be used to allow motor-impaired 

individuals to perform essential hand movements that will aid 

daily tasks [1, 4]. Considering the opinions of occupational 

therapists in terms of the most essential hand movements that 

patients learn during motor rehabilitation [5, 6, 7], five basic 

hand movements are considered i.e. wrist extension (WE), 

wrist flexion (WF), finger extension (FE), finger flexion (FF) 

and the tripod pinch (TR).  

 

The core of an effective BCI solution will require that the 

neural information associated with the essential hand 

movements be extracted and translated from neural signals, 

such as electroencephalogram (EEG), in real-time [8, 9]. The 
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use of the combination of these five essential hand movements 

has not yet been explored in EEG-based BCI literature [10]. It 

is thus necessary to first investigate the possibility of 

interpreting the EEG for the five hand movements offline on a 

single-trial basis since this serves as a first step toward real-

time BCI functionality [1, 10].  

 

A common classification problem in BCI literature involves 

differentiating EEG between right and left movements [1]. As 

an intermediate step, the different types of movements will be 

combined for each hand and differentiation between right and 

left EEG will be verified. This will highlight consistencies 

with previous BCI research and provide a basic method that 

can facilitate EEG classification for each hand movement 

individually.  

 

This paper also explores the combination of features based 

on movement-related cortical potentials (MRCP) and event-

related (de)synchronisation (ERD/ERS) in order to improve 

results for right vs. left classification. Research has shown that 

their combination can improve EEG classification since they 

offer independent and complimentary information [11]. More 

advanced classification of individual hand movement types 

may benefit from the use of multiple independent information 

sources. These two investigations form part of the effort to 

improve on the incomplete understanding between central 

neural signals and hand movements [2]. 

 

Relevant background BCI information is presented 

followed by the method to prepare, extract and classify time-

frequency spectral features based on ERD/ERS and MRCP 

(TFSE and TFSM features respectively). Mahalanobis 

distance (MD) clustering and artificial neural networks 

(ANNs) are used for classification.  

II. BACKGROUND 

A. Electroencephalogram 

There are several challenges associated with the extraction 

of relevant information from EEG. The signals are small (in 

the µV range) and present a large inter-trial variability [1]. 

Recording activity from billions of simultaneous neural 

processes from a limited number of EEG electrodes (e.g. 128 

electrodes) results in a considerable mixing of information 

sources from all over the head at each electrode [1, 12]. 

However, clinical research has increased the understanding of 

EEG signals and their relationship with imagined movements 

and inexpensive computer equipment supports the 

computational demands for EEG signal processing [1, 9, 13]. 

Hence EEG can be used as a suitable signal source for basic 

prosthetic/orthotic hand control [1] in a controlled laboratory 

environment.  

B. Independent Component Analysis 

ICA is commonly used in BCI research to remove artifacts, 

but has also proven useful in separating biologically plausible 

brain components whose activity patterns relate to behavioural 

occurrences [12]. In some studies, ICA has shown superior 

performance over other methods of spatial filtering [14, 15] 

and has aided the discrimination of EEG for different 

unilateral wrist movement tasks [16]. This suggests that it may 

be beneficial for isolating rhythmic activity from the 

sensorimotor cortex for other types of hand movements [1]. 

C. BCI and Sensorimotor Electrophysiological Features 

The main components of a BCI are shown in Fig. 1. They 

enable the actuation of the external device according to the 

user’s intent [1, 17]. Sensorimotor BCIs are ideal for the 

control of a prosthetic/orthotic hand since they deal with 

motor functions from and sensory inputs to the sensorimotor 

cortex of the brain.  

 

Prominent electrophysiological features associated with the 

brain’s normal motor output channels are mu (8–12 Hz) and 

beta (13–30 Hz) rhythms [1, 17]. The rhythms are 

synchronised when no sensory inputs or motor outputs are 

being processed [1, 17]. Movement or movement preparation 

results in a desynchronisation (decrease in amplitude) of the 

mu and beta rhythms, referred to as ERD [1, 17]. ERS occurs 

after movement when the rhythms synchronise (increase in 

amplitude) again [1, 17]. ERD and ERS occur during 

imagined movements as well, making them suitable for 

paralysed individuals [1, 3].  

Figure 1. Model of a sensorimotor BCI used for communication to a prosthetic/orthotic hand. TFSE and TFSM indicate time-frequency spectral features 
based on ERD/ERS and MRCP respectively.  
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Another type of electrophysiological feature emanating from 

the motor cortex is the MRCP [16, 18, 19]. The pre-movement 

stage of the MRCP is slow moving (< 3 Hz) and is associated 

with an event-related negativity referred to as the 

Bereitschaftspotential (BP) that occurs 1 - 2 s before the onset 

of movement [1, 18, 17]. The pre-motor stage is followed by a 

rebound after the movement or imagination onset and is 

referred to as the post-movement potential [18]. Shibasaki et 

al [19] suggest that movement characteristics, such as speed, 

precision and repetition can influence the amplitude and time 

course of MRCPs. Other studies have linked MRCPs to force 

parameters in movement [10, 20, 21]. Traditional methods for 

extracting features based on MRCP patterns, particularly for 

movement disorder analysis in clinical applications, involve 

time-series analysis [19], where the slope of the BP, the 

rebound rate, the latency and peak amplitudes can be used to 

form features [18, 22]. Some studies, however, have used 

time-frequency techniques to extract EEG patterns from 

MRCP [16, 21, 23]. 

 

MRCP and ERD/ERS display different spatiotemporal 

patterns and represent independent sensorimotor cortical 

processes [11, 31]. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

Fig. 1 summarises the major processes that make up the 

method in order to classify between right and left hand 

movements. The process was applied to real and imagined 

movements for each test subject. 

A. Data Acquisition 

Data was captured from three right-handed, healthy, male, 

untrained volunteers in their early twenties. The subjects were 

seated in a chair, resting their forearm on an arm rest [16, 18]. 

A computer screen was used along with custom Eprime 

software [24] to queue the movements while the subjects’ 

EEG were measured. An EGI system that consisted of 128 

high-impedance scalp electrodes (forming the GSN 128) along 

with the Geodesic EEG System and Net Station Software was 

used [25]. The electrodes were Ag/Ag-Cl electrodes with 

sponge attachments soaked in an electrolyte solution of 

potassium chloride [25].  

 

Each subject was asked to perform real and imagined sets of 

the 5 essential movements for each hand (starting with the 

right hand). Therefore, for each hand, the subjects performed 

10 sets of movements: 5 for real movements and 5 for 

imagined movements. Each set consisted of 20 

repetitions/trials of one type of movement [16]. The order of 

the sets was randomised and thus differed for each subject so 

that no movement type was preferred [26]. In summary each 

test subject performed: movement set (5) × L/R hand (2) × 

real/imagined (2) × repetitions (20) = 400 trials. 

 

The type of movement for each set was shown to the 

subjects on the computer screen prior to the commencement of 

the set and a brief practice session was allowed. There were 

short breaks between sets and the repetitions for each set were 

performed continually. The trials were queued by instructions 

shown on the computer screen, the timeline of which is shown 

in Fig. 2 [16, 27].  

B. Pre-Processing 

EEGLAB was used to handle the pre-processing [12]. Noisy 

channels were removed and a bandpass filter between 0.5 Hz 

and 100 Hz was applied to the data [16, 27], which was 

sampled at 200 Hz by the EGI system [25]. A 50 Hz notch 

filter was also applied [16].  

 

Data was then divided into 7 s trials, from t = -1 s to t = 6 s, 

placing t = 0 at the Get Ready event (pre-movement stimulus) 

shown in Fig. 2. This was done so that the continuous signals 

were not split in the crucial areas of S1 and S2.  

 

The Automatic Artifact Removal (AAR) toolbox for 

EEGLAB [28] was used to remove artifacts, which included 

electro-oculogram from eye-blinks and eye movements, and 

electromyogram from tongue, face, neck and shoulder 

movements [1]. Artifacts were removed using spatial filtering 

and blind source separation [28]. A bandpass filter between 8 

– 30 Hz was then applied to isolate and mu and beta data (for 

ERD/ERS analysis), while a lowpass filter, with a cutoff of 

3 Hz, isolated delta band data (for MRCP analysis) [18].  

Figure 3. Examples of selected ICs based on the visual inspection of 

scalp voltages as well as ERP and ITV plots. a) shows the average ITV 

ERD/ERS pattern in the mu and beta frequencies for an IC from 

subject 1 and b) shows the corresponding IC scalp plot. ERD occurs 

after 2.5 s and ERS after 4.8 s in a), which respectively corresponds to 

sustained movement in S2 and relaxation at the commencement of S3 

(refer to Fig 2). c) shows the average MRCP ERP pattern for an IC 

from subject 2 and d) shows the corresponding IC scalp plot. The BP 

between 1 and 2 s, which corresponds to movement preparation during 

S1, is clear. Positive activity in the hand control region of the primary 
motor cortex is clear in b) and d) with a much sharper resolution in d). 

S1 

Preparation for 

movement 

S2 

Sustained 

Movement/imagination 

t = 2 t = 5 t = 7 

Get Ready Stop 

t = 0 

S3 

Rest Period 

Single trial 

Start 

 

Figure 2. Time sequence and instructions for a single trial. 
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C. ICA and Source Localisation 

For each subject, the trials for right and left hand movements 

were combined and ICA was run using the infomax algorithm 

[13]. This decomposed the EEG into separable localised 

sources of potentials. The potentials or ICs emanating from 

the motor cortices (unilaterally, contra-laterally or bilaterally) 

were visually selected and isolated. The criteria for IC 

selection are described below and examples of conforming 

patterns shown in Fig. 3. Criteria 1 and 2 were used for 

mu/beta frequencies and criteria 1 and 3 for delta band 

frequencies. 

 

1.    Viewing localised activity mainly in the region of the 

primary motor cortices that control the hands, but activity 

in the supplementary motor area and premotor area was 

also considered [29]. 2D top-view plots of voltages across 

the scalp for each IC indicated the region of neural 

activity. 

2.    The presence of ERD just prior to and/or during S2 as 

well as ERS after S2 [30]. This was calculated using the 

inter-trial variance (ITV) method [30]. 

3.    For delta-band filtered data (for MRCP), IC selection 

was based on the presence of the BP in the average event-

related potentials (ERPs) [19, 31]. 

 

Several ICs representing motor activity were selected per 

subject. This approach is advantageous since the inter-subject 

variability of EEG makes it difficult to predict which 

electrodes provide relevant information [29]. Furthermore, it 

reduces the dimensionality of the data and filters 

contamination from non-sensorimotor neural potentials, such 

as the visual alpha rhythm [17]. The use of multiple ICs may 

also help to capture the information from different regions of 

the motor areas, which may activate during different stages of 

movement [29]. Spatial focusing was aided by the use of a 

high density EEG system (128 channels) to provide a better 

resolution for IC activity [13] (note the small localised activity 

in Fig. 3 d). The number of manually selected ICs varied 

between test subjects and ranged between 6 and 15. 

D. Feature Extraction and Selection 

A time-frequency technique, originally used for audio 

identification [32], was adapted and used to extract power 

spectral features from the selected ICs for ERD/ERS and 

MRCP (since audio and EEG signals are both non-stationary). 

Fig. 4 describes the adapted algorithm as applied to TFSE 

feature extraction. A similar approach was used for TFSM 

features. The timing used in Fig. 4 corresponds to that shown 

in Fig. 2. 

 

For TFSE features, the time range from t = 1 s to t = 4 s was 

considered (see Fig 2) in order to include pre-movement and 

movement execution/imagination phases. An overlapping 

sliding window of 300 ms was then applied in increments of 

100 ms [15, 16]. The frequency domain power spectrum for 

each window was calculated using an FFT. The frequency 

spectrum was then split into 7 bands of 3 Hz each [27] and the 

sum of the powers within each band formed a feature. 28 time 

windows were extracted over the time range considered, with 

7 power band features each. This was done for each IC, 

forming a TFSE feature set with between 1568 and 2352 

features, depending on the test subject.  

 

For TFSM features, a similar approach was adopted. The 

time range from t = 0.6 s to t = 2.9 s was considered and the 

frequency spectrum was kept as a single band. For each IC, 21 

time windows were extracted, resulting in a TFSM feature set 

consisting of between 84 and 315 features for each trial. 

 

 The Bhattacharyya distance (BD) can be used to measure 

the separability of classes for univariate feature sets [15]. 

Hence, it measures how well a single feature can differentiate 

between two classes and can thus be used to find those 

features, from a multivariate feature set, that individually 

capture the differences between the classes best [15]. The 

larger the BD, the greater the separability of the classes and 

the stronger the feature thus is [15]. For each feature type 

(TFSE and TFSM features), the BD was used to select the best 

few features [15, 27]. This was done by calculating the BD for 

each feature and the features with the largest BD were selected 

in order to provide low dimensionality. Different features were 

selected for each subject, since the inter-subject variability of 

EEG is large [1]. During iterative testing 5 features for TFSE 

Figure 4. Flow of TFSE feature extraction algorithm 
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and 7 for TFSM were found to be optimum when considering 

all test subjects.  

E. Classification 

A classifier based on the MD clustering is simple and robust 

and has shown good performance in BCI research [8]. ANNs 

are used widely in BCI research (multilayer perceptron 

networks or MLPs in particular) [8]. MD clustering and ANNs 

were each used in this research to classify TFSE and TFSM 

features individually. The results for each classifier were 

compared. Both feature types (referred to as COMB features) 

were then used as inputs to a group classifier, composed of 

ANNs and MD clustering [8]. The results were compared to 

those obtained using individual feature types and classifiers.  

 

The order of the trials was randomised, the data was divided 

into training and testing data in a 7:3 ratio and each classifier 

was thereafter trained and tested. This process was repeated 3 

times and the results averaged (cross-validation) to yield the 

overall accuracies [8]. 

 

The MD measures the dissimilarity between feature vectors 

from different classes [31]. The squared MD di
2
 between the i

th 

vector of dataset x and the mean of dataset y can be calculated 

using (1), where µY is the mean of dataset y and CY
-1

 is the 

inverse covariance matrix of dataset y [34]. 

 

( ) ( )
YiY

T

Yii
xCxd µµ −−=

−12

          (1) 

 

 The MD was used to calculate the distance between each 

trial in a given class to its own mean and to the mean of the 

other class [34]. If the distance between a single-trial feature 

vector xi and the mean of its class µx was smaller than the MD 

between that single-trial vector and the mean of the other 

class, then it was concluded that xi belongs to class x. In this 

manner, each single-trial is classified.  

 

For ANN classification, the number of hidden nodes were 

optimized iteratively for each feature type, considering the 

best performance across all subjects. Hence, ANN MLPs each 

consisting of 5 input nodes, 6 hidden nodes and 1 output node 

were trained per subject for TFSE features. Classification for 

TFSM features included 7 input nodes, 15 hidden nodes and 1 

output node.  

 

Fig. 5 describes the group classifier, which consisted of 2 

MD clustering classifiers and 1 ANN classifier. It accepted 

TFSE and TFSM features as inputs and a single output was 

produced by simple voting across the outputs of each 

classifier. Hence three classifiers were used to allow a 

majority vote [8]. The sub-classifiers were trained and tested 

with the same data that was used for the individual classifiers. 

The sub-classifiers were kept independent from each other in 

order to take advantage of independence of the different 

feature types [11]. TFSE features were used twice in the group 

classifier since they showed superior performance over TFSM 

features. MD clustering performed better for TFSM features 

(see Table I and Table II) and was thus favoured to accept the 

TFSM features in the group classifier.  

 

In clinical applications, sensitivity and specificity are often 

used to evaluate the accuracy of diagnostic tests [35]. They 

respectively describe the likelihood of true positive and true 

negative test results [35]. Sensitivity and specificity can be 

generalized to 2 class datasets, for example: right hand 

movements = positive test result and left hand movements = 

negative test result. Classification accuracy was thus measured 

by calculating the average of the sensitivity and specificity 

measures (SSA) as shown in (2), where T and F respectively 

represent the number of correctly and falsely classified trials 

for each class. Subscripts RH and LH denote right hand and 

left hand classes respectively. 

 










+
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results for real and imagined movements are 

summarised in Table I and Table II respectively. Classification 

is shown per subject for the different feature types and 

classifiers used. 

  

COMB features provide the overall best average of 88 %, 

followed by TFSE features with an overall average of 86 %, 

and thereafter TFSM features with an overall average of 70 % 

(all averaged over executed and imaginary data). Reasons for 

this order are discussed in the paragraphs to follow. Navarro et 

al [36] report an average accuracy of 77 % when using 

features obtained from the theta, mu and beta frequency 

ranges, in conjunction with ICA, to discriminate between the 

EEG for right and left groups of different performed and 

imagined wrist movements. In a similar study, Khan and 

Sepulveda [26] obtain a classification accuracy of 89 % when 

discriminating between the right and left EEG for different 

kinds of imagined wrist movements individually (the measure 

of accuracy is not detailed in these studies and the general 

measure used in [8] is assumed). This paper obtains a similar 

average result when using ANN classifiers and TFSE features 

for imagined movements (88.3 %). The use of ICA along with 

high resolution EEG (128 channels) may have played an 

important role in this regard. 

 

The poorer performance of TFSM features when compared 

to TFSE features can be attributed to MRCP patterns not 

easily appearing on a single-trial basis and only emerging after 

averaging over many trials in average ERPs [19, 31]. 

Although ERD/ERS patterns also emerge clearly only after 

averaging over many trials, they are more reliable for single-

trial analysis [19]. 
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The combination of feature types from different frequency 

bands shows some superiority over the use of single feature 

types in some cases i.e. for subject 1 and 3’s imaginary data. 

This indicates some value in the combination of feature types, 

particularly for imagined movements, which is also shown in 

[11], [16] and [18]. This is a valuable result since stroke and 

paralysis victims cannot perform actual movements, but will 

need to imagine hand movements to actuate the 

prosthetic/orthotic hand. However, TFSE features along with 

ANNs provide superior results to COMB features and the 

group classifier for executed/real movements (Table I). This 

may be attributed to the weaker TFSM features not adding 

enough kinematic discriminatory information to improve on 

the TFSE ANN classification [18], particularly for real 

executed movements. This suggests that more work is required 

to improve on the feature combination method and the TFSM 

feature extraction method and that other feature types should 

be explored [11].  

 

ANNs show superior results over MD clustering results 

using TFSE features, while the situation is reversed for TFSM 

features. TFSE results for executed movements outperform 

those for imagined movements but the converse is true for 

TFSM features. TFSM features provided a result 11 % less for 

executed movements than for imagined movements. The latter 

explains why the group classifier with COMB features 

provides the best results for most subjects’ imagined data, 

while TFSE features with ANN classifiers work best with 

executed/imagined movements.  

 

The success of this research is important since it matches 

the best results obtained in recent similar studies [8, 26, 36]. 

This facilitates the investigation of EEG discrimination of 

different types of unilateral hand movements. The research 

also suggests that feature combination may be beneficial for 

EEG-based BCI applications and encourages the exploration 

of other neural features in combination. Common hand 

movements such as FE and the TR [5. 6], which are novel to 

BCI literature, can be explored in future research involving 

prosthetic/orthotic hand control using a BCI [10]. Future work 

aims towards accurately classifying the individual five 

essential hand movements; first offline and thereafter in real-

time. Other classifiers, such as support vector machines, other 

feature types, such as those obtained from the gamma 

frequency band, and other spatial filters, such as common 

spatial patterns, are to be explored in future work.  

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper focuses on discriminating EEG between the right 

and left combinations of essential hand movements in order to 

improve EEG interpretation to allow a sensorimotor BCI to 

control a prosthetic/orthotic hand. Average results between 

64 % and 90 % are obtained. These results show that offline 

discrimination between right and left movement EEG, for 

real/executed and imagined combinations of essential hand 

movements, is comparable to leading BCI research. The 

research also suggests that sensorimotor feature combination 

can aid BCI classification problems, particularly for imagined 

movement tasks. These results are important steps towards 

allowing a prosthetic/orthotic hand to perform essential hand 

movements.  
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Abstract—We present a method for segmenting range images
into separate planar surfaces, through a novel use of graph cuts.
Our method attempts to assign an element from a discrete set
of normal vectors to every pixel in the image, in an optimal way
that considers the observed data as well as a smoothness prior.
We show results from executing our method on a standard range
image dataset and evaluate performance quantitatively. We find
that our method’s accuracy compares well with other existing
methods. Moreover, sensitivity to the single parameter that needs
to be specified appears to be quite low.

I. INTRODUCTION

Image segmentation is a common problem in the field of

computer vision. If successfully achieved, the segments can

be used as symbols in higher-level description or interpre-

tation tasks. Unfortunately the segmentation problem can be

extremely difficult, partially because successful (or accurate)

segmentation is not a well-defined concept and may have

more than one “correct” answer for a given image. The

significance of this issue is substantiated by the large variations

found when humans are tasked to segment images manually

[1]. In the case of range images the problem becomes one

of segmenting geometry instead of intensities and, as such,

becomes somewhat less subjective.

Range images, also referred to as depth images, are images

in which every pixel’s value represents the distance between

the sensor and a 3D object or scene point. Fig. 1(a) shows an

example, where distances are depicted as greyscale intensities.

We can regard range images to be much less ambiguous than

colour images, since the colour of a pixel can be influenced

by an intricate combination of lighting conditions, texture

and reflection properties of surfaces, the viewing angle, etc.

Common methods for creating non-synthetic range images

include stereo vision, time-of-flight and structured light. Range

imaging has also become more accessible with the recent

development of the Kinect (an inexpensive, consumer grade,

real-time structured light sensor).

A typical approach to segmentation is to identify object

boundaries, or edges. In range images surface edges are

commonly categorized into two types: jump edges and crease

edges [2]. Jump edges occur at depth discontinuities in the

range data. Crease edges occur where differently orientated

surfaces meet, and are harder to identify because the surfaces

have the same depth along such an edge. The only way to

identify crease edges is to consider change in surface normals,

which can be problematic due to small amounts of noise in the

range image translating to more extreme noise in the normals.

Range image segmentation has the goal of segmenting the

discrete points in a range image into regions of points that

belong to the same surface. Current approaches seem to either

use region growing and clustering, or focus on edge detection

[3]. A notable exception is the work by Han et al. [4].

Although they also incorporate edge detection, it is used only

to improve execution time. Similar to our work, they set up and

minimize an energy function that describes how correct a given

segmentation seems. Where we use graph cuts to optimize,

they employ simulated annealing.

An automated framework for quantitatively evaluating re-

sults from range image segmentation algorithms was devel-

oped by Hoover et al. [2], [5]. It provides a methodology

for comparing results against ground truth by defining and

measuring five performance metrics. A dataset of range images

captured by different methods is also provided. All of these

images contain scenes that consist only of polyhedral shapes

and should therefore segment into planar surfaces (the image

in Fig. 1(a) comes from this set). Some follow-up papers build

upon their work by doing the same for images containing

curved surfaces [6], [7].

The segmentation method we propose in this paper works by

labelling every pixel with one of a number of normal vectors.

(a) input range image (b) our segmentation

Fig. 1. A range image visualized as a greyscale image, where lighter values
represent larger depths, and a result from applying our proposed segmentation
algorithm on this image.
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We use graph cuts to find a (near) optimal labelling, in an

attempt to simultaneously remain close to the observed normal

vectors and enforce smooth label transition between neigh-

bouring pixels. A key contribution is our way of incorporating

jump edges in the pixel neighbourhood structure. Finally we

segment, by essentially searching for connected components

in the labelling.

Brief background on graph cut optimization is provided in

section II, followed by a description of our method in section

III. Results obtained by our algorithm, also evaluated using

the framework mentioned above, are given in section IV and

we conclude in section V.

II. GRAPH CUT OPTIMIZATION

Graph cuts as a technique for optimization originated as a

method for finding optimal binary segmentations of images,

and has since been extended for multi-label optimization in a

wide variety of computer vision problems ranging from image

restoration to stereo correspondence. We chose to utilize graph

cuts in our range image segmentation method. Our work is

based on the theory and implementation developed by Veksler,

Boykov, Zabih and Kolmogorov [8], [9], [10].

A. The labelling problem

Many computer vision problems, including image restora-

tion, stereo correspondence, segmentation and multiview re-

construction, can be stated as labelling problems. For a set of

sites (usually pixels) P = {1, 2, . . . , n} and a set of labels

L = {ℓ1, . . . , ℓk}, the labelling problem is that of assigning a

label from L to every site in the set P . This mapping from P
to L is called a labelling, or configuration, and is denoted by

f = {f1, . . . , fn} where fp ∈ L for every p ∈ P . The set F
consists of all kn possible configurations.

An energy function E(f) can be used to evaluate a particu-

lar labelling f , such that the problem of finding some optimal

labelling then becomes one of minimizing the energy function

over F .

B. Energy functions

Energy functions of the form

E(f) = Edata(f) + λ · Eprior(f) (1)

are popular for computer vision problems. The terms encode

information about how closely a configuration matches the

observed data, and how closely it matches prior assumptions

about the dependency between sites. The constant λ allows for

the adjustment of relative importance carried by each term.

The minimization of E requires a global optimization

which, as it stands, is a significant problem for such a general

formula. Moreover, due to the nature of P and L, the search

space is typically extremely large and high dimensional. While

using a more specific function limits its possible uses, it

may enable the use of efficient methods for finding a global

minimum (or “good” local minimum).

C. Minimization by graph cuts

Graph cut optimization involves setting up a graph structure

whose minimum cut (a subset of the edges, with minimum

total edge weight, that if removed splits the graph into two

disjoint components) coincides with the global minimum of

a specific energy function [11]. The real strength of this

approach lies in the fact that the minimum cut problem can

be solved fast and efficiently, by solving a dual maximum

flow problem, hence the minimization of the energy function

becomes practically feasible.

A single cut optimizes a binary labelling. When L consists

of more than two labels it becomes necessary to perform

multiple graph cuts iteratively, traversing the solution space in

some way, and global optima are no longer guaranteed. How-

ever the work of Veksler [8] assures that provably good local

optima, with respect to large label swap or expansion moves,

are attainable with a relatively small number of iterations.

The graph cuts framework we are using considers energy

functions of the form

E(f) =
∑

p∈P

Dp(fp) +
∑

{p,q}∈N

V
{p,q}(fp, fq). (2)

We assume here that λ is included in the second term. Dp(fp)
determines the data cost for how much the assigning of label

fp to pixel p disagrees with the observed data. The prior term

assumes that the structure of the scene has some uniformity

or smoothness so that V
{p,q}(fp, fq) is now a smoothness

cost determined for pairs of neighbouring pixels, as defined

by the neighbourhood system N . If the smoothness cost is a

semi-metric function, α-β swap moves can be performed in

attempting to optimize the energy function. If the smoothness

cost is strictly metric, the more efficient α-expansion move,

with better optimality properties, can be used [8].

III. OUR METHOD

The essence of our range image segmentation method con-

sists of a multi-label optimization by graph cuts. The energy

function E is set up specifically such that its minimum is

attained at a configuration that will segment the image into

planar surfaces. The set of labels will be a discretization

of possible surface normals. For each pixel in the range

image we calculate a normal vector from the depth data, in

order to define the data term in E. With the assumption that

neighbouring pixels are likely to be on the same planar surface,

and the fact that points on a plane have the same normal vector,

we can set up the smoothness term accordingly.

The energy function thus specified enables us to segment

the range image by surface normals, making our algorithm

theoretically capable of handling all crease edges as well

as jump edges between surfaces with different orientations.

In order to also include jump edges between surfaces with

approximately the same orientation, but at different depths,

we modify the neighbourhood structure N that will be used

in the graph cut optimization.

We proceed with a more detailed explanation of the various

components of our method.
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A. Calculating surface normals from the data

We calculate the local surface normal at each pixel of the

range image in a simple way. A pixel’s 4-connected neighbours

are used to create two vectors, and their normalized cross

product gives a normal vector associated with that pixel. If

necessary we flip the vector to ensure that all normal vectors

have the same sign along the depth axis (i.e. they all point

towards, or they all point away from, the sensor). Note that

here we need to use metric 3D coordinates associated with the

pixels which should be available under the assumption that the

range sensor is properly calibrated.

While more complex and noise resistant methods can be

used, such as fitting least squares planes over larger neigh-

bourhoods, we found that it is not necessary. The graph cut

optimization step should be able to handle noise in the data

quite well and, in fact, fitting normal vectors to larger neigh-

bourhoods may lead to excessive and unwanted smoothing

particularly around edges in the data.

B. Discretizing normal vectors and defining labels

In our case the labelling problem becomes one of assigning

a normal vector to every pixel. This idea presents two problems

within the framework of graph cuts. Firstly, the continuous

space of possible normal vectors needs to be discretized so

that it can be mapped to a finite number of labels. Secondly,

every label should be associated with a single index so that

we can write the label set as {ℓ1, . . . , ℓk}, however the space

of possible normal vectors, in our case points on the unit

semi-sphere, is described by two parameters (e.g. elevation

and azimuth angles).

The first of these problems is dealt with by distributing

k points on the surface of the semi-sphere. There are many

different existing ways in which this distribution can be

performed [12]. For the purposes of illustration we opt for

a simple distribution that is regular in the elevation-azimuth

parameter space. Fig. 2 illustrates. Note that our core method

permits any discretization of the normal vector space (some

may be more sensible than others) and not specifically the one

mentioned and used here.

x

y

z

θ

φ

Fig. 2. A possible distribution of points on the semi-sphere is to space them
regularly in the elevation (θ) and azimuth (φ) domain. Normal vectors, which
will serve as labels, are described by (θ, φ) pairs.

It should also be noted that some normal vectors may be

more likely to occur in range data than others. Our elevation-

azimuth discretization produces vectors more closely spaced at

θ ≈ π/2, which may be desirable. We also realize that surface

normals perpendicular to the principal axis of the range sensor

will be difficult, if not impossible, to measure and we may

therefore omit normal vectors for which θ = 0 from further

consideration.

It remains to define an ordering of the discrete set of normal

vectors. In our implementation we decided to resolve φ, which

can be an element of [0, 2π), into 32 equally spaced nodes and

θ, which can be in [0, π/2], into 8. At θ = π/2 we need only

one vector (not 32) so that we end up with 8×32−31 = 225
normal vectors. We now simply map these 225 vectors to the

integers 1, 2, . . . , 225, in some specific order, to arrive at our

label set. It should be stressed that such a mapping does not

necessarily imply that proximity in the labels will mean that

those normal vectors are close to one another.

C. Setting up an energy function

Next we define an energy function, which will be of the

form given in equation 2, such that its minimum will coincide

with our goal of segmenting the range image into planar

surface regions. In order to set up the function we must

specify a data term and a smoothness term, consider the

relative importance between these two terms, and also build a

neighbourhood structure over the pixels.

1) Data term: The data term in the energy function de-

termines penalties for assigning certain labels to pixels. In

our case it must encapsulate, for every pixel p, the difference

between the proposed label fp, and the normal vector calcu-

lated directly from the data. We define Dp(fp), i.e. the cost of

assigning label fp to pixel p, to be the positive angle between

the normal vector associated with label fp and the one given

by the data. We represent this angle in degrees, but we may

just as well have chosen radians. Any scale change in either the

data term or the smoothness term can always be compensated

for by scaling the λ parameter accordingly.

2) Smoothness term: We have defined our labels to corre-

spond to surface normals and, if we limit our input data to

range images containing only planar or approximately planar

surfaces, it is reasonable to assume that neighbouring pixels

are likely to have the same normal vector and therefore the

same label. Furthermore we were forced to map a 2-parameter

set of normal vectors to a 1-dimensional set of indices which

makes it hard to define a metric function that varies smoothly

over those indices. In light of these arguments we opt for a

piecewise constant prior,

V
{p,q} = λ · u

{p,q} · δ(fp 6= fq), (3)

where u
{p,q} is the edge weight between two neighbouring

pixels (dealt with in the next section) and

δ(fp 6= fq) =

{

1, if fp 6= fq,

0, otherwise.
(4)
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This smoothness function will assign a penalty to neighbouring

pixels which have different labels, and that penalty is constant

for any two different labels, which amounts to a prior assump-

tion that the scene contains significant regions over which the

labelling is constant (i.e. planar surfaces). It is important to

note also that this prior is invariant with regards to the specific

ordering of labels, which is preferable because the assigning of

1-dimensional indices to the 2-parameter set of normal vectors

will always be somewhat arbitrary.

Finally we note that our smoothness cost is a metric func-

tion, allowing us to perform α-expansion moves [8] iteratively

in our graph cuts optimization of the energy function.

3) The value of λ: An ideal value for λ, the parameter

that adjusts relative importance between the data term and

smoothness term, is related to how well the normal vectors

obtained purely from the data fit our prior assumptions about

smoothness. Factors to take into consideration when selecting

λ include the level of detail in the scene, i.e. the amount and

size of the scene’s planar constituents, as well as the severity of

noise to be expected in the captured data. In our experiments

λ will be the only parameter that we change, and we will

investigate its effect on the results obtained.

D. Defining a neighbourhood structure

The only issue remaining in our graph cuts formulation is

that of defining a neighbourhood structure over the pixels in

the range image, meaning that we need to specify which pairs

of pixels {p, q} belong to N .

We can choose N to be the commonly used 4-connected

neighbourhood structure, where every (interior) pixel is con-

nected to the pixels immediately above and below, to the left

and to the right of it (pixels on the boundary will obviously

have less than 4 neighbours). Here all edges carry equal

weight, meaning that we assign a constant value to each up,q .

This structure may already be sufficient and, coupled with our

smoothness term, is capable of capturing our assumption about

labels likely to be the same for pixels in close proximity to

one another.

The simple 4-connected neighbourhood structure can, in

theory, correctly handle crease edges where the change in

surface orientation is large enough for the smoothness term to

lose its dominance over the data term. The same applies for

jump edges between surfaces with different normals. However,

situations may arise where a jump edge occurs between two

parallel (or nearly parallel) surfaces separated only in depth.

Those surfaces have the same (or approximately the same)

normal vector and our optimization procedure will combine

them into one region unknowingly, thereby failing to detect

the jump edge.

Luckily it turns out that jump edges are quite easy to

detect in range images. All the significant discontinuities in a

range image represent valid jump edges, and we found that a

simple edge detection technique, such as convolution with the

Sobel masks followed by morphological thinning and bridging,

has the ability to deliver crystal clear jump edges (it may

be necessary to suppress noise first with an edge preserving

median filter [13]).

We now simply remove from N all the connections to every

jump edge pixel found (or, equivalently, we set up,q = 0
for any identified jump edge pixel p or q). Note that this

will have the effect of also breaking connections between

pixels on either side of a jump edge, thus no longer enforcing

smoothness across that edge. Every jump edge pixel itself will

subsequently be labelled with the normal vector closest to the

one calculated from the data because such a pixel will not

have any effect on the smoothness term.

We have now defined a set of labels, an energy function

and a neighbourhood system and have defined everything

necessary to run the graph cut optimization procedure. It gives

as output an optimal labelling of the pixels, which we can

convert into a segmentation of the range image.

E. Relabelling connected components

The graph cut optimization process produces a labelled im-

age that should, depending on the scene and the data, contain

large regions of identically labelled pixels. This is almost a

segmentation, except that disconnected regions coinciding with

surfaces that happen to be (near) parallel may have the same

labels. We therefore perform a connected component labelling,

on the labels returned by the optimization step, to arrive at a

segmentation in which every segment is a region of connected

pixels with the same label.

This step is necessary because our graph cut optimization

is not actually a segmentation method, but more a method of

restoration that tries to find original normal vectors before they

were “corrupted” by sensor noise. However since crease edges

should appear in this restoration, as well as jump edges due

to our handling of the neighbourhood structure, it is natural

to assume that a sensible segmentation can be obtained from

a good labelling found by our graph cut optimization.

F. Merging thin regions

As a final step we may identify regions likely to be incorrect

and, in an effort to “clean up” our segmentation, merge them

with surrounding regions.

We note that incorrectly segmented regions are typically thin

and line-like, occurring along jump edges or creases edges.

We identify regions with these shape properties by calculating

the ratio between the total number of pixels contained in a

region (the area) and the number of pixels on the perimeter

of the region (the circumference). If this ratio is below some

threshold we iteratively erode that region, by changing the

labels of eroded pixels to those of surrounding regions, until

the region disappears. In the experiments that follow we chose

a threshold ratio of 2.

IV. RESULTS

We ran our segmentation algorithm on the Perceptron-Test

dataset created by Hoover et al. [2] and then used their

comparison tool to evaluate our results against the ground truth

data they provide. The dataset consists of 30 range images
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obtained using a Perceptron laser range finder. Every image is

a 512 × 512 array of 12-bit depth data, and contains a scene

of “up to five polyhedral objects placed in a variety of poses

and with varying degrees of inter-object spacing” [2], which

means that the surfaces in the scene are all planar.

Fig. 3 shows some results of our graph cut optimization

step, applied to one of the images from the dataset (the one

shown in Fig. 1 of this paper) for different choices of λ. These

are results before connected component relabelling and region

merging, so that different shades of grey represent different

labels. It is clear that very large values of λ lead to under-

segmentation (or over-smoothing) as too much emphasis is

given to the smoothness prior, while very small λ values

may lead to over-segmentation. In the case of λ = 0 there

is absolutely no smoothing, and the result is identical to the

labels found when calculating normals directly from the data

which is noticeably noisy. We see that graph cut optimization

can successfully deal with this noise. It seems that for this

image λ = 75 might be close to an optimal choice (that result

was subjected to connected component relabelling and region

merging to create the segmentation in Fig. 1(b)).

In setting up a neighbourhood structure for graph cuts

we decided to break connections to detected jump edges,

thereby removing the smoothness constraints on labels of

pixels on either side of such an edge. This breaking has another

important benefit: it tends to produce better (less noisy) edges

between regions separated by jump edges. Some examples are

shown in Fig. 4 where we compare segmentations obtained

with and without jump edge disconnection (JED).

We evaluated our segmentations of the dataset images using

the comparison tool of Hoover et al. [2]. It compares a submit-

ted machine segmentation with a ground truth segmentation,

and classifies regions as one of the following: correct, over-

segmented, under-segmented, missing and noise. Regions that

ground truth λ = 0 λ = 30

λ = 40 λ = 75 λ = 310

Fig. 3. A comparison of output results from our graph cut optimization
procedure (before connected component relabelling and region merging), for
a few choices of λ. Detected jump edges are visible as white lines.

(a) without JED (b) with JED

Fig. 4. Close-ups of a segmentation we obtain without jump edge discon-
nection (JED), compared to the segmentation we obtain with JED. For the
latter the segmentation is less noisy around detected jump edges and parallel
surfaces at different depths are separated successfully.

are missing are those that appear in the ground truth but

not in the machine segmentation. Conversely, noise regions

are regions that are found only in the machine segmentation

and not in the ground truth. A tolerance threshold T , chosen

between 50% and 100% where 100% is the strictest, is used

to determine region classification.

Fig. 5 shows the number of correct, over-segmented, under-

segmented, missed and noisy regions in our segmentations,

for various values of λ (the one parameter in our method that

needs to be specified), averaged over the entire dataset. A

rather strict threshold value of T = 80% was used, because it

is the value in [2] for which more results from other methods

are available. Note also that results are shown for λ ≥ 40,

due to the fact that the comparison tool allows segmentations

containing at most 256 regions and smaller λ values will

typically produce more regions than that.

We note that the accuracy of our algorithm is quite strongly

related to the value of λ but, fortunately, there seems to be a

large range of λ values for which the algorithm performs well.

This implies that the method is quite stable, and not extremely

sensitive to a particular choice for λ.

In Fig. 6 we show the average number of regions correctly

identified, when tweaking T , for a fixed value of λ = 45
(which, from Fig. 5, appears to be a possibly optimal choice).

The figure compares our results, indicated by GC (for “graph

cuts”), with those obtained by the four algorithms evaluated

by Hoover et al. in [2].

Overall our method compares well with the others, and

even slightly outperforms all of them. However we should

be careful of reading too much into these results. Output from

the comparison tool can be rather misleading since quanti-

tative accuracy does not necessarily agree with a qualitative

evaluation of segmentations obtained. For example, the tool

considers regions of any size to be equally important.
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Fig. 5. Results from the comparison tool of Hoover et al. [2], indicating how the various performance metrics change for our method using different choices
of λ (the parameter that controls the relative interplay between data and smoothness in the graph cut optimization). The tool’s threshold was set to 80%.
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Fig. 6. A comparison of our algorithm with λ = 45 (GC) with the
four methods investigated in [2], for different threshold settings used in the
comparison tool.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We proposed a method for segmenting range images into

planar regions, which performs graph cuts in order to find

an optimal configuration of normal vectors at all pixels. We

introduced jump edge disconnection, and found that it can

produce cleaner edges between segments and separate adjacent

planar surfaces at different depths.

Our current implementation requires on average about 3

minutes to segment a 512 × 512 image. While that could

be considered quite fast, considering the size of the search

space (there are k512×512 possible labellings where k is the

number of labels) over which the energy function needs to be

minimized, for most applications it would be much too slow.

The number of labels we consider is quite high (in this paper

we chose k = 225), making it a significant reason for the

slow execution, yet it still yields a fairly sparse distribution

of points on the sphere (recall Fig. 2). Possible future work

includes an investigation into other ways of placing points on

the surface of the sphere.

The concept of optimizing energy functions by graph cuts is

still quite actively researched, and in the near future we hope to

consider the incorporation of label costs [14]. This extra term

in the energy function penalizes segmentations according to

number of regions — an idea already found by Han et al. [4]

to have potential in a simulated annealing framework.

Lastly, an important consideration for future work would be

to investigate the performance of our method on range images

containing non-planar surfaces, and to expand on our ideas to

better handle such cases.
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Abstract—In a stereo image sequence, finding feature
correspondences is normally done for every frame without
taking temporal information into account. Reusing previous
computations can add valuable information. A temporal
seeding technique is developed for reusing computed disparity
estimates on features in a stereo image sequence to constrain
the disparity search range. Features are detected on a left
image and their disparity estimates are computed using a
local-matching algorithm. The features are then tracked to
a successive left image of the sequence and by using the
previously calculated disparity estimates, the disparity search
range is constrained. Errors between the local-matching and
the temporal seeding algorithms are analysed. Results show
that although temporal seeding suffers from error propagation,
a decrease in computational time of approximately 20% is
obtained when it is applied on 87 frames of a stereo sequence.
Furthermore a confidence measure is used to select start-up
points for seeding and experiments are conducted on features
with different confidences.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a stereo image sequence, finding feature correspondences

is normally done for every pair of frames without taking

temporal information into account. Current imaging sensors

can acquire images at high frequencies resulting in small

movements between consecutive image frames. Since there are

small inter-frame movements, the frame-to-frame disparity

estimates do not change significantly. We explore using

previously computed disparity estimates to seed the matching

process of the current stereo image pair.

Most conventional stereo correspondence algorithms contain

fixed disparity search ranges by assuming the depth range

of the scene. This range stays constant throughout a stereo

image sequence. By decreasing the disparity search range the

efficiency of the matching process can be improved. This can

be seen in [1], where the probability of an incorrect stereo

match is given by:

PT ∝ P a + P b + P c,

where P a is the probability of mismatching a pair of features

when neither feature has its correct match detected in another

image, P b is the probability of mismatch when one feature

has had its correct match detected, and P c is the probability

of mismatch when both features have had their correct

matches found in the other image. The probabilities, P a, P b

and P c are all proportional to the mean number of candidate

matches and thus PT is proportional to the disparity search

range of the stereo correspondence algorithm. Therefore by

reducing the disparity search range, PT is reduced assuming

that the correct match remains in the reduced range.

A method of using temporal information in stereo image

sequences to decrease the disparity search range so as to

decrease the probability of a mismatch is developed. A local-

matching stereo correspondence algorithm is implemented

on KLT (Kanade Lucas Tomasi) features and the disparity

estimates obtained are used on the consecutive stereo image

frame to seed the matching process. Local-matching stereo

algorithms have a uniform structure. This allows the temporal

seeding method to be used across different variations of

these stereo algorithms. The method is expected to be at the

least as accurate as the local-matching algorithm at a lower

computational expense when using a small number of frames.

Errors in both the local-matching algorithm and the temporal

seeding algorithm are quantified. The algorithms are run on

87 frames of a dataset and temporal seeding is evaluated.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II covers

the related literature. Section III defines the problem to

be solved. Section IV discusses the feature matching and

detection process. The local-matching stereo correspondence

algorithm implemented is discussed in Section V. Section VI

discusses the temporal seeding process. Section VII discusses

the experiments and results and conclusions are made in

Section IX.

II. RELATED WORK

There have been successful implementations of enforcing

temporal constraints for depth estimation in successive stereo

image frames. The work in this chapter is directly related to

approaches that combine motion and stereo.
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Algorithms such as [2]–[4] can be classified as pseudo-

temporal stereo vision algorithms. They aim to solve the

stereo correspondence problem for a wide baseline. The

input to such algorithms is a monocular sequence of images

produced by a camera undergoing controlled translating or

rotating motion. Stereo image pairs are produced by selecting

and pairing different images from the input sequence. The

algorithms initially start by finding correspondences in a

short baseline stereo pair and use these correspondences to

bootstrap the stereo correspondences of a wider baseline

stereo image pair. The propagation of disparity values from

one set of frames to the next helps to improve computational

efficiency and reliability of stereo matching.

The work in [5] and [6] also takes into account temporal

information to solve for depth from triangulation. These

methods extend support aggregation from 2D to 3D by

adding the temporal domain. These algorithms can be viewed

as exploiting temporal aggregation to increase matching

robustness.

The work in [7] uses previous disparity estimates by analyzing

their local neighbourhood to decrease the disparity search

range of the current stereo image frame. The computational

load and robustness of using temporal information are

demonstrated. Although this algorithm performs well, it

suffers from start-up problems. Research from [8] addressed

the start-up problem and was successfully used on a wide

baseline stereo sequence.

The ideas in this paper are similar to [7], but instead

of analyzing the local neighbourhood of the previous estimate

to decrease the search range, the search range is decreased

according to the shape of the correlation curve in the

successive image frame given an initial disparity estimate.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem to be solved can be defined as follows.

The input is a set of calibrated and rectified stereo image

pairs, {Lt,Rt}
N

t=0, each pair acquired at time t = 0, ..., N .

Lt and Rt denote the left and the right images taken at time

t. An image coordinate, xt = (ut, vt) ∈ F , represents a pixel

location of a detected feature in the set of features F at

row ut and column vt in the left image, while x
′

t = (u′

t, v
′

t)
represents the corresponding pixel on the right image. If

d(a) is the disparity estimate of pixel a, then our goal is to

determine a disparity estimate d(xt+1) when given d(xt) as

a prior.

IV. FEATURE DETECTION AND MATCHING

A. KLT (Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi)

This section discusses the feature detector and tracker used

in determining and tracking the features F . The Kanade-

Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) feature tracker is based on the early

work by Lucas and Kanade (LK) on optical flow [9]. The

LK algorithm attempts to produce dense disparity estimates.

The method is easily applied to a subset of points in the

image and can be used as a sparse technique. Using the LK

algorithm in a sparse context is allowed by the fact that it

relies on local information extracted from some small window

surrounding the point of interest.

LK works on three assumptions:

• Brightness consistency

The appearance of a pixel does not change with time.

This means that the intensity of a pixel denoted as I(.)
is assumed to remain constant between image frames:

It(xt) = It+1(xt+1).
• Temporal persistence

The movement of the image frames is small, so a surface

patch changes slowly over time.

• Spatial coherence

Neighbouring pixels that belong to the same surface patch

have similar motion and project to nearby image points

on the image plane.

The KLT tracker [10] is a frame-by-frame temporal tracker

for a single video sequence which is applied at a set of corner

points that change throughout the tracking. Good features [11]

are selected by examining the minimum eigenvalue of each

2 × 2 gradient matrix. The features are then tracked using

a Newton-Raphson method of minimizing the differences

between two image patches. Figure 1 shows an image with

313 detected KLT features.

The features in F are found by using [11] and these

features are tracked on successive frames using the KLT

tracker in order to estimate xt ↔ xt+1.

Fig. 1. Features detected in the image. 313 KLT features are detected on
this image.
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V. STEREO CORRESPONDENCE

Given an image pair that is calibrated and rectified,

{Lt,Rt}, a set of detected features F in the left image, and

corresponding pixels xt ↔ x
′

t, the objective is to determine

d(xt).

A. Stereo algorithm

The stereo algorithm implemented uses Birchfield and

Tomasi’s (BT’s) sampling insensitive matching cost [12]. This

matching cost e(xt,x
′

t
) is formulated as follows:

Il(x
′

t) =
1

2
(IR(x

′

t) + IR(u
′

t, v
′

t − 1))

is the linearly interpolated intensity to the left of pixel x′

t and,

analogously,

Ir(x
′

t) =
1

2
(IR(x

′

t) + IR(u
′

t, v
′

t + 1))

is to the right of pixel x
′

t, then Imin(x
′

t) and Imax(x
′

t) are

computed as follows:

Imin(x
′

t) = min(Il(x
′

t), Ir(x
′

t), IR(x
′

t)),

Imax(x
′

t) = max(Il(x
′

t), Ir(x
′

t), IR(x
′

t)).

The matching cost is then computed as

e(xt,x
′

t) = max(0, IL(xt)− Imax(x
′

t), Imin(x
′

t)− IL(xt)).
(1)

A square window is used to aggregate the cost [13]. Further-

more, sub-pixel interpolation is performed for disparity refine-

ment [14]. From this point, the described stereo algorithm will

be called BT’s stereo algorithm.

VI. TEMPORAL SEEDING

The main contribution of this work lies in the way the

computed d(xt) is reused as a prior to determine d(xt+1).
In order to achieve the objective, some important assumptions

have to be made and justified.

A. Assumptions

The local structure of successive stereo disparity maps

does not change significantly. This means that one can

assume that the shape of the correlation curve, which is the

correlation of the error over the disparities, of a tracked

feature point at time t+1 does not change by much compared

with the feature point’s correlation curve at time t. This

assumption is made feasible because of the LK algorithm’s

three assumptions, as stated in Section IV-A. Figure 2 shows

an example where the assumption holds. The shapes and

positions of the two correlation curves are almost identical

despite the frame-to-frame movement.
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Fig. 2. Correlation curves for a feature point in F at time t and t+ 1.

B. Seeding

The disparity estimate d(xt) is used as an initial disparity

estimate for d(xt+1). The new disparity estimate is found

by the local minimum around the initial estimate. This local

minimum is then assumed to be the global minimum of the

correlation curve. A technique similar to gradient descent is

used to determine the local minimum. The gradients to the left

and to the right of d(xt) are determined. If the gradients on

both sides of d(xt) are negative, then we move a single step

towards the descending slope until the gradient changes the

sign from negative to positive. This signals the local minimum

around the initial point. A similar process is carried out if the

gradients on both sides of d(xt) are positive.

VII. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

A. Ground truth

Since features are tracked along the left images of a stereo

sequence, one needs ground truth disparity estimates to evalu-

ate the implemented stereo correspondence algorithm and the

potential of temporal seeding. Ground truth is determined by

first using BT’s stereo algorithm on each feature point of a

stereo pair. The disparity estimates are then refined to sub-

pixel accuracy by using the LK optical flow method.

B. Experiments

In this section we evaluate temporal seeding. The dataset

used is the Microsoft i2i chairs dataset1 which consists of a

stereo video of an indoor scene with chairs and tables. Figure

3 shows a stereo image pair of the dataset.

The experiments carried out in this section are on 87

successive stereo image frames. In the first stereo pair, feature

points are detected and the disparity estimates of the features

are calculated with BT’s stereo algorithm. The disparity

search range used is [0, 20]. Features are then tracked on the

left images of the sequence and temporal seeding is applied

to determine the disparity estimates in the range of [0, 20] on

1http://research.microsoft.com/en-us/projects/i2i
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. First stereo image pair of the Microsoft i2i chairs dataset.

the successive stereo image pairs. To quantitatively evaluate

the results, the RMSE is computed as follows:

RMSE = 100×

√
1

Nf

∑

f∈F

(df − dg(f))2, (2)

where f is a detected feature point in the set F , Nf is

the number of detected feature points, df is the estimated

disparity of a feature, and dg is the ground truth disparity of

the detected feature.

The temporal seeding algorithm is initialised by the

disparity estimates of BT’s stereo algorithm on the first frame

of the image sequence. Temporal seeding is then performed

on the successive frames. Seed values for frame number k

are taken from frame number k − 1.

Figure 4 shows the number of features which were

successfully tracked along the stereo sequence. Features

which were not successfully tracked are replaced by new

features. Although some features are replaced, features which

lie close to the border of the image are removed. Further,

features with a low reliability of being tracked are also

removed. This causes the number of features to drop as the

number of frames increase.
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Fig. 4. Number of frames versus the number of features in temporal seeding.

Figure 5 shows the RMSE for every stereo frame in

the sequence. The results show that the error increases as

the number of frames increase. This means that temporal

seeding suffers from error propagation. The results also show

that the error propagation rate decreases as the number of

frames increase. This is caused by the fact that features

which cannot be tracked are replaced by new features. As

the sequence progresses, more features fall away because

parts of the scene fall out of the field of view of the camera.

Furthermore, the lighting of the scene changes because of

the change in viewpoint. Some of the features which fall

away are erroneous and are replaced with new features which

have not suffered from error propagation. The computational

time when using temporal seeding on the stereo sequence is

approximately 20% less than that of BT’s stereo algorithm.

The improvement in speed is achieved because the developed

temporal seeding approach does not always do the full

disparity search. It only searches for a local minimum around

the initial estimate. This is demonstrated in Figure 6. The

figure shows the average number of disparity values visited

by the temporal seeding algorithm for every image frame.

The average number of disparities visited are less than the

disparity range hence the speed improvement.
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Fig. 5. Number of frames versus RMSE in temporal seeding.

VIII. CONFIDENCE MEASURE IN TEMPORAL SEEDING

In the previous section, temporal seeding is applied on a

stereo image sequence. The startup disparities for temporal

seeding are calculated using a full disparity search on the

KLT features of the left image in the first stereo image frame.

In this section, the confidences of the detected features in

the first stereo image frame are determined. The features are

then selected according to their confidences and used as the

startup features. Temporal seeding is then applied and the

results are evaluated.

The confidence measure is calculated as a function of
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Fig. 6. Number of frames versus average disparities visited by the temporal
seeding algorithm.

(u, v, d), where (u, v) are the image coordinates and d

is the disparity. A typical correlation curve is shown in

Figure 7. Local-matching algorithms aim to find the disparity

that minimizes the error represented by this curve. Given

a disparity d, we propose computing the confidence of a

disparity estimate as follows:

Cd =
B(d)

dmax − dmin

. (3)

Here Cd is the confidence for a given disparity, B(d) is

the basin of convergence (refer to Figure 7) of the disparity

estimate d, and dmax − dmin is the disparity range. It is

expected that in textureless regions the correlation curve will

have multiple local minima with small B(d) values, and

since Cd is proportional to B(d) we expect low confidences.

A high confidence value would have few local minima in

the correlation curve and a fully confident disparity estimate

would arise where the local minimum is the global minimum

of the correlation curve.

The value of B(d) is determined by using an approach

similar to gradient ascent. Given a disparity estimate d, the

gradient to the right of d is expected to be positive and the

gradient to the left of d is expected to be negative. The

algorithm takes single steps on both sides of d until the sign

of the gradient changes. This represents the local maxima on

the left and on the right of d. The disparity range covered by

the two local maxima is defined as the basin of convergence

B(d).

The results of the experiments are shown below. Figure

8 shows the number of features which satisfy a particular

confidence. For the same reason as in Section VII-B, the

number of tracked features decreases as the number of frames

progresses. Also, the number of startup features are high for

low confidence values and low for high confidence values.
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Fig. 7. Correlation curve and the basin of convergence.

Figure 9 shows the RMSE for every frame when using

startup disparities with a particular confidence. The results

show that the shapes of the Figures 9(a)-9(e) are similar

meaning that the confidence measure is not removing enough

erroneous points in temporal seeding. The peak error becomes
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Fig. 8. Number of features detected on the stereo image sequence which
have a chosen confidence.
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higher as Cd increases. This is caused by the fact that features

with a higher Cd value are tracked for longer in the image

sequence. This means the error is propagated longer in the

sequence leading to a higher peak error. Figure 9(e) appears

to have more noise compared to the other plots. This is due

to the low number of features which have a confidence value

of 1.
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Fig. 9. RMSE versus the number of frames for different confidence values.

IX. CONCLUSION

A method of reusing computed disparity estimates of

KLT features in a stereo image sequence is presented. We

have shown that using temporal seeding on 87 frames of a

stereo sequence produces a computational improvement of

approximately 20%. However, temporal seeding suffers from

error propagation.

Further experiments involve using a confidence measure

in temporal seeding. The confidence measure is then used

to select different start-up features for temporal seeding in

the attempt of limiting error propagation. The results show

that the confidence measure does not succeed in removing

features which produce high errors.
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Abstract—We present a new variational level set formulation. 

The Chan-Vese formulation attempts to penalise variations from 

the mean in a region. In this work, regions are characterised by a 

generalised Gaussian distribution, not only their mean values, 

thereby not penalising legitimate intra-region intensity variation. 

The energy function is minimised using a system of PDEs 

obtained using the Euler-Lagrange equations. Furthermore the 

algorithm merges neighbouring level sets that are similar and 

seeds new level sets in unclassified regions if the level evolution 

stagnates. 

Experiments conducted on synthetic images have produced 

promising results. 

Keywords-image segmentation, image classification, variational 

level set methods 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

A. Background 

Image segmentation involves separating an image into 

homogenous regions that ideally represent separate objects or 

phenomena. This process is concerned with partitioning the 

image into homogenous regions [1]. Image segmentation 

techniques are typically either based on growing regions or 

detecting the boundaries between regions. Region growing 

techniques group pixels in close proximity together on the 

basis of common features e.g. grey level intensity, texture etc. 

Boundary detection or edge detection techniques look for 

dissimilarities between features e.g. sharp changes in grey 

level intensity.  

Recently much research has been performed on curve-

evolution based region-growing algorithms. These curves are 

either represented explicitly using active contours or implicitly 

using level set methods. This research is focussed on the 

development of a new variational level set based segmentation 

model which employs statistical characterisations of the grey 

level intensity distributions. 

B. Level Set Methods 

Level set methods describe a technique of implicitly 

representing N-dimensional hypersurfaces as the isocontours 

of (N+1)-dimensional hypersurfaces. In image segmentation 

level sets are used to implicitly represent the segmentation 

boundary around the various elements of the image [2]. The 

problem of moving the contour in 2-D to fit around the 

elements of the image becomes a problem of warping, raising 

and lowering the level set surface in 3-D.  

Level sets hold several advantages over explicit curve 

representations such as active contour models, particularly in 

the ease with which level sets can handle the merging and 

separation of regions [3]. As a result, level sets are powerful 

tools in image segmentation [4]. 

Level sets formulation can be classified as being classical or 

variational. Classical level set formulation evolves the curve 

on the basis of a force function. This force is a function of 

external parameters (such as the characteristics and features of 

the underlying image) and internal parameters (such as the 

local curvature of the interface) [3]. Variational level set 

formulation evolves the curve on the basis of obtaining a 

minimum in a defined energy function. The energy function is 

designed to penalise incorrect segmentation and obtain a 

minimum at the ideal segmentation. 

C. Chan-Vese Formulation  

The Chan-Vese formulation is an example of a variational 

level set formulation [5]. In [5], the following energy 

functional is proposed: 

 =  !"# |$ %  &'(|)*+*,'( + !)# |$ %  &-./|)*+*,-./
+ 0 1 234567{8 = 0}

+ 9 1 :;3:{8 < 0} 

(1) 

where &'(  and &-./  are the intensity averages inside and 

outside the contour respectively and !" , !) , 0  and 9  are 

weighting factors. The data-based terms are the first two 

terms. Essentially these terms penalise the square deviation 

from the average within a region. This method has proven to 
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be exceptionally effective. The length and area terms can be 

tuned to prevent oversegmentation.  

It is clear from (1) that this model penalises any deviation 

from the average within a region. This is a useful way of 

discriminating between objects. However it does not take into 

account the legitimate intensity variation within an object. The 

intra-region intensity variation is penalised in the same way as 

the inter-region intensity variation. In this research, we 

propose using a model that takes into account the legitimate 

intensity variation by modelling it with a generalised 

Gaussian. 

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. In Section II 

some notation is presented. Section III details the 

segmentation model. In Section IV the Merge and Seed 

Algorithm is presented and some preliminary results on 

synthetic images are given in Section V. Section VI details 

some potential areas for future work. 

II. CLASSIFICATION 

A. Partition 

Formally, given regions => , ? = 1 …@ , on the domain = 

encircled by boundaries A>, the level set representation of the 

regions is given by: 

8>(+) > 0   BC + D =>  

8>(+) = 0   BC + D A> 

8>(+) < 0   E673;FBG3 

(2) 

Together, the 8>  form a partitioned classification of the 

entire domain. 

B. Regularisation 

The Dirac distribution and the Heaviside function are 

employed in this model. In order to numerically implement 

these functions they are regularised as: 

HI(J) =
KL(K) + J))

 

MN(8) =
1

2
O1 +

2P arctan
8QR 

(3) 

Clearly as K S 0 , these approximations converge to the 

Dirac distribution and the Heaviside function respectively. 

III. SEGMENTATION MODEL 

In this model, different regions are covered by different level 

sets; this includes the background. 

There are four terms in this model: an expansion term, a 

repulsion term, a data term and a distance regularisation term. 

The expansion term is concerned with growing the regions. 

The repulsion term is concerned with preventing overlap 

between regions. The data term attempts to assign pixels to the 

region to which they belong. The distance regularisation term 

[6] controls the shape of the level set, removing the need for 

reinitialisation. 

A. Expansion term 

The expansion term ensures that, regardless of the level set 

initialisation, every pixel will be contained within a region. In 

this model, this term is a constant. In considering the energy 

functional this term must encourage region growth and thus 

penalise smaller regions, thus: 

 TUVW(X'-( = %9YZ;3:{8> < 0}

[

>\"
= %9Y#MN  (8>)*+*,

[

>\"
 

(4) 

where 9 is a weighting factor. 9 can be thought to control the 

speed of the expansion of regions in the absence of other 

considerations. 

B. Repulsion term 

As regions are grown simultaneously it is important to 

prevent them from overlapping. In considering the energy 

functional, clearly this term should penalise overlap which can 

also be considered membership of a pixel to more than one 

region, thus: 

 ]TV.^X'-( = Y_> Y => ` =a
[

a\",ab>

[

>\"
= Y_> Y # MN(8>)MN(8a)*+*,c

[

a\",ab>

[

>\"
 

(5) 

where _  is a weighting factor that controls the speed that 

overlapping regions retreat from each other. This term is based 

on the work done in [7]. This parameter should be set such 

that the repulsion term is not outweighed by the expansion 

term, in other words, the force growing the regions should not 

be so large as to cause them to overlap. 

C. Data term 

The data term considers the question of which region each 

pixel should be assigned to. In this work, this is done solely on 

the consideration of grey-level intensity. The maximum 

likelihood estimator is used to formulate the data term. This 

approached is inspired by the work done in [1]. 

 The intensity values in each level set are profiled and a 

generalised Gaussian distribution is fitted to the values. The 

pdf of a generalised Gaussian is given by: 

d(+|e,f, 0) =
f

2eAO1fR
3gO|Ugh|i Rj

 
(6) 
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where A(1) is the gamma function. The parameters controlling 

the generalised Gaussian are e, f, and 0. See Section III.F for 

details on the calculation of these parameters. 

The maximum likelihood estimator is maximised when the 

probability of a pixel belonging to a distribution is high. We 

require that the energy term be minimised at this point. Taking 

the negative log-likelihood that pixel $(+,,) belongs to class k2> (i.e.  !"# $%&%'" "&(# )!%&%) "&*(*+,# &",*-+#.k) instead we 

obtain: 

%ln (d(k2>|$(+, ,))

=  % ln(f) + ln(2) + ln(e)

+ lnlm O1fRn + o|$(+,,) % 0|

e pq 

(7) 

Using this expression, we define the data term for the entire 

image and all regions: 

 rW/W = %ln (d(k2|$)
=  Y# % ln(f>) + ln(2) + ln(e>)cs

[

>\"
+ lnlm O 1f>Rn + o|$(+, ,) % 0>|

e> pqs *+*, 

(8) 

By defining: 

t>(+, ,) = % ln(f>) + ln(2) + ln(e>) + lnlm O 1f>Rn
+ o|$(+,,) % 0>|

e> pqs 

(9) 

 (8) can be expressed as: 

 

 rW/W =  Y3># MN(8>)t>(+, ,)*+*,c
[

>\"
 

(10) 

where  !  is a weighting factor.  !  can be thought of as the 

tolerance of the data term to include pixels that do not fit in 

with the fitted distribution of that region. 

D. Distance regularisation term. 

Traditionally, the "!  are initialised as signed distance 

functions and for numerical stability, it is important that, 

throughout the evolution, the "!  remain (or at least 

approximate) signed distance functions. Due to the warping of 

the "! by the evolution equation (given later in (13)), the "! 

do not remain signed distance functions and thus need to be 

reinitialised periodically. The reinitialisation procedure 

introduces several problems which are detailed in [8] and [9]. 

In [6], distance regularised level set evolution (DRLSE) is 

proposed. In this scheme, an energy term is added to the 

energy functional which maintains a gradient magnitude of 

close to 1 around the zero level set and close to 0 away from 

the zero level set. This scheme removes the need for 

reinitialisation. See [6] for full details on the implementation 

of this scheme. 

The energy term added is of the form 

#$%&'( = ) * + ,(-")./.01  
(11) 

,(*) is a function that is minimised at the value(s) of -" that  

are desired. In this case, the gradient is close to 1 near the zero 

contour and close to 0 away from the zero contour, hence 

  
 

,(2) =  3 1

(24)5 (1 6 cos(242) ) 2 7 1

1

2
(2 6 1)5                       2 > 1

8 (12) 

 

The entire energy functional is thus given by # =  #9:;<=>?@= + #A9;BC>?@= + #D<E< + #$%&'(
= 6FG+HI(")./.0J

!KL
+ GM! G + HI("!)HI("N)./.01

J
NKL,NO!

J
!KL

+ G ! + HI("!)P!(/, 0)./.01
J

!KL
+ ) * G+ ,(-"!)./.01

J
!KL  

(13) 

E. Dynamic Scheme  #  can be minimised with respect to "!  using the Euler-

Lagrange equation for "! . Introducing the artificial time 

parameter Q, the following PDE system is obtained: 

R"!RQ = S("!)TF 6  M! G HI("N)

J
NKL,NO! 6  !P!U

+ .VW(.;(-"!)-"!) 

where 

.;(2) =
,X(2)2  

 

(14) 

Hence by discretising this system in time: 
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"!EYL = "!E + ZQ * TS("!)TF 6  M! G HI("N)

J
NKL,NO!6  !P!U + .VW(.;(-"!)-"!)U 

(15) 

"! are thus evolved according to (15).  

F. Computation of generalised Gaussian parameters 

The use of the generalised Gaussian model in the data term 

requires the calculation of [!, \! and )!. )! is the mean and [! is related to the variance ]5 through: 

[!5 = ]5 ^ _3\`^ _1\` 

(16) 

The mean and variance are taken from the sample mean and 

sample variance. \! can be calculated using: 

\! = abL c)!5]5 d  
(17) 

where a(/) =
efgfhiegjhiegkhi . abL(l)  is obtained numerically. The 

details of the derivation of this equation are omitted but a 

further discussion can be found in [10] and a similar 

derivation can be found in [1].  

IV. MERGE AND SEED ALGORITHM 

The implemented algorithm made no attempt to intelligently 

seed the initially level sets; rather the initial positions of the 

level sets were random. As a result it is possible for multiple 

level sets to grow and segment one legitimate region and for 

no level sets to grow in another region. As a result, there is a 

need to merge level sets that oversegment a region and there is 

a need to seed new level sets in regions where there are none. 

When the level sets have stopped evolving, the merging 

algorithm and the seeding algorithm are initiated. In the 

merging algorithm, neighbouring level sets are compared in 

terms of the mean and average within their interiors and if 

they are sufficiently similar, the two level sets are combined. 

In the seeding algorithm, the partition is searched for 

unclassified regions of a minimum size and if any are found, a 

level set is seeded in that unclassified region. 

V. RESULTS 

The above algorithms were implemented and tested against 

various synthetic test images. The results are shown in Figures 

1, 2, 3 and 4. The results are generally good and the behaviour 

of the algorithm is as expected. The conditions of the 

experiment are given below. 

A. Choice of parameters 

Initialisation: The level sets are initialised to circles 

randomly positioned around the image. The initial position 

and number of level sets is not required as level sets can be 

created and merged should there be the need to do so (see 

Section IV). 

Parameter setting: In the experiments, m = 4 , ZQ = 1 , F = 7 , ML = n = MJ = 7 ,  L = n =  J = 0.8 . After 400 

iterations the weighting parameters are changed to F =

9 , ML = n = MJ = 8.5 ,  L = n =  J = 0.7 . After 700 

iterations the weighting parameters are changed to F =

10 , ML = n = MJ = 9 ,  L = n =  J = 0.56 . The gradual 

increase in F speeds up the evolution to cover all parts of the 

image; this is matched somewhat by a decrease in M! to 

prevent overlapping.  

Reinitialisation: The reinitialisation algorithm is executed 

after 10 iterations of level set evolution and it is iterated 40 

times. Zo = 1. 

B. Experimental Results 

The following results show the efficacy of this algorithm on 

synthetic images. All image intensity values are normalised to 

1: 

 Experiment 1: This experiment shows the basic functioning 

of the algorithm. Zero-mean Gaussian noise with a variance of 

0.2 is added to the image. Good segmentation has been 

obtained. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

 

(f) 

 

(g) 

 

(h) 

 

(i) 

Figure 1 (a) Initial segmentation. Segmentation result after 

(b) 80 iterations (c) 200 iterations (d) 320 iterations (e) 360 

iterations (f) 520 iterations. (g), (h) and (i) show the 

classification regions individually. 

Experiment 2: The segmentation starts with 4 level sets in an 

image that only requires 3 level sets in order to demonstrate 

the ability of the algorithm to merge level sets if they are 

oversegmenting one region. Two regions combine between (c) 
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and (d). A level set is seeded in the triangle between (d) and 

(e). Zero-mean Gaussian noise with a variance of 0.2 is added 

to the image. Good segmentation has been obtained. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

 

(f) 

Figure 2 (a) Initial segmentation. Segmentation result after 

(b) 120 iterations (c) 400 iterations (d) 640 iterations (e) 

760 iterations (f) 880 iterations. 

Experiment 3: This experiment shows the ability of the 

algorithm to deal with objects that have small intensity 

differences. The lighter colour has a normalised intensity of 

0.68 and the darker colour has a normalised intensity of 0.5. 

Zero-mean Gaussian noise with a variance of 0.02 is added to 

the image. Good segmentation has been obtained. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

 

(f) 

 

(g) 

 

(h) 

 

(i) 

Figure 3 (a) Initial segmentation. Segmentation result after 

(b) 120 iterations (c) 200 iterations (d) 360 iterations (e) 

440 iterations (f) 480 iterations (g) 600 iterations (h) 680 

iterations and (i) 960 iterations.  

Experiment 4: This experiment shows the ability of the 

algorithm to handle real-world images. Good, albeit imperfect, 

segmentation has been obtained. As Figure 4 shows, the 

shadow inside the jug and the reflection are both omitted as 

part of the jug, while a small part of the shadow is included as 

part of the jug. 

 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

 

(f) 

 

(g) 

 

(h) 

 

(i) 

Figure 4 (a) Initial segmentation. Segmentation result after 

(b) 20 iterations (c) 50 iterations (d) 80 iterations (e) 100 

iterations (f) 130 iterations and (g) 210 iterations. (h) and 

(i) show the classification regions individually. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We have presented a new variational level formulation. The 

algorithm attempts to include pixels in level sets only if they 

statistically fit in with the pixels already in the level set. 

Furthermore, sufficiently similar neighbouring regions are 

merged into one level set and new level sets are seeded where 

the evolution has stopped and left unclassified regions in the 

image. The results on synthetic images are promising. 

At this stage, if a level set contains roughly equal 

proportions of two different regions, it is unable to model its 

intensity values with only one generalised Gaussian. As a 

result, the level set stays approximately unchanged. This has 

not caused too many problems as another level set invariably 

attempts to claim one of the two regions, shifting it into the 

other region from which point it evolves as expected. 

However this model would be more robust if it could take this 

scenario into account more accurately. 

Furthermore, the algorithm is exceptionally slow and it takes 

several minutes to segment an image. Thus certain 

optimisations and approximations are necessary. 
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Abstract—We report on a study that involved the development
of a corpus used to verify the performance of two tone labelling
algorithms, with one algorithm being an improvement on the
other. These algorithms were developed for speech synthesis pur-
poses with the aim of improving the perceived naturalness as well
as the intelligibility of the speech produced by the synthesizer.
The corpus used to test the algorithms consisted of 45 Sesotho
sentences specifically chosen to represent the contexts that are
necessary for the application of the algorithms. These sentences
were recorded and transcribed by three independent transcribers
each having experience in tonal studies. We employed statistical
methods to prove the reliability of our transcriptions, thus
allowing us to use the transcriptions to evaluate the algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Bantu languages are tonal languages in that they use pitch

to distinguish between meaning as opposed to stress-accent

languages such as English. According to [1], pitch is consid-

ered a correlate for intonation and tone, both in studies on tone

languages such as the southern Bantu languages and in studies

on stress-accent languages such as English. Furthermore, in

acoustic studies available on Bantu tone, pitch variations have

been taken as the sole indicator for tone [1].

Extensive research has been dedicated to tone modeling

for East-Asian languages such as Chinese [2]–[5]. Recently,

studies have focused on tone modeling for African tone

languages such as Yoruba [6]–[8]. For Bantu languages, we

only know of one published attempt to model tone, namely for

an isiZulu text-to-speech (TTS) system [9]. Not having tone

implemented into TTS systems for tonal languages compro-

mises their perceived naturalness as well as their intelligibility.

This illustrates the need for research on tone modeling for this

group of languages.

To model tone in TTS systems developed for Yoruba, the

tone labels on the syllables are assigned appropriate pitch

values using methods such as fuzzy logic based rules and

decision trees. In Yoruba, tone labels are marked in ortho-

graphic writing. In contrast, Southern Bantu languages do not

mark tone in orthography, therefore it is difficult to assign

appropriate pitch values to syllables as it is not known which

of the syllables are high or low-toned.

It is clear that a solution which allows for the equal

treatment and advancement of Southern Bantu languages, with

respect to other tonal languages in terms of speech systems

developed for such languages, is needed. According to [9],

such a solution could be an algorithm that predicts which of the

syllables of a word are to be marked for a high or a low tone

and the appropriate intonation of the word. The authors argue

that with such an algorithm, a TTS system would produce

more “natural” tones.

The study by [10] focused on how such an algorithm could

be implemented using Sesotho as a basis. It was found that

such an algorithm would need to use linguistically-defined

tonal rules to make the tone mark (label) predictions. That is,

the tonal rules are described in the literature of the language

in question and the algorithm implements them.

The study by [11] aimed to improve an algorithm developed

by [10] that uses three linguistically-defined Sesotho tonal

rules to make tone label predictions on the syllables of Sesotho

words. The algorithm predicts the tone labels of a syllable

based on the underlying tones, as described in a Sesotho

dictionary by [12] which marks tone, as well as the tense,

mood and aspect of the verb stems. This algorithm restricts

its applications to polysyllabic verb stems.

This algorithm is improved by implementing four other

linguistically-defined Sesotho tonal rules. Furthermore, its

application is extended to other word classes. We will refer

to the algorithm developed by [10] as the basic algorithm and

its improved version as the extended algorithm.

This article discusses the compilation of a corpus which

was used to assess the performance of these algorithms.

Since the output produced by both algorithms is compared

to recorded speech, we discuss the recording process as well

as the transcription process.

The paper is structured as follows: Section II provides

the tonal system of Sesotho. Section III provides a detailed

description of how the corpus was compiled. Section IV

discusses the recording process and we present the method

we employed to choose the speaker to be used for our tran-

scriptions in Section V. Section VI presents the transcription

process employed on the corpus in order to prepare it for the

evaluation of the algorithms. Section VII presents a summary

of the research study as well as the major points presented in

this paper.
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II. BACKGROUND

Sesotho is a tonal language; it uses pitch variations to

convey grammatical or lexical meaning. According to [13],

the exact pitch of a tone in a word varies from speaker to

speaker; it is the relation of the pitch of one syllable to that of

the next that is constant with all speakers. Sesotho has only

two tonal levels, namely the high tone (H) and the low tone

(L)1.

Tone in Sesotho may be used to differentiate meaning on

a lexical level as shown in Example (1). In this example, the

word bona has different tonal patterns. It is this difference in

tonal patterns that affects the meaning of the word.

(1) bóna - “see”

boná - “they”

Tone in Sesotho may also be used to show grammatical rela-

tionships. For instance, first person singular subject markers

can only be distinguished from similar third person forms by

means of tone [13]. The following example from [13, p.39]

illustrates this grammatical relationship:

(2) Ké motho - “It is a person”

Ke motho - “I am a person”

It is also important to note that nasal sounds in Sesotho

(m, n, ng and ny) form syllables on their own when they are

not immediately followed by a vowel such as the first n in

monna (“man”). In that instance the nasal sounds can carry

tone (mońna). Nasal sounds are sounds that are pronounced

with breath escaping mainly through the nose.

Sesotho has a variety of dialects such as the Lesotho dialect

and the Free State dialect. However, the tonal rules applied by

the basic as well as the extended algorithms are not restricted

to a specific Sesotho dialect.

III. CORPUS COMPILATION

Our test data consists of 45 Sesotho sentences (with 565

tone bearing syllables) which were chosen from a large corpus

of Sesotho data which includes folk-tales and poetry2. The

sentences were chosen to include the following occurrences:

• The present principal tense.

• The past tense.

• The perfect tense.

• The imperative mood.

• The future tense.

These tenses are relevant for the application of our algo-

rithm. Proper nouns and/or loan words are not included in

the corpus since their tone patterns are not available in the

literature [12], [14]. Verb forms showing the Potential Mood

(using -ka) have been excluded since the tonology of these

forms is subject to considerable dialectical variation [15]–[17].

1á: the diacritic on the vowel a is used to indicate high tone, low tones are
not marked.

2The Human Language Technology group at the Meraka Institute has a
corpus which has Sesotho sentences taken from poetry and folk-tales as well
as the Government Gazette. The sentences were selected from this corpus.

Furthermore, there are no monosyllabic verb stems in our data

given that they have complex tonal characteristics [18], [19].

Since we did not have pre-recorded Sesotho sentences for

the transcriptions, the 45 sentences were recorded by three

native Sesotho speakers. The transcriptions are needed to

evaluate the algorithm. In the next section, we discuss the

recording process as well as the protocol used for the recording

session.

IV. RECORDING PROCESS

A. Introduction

This phase involved formal introductions between the in-

terviewer and the respondent. The respondent was given

the research information sheet which explained the purpose

of this research study. The respondent together with the

interviewer read the sheet and the interviewer made sure

that the respondent understood the contents of the document

clearly. The respondent was supervised throughout the entire

recording session by a native Sesotho speaker to check for

mispronunciations and naturalness.

B. Confirmation of Consent

Once the respondent understood the recording process as

well as the purpose of the research study, s/he made a final

decision as to whether s/he was willing to participate in the

recording session. The interviewer emphasized that participa-

tion was completely voluntary and that the data gathered in

the recording would remain confidential, but could be used for

further research.

The respondent was also informed that pseudonyms were

used to store the data. Based on this information, if the

respondent chose to continue with the recording session, s/he

was given a formal consent form to sign.

The consenting respondent was also required to fill out a

language profile questionnaire. This questionnaire allowed us

to verify the eligibility of the respondent’s participation in our

study.

C. Recording Guidelines

In this phase of the research study, the interviewer explained

the purpose of the recording and its contribution to the research

study. The interviewer also explained and loaded the following

instructions onto a computer screen.

• Silently read and make sure you understand the English

meaning of the sentence given below the Sesotho sen-

tence.

• Only say the Sesotho sentence, not its English meaning.

• Please speak in a natural voice and tone.

• You can record the sentence again if you are not happy

with the first recording.

• Please press enter only after you have finished recording

the sentence.

The respondent was then asked to read out the instructions

above. The instructions were recorded and played back to

the respondent to make sure that the microphone was placed

at an appropriate angle. Once the respondent understood the
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instructions, the interviewer proceeded to the final phase of

the session as described in the following section.

D. Recording the Sentences

The research study involved recording native Sesotho speak-

ers (respondents) who were not remunerated for the record-

ings. Each speaker recorded 45 sentences and eight tonal

minimal pairs. Tonal minimal pairs are two words or phrases

which differ only in tone and have a distinct meaning. We used

them to test if the speaker can distinguish tone. The minimal

pairs used in our study are as follows:

a) Minimal pairs in isolation:

• ho báká - “to repent”

ho baka - “to cause”

• ho téná - “to put on”

ho tena - “to disgust”

b) Minimal pair verb phrases:

• o já dijó - “you eat food”

ó já dijó - “he eats food”

• le já dijó - “you (plural) eat food”

lé já dijó - “he (class 5) eats food”

• bá a sébá - “they are doing mischief”

bá a seba - “they are gossiping”

c) Short sentences differing in tone:

• Ke ngwaná wá háo - “I am your child”

Ké ngwaná wá háo - “S/he is your child”

• O mobé - “You are ugly”

Ó mobé - “’S/he is ugly”

• Ke motho - “I am a person”

Ké motho - “It is a person”

These minimal pairs were used to select the respondent

with the most pronounced tones as discussed in Section V.

This session took approximately three and a half hours for all

speakers.

The tonal minimal pairs were presented to the respondent

before the 45 sentences. Tone labels were not marked on

the minimal pairs, nor on the 45 Sesotho sentences. How-

ever, the English meaning was given beneath the original

sentence/phrase in order to guide the respondent as to which

tone pattern was to be pronounced for that phrase/word.

For the purposes of our research study, only one respondent

was needed for transcriptions. In the next section, we provide

a reason for using only one respondent as well as for how the

respondent was chosen from the three recorded respondents.

V. SPEAKER SELECTION

To evaluate the tone labelling algorithm, we compared its

output (the 45 selected sentences described in Section III,

including the tone marks predicted by the algorithm) to the

speech recorded by a native Sesotho speaker. This speech

needed to be encoded in a way that allows for this comparison,

that is, it needed to have tone marks (either high or low). Since

our algorithm output the tone marks on the syllables, to label

the tone marks on the recorded speech, we transcribed the

speech to orthography which included the tone marks on the

syllables.

It was not necessary to transcribe the recordings made

by all three recorded respondents, because the tonal rules

implemented by our algorithm are not restricted to speakers

of a specific Sesotho dialect. We used only one respondent’s

recording for the transcriptions. The respondent we chose for

transcriptions had to have produced the most “clearest” tones.

By “clearest”, we mean the most pronounced and thus better

perceived tones for the transcribers (labelers). We needed

clearly pronounced tones for the transcription process since

the labelers used mostly perception in addition to acoustic

means to transcribe the speech as discussed in Section VI.

To choose the speaker with the “clearest” tones in their

speech from the three respondents, two processes of elimina-

tion were employed.

• The above mentioned eight tonal minimal pairs were used

to determine the speaker’s ability to distinguish tone.

• The clarity of the tones the speaker produced in their

speech was verified perceptually and acoustically.

We named our respondents TK, MM and NM. In this

process of elimination, respondent NM could not perceptually

identify the tonal distinction in the following minimal pair:

Le já dijó - “you (plural) eat food”

Lé já dijó - “s/he (class 5) eats food”

This minimal pair shows the changing of tone affecting the

subject marker le. In the first sentence, le refers to a 2nd person

plural whereas in the second sentence it refers to a 3
rd person

singular. We thus excluded respondent NM’s recording from

the transcriptions.

Respondent TK produced clear tones and spoke in a natural

voice compared to respondent MM, who spoke in an unnatural

voice and exaggerated the tone and words. In some instances,

speaker MM produced each word without taking the context

into consideration. This is problematic since the tonal rules are

restricted within certain phonological boundaries and some of

the rules in specific morphological contexts. Also, a word in

isolation might be tonally ambiguous and one would need the

context to pronounce the appropriate tone pattern.

Respondent TK’s recording was transcribed by three inde-

pendent labelers, each having some experience in tonal studies.

The transcriptions are in orthography and include tone labels.

In the next section, we discuss how the labelers transcribed

the speech by TK.

VI. TRANSCRIPTION OF THE SENTENCES

A. Transcription Process

The transcription of prosody is widely used in linguistic

research as well as in the development and testing of speech

systems [20]. It is used in understanding linguistic variables

and their relation to the interpretation of human speech. In

our study, three independent expert labelers transcribed tone

as perceived from TK’s speech. We used these transcriptions

to evaluate our algorithm. The transcriptions represent spoken

language in written form including tone labels.
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Perceptual tests are the most widely used methods for

evaluating TTS systems. In these tests, native speakers of the

language in question are required to grade the synthesized

speech with respect to naturalness. This is because synthesized

speech produced by TTS systems ideally needs to sound as

natural as human speech.

We used transcriptions to evaluate our algorithm since they

represent Sesotho speech as pronounced by a native Sesotho

speaker. Given that our algorithm is developed for the purpose

of tone modeling for a Sesotho TTS system, it is crucial in

our study that the tone labels predicted by our algorithm match

those in the transcriptions. We did not employ any statistical

methods to predict the tone labels as such methods are not

based on perception and thus cannot give us an indication

of how well our algorithm can fare on a perception test.

However, we employed statistical methods to establish the

reliability of the transcriptions as discussed in Section VI-B.

The transcriptions are in orthography and include tone labels

as exemplified below.

(3) Noha é fálla metsı́ - “The snake is emigrating from its

waters”

Initially, we aimed to use 12 labelers to transcribe TK’s

recording. These labelers were to be divided into two groups,

six being experts in tonal studies and the other six having no

experience in tonal studies. In each of the two groups, three

labelers were to be native Sesotho speakers and the other three

were to be speakers of non-tonal languages. However, in the

expert group, only three labelers were found, whereas in the

non-expert group, six labelers were found. Table I summarizes

the initial characteristics of the labelers.

Group Native Non-native

Expert 1 2

Non-expert 3 3

TABLE I
LABELER CHARACTERISTICS

We found that the labelers in the non-expert group had

difficulty transcribing the tone labels. In this group, even

native speakers had difficulty transcribing the labels. It is

not straightforward to transcribe tone and one usually needs

some experience with the transcription system. Also, native

speakers of tonal languages are usually not aware of their

language’s tonal system as this is not taught at schools.

Since there were more labelers in the non-expert group, they

would have outweighed the expert labelers in the majority

votes used to choose the tone labels of the syllables in cases

of disagreements between the labelers as discussed later in

this section. Thus, we chose to use the three expert labelers

to transcribe the tone labels. Although it would have been

preferable to have more expert transcribers, it was not easily

achievable since there are not many experts in this area of

study.

The transcribers have different backgrounds with respect

to tonal studies, with two of them being linguists and the

other a speech engineer. Furthermore, two of the transcribers

are speakers of Germanic languages (linguist (A) and speech

engineer (B)) and the other is a native Sesotho speaker (linguist

(C)). Their background is as follows: The labelers who are

non-native Sesotho speakers have developed a framework

that introduces an algorithm which derives word-level tone

assignments for the Sotho-Tswana languages [14]. It is this

framework on which the study by [10] is based. The labeler

who is a native Sesotho speaker has implemented this frame-

work by developing the basic algorithm [10].

To evaluate the improvement made by our algorithm on

the basic algorithm, we used the labels transcribed by our

individual labelers. The labelers were not given a training

manual, thus they relied on perception and acoustic means

to label the tone marks. The individual transcriptions were

compared across the three labelers, finding an agreement of

55.9% (316 out of 565 tone-bearing syllables). In the case of

disagreements between the labelers, the final tone label was

decided by a majority vote, that is, it was based on the tone

label that two labelers agreed on.

The agreement between each pair of transcribers out of 565

tone-bearing syllables is shown in Table II.

Transcriber Matched Syllables Agreement Percentage

A and B 375 66.4%

A and C 374 66.5%

B and C 400 70.8%

TABLE II
AGREEMENT BETWEEN PAIRS OF TRANSCRIBERS

The labelers used Praat to label the tone marks on the

syllables whose tones they could not audibly perceive. Praat

is a speech analysis software that has a pitch tracking algo-

rithm which estimates pitch from a speech waveform [21].

It produces a contour that estimates pitch, which the labelers

observed when marking the tone labels. In perceptual analysis,

the transcribers relied on hearing, interpreting and understand-

ing the tone patterns in the speech. However, perception is

subjective and varies from one transcriber to the other. This

served as a disadvantage in our study as discussed in the

following section.

According to [22], the two most widely used pitch tracking

algorithms are Praat and Yin. The authors compared these

algorithms in extracting pitch for isiZulu and found that Praat

performs slightly better than Yin. According to [23], for the

Nguni languages, Praat is more accurate and noise-resistant

than Yin, which has no post-processing on the input speech.

Thus, our transcribers used Praat for the acoustic analysis

aspect on the test data. An example of an extracted pitch

contour (in blue; if you have no colour, it is the faint line

between 75Hz and 500Hz across the spectrum) by Praat is

shown in Fig. 1.

Even though the Praat pitch tracking algorithm has been

found to be accurate, it does not fare well with unvoiced
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Fig. 1. Extracted signal from a Sesotho speech recording

sounds as shown in Fig. 1 (the unvoiced sound f is highlighted

and has no visible pitch track) [24]. In speech we have voiced

and unvoiced sounds. When producing voiced sounds the vocal

folds vibrate and when unvoiced sounds are produced, the

vocal folds are at rest. According to [24], unvoiced segments

usually do not have a defined pitch contour, for example,

the unvoiced sound f. Unvoiced segments were ignored when

assigning tone labels to the syllables. A syllable always

contains at least one voiced segment.

In the study by [10], the labelers reached unanimous agree-

ment on the tone labels in 72.3% of the cases. The recordings

used in [10] were for speech synthesis purposes, thus the

speaker was asked to produce a rather monotonous speech

melody. The higher agreement in that study can be attributed

to this speech melody. The sentences chosen in our study were

fairly complex and spoken in a natural, fast voice making it

difficult to track pitch changes.

B. Inter-Transcriber Reliability

As discussed in Section VI-A, three labelers transcribed the

45 recorded sentences independently. They reached unanimous

agreement on the tone labels in 55.9% of the cases. A reason

for such a low agreement between the transcribers might lie

in the fact that perception is subjective and that the tone

transcribers did not have a training manual. Two of our labelers

have non-tonal languages as mother tongue. Studies have

shown that speakers of non-tonal languages are less sensitive

to the perception of tone, but are not necessarily tone “deaf”

[25], [26]. In those studies, the speakers of the non-tonal

languages had no experience in tonal studies. In our study,

all the labelers were sensitive to tone. Furthermore, they had

different backgrounds and experiences regarding tone in Bantu

languages.

Our study relied heavily on the transcriptions since they

formed a central part in evaluating our algorithm. Thus, it

was important to statistically verify the transcriptions since

there was a fairly low agreement between our transcribers.

To determine the reliability of the transcriptions, we used

the kappa (κ) coefficient which is a statistical measure used

for analyzing the reliability of agreement between a number

of labelers (raters) during observer reliability studies [27]–

[29]. This statistical measure was more reliable than a simple

percentage agreement calculation since it took into account

the agreement occurring by chance between the labelers.

Fleiss’ kappa is a well-known multirater kappa which as-

sumes that raters are forced to assign a certain number of cases

to each category, hence, it is referred to as a fixed-marginal

kappa [28]. For instance, in our study, it assumes that the

labelers are restricted in the number of syllables (cases) they

can assign to each of the tone labels (categories). However,

this is not the case as the labelers are free to assign any number

of the syllables to each of the two tone labels. We thus make

use of a free-marginal kappa which assumes that raters are not

restricted to assign a specific number of cases to each of the

categories, as proposed by [28].

[29] defines the free-marginal kappa, κ, as follows:

κ =
P̄ − P̄e

1− P̄e

P̄ is the observed percentage agreement and P̄e is the

percentage of agreement expected by chance alone.

According to [27], the factor 1 − P̄e gives us the measure

of agreement that is attainable above what would be predicted

by the labelers by chance and P̄ − P̄e is the degree of

agreement actually achieved above chance. If κ = 1, then there

is complete agreement between the labelers. If κ ≤ 0, then

there is no agreement among the labelers other than what

would be expected by chance, as if the raters had simply

guessed every rating.

We used an online kappa calculator which allows the user

to enter all the necessary variables and then calculates the κ-

value [30]. The free-marginal κ-value between three labelers,

assigning 565 syllables to two categories as calculated by [30],

is as follows: κ = 0.41.

The positive value of kappa indicates that the agreement

is better than what would have been expected by chance.

To interpret this value we use Table III as described by

[31]. According to the classification by [31], the labelers in

our study seem to be in moderate agreement on the tone

labels they have transcribed, since κ = 0.41. Recall that
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a perfect agreement would have a kappa of 1, and chance

agreement would have a kappa of 0 or less. Thus we can

use our transcriptions to evaluate our algorithm and test our

hypothesis.

κ Interpretation

≤ 0 Poor agreement

0. 0− 0. 20 Slight agreement

0. 21− 0. 40 Fair agreement

0. 41− 0. 60 Moderate agreement

0. 61− 0. 80 Substantial agreement

0. 81− 1. 00 Almost perfect agreement

TABLE III
INTERPRETATION OF κ-VALUES

VII. CONCLUSION

The development of a tone label prediction algorithm re-

quires effective means to test its accuracy. This paper has

described our approach to collecting data that allows us to

test the accuracy of such algorithms. Our corpus was relatively

small due to the manual preparation that was required, such

as the tone label transcriptions. Thus, the efficient collection

of a larger corpus remains a challenge for future work.

In our study, we used only one speaker for the transcription

process. This does not affect our evaluation since the tonal

rules implemented by the algorithms are not dialectical. Fur-

thermore, we used minimal pairs to verify the tonal awareness

of the speaker. The clarity of the tone produced by the speaker

was also perceptually and acoustically verified. Thus, the

speech used for the transcriptions was valid for the purposes

of our study.

During our transcription process, we found that native

Sesotho speakers have difficulty classifying tones. Thus, in

future, more research should be dedicated to adopting acoustic

measures such as the fundamental frequency to perform such

a classification.
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Abstract— In this article we present research on the development 

of automatic genre classification systems for resource scarce 

languages. The main approaches to text classification from 

literature are presented and weighed against each other during 

an experimental phase, to identify the most appropriate text 

classification approach to be used as a genre classification system. 

A fixed feature set is extracted for seven classes from the 

available training data for each of the six languages under 

scrutiny and paired with each classification algorithm in order to 

test the algorithms’ performance. The algorithm showing the best 

results is support vector machines, in conjunction with term 

frequency and inverse document frequency features.  

Keywords - genre classification; resource scarce languages; 

text classification algorithm, term frequency, inverse documents 

frequency. 

I. INTRODUCTION

In the domain of text processing, it is often of great value to 
have access to metadata regarding the texts being analysed [1]. 
Metadata can be something as simple as an inventory 
containing the amount of words contained in these texts, to a 
summary of textual statistics. When compiling corpora for 
natural language processing experiments, it is vital to have this 
kind of information at hand as to ensure representativeness of 
the corpus. Experiments based on the skewed data from an 
unrepresentative corpus can be unreliable. However, this 
metadata is not available when using data from unstructured 
sources such as the web. Information then has to be added to 
the data before it can be used with some level of assurance. 
This can be a time consuming and expensive process. It is, 
however, possible to perform this automatically by 
implementing a text classification algorithm. Such an algorithm 
can append metadata as a set of predefined classes to the text, 
based on the analysis of its textual content, structure, style etc. 
[2]. These classes can be further exploited as a stepping stone 
for gathering extra information about the data, or can be used 
in its original state as metadata.  

An example of an application of the abovementioned text 
classification algorithms is to classify a text, based on its genre 
[3]. Genre classification is not to be confused with topic-based 
classification (although there are some similarities in 
classification methods). Consider a feature article: While the 
topic of such an article could be about any given subject, the 
genre of the text remains that of a feature article. The same 
holds true for any other genre as they are essentially topic 
independent even though some topics are more prevalent in 

some genres than others.  This manner of classification is used 
in a number of commonplace systems. These include automatic 
document management systems [4], email classifiers/spam 
filters [4] and Automatic sentiment analysis [4]. 

It would be expected that these and similar systems are 
made available in regionally appropriate modes (i.e. 
compatible languages) but this unfortunately is not the case, 
especially for resource scarce or underrepresented languages. 
To our knowledge there are no genre classification systems 
available for the South African languages. This poses a 
significant dilemma for the development of text resources for 
these languages, particularly where representativeness across 
genres is of great concern. In a project for the National Centre 
for Human Language Technologies it was seen that it would 
indeed be necessary to classify texts according to their genre 
before these texts can be included in representative corpora and 
because of the sheer volume of texts that have to be analysed, 
an automatic solution is required  In a project undertaken for 
the department of Arts and Culture of the South African 
government, this need  is addressed in order to be able to 
provide quality resources.  

We therefore present research on determining the best text 
classification algorithm, to be used in a  genre classification 
system, for six of the South African languages. This core 
technology/classifier can then be used as the basis for 
constructing some of the abovementioned applications, or as a 
standalone system for genre classification of text data prior to 
corpus construction. 

II. RELATED WORK

Relatively little research has been done on the topic of 
genre classification in the last two decades [5][8], because 
collections of texts have, until recently, usually been 
homogeneous in their compilation [5] i.e. domain specific. This 
compilation has changed to a more diverse one as the need 
arose for more representation across domains and text types. 
As a result, research has recently gained momentum, 
encouraged by the alarming increase in the amounts of 
digitalised documents and data that somehow need to be 
managed [6]. Data management systems have, for the most 
part, been concerned with classification based on the topic of 
texts. However, users rarely require information based on 
topics alone [5][8]. They require different styles of text for 
different practices e.g. editorials, scholarly publications, 
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novels, etc. Therefore by adding a genre classification to texts, 
these requirements can be met.  

A. Resource scarcity 

Our research focuses on languages that have little annotated 
resources available, even for casual experimenting. Resource 
scarceness with regards to this kind of application, to our 
knowledge, isn’t discussed in literature. We therefore have no 
reference as to the level of performance to expect from such a 
classification algorithm based on these kinds of limited 
resources. We therefore propose to compare these classifiers to 
state of the art systems for languages with abundant data 
available. This will also indicate the level of success associated 
with the selection of the algorithm for genre classification if the 
resource scarce counterpart can (to some extent) match the 
performance of the established classifiers. 

B. State of the art 

Yi-Hsing and Hsiu-Yi [7] present the development of a 
genre classification system for the classification of 11 web 
genres. Along with the classification algorithm, they make use 
of a domain ontology table to establish relationships between 
text tokens which are then relayed to the classification 
algorithm (Bayesian classifier) as weights associated with each 
relationship. This genre classification system is then 
implemented as part of a larger document management system. 
They report accuracies ranging from 60% to 89% across all of 
the 11 classes.  

In an attempt to determine the best possible combination of 
feature sets, extracted from 1224 web documents, Lim et al. 
[11] reports an average accuracy across 16 classes of 75.7% on 
their best possible combination of features. They use html-
based tags, url info, lexical features and structural information 
to compile the feature sets. For the classification algorithm they 
make use of Timbl’s k-nn implementation, where k=1.

Fin and Kunshmerick [12] weigh the impact of three sets of 
features for genre classification of texts, having to distinguish 
between opinionated and factual articles across three domains. 
Using a corpus of approximately 800 texts, and extracting 
features like part-of-speech information, a bag of words 
approach, textual statistics and a combination of all the 
aforementioned features, they record average accuracy scores 
between 82.4% and 90.5%. 

These state of the art examples from literature,  should give 
a good indication of the kind of results that are to be expected 
after evaluation, taking into account the lack of resources 
available. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

WEKA [9] is a suite of machine learning algorithms 
offered as an experimental environment. Due to the nature of 
the research we opted for using this kind of setup where these 
algorithms can be easily executed and compared to each other. 
It also holds the benefit of providing access to pre-processing 
scripts for text to vector conversion with a range of feature 
extraction options.  

A. Algorith selection 

Throughout literature, there are a reoccurring set of 
algorithms that are generally used for text classification 
experiments: K-nearest neighbour, decision trees, Naive Bayes, 
multinomial Naive Bayes and support vector machines 
[2][3][5][6][7].  We will consequently train each of these 
classifiers and compare their results. 

B. Data 

The training data for each language is derived from parallel 
documents for which the genre classes are already defined in 
Afrikaans. By knowing/defining the class of each document in 
a known language, the parallel versions in the other languages, 
can be automatically classified as having the same class. These 
classes are defined in Table 1. These texts have been extracted 
from public domain government websites and cleaned from all 
irregular characters. The texts are converted to plain text 
format and the language of each text is determined 
automatically by using an automatic language identification 
system as described in [14]. 

Because of the data scarceness of the languages and some 

being scarcer than others, we see a big difference in the number 

of available textual units for each language (Table 1). This has 

also resulted in some of the South African languages being left 

out altogether, as there were no available documents to be used 

as training data. The languages that are present are abbreviated 

according to the ISO 639-2 standard, as follows: af – 

Afrikaans, nso – Sepedi, st – Sesotho, tn – Setswana, xh – 

isiXhosa and zu – isiZulu. McCallum and Nigam [10] state the 

use of training sets containing any number of texts between 

4000 and 15000. Using these numbers as a guideline for the 

number of training instances required for text classification, we 

see that  it is significantly more than what we have available 

for the resource scarce languages. We therefore do not expect 

similar results upon evaluation of our systems, but should be 

able to judge their performance while keeping the data 

scarceness in mind. 

 Number of texts per language 

Class Label Description af nso st tn xh zu 

Advertisement ADV 
Advertisements in 

papers/internet. 
346 9 21 7 133 14 

Information INF Informational pamphlets. 394 385 392 388 352 15 

Instruction INS Manuals, directions. 564 546 548 543 100 390 

News NEW Reporting. 412 45 48 211 384 540 

Official texts OFF Bills, laws, policies. 108 8 19 11 48 5 

Poetry POE Poems, lyrics. 528 28 37 29 22 27 

Speech SPE Debates, public addresses. 144 55 87 50 49 57 
Table 1. Classes for classification algorithm and number of instances per class and language 
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Before training the classifiers, the data is passed through 
WEKA’s pre-processing scripts which construct document 
vectors from extracted features. We chose to limit the feature 
sets to term frequency and inverse document frequency scores 
[10].  Term frequency (tf) is the number of occurrences of a 
token (word) noted across the entire collection of documents in 
the training corpus. Inverse document frequency (idf) is the 
number of documents in the training corpus containing a 
specific token, inversed. The product of these two scores, gives 
an indication of the contribution made by a specific token to 
the class of the document containing the token. Equation (1) is 
used to determine tf-idf scores.

(tf-idf)i,j  =  tf i,j × idf i,j   (1) 

The choice to limit features to tf-idf  is due to the 
unavailability of other textual information, which cannot be 
readily extracted without some pre-existing system and/or 
knowledge about the languages in question, and due to the 
focus of the research being algorithm selection rather than 
feature optimisation. All the languages are evaluated separately 
across the collection of algorithms and we expect the features 
to mitigate any language specific issues which may affect the 
performance of the algorithms, because of . 

According to McCallum and Nigam [10], their larger sets 
are tokenized and focussed by stemming and removing low 
frequency words as well as words contained in stop lists, while 
smaller sets are used in their entirety. Stemming and word 
deletions can actually hamper performance on smaller training 
sets as the critical mass needed for accurate classification is 
lost [10].The training data is therefore only normalised by 
converting all the tokens in the training set to lowercase to 
prevent the abovementioned losses.  

C. Evaluation 

The standard information retrieval measures, precision, 
recall and F1-measure are used to evaluate the effectiveness of 
classification for the system [2][5][6][8][7][9][10]. This is 
represented in Table 2. The evaluation method used is n-fold 
cross validation, with 90% of the data used for training, and 
10% used for testing. This split is done on a per class basis, 
ensuring representativeness of each class during evaluation. 
Where a class has less than 10 textual units available in total, 
it would result in fractions of documents being required if 
10% is to be used as training data. In these cases the 
evaluation is done by using one complete unit of text as the 
test set, and rotating the document used for each fold, 
minimizing the reoccurrence of one given test set. When using 
only fractions of these textual units, it is possible that 
important information that contributes to the correct 
classification of a text’s genre is lost when the test document 

is pruned to the desired size. 

The formulas for Recall, Precision, and F1-Measure of Ci 
(see Table 2) are shown in the following three equations 
(2)(3)(4), Where TP = True Positive, TN = True Negative, FN 
= False Negative and FP = False Positive classifications. 

R (Recall) = TPi / TPi + FNi,   (2)  

P (Precision) = TPi / TPi + FPi,   (3) 

F1 (F1-Measure) = 2(R*P) / (R+P)  (4) 

The abovementioned algorithms will be trained with the 

same training data and feature sets for each language, and then 

weighed against each other to determine the most suitable 

algorithm for genre classification. By keeping the training data 

and features constant throughout the evaluation, we ensure 

that any differences in performance are purely down to the 

differences between the algorithms and not due to the 

differences in features. All the algorithms are evaluated on 

their default settings as available in WEKA. No parameter 

optimisation is done to improve the results obtained as we 

attempt to identify the algorithm which initially indicates a 

good level of suitability for genre classification. This is due to 

the early stages of this study where exhaustive searches of 

parameter spaces would be too time-consuming. We will 

attempt to optimise these parameters and extract other textual 

features which could aid in algorithm performance at a later 

stage as part of our future work. 

IV. RESULTS

The results for the evaluation phase of our research are 
presented in Table 3. This shows the results for each class, 
language and classification algorithm combination. Weighted 
averages are provided by WEKA after evaluation and are also 
provided. Weights are assigned to each class depending on the 
amount of available training instances that were provided. The 
weights are assigned by getting the sum of predicted scores 
(precision, recall and F-measure are all evaluated seperately) 
for every element of each class and the coefficient of the 
number of instances is then used to calculate the weighted 
scores per class. These resulting scores are then used to 
determine the final averaged weighted scores for each 
algorithm, relative to the quantity of training data available. 
This metric is useful for our research as it provides intrinsic 
evaluation possibilities. This provides us with insight as to a 
classification algorithm’s ability to cope with a lack of training 
data. Consider Table 3. When comparing the average weighted 
F1-Measures for each classification algorithm, across all of the 
languages, we see that in four out of the six languages, support 
vector machines show the best results, with naive Bayes and 
multinomial naive Bayes, each outperforming support vector 
machines only by a small margin for two of the languages.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this article we investigated a text classification algorithm 
to form the basis of a genre classifier for resource scarce 
languages by comparing five generally used algorithms with a 
fixed set of training data through experimental evaluations, in 
an attempt to identify the best algorithm for the classification 
assignment. 

Class Ci

Actual Class 

Yes No 

Classifier 

class 

Yes TP FP 

No FN TN 
Table 2 Standard information retrieval methods [7]
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We see an encouraging set of scores for all of the 
algorithms tested. Even in the some of the unweighted results 
per class, we see scores similar to the state of the art systems 
described in Section II. We see surprisingly high scores (some 
attaining scores of up to 100% for precision or recall or both) 
for classes which have the smallest sets of training data 
available. We attribute this to overfitting, as Liu et al. [13] state 
that small classes can lead to overfitting where they are 
confronted with a large search space like multi-class cross 
validation. They emphasise this with results from machine 
learning experiments on automobile features, where the 
overfitted classes attempt to use vehicle colour to try and 
determine the expected gas mileage in cross validation 
evaluations. This attempt is logically flawed as vehicle colour 
could in fact have no influence what so ever on a vehicle’s fuel 
consumption [13].  It would be expected that the same, illogical 
type of feature use is attempted when determining the genre of 
a text, due to the lack of other, more informative features 
available for the underrepresented classes. The main 
occurrence noted is, on the other hand, erratic differences in the 
recorded scores per class. These anomalies are attributed to the 
lack of proper data due to the resource scarceness of the 
languages under evaluation. This would make the 
implementation of a genre classification algorithm, supplied 
with our limited data, unadvisable.  

The results for our investigation would (at least for the 
moment) suggest that support vector machines would be the 
sure algorithm choice for genre classification for research 
scarce languages (having outperformed the other algorithms in 
most cases). This is also the case with the evaluations for the 
Afrikaans training sets that have a better representation across 
classes, which would suggest this trend would continue when 
increasing the size or features of the training sets. This is in line 
with the results seen in [13], where support vector machines 
show increasingly better results than naive Bayes (and possibly 
other algorithms), when supplied with more and better features 
and training data. 

We would like to verify the above findings in our future 
work, by further developing training sets for these resource 
scarce languages. By increasing the training set sizes we will 
attempt to mitigate the overfitting seen in underrepresented 
classes, as well as the erratic results seen between classes, and 
submit the theory that support vector machines will continue to 
outperform the other algorithms, to further scrutiny. Plotting 
learning curves for the algorithms could also provide a better 
insight into the training set sizes required for effective 
classification. We also intend to apply “intelligent” feature 
extraction methods in order to gauge the effect of supplying 
better features to the algorithms. By using algorithm 
optimisation to determine the best possible combination of 
parameters for each algorithm, we would be able to identify the 
best algorithm for genre classification with a greater level of 
certainty than we are currently able to do. 
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af nso st 
Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 

N
a

iv
e 

B
a

y
es

 
ADV 

0.825 0.962 0.888 0.625 0.556 0.588 0.195 0.714 0.306 

INF 
0.757 0.234 0.357 0.699 0.566 0.626 0.7 0.554 0.618 

INS 
0.22 0.304 0.256 0.825 0.832 0.829 0.826 0.846 0.836 

NEW 
0.41 0.671 0.509 0.388 0.889 0.541 0.279 0.813 0.415 

OFF 
0.613 0.596 0.605 0.333 0.25 0.286 0.143 0.368 0.206 

POE 
0.99 0.761 0.861 0.581 0.643 0.61 0.518 0.461 0.488 

SPE 
0.721 0.892 0.798 0.5 0.614 0.551 0.798 0.735 0.765 

Weighted Avg. 
0.777 0.713 0.712 0.735 0.718 0.719 0.719 0.684 0.695 

M
u

lt
in

o
m

ia
l 

N
B

  

ADV 
0.994 0.959 0.976 1 1 1 0.552 0.762 0.64 

INF 
0.675 0.841 0.749 0.797 0.418 0.549 0.751 0.492 0.595 

INS 
0.292 0.076 0.121 0.755 0.917 0.828 0.784 0.91 0.842 

NEW 
0.773 0.4 0.527 0.4 0.933 0.56 0.289 0.813 0.426 

OFF 
0.727 0.853 0.785 0.625 0.625 0.625 0.275 0.579 0.373 

POE 
0.964 0.953 0.958 0.607 0.607 0.607 0.617 0.523 0.566 

SPE 
0.682 0.926 0.785 0.6 0.682 0.638 0.821 0.81 0.816 

Weighted Avg. 
0.84 0.841 0.821 0.746 0.718 0.702 0.748 0.729 0.729 

D
ec

is
io

n
 T

re
es

 

ADV 
0.897 0.942 0.919 0.429 0.333 0.375 0.435 0.476 0.455 

INF 
0.634 0.638 0.636 0.654 0.649 0.652 0.662 0.684 0.673 

INS 
0.232 0.207 0.218 0.811 0.838 0.824 0.821 0.817 0.819 

NEW 
0.489 0.506 0.497 0.386 0.378 0.382 0.388 0.396 0.392 

OFF 
0.648 0.541 0.59 0.6 0.375 0.462 0.429 0.158 0.231 

POE 
0.87 0.9 0.885 0.444 0.429 0.436 0.54 0.539 0.54 

SPE 
0.701 0.649 0.674 0.639 0.523 0.575 0.776 0.776 0.776 

Weighted Avg. 
0.751 0.756 0.753 0.715 0.718 0.716 0.714 0.715 0.714 

K
-N

N
 

ADV 
0.227 0.994 0.37 1 0.444 0.615 0.727 0.381 0.5 

INF 
0.73 0.356 0.479 0.604 0.706 0.651 0.611 0.633 0.622 

INS 
0.333 0.152 0.209 0.804 0.77 0.786 0.814 0.785 0.799 

NEW 
0.688 0.388 0.496 0.613 0.422 0.5 0.359 0.292 0.322 

OFF 
0.821 0.422 0.558 0.4 0.25 0.308 0.176 0.316 0.226 

POE 
1 0.021 0.041 0.375 0.321 0.346 0.582 0.512 0.545 

SPE 
0.901 0.493 0.638 0.607 0.386 0.472 0.765 0.812 0.788 

Weighted Avg. 
0.751 0.4 0.377 0.703 0.698 0.696 0.706 0.706 0.705 

S
V

M
 

ADV 
0.92 0.977 0.948 1 0.556 0.714 0.818 0.429 0.563 

INF 
0.663 0.695 0.678 0.671 0.745 0.706 0.639 0.691 0.664 

INS 
0.264 0.207 0.232 0.824 0.82 0.822 0.828 0.811 0.819 

NEW 
0.582 0.541 0.561 0.784 0.644 0.707 0.61 0.521 0.562 

OFF 
0.8 0.771 0.785 0.667 0.25 0.364 0.417 0.263 0.323 

POE 
0.968 0.983 0.976 0.632 0.429 0.511 0.637 0.625 0.631 

SPE 
0.856 0.845 0.85 0.767 0.523 0.622 0.831 0.841 0.836 

Weighted Avg. 
0.841 0.848 0.844 0.76 0.756 0.754 0.757 0.757 0.756 

Table 3. Results for evaluation on language and algorithm pairs 
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tn xh zu 
Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 

N
a

iv
e 

B
a

y
es

 
ADV 

0.714 0.714 0.714 0.186 0.714 0.295 1 0.4 0.571 

INF 
0.726 0.559 0.632 0.613 0.375 0.465 0.688 0.554 0.614 

INS 
0.83 0.831 0.831 0.821 0.432 0.566 0.82 0.847 0.833 

NEW 
0.836 0.891 0.862 0.251 0.329 0.285 0.299 0.872 0.446 

OFF 
0.4 0.182 0.25 0.086 0.354 0.138 0.171 0.5 0.255 

POE 
0.241 0.655 0.352 0.433 0.564 0.49 0.613 0.474 0.535 

SPE 
0.362 0.641 0.463 0.715 0.727 0.721 0.787 0.799 0.793 

Weighted Avg. 
0.765 0.739 0.744 0.611 0.476 0.507 0.733 0.71 0.714 

M
u

lt
in

o
m

ia
l 

N
B

  

ADV 
0.7 1 0.824 0.208 0.722 0.323 0.625 1 0.769 

INF 
0.724 0.534 0.614 0.646 0.42 0.509 0.751 0.426 0.543 

INS 
0.768 0.896 0.827 0.776 0.545 0.64 0.775 0.894 0.83 

NEW 
0.91 0.867 0.888 0.311 0.488 0.38 0.279 0.872 0.423 

OFF 
0.429 0.273 0.333 0.182 0.167 0.174 0.156 0.5 0.237 

POE 
0.5 0.655 0.567 0.546 0.556 0.551 0.659 0.445 0.532 

SPE 
0.472 0.641 0.543 0.77 0.727 0.748 0.784 0.838 0.81 

Weighted Avg. 
0.759 0.758 0.751 0.631 0.543 0.566 0.737 0.707 0.703 

D
ec

is
io

n
 T

re
es

 

ADV 
0.75 0.857 0.8 0.349 0.338 0.344 0.571 0.4 0.471 

INF 
0.657 0.67 0.663 0.517 0.518 0.517 0.638 0.682 0.659 

INS 
0.817 0.82 0.819 0.671 0.68 0.675 0.81 0.778 0.794 

NEW 
0.808 0.839 0.823 0.344 0.358 0.351 0.412 0.447 0.429 

OFF 
0.4 0.182 0.25 0.297 0.229 0.259 0.273 0.214 0.24 

POE 
0.444 0.276 0.34 0.522 0.529 0.525 0.518 0.515 0.516 

SPE 
0.432 0.41 0.421 0.768 0.741 0.754 0.743 0.741 0.742 

Weighted Avg. 
0.74 0.744 0.741 0.578 0.577 0.577 0.694 0.692 0.693 

K
-N

N
 

ADV 
1 0.571 0.727 0.372 0.338 0.354 1 0.2 0.333 

INF 
0.622 0.644 0.633 0.472 0.569 0.516 0.554 0.615 0.583 

INS 
0.793 0.787 0.79 0.674 0.649 0.661 0.797 0.717 0.755 

NEW 
0.775 0.834 0.804 0.424 0.371 0.396 0.643 0.191 0.295 

OFF 
0.4 0.182 0.25 0.36 0.188 0.247 0.286 0.143 0.19 

POE 
0.273 0.207 0.235 0.484 0.556 0.518 0.612 0.449 0.518 

SPE 
0.517 0.385 0.441 0.73 0.66 0.693 0.673 0.831 0.744 

Weighted Avg. 
0.712 0.717 0.713 0.572 0.568 0.567 0.673 0.67 0.661 

S
V

M
 

ADV 
1 0.714 0.833 0.4 0.391 0.395 1 0.3 0.462 

INF 
0.637 0.711 0.672 0.505 0.593 0.545 0.654 0.726 0.688 

INS 
0.823 0.8 0.811 0.693 0.662 0.677 0.835 0.801 0.817 

NEW 
0.855 0.891 0.872 0.431 0.399 0.415 0.611 0.468 0.53 

OFF 
0.667 0.182 0.286 0.4 0.208 0.274 0.6 0.214 0.316 

POE 
0.417 0.172 0.244 0.595 0.587 0.591 0.6 0.214 0.316 

SPE 
0.704 0.487 0.576 0.8 0.785 0.792 0.79 0.822 0.806 

Weighted Avg. 
0.756 0.757 0.752 0.609 0.607 0.606 0.751 0.749 0.747 

Table 3 (Continued). Results for evaluation on language and algorithm pairs 
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Abstract—Initial work towards processing Afrikaans spoken
lectures in a resource-scarce environment is presented. Two
approaches to acoustic modeling for eventual alignment are
compared: (a) using a well-trained target-language acoustic
model and (b) using an acoustic model from another language, in
this case American English. We show that while target-language
acoustic models are preferable, similar performance can be
achieved by repeatedly bootstrapping with the American English
model, segmenting and then adapting or training new models
using the segmented spoken lectures. The eventual systems
perform quite well, aligning more than 90% of a selected set
of target words successfully.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of speech recognition in lecture rooms has long

been understood as a potentially rewarding endeavour [1].

Such systems could be used to generate real-time captions,

or multimedia transcripts of lectures, and would clearly be of

major value to students with hearing disabilities, or students

who are not fluent in the language of the lecture. An aware-

ness of these benefits has prompted significant research and

development efforts, and research groups in the USA, Italy,

Japan, Canada and the United Kingdom have all demonstrated

promising systems (for an updated list of relevant publications,

see http://liberatedlearning.com).

In the developing world, the benefits of systems for lecture

transcription are potentially even greater, given the lower

literacy levels and greater multilingualism that are generally

prevalent. However, resource constraints have to date limited

lecture-transcription systems to the languages of the developed

world, and it is clear that developing such systems with

the limited resources of the developing world will require

substantial innovations. In the current paper, we propose a

few steps in that direction.

In particular, we investigate ways to employ speech-

processing tools in order to utilize such resources as may rea-

sonably be expected to exist in less-resourced environments,

such as audio recordings of variable quality and (potentially

inaccurate) transcriptions of some of those recordings. Our

focus is on two processing steps that are basic building blocks

in the processing of spoken lectures, namely alignment and

term detection. These processes support further stages of

lecture transcription (such as speaker adaptation) and are also

useful for purposes such as the production of multimedia

transcripts or the development of tools for searching through

recordings.

The main contributions of this work are

• the definition and evaluation of a process for the align-

ment of recordings and transcriptions, which is applicable

in under-resourced environments, and

• a report on the first results achieved on a new Afrikaans

corpus of recorded university lectures.

In Section II below, we provide background on several

topics related to our research, and Section III describes the

approach we followed for the alignment and indexing tasks.

Our results are reported in Section IV, and in Section V we

summarize our findings and provide context on the additional

work that is required to develop practically useful lecture-

transcription systems in under-resourced languages.

II. BACKGROUND

Speech processing for under-resourced languages has been

receiving increasing attention in recent years, as awareness

of the potential role of speech technology in addressing

developmental challenges has grown [2]–[4]. The approaches

that have been followed can be arranged on a continuum

from systems that lean heavily on systems developed for

well-resourced languages ( [5], for example, uses an English

speech-recognition system to recognize speech in ten different

languages through phone mappings) to those that assemble all

the resources to develop independent systems in the targeted

under-resourced language. Van Heerden et al. [6] demonstrated

significant benefits in accuracy achievable with the latter class

of approaches for small-vocabulary speech recognition – but,

of course, at the cost of requiring all the necessary resources.

As mentioned in Section I, most work on lecture transcrip-

tion to date has been quite resource intensive. For example,

the system for American English described in [7] used an

acoustic model that had been trained on 121 hours of speech

and language models trained with more than 6 million words

of speech; more than 200 hours of transcribed lectures were

then used for the refinement and evaluation of that system.

Impressive results have been achieved in such efforts: the

MIT team reported word error rates as low as 17% for a

complete recognition task in [7], and have demonstrated that

very useful applications can be developed around a recognizer
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with that level of accuracy. Similarly, a note-taking system for

Japanese lectures – described in [8] – was able to improve

the producitivity of human editors by a large margin. That

system was based on acoustic models trained with the 658-

hour Corpus of Spoken Japanese.

A crucial aspect of our approach is its reliance on whatever

transcriptions are available; such “approximate” transcriptions

have received significant attention since the pioneering work

of Lamel et al. [9]. A three step approach – consisting of (1)

data segmentation, (2) word-based alignment and (3) filtering

– has gained wide acceptance, and several algorithms have

been proposed for each of these steps: see [10] for a recent

review, which specifically addresses the challenges of under-

resourced languages. The filtered data is subsequently used to

train or adapt acoustic models, using standard approaches for

supervised training.

Recently, the use of unsupervised training has received sig-

nificant attention [11]–[13]. Acoustic models are constructed

from untranscribed data, and these are improved in an iterative

fashion. Two types of approaches are used: (1) using no re-

sources apart from the acoustic data, and (2) when a language

model is available to guide recognition. In the first case only

preliminary results have been achieved while requiring very

large corpora as input [12], [13]. In the latter case, working

systems are achieved without the use of transcribed audio, but

then the existence of good language models is an important

prerequisite for system development [11].

III. APPROACH

Our Afrikaans spoken lectures corpus currently consists of

12 recorded lectures (9 male and 3 female) in various domains.

(We are planning on extending the corpus significantly in the

coming months.) These lectures vary in duration from less

than 5 minutes to approximately 45 minutes. A variety of

acoustic conditions prevail in the lectures – generally, static

microphones were employed in somewhat noisy classrooms.

While all lectures have corresponding transcriptions that vary

from approximate to accurate, no segmentation information is

available (that is, no information is supplied with regard to

which portions are transcribed and where they start or stop).

A. Text normalization

The lectures in question were transcribed by different tran-

scribers over a period of 4 years, resulting in predictable in-

consistencies with regard to transcription protocols for entities

such as numbers and abbreviations. Disfluencies, repetitions

and filled pauses were also not transcribed consistently (some

transcribers would include them in detail, while others would

transcribe as if the speech was fluent and grammatically

correct). Spelling mistakes were also common, which can be

detrimental to automatic pronunciation prediction approaches.

Another problem – expected to be common in many resource

scarce environments – is the frequent use of English words

and informal speech during lectures.

All of the abovementioned problems need to be addressed

in this domain, not only for the purpose of alignment using

acoustic models, but also to enable accurate and efficient

indexing of such a corpus.

The specific approach we followed to perform text normal-

ization entailed a six-step process:

• The entire corpus was spell-checked using an Afrikaans

spellchecker.

• Proper names were identified by inspecting all capital-

ized words. Once identified, pronunciations were created

manually.

• Abbreviations and acronyms were identified by consid-

ering all words with 4 or fewer letters, with at most

one vowel. Pronunciations for both the spoken as well

as the abbreviated form were then created and added to

the dictionary.

• Numbers written as digits were normalized to their spo-

ken form where there was no ambiguity. Where ambiguity

exists (for example in the pronunciation of “100”, where

the “one” is often omitted), the number was replaced with

a special token, with both corresponding pronunciations

being allowed in the dictionary.

• Possible English words were identified in a South African

English dictionary. Because there is non-negligible over-

lap between English and Afrikaans words, both the

English pronunciation and an Afrikaans pronunciation

(generated by rules if necessary) were retained for such

words.

• Pronunciations were automatically generated for any re-

maining words not in our reference dictionary, using

the Default & Refine algorithm [14] and the reference

dictionary from [15].

B. Alignment

We wanted to investigate the alignment of the lectures under

two conditions: one where we have a well-trained Afrikaans

acoustic model available, and another where we try to align the

corpus using a well-trained American English acoustic model.

1) NCHLT Afrikaans models: For the first approach, we

trained a model using the NCHLT Afrikaans corpus [16],

which consists of 185 speakers, with approximately 500 3-

5 word utterances per speaker. This amounts to approximately

80 hours of high-bandwidth speech.

The acoustic model was trained on 39 dimensional Mel

frequency cepstral coefficients (13 static with cepstral mean

normalization, 13 deltas and 13 double deltas). The hidden

Markov models (trained with HTK [17]) were standard 3-state

left to right tied-state triphone models, with 7 mixtures per

state and semi tied transforms. The tied states were created

using decision tree clustering. A 14 mixture garbage model

was then trained on the entire corpus and combined with this

initial model. This model was then used to perform initial

alignment, inserting optional garbage markers between words

to absorb disfluencies as well as inaccurately transcribed and

untranscribed portions.

At this stage, we had initial alignments, with potentially

untranscribed or poorly transcribed sections marked by the

garbage model. The next step entailed salvaging as much of
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the good quality alignments as possible for further retraining.

This was accomplished by following an approach described

in [10], which is based on a dynamic-programming (DP)

phone string alignment procedure. It compares the result

of a forced alignment with that of a free decode, using a

variable cost matrix, and subsequently identifies accurately

transcribed sections of audio and corresponding text. These

accurate portions were then in turn used to adapt the NCHLT

model on a per-lecture basis, using MAP adaptation, followed

by another round of alignment. MAP adaptation was only

performed where a lecture was at least 15 minutes in duration

(and in those cases we adapted on approximately half of the

available speech, retaining the other half for evaluation).

2) WSJ models: In resource-scare environments, large cor-

pora such as the NCHLT Afrikaans corpus are generally not

available. While we know that a model trained on data from

the target-language is likely to produce better alignments, it

is interesting to determine how closely one can approximate

the language-specific results when using a well-trained model

from a different language.

For this reason, we trained an American English acoustic

model using the WSJ corpus and the CMU pronunciation

dictionary, using the same parameters as for the NCHLT

Afrikaans model. We followed an iterative approach, where

the first iteration required remapping of phones from both

languages to come up with a common phone set. We employed

linguistic knowledge to generate such a mapping. As the

transcription conventions used in the CMU dictionary do

not model the schwa (/ax/) separately (it is modelled as

an unstressed variant of the other vowels that are marked

explicitly in the dictionary), we first employed an interpolated

phoneme mapping to identify likely occurrences of schwas.

Specifically (using ARPABET notation) all the /eh r/, /uh r/,

/uw r/, /ih r/, /iy r/ and /er/ samples were mapped to /eh ax r/,

/uh ax r/, /uw ax r/, /ih ax r/, /iy ax r/ and /ax r/ respectively

and the unstressed /ah/ mapped to /ax/ (retaining stressed /ah/

as /ah/). Once the dictionary was reformatted, each phoneme

(or combination of phonemes) was mapped directly to their

closest Afrikaans counterparts. 18 of the phonemes could be

mapped directly, the remainder are listed in Table I. Only two

English phonemes - /dh/ and /th/ - were not used.

This model was then used to align the lectures (again

inserting a garbage model between words), followed by the

DP alignment procedure described above and corpus segmen-

tation. MAP adaptation was then performed on a per-lecture

basis (where enough data was available), and globally for use

with those lectures with less than 15 minutes of audio – the

same training and test segments as for the NCHLT corpus were

employed. The process of alignment and corpus segmentation

was repeated using the MAP adapted model. The segmented

corpus resulting from this second iteration was then used to

train a new Afrikaans model from scratch, using the original

Afrikaans phone set. These models were again MAP adapted

on a per lecture basis.

3) Alignment durations: The direct alignment of long lec-

tures can be computationally very expensive. In order to get

TABLE I
Source models for Afrikaans where direct mappings were not available.

English Afrikaans Example
(ARPABET) (SAMPA) English Afrikaans

iy ax; ih ax i@ peer geen
uw ax; uh ax u@ poor boom
ih; iy i kin, keen sien
iy ax; ih ax 2: peer museum
ax 9 (SAE) this put
ih; iy y kin, keen vuur
hh x hand gaan
aw a u allow gauteng
ay a i abide baie
ch t S choke tjalie
oy O i ahoy boikot
jh d Z joke jazz

an intuition of the relationship between audio length and

alignment duration – and thus, to decide whether a pre-

segmentation step is justified – we aligned various lengths

of segmented lectures.

IV. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Several experiments were conducted to determine to what

degree lectures can be processed in resource scarce environ-

ments. We discuss the implications of lecture duration and

the corresponding computational cost of alignment in Section

IV-B. Different approaches to improving alignment accuracy

are discussed in Section IV-C and the implications of speaker

adaptation on alignment accuracy is described in Section IV-D.

A. Experimental setup

From an acoustic modeling perspective, two different ap-

proaches were followed; a well trained Afrikaans model (de-

scribed in section III-B1) was used to align Afrikaans lectures,

and a bootstrapping approach was followed whereby a well

trained American English model (see section III-B2) was used

for alignment of the same set of lectures. The reason for

the two different approaches is to firstly test the feasibility

of lecture transcription in resource-scarce environments where

no data in the target language is available, and secondly to

determine how detrimental the lack of target-language acoustic

models is at various stages in the processing chain.

In order to quantify the quality of our bootstrapped model,

as well as alignment accuracy, a time aligned, accurate

evaluation set is required. Since the audio in our corpus

is only accompanied by approximate transcriptions, word or

phone recognition – which would have been the standard

way of evaluating our bootstrapped model – is infeasible.

The transcriptions are also not time aligned, complicating the

evaluation of our alignment accuracy.

Davel et al. [10] used 3 measures to quantify corpus and

model improvement while processing internet harvested cor-

pora accompanied by approximate transcriptions: (a) amount

of audio absorbed by the garbage model, (b) average frame

log likelihood and (c) average DP score. These measures

were found to correlate well with each other, as well as with
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phoneme accuracy as estimated on a carefully transcribed

subset of data. We adopted these same measures to quantify

performance on spoken lecture alignment.

Another measure, duration-independent overlap rate [18]

was employed to evaluate alignment accuracy. For this mea-

sure, 100 randomly selected word instances were manually

time aligned across the corpus (50 within the segments that

were used for MAP adaptation, and 50 in the segments that

were used for evaluation only).

Eight systems were evaluated. The following notation is

employed in tables II and III:

• WSJ refers to the WSJ model where phone mappings,

as described in table I were employed. A garbage model

was also used in conjunction with this model.

• WSJ no gm is the same as the model mentioned above,

except that no garbage model was trained. This is the only

instance of the WSJ process where no garbage modeling

was used.

• WSJ + MAP/spk refers to speaker adaption using the

training subset from the longer lectures, on a per lecture

basis. A pooled model was also created by performing

MAP adaptation using all training data (including the

shorter lectures). Whenever a lecture had its own MAP

adapted model, that model was then used to align and

segment the lecture, using techniques described in [10].

If no such model exists, the pooled model was used for

segmentation.

• The segmented “corpus” of training data was then used

to retrain an Afrikaans spoken lecture (ASL) model from

scratch. Since the segmented corpus contains Afrikaans

lecture transcription data, the original Afrikaans phoneset

was used. This model was again used to segment the

corpus.

• ASL + MAP/spk refers to another round of speaker

adaptation using the ASL model

• For the assumption of the existence of a target-language

acoustic model, we used the Afrikaans NCHLT corpus

(NCHLT), together with a garbage model.

• NCHLT no gm is again the only instance where no

garbage modeling was used.

• Speaker adaptation was again used to adapt this model

on a per lecture basis (NCHLT + MAP/spk).

B. Time implications of alignment length

University lectures in South Africa are typically at least 30

minutes or longer in duration. As mentioned before, alignment

of such lectures is useful for indexing and general processing.

Naive alignment is expected to take very long, though, as other

researchers have noted [19]. However, solutions in resource

rich languages entail the use of language models. In the ab-

sence of well-trained language models, the computational cost

of aligning very long audio segments and the corresponding

trade-off with manual labour becomes an important issue to

investigate.

For this purpose, we manually segmented the spoken-

lectures corpus into 5, 10, 20 minute and longer (original
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Fig. 1. Alignment and decoding times as a function of audio duration, for
several lectures and lecture segments.

duration) segments. Alignment and decoding of each segment

were performed and timed on a single processor of a standard

desktop compute server. Figure 1 displays the result of this

timed alignment (and also for decoding, which we discuss

below). A relationship that is significantly worse than linear

is observed between alignment duration and the duration of the

audio being aligned. The longest lecture, which is 42 minutes

in duration, took approximately 97 hours to align, whereas the

short segments were aligned in less than real time.

The graph confirms that either manual intervention, where

lectures are segmented into 5 minute segments, or some au-

tomatic approach where smaller chunks are iteratively aligned

against the text until the best match is found, would be much

more computationally efficient than simply aligning entire

lectures.

C. Alignment accuracy

Alignment accuracy was evaluated using 4 measures, as

described in Section IV-A. Duration independent overlap was

measured across two sets of manually time aligned words. The

first set of 50 words was selected from those lectures which are

long enough to allow for a sizable amount of speech for MAP

adaptation (after some held-out sections have been removed,

typically the last half of the lecture). Another set of 50 words

was selected from the remaining, much shorter lectures. DP

scores, average frame log likelihood and percentage of audio

absorbed by the garbage model were only measured on the

held-out subset from the longer lectures.

From Tables II and III, it is clear that having a target-

language acoustic model available is the best case scenario.

However, it is very encouraging to see that a bootstrapping

approach can get very similar performance, at least as far as

alignment accuracy is concerned. It would be interesting to

see how these results scale when performing indexing or word

recognition.
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TABLE II
Duration independent overlap rate when using different models for

alignment.

model 50 words 100 words

WSJ 66.94 61.62
WSJ + MAP/spk 77.79 -
WSJ no gm 80.54 73.63
NCHLT no gm 83.65 76.84
ASL 85.80 -
ASL + MAP/spk 86.64 -
NCHLT 88.53 82.76
NCHLT + MAP/spk 93.37 -

TABLE III
Improvements observed during model refinement and alignment, reported on

the evaluation set.

model Avg DPS log P non-speech (%)

WSJ no gm -0.270 -91.79 36.37
WSJ -0.130 -88.46 58.60
NCHLT no gm -0.076 -84.28 27.68
WSJ + MAP/spk -0.063 -84.56 45.74
NCHLT -0.016 -84.05 46.29
ASL 0.163 -77.46 42.17
ASL + MAP/spk 0.217 -76.77 41.67
NCHLT + MAP/spk 0.236 -81.42 42.53

D. The effect of speaker adaptation

As expected, speaker adaptation seems to be beneficial to

the process of alignment. This is most obvious from the

difference between the system trained on segmented ASL data,

compared to the ASL system which was MAP adapted to

particular speakers.

The spoken lecture domain is different from general ASR

corpora, in that one can expect to receive substantial amounts

of data from a particular speaker who is lecturing a course. Our

hope is thus that as the corpus grows, enough data will become

available to train speaker specific models instead of having to

adapt from a larger model. The amount of data at which this

transition occurs (i.e. where a speaker-specific model is more

accurate than a general, adapted model) will be investigated

in future work.

E. The effect of garbage modeling

The garbage model we employed was very effective when

used with the NCHLT model, as can be seen from Table III.

All measurements (except the percentage of non-speech audio,

which is not easy to interpret without knowledge of how much

real speech is present) agree that garbage modeling is very

beneficial to the process.

On the WSJ model, the picture looks quite different, though.

From the amount of non-speech, it seems that our garbage

model is too greedy. The exact reason why it misbehaves with

WSJ as opposed to NCHLT is an interesting and important

research question that needs to be answered for this technique

to be completely robust. Our hypothesis is that language differ-

ences (between the model being employed and the audio being
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Fig. 2. DET curves displaying the result of an initial STD system. Results
are displayed when using average frame log-likelihoods and DP scores
respectively.

aligned) can lead to predictable failures of the garbage-model

approach. In particular, if the triphone models do not model

the target language well, the more general garbage model

(which has a large variance) becomes a better match than the

closest matching phone. One easy remedy may be to use fewer

mixtures with the triphone models, or to explicitly penalize the

garbage model based on language distance measures, such as

the Levenstein distance.

F. Initial indexing results

Initial spoken term detection (STD, or indexing) results

are displayed in figure 2. STD was performed by using a

grammar which allows any number (including zero) of the

specific term being searched for to be detected in a single file.

As an alternative, a garbage-silence hybrid model is allowed

in parallel and between terms.

DP scoring using a flat confidence matrix, as used in [10],

is clearly the superior confidence measure when compared

to average frame log-likelihoods. Future work will entail

evaluating indexing on accurately transcribed lectures and

using either linguistically motivated or data-driven scoring

matrices for DP scoring.

V. CONCLUSION

Initial work towards processing spoken lectures in resource-

scarce environments has been presented. It has been shown

that having target-language acoustic models is beneficial to the

processing of these lectures in general. However, the results

from using a well-trained model from a different language in a

recursive bootstrapping procedure are encouraging. We will in

future evaluate how these results correlate with actual lecture

transcription word error rates. The WSJ results also seem to

suggest (in line with observations in [10]) that with only a

couple of hours of approximately transcribed lectures, one

should be able to erase the initial difference observed between
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starting the process with a target-language model, as opposed

to a model from a different language. While we expect this

technique to generalize well to other resource-scarce languages

where reasonable phone mappings can be found, it will be

interesting to verify.

It will also be interesting to see to what extent our initial

corpus can be extended, using a recursive word-recognition

and unsupervised-retraining approach. Given the results that

we have achieved to date, we are confident that lecture-

transcription services with a usable accuracy can be created

for languages with limited resources – we therefore also

look forward to investigating the practical application of such

services in multilingual schools and universities.
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Abstract—The quality of corpus-based text-to-speech (TTS)
systems depends on the accuracy of phonetic annotation (align-
ments) which directly influences the process of acoustic modelling.
In this paper we discuss the rapid development of accurate
alignments for new languages in an under-resourced context
based on an investigation of automatically obtained alignments
of an Afrikaans speech corpus. We show that certain classes
of inaccuracies can be effectively detected by acoustic analyses.
Furthermore we discuss systematically addressing identified in-
accuracies and evaluate the impact of such a process on synthesis
quality of a statistical parametric synthesiser in this context.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Recently the development of tools enabling the efficient ma-
chine learning of pronunciation [1] and acoustic models [2] have
allowed the rapid development of robust and intelligible “baseline”
systems (implemented with few language-specific modules) in under-
resourced environments [3]. However, successful deployment is ham-
pered by the lack of naturalness achievable by such basic systems
based on speech corpora of neutral prosody and careful pronunciation.
This is especially the case in contexts where users are not familiar
with TTS technology and its idiosyncrasies [4].

The rapid development of systems based on small speech corpora
(comparable in size to [5]) of more naturally read speech raises
additional considerations not only related to increased prosodic
variation, but also increased phonetic variation (i.e. the possible
realisations of specific phonemes). Examples of such variation are
natural phonological processes such as assimilation and deletion
(which is often language- and speaker-specific). In the ideal case
well estimated context-specific acoustic models based on phonemic
transcriptions are essentially appropriate phonetic models, however
when the corpus size is limited and more contexts are shared between
models, more phonetic variation may degrade synthesised speech
quality in certain contexts.

Furthermore, additional concerns (typical in under-resourced con-
texts) that have the potential to affect acoustic modelling success
include:

• Source text often lacks sufficient coverage from different do-
mains and/or exhibit quality problems such as code switching
and large amounts of unpronounceable (by standard spelling
rules) tokens. This compromises phonetic coverage and poten-
tially also fluency during recording.

• Language-specific knowledge and/or implementations are usu-
ally not immediately available and thus systems often rely on
generic text analysis and pronunciation prediction modules (see
Section II for more details).

• Practitioners and voice talents involved in recordings are often
not familiar with the technological constraints or are inexperi-
enced, making the reduction of phonetic variation at this stage
impractical.

In this paper we investigate the above concerns starting with an
analysis of automatically obtained phonetic alignments of a typical
corpus (Section II). In Section III we explore the possibility of auto-
matically detecting potential problems (discrepancies) in alignments
based on acoustic analysis. Sections IV and V discuss a systematic
way of addressing discrepancies and the details of the intervention
on our corpus. This is followed by an analytical and perceptual
evaluation on the resulting acoustic models, a discussion on the
contribution of this work and proposal of future work (Sections VI
and VII).

II. SPEECH CORPUS AND ERROR ANALYSIS

A single speaker Afrikaans speech corpus carefully recorded in a
professional studio environment for the purpose of TTS development
is presented here. It is based on text consisting of 1005 sentences
selected for diphone unit coverage [6]. The corpus was automati-
cally aligned using a Hidden Markov Model-based (HMM) forced-
alignment process (as described in [7]) to the output of our system’s
natural language processing (NLP) front-end, resulting in the corpus
statistics presented in Table I. The front-end currently implements
basic tokenisation, phrase break insertion based on punctuation,
pronunciation prediction via grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) rewrite
rules and rule-based syllabification. The G2P rules, trained using
the Default&Refine algorithm [1] from a phonemic pronunciation
dictionary, is the sole source of pronunciation prediction, resulting
in exactly one possible pronunciation for each word. This repre-
sents a “baseline” TTS system and reflects a typical scenario when
developing TTS for under-resourced languages. Components that
are notably absent compared to more advanced systems are part-
of-speech tagging, morphological analysis and sophisticated phrase
break prediction.

Utterances Phrases Words Syllables Phones

1005 1134 9225 15153 40451

TABLE I
ORIGINAL CORPUS STATISTICS

The corpus was manually inspected using Praat [8] with word,
syllable and phone alignments visible. During this process, the
following set of discrepancies were identified and labelled according
to the source of the discrepancy:

A: Pronunciation mismatches due to under-articulation in con-
tinuous speech (e.g. deletions, assimilation or reduction).

B: Gross alignment errors (i.e. alignment errors that are clearly
visible during inspection).

C: Alignment discrepancies due to unexpected pauses.
D: Mispronunciations (usually due to speaker error or extreme

dialectal variation from expected case).
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E: Label or alignment discrepancies due to transcription mis-
matches (usually due to uncaught reading mistakes).

F: Pronunciation mismatches due to foreign words.
G: Pronunciation mismatches due to G2P inaccuracies.

Discrepancies falling into these classes were marked on the word
level. With the exception of A and C, all classes could be consistently
identified but due to the tediousness of the manual process it is likely
that a certain number of existing cases were overlooked. In the case of
A, the phenomena occur in varying degrees making it only possible to
consistently identify extreme cases. Table II contains frequencies of
affected speech units (cases are not necessarily mutually exclusive):

Class Utterances Words

A > 105 > 122
B 39 60
C 272 352
D 12 12
E 59 85
F 52 68
G 95 104

Total > 493 > 791

TABLE II
DISCREPANCY FREQUENCIES

Having no discrepancies in these classes would be ideal in the
sense that it would mean that the corpus is both error free and
that the TTS front-end is perfectly predicting all relevant aspects
(pronunciation, phrasing, etc.) of the specific speaker’s speech. This
would allow the acoustic modelling to proceed optimally given
features that can be predicted from the text and thus effectively used
during synthesis.

Based on the frequency of occurrence of discrepancies (conserva-
tively about 49% of utterances and 9% of words), it is fair to assume
that the quality of acoustic models will be significantly affected.
Moreover, our experience is that this is a typical example when
working in an under-resourced environment (due to the difficulties
listed in Section I).

The following section explores the possibility of automatically
detecting the discrepancy classes presented in this section.

III. DETECTING DISCREPANCIES

In order to flag the most significant discrepancies we evaluated a
few features directly obtainable from the process of alignment and
acoustic modelling.

Alignment log-likelihoods: using the log-likelihoods obtained from
the forced-alignment process performed in Section II. Mean word
scores are calculated from scores output by HTK [9].

Mel-cepstral distance: comparing synthetic speech samples with
original instances from the corpus (similar to the distortion measure
used in [10]). We evaluated two approaches: firstly simply training
HTS [2] models (see Section V) on the full corpus and synthesizing
all the training utterances and secondly in a 10-fold cross validation
fashion where 10% test-sets where held out for comparison. The
comparison of individual speech samples were attempted using both a
dynamic time warping (DTW) approach as well as using the durations
of the original speech alignments to allow direct frame-by-frame
comparisons (as done in [10]). For the feature extraction we followed
the convention used in [11] (in the section on DTW for alignment),
simply using the Euclidean distance between static and delta (without
energy; 24 coefficients in total) Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCCs extracted with Edinburgh Speech Tools [12] every 5ms,
using 25ms Hamming windows). We also experimented with the Ma-
halanobis distance (with the covariance in each experiment calculated
on the training set) without additional success (results are not reported
here).

Absolute duration differences: calculating the duration difference
between synthesised samples and aligned original samples from the
corpus.

A. Results

By examining detection rates of words identified in Section II using
these features, we identify which of the features are most effective at
highlighting discrepancies from the different classes defined above,
but also gain insight into how these discrepancy classes are potentially
affecting the acoustic modelling process. Figures 1 to 7 show receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curves when using basic statistics (the
mean distance or absolute duration difference) on the word level to
flag potential discrepancies.
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Fig. 1. ROC curves for class A for the features described in Section III

As mentioned in Section II, class A discrepancies were the most
difficult to mark consistently, ranging from assimilation and deletions,
to vowel reduction and voicing changes in some consonants. Con-
sidering the non-homogeneous nature (acoustically) of this class, the
shape of the best ROC curve is understandable. It is also noted that
none of the features based on comparison with TTS acoustic models
are effective here. This is not unexpected, as the “full-context” TTS
models can be expected to model these effects more effectively than
simple triphone models used during alignment.
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Fig. 2. ROC curves for class B for the features described in Section III
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Class B discrepancies most often co-occurred with other problems
(especially class E) to the extent that for the purposes of troubleshoot-
ing alignments, almost all of these cases might be reclassified into
other classes based on underlying cause.
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Fig. 3. ROC curves for class C for the features described in Section III

In class C, there is again more than one exact cause for pauses (or
silences) that are not modelled by the TTS front-end. Two of the most
prevalent being: undetected phrase breaks and glottal closures (which
occurs before some vowels and often between two vowels that do not
flow into each other). The best curve (based on the duration difference
measure) presumably detects the longer pauses due to missed phrase
breaks (which are not predictable from phonological context) well,
but is less effective in the case of glottal closures which are shorter
and phonologically more predictable.
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Fig. 4. ROC curves for class D for the features described in Section III

The remaining classes all present clear (easily identifiable) dis-
crepancies between the audio and predicted labels (and associated
alignments), with class E being the easiest to detect and G relatively
difficult (presumably because of the fact that G2P errors occur in a
more consistent/predictable way).

Comparison of the alignment log-likelihood with the cepstral
distance features in general seems to suggest that the cepstral distance
is more effective at detecting the identified discrepancies in this
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Fig. 5. ROC curves for class E for the features described in Section III
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Fig. 6. ROC curves for class F for the features described in Section III

context. The exception is A discussed above. In the case of class
C, the duration difference is clearly a sensible measure.

These results should allow us to design automated or machine-
assisted corpus refinement processes or may be applied during
the synthesis process (similar to the way in which alignment log-
likelihoods are used in some unit-selection systems [13]), especially
when corpora of similar nature are used.

In the following section we consider how such refinements can be
efficiently effected.

IV. ADDRESSING IDENTIFIED DISCREPANCIES

Technically, the simplest idea is to discard parts of the data exhibit-
ing large discrepancies. We briefly experimented with this approach
by systematically removing utterances based on the mel-cepstral
distance measure without succeeding in improving the perceivable
quality of HMM-based synthesis or measured cepstral difference (as
in section VI-A).

An alternative is to resolve discrepancies before acoustic mod-
elling. Manual correction of alignments might result in a more
accurately annotated corpus, but would lead to a disconnect between
the labels predicted by the TTS front-end and acoustic models
which might lead to a degradation in synthesis quality, especially
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Fig. 7. ROC curves for class G for the features described in Section III

for contexts where consistent mismatches (such as class A) might
have allowed acoustic models to compensate for discrepancies [14].
Given these considerations and the analysis presented in Sections

II and III, we evaluate a framework for resolving discrepancies based
on allowing multiple pronunciation variations during the alignment
stage, similar to what is described in [13], but additionally allowing
us to include pronunciation variation that only occurs in certain
utterance contexts (e.g. deletions due to cross-word contexts). This
framework (depicted in Figure 8) allows us to resolve difficult cases
automatically (relying on alignment models to select an appropriate
transcription) and capture relevant variation (e.g. speaker-specific
pronunciations) for possible use at synthesis time.
By multiplexing predictions from complete TTS front-ends via a

context-specific pronunciation dictionary (where different instances
of a word occuring in different contexts are allowed to have distinct
pronunciations), one is afforded flexibility to implement speaker-
specific pronunciation variation using the most compact or appropri-
ate mechanism available (e.g. speaker-specific lexicon, phonological
rules, etc.) which is then presented to the alignment stage as a set of
straightforward context-specific pronunciation variants (on the word
level). Training of HMM models for alignment follows the standard
recipe (see [9] Chapter 3), using the “standard front-end” for initial
pronunciations and selecting more appropriate alternatives during
the “re-alignment” stage prior to final embedded re-estimation and
forced-alignment.
In the final sections of this paper we investigate the impact of

addressing identified discrepancies, in the way described in this
section, on HMM-based acoustic models. The next section starts by
describing the details of intervention and acoustic modelling on our
corpus.

V. AFRIKAANS VOICE

For alignment of our corpus we decided to address the problem
classes within the framework defined in the previous section, using
our original TTS front-end as the “standard-frontend” and one
additional “speaker-specific front-end”. The letters in parentheses
in Figure 8 indicate where each of the discrepancy classes were
addressed and a description follows.
Our speaker-specific front-end starts out by inheriting all processes

and resources from the original front-end. We then specialise this
implementation to address class A and D discrepancies by applying
phonological rules occurring in continuous speech after initial pro-
nunciation prediction (described in section V-A) and a pronunciation
addendum which overrides the standard pronunciations respectively.
Class C and E discrepancies are addressed in the orthographic

�����

�����

Fig. 8. Alignment and acoustic modelling process

transcriptions by inserting commas (our original front-end inserts
phrase breaks based on punctuation) and correcting any transcription
errors. The remaining F and G discrepancies are addressed in the
original front-end in the pronunciation addendum and main lexicon
respectively. We did not explicitly address issues marked as class
B, believing that resolving other classes would generally lead to
resolution of these problems (see discussion in Section III). However,
if these were to be addressed, a logical way would be to edit
alignments directly, assuming that any remaining cases of this nature
are simple failures of the automated alignment process. Table III
quantifies the extent of manual intervention as described in this
paragraph.

Original front-end

Additional pronunciation entries 98

Speaker-specific front-end

Additional pronunciation entries 111
Phonological rules 3

Transcriptions

Sentences edited 317

TABLE III
MANUAL INTERVENTION

Although we also implemented optional insertion of pauses (as
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done in [13]) between words, this resulted in 1208 insertions (com-
pared to the 352 manually identified - see Table II). Thus, in order
to handle this information automatically we would need to further
investigate the accurate classification of phrase breaks as done in
[15].

A. Phonological rules

As stated, phonological rules generating alternative word pronun-
ciations in certain contexts were implemented. No attempt was made
to define an exhaustive list of known rules for Afrikaans, but rules
were based on inspection of the lowest scoring words (based on the
alignment log-likelihoods and cepstral distances described in Section
III). This led to the implementation of 3 phonological rules addressing
deletion of phones in different contexts of continuous speech:

1) Where the first sound of a word can be deleted (e.g. the word
sequence “van die” is often realised [fAni] instead of [fAndi]).

2) Where the last sound of a word can be deleted (e.g. “met die”
is often realised [mEdi] instead of [mEtdi]).

3) Where the [r] can be deleted at the end of the first syllable [f@r]
in a polysyllabic word (e.g. in the word “verklaar”).

B. Acoustic modelling

In this section we describe the acoustic modelling process for
the purpose of evaluation. Re-aligning the corpus with the above
amendments (Section IV) resulted in the corpus statistics in Table
IV. HMM-based acoustic models were trained using the standard
demonstration script available as part of the HMM-based Speech
Synthesis System (HTS) version 2.2 [2]. Model labels (features)
similar to [16] were used (as far as these features were available
- recall details of the TTS front-end implementation described in
Section II). For the model tying decision tree, phone and word
contexts as well as phonetic classes defined in the phone set (e.g.
broad phonetic classes and features such as plosives, nasals, vowels,
voicing, etc.) were used to define questions.

Utterances Phrases Words Syllables Phones

1005 1428 9216 15094 40233

TABLE IV
NEW CORPUS STATISTICS

For the experiments in Section VI-A we randomly selected a small
set of utterances to serve as a test set. Alignments for the test set were
manually corrected by checking all segment labels, phrase breaks
and in some isolated cases moving segment boundaries. This process
resulted in the corpus statistics as shown in Table V.

Set Utterances Phrases Words Syllables Phones

Train 955 1356 8772 14351 38263

Test 50 69 444 741 1949

TABLE V
TRAINING AND TEST SET STATISTICS

VI. RESULTS

In the following sections we evaluate the effects of the work
presented in Section V on resulting synthetic speech.

A. Mel-cepstral distance

Firstly, we measure the mel-cepstral distance between the synthe-
sised test utterances (Table V) and original speech samples, using
the phone label sequences as corrected. The original and updated
alignment procedures are compared in this way by complete re-
alignment and re-training of acoustic models for subsets of the
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Fig. 9. Results: Mean mel-cepstral distance on the held-out test set. The
solid line represents the mean distance when using the original alignments
and the dashed line when using the updated alignments.

training utterances ranging from 1% to 100%. The result is presented
in Figure 9.
We observe consistently lower distances over the test set when

using the updated alignments (based on the process in Figure 8),
suggesting that the process is robust and results in a positive effect
(as defined by our test set) on acoustic models.

B. Perceptual evaluation

Ultimately, we would like determine whether the improvement
in spectral quality suggested by results in the previous section
combined with the expected improvement in phrase prosody (due
to the clarification of phrase breaks in the training corpus) translates
into an overall improvement in perceived quality of the synthesised
speech in our context.
While the alignment process (Figure 8) is able to select different

pronunciations for different instances of the same word, our current
implementation requires selecting a consistent strategy (i.e. we have
to choose either the original or speaker-specific front-end) during
synthesis time.
For this evaluation we choose to use the original front-end to

determine the effect of enforcing this style (of pronunciation) from
the given corpus. Our preliminary informal trials confirmed that the
synthesis of contexts covered by the implemented phonological rules
(e.g. “van die”) using the original front-end results in noticeably
clearer realisations of phones compared to acoustic models based
on the original alignments.
To test overall preference we asked 11 respondents to indicate

preference between 13 single-phrase sentence pairs synthesised with
the original front-end, but using acoustic models based on the differ-
ent alignment sets (Tables I and IV). For each sentence comparison
we also invited respondents to list specific words in the utterances
that influenced their decision as well as general comments.
The results of this evaluation (143 utterance comparisons) is

presented in Table VI, showing the number of utterances preferred
according to alignment set (or no preference). According to McNe-
mar’s test statistic using the chi-squared distribution with 1 degree
of freedom, the 95% confidence level is given by:

(|b− c| − 0.5)2

b+ c
≥ 3.841 (1)

A chi-squared value of 1.894 implies that the perceptual difference
on our sample of short sentences is not significant.
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Original New No preference Total χ
2

48 63 32 143 1.894

TABLE VI
PERCEPTUAL PREFERENCE

We discuss our results in the following section, followed by
conclusions drawn from the work presented.

C. Discussion

Based on the results presented in VI-A and the inspection of
synthesised examples of contexts covered by the implemented phono-
logical rules, we argue that the work presented in Section V results
in clearer phonetic models (i.e. models that are acoustically closer in
nature to their phonetic labels). In Section I we argued why this might
be beneficial in the case of acoustic modelling in sparse contexts.
Furthermore, a more phonetically (as opposed to phonemically)
labelled corpus could ease research and development of polyglot
systems or systems based on resource sharing where phone sets from
different languages need to be combined or compared.
In Section VI-B we asked respondents to indicate general pref-

erence, inviting them to comment on aspects of the speech that
influenced their decisions. According to these comments decisions
were most often made based on prosodic differences and respondents
were less sensitive to under-articulation in samples based on the
original alignments. Though we suspect that the clarification of phrase
breaks in the updated alignments had a positive effect on prosody
and phone durations in some samples, the lack of information (such
as word emphasis) included in the front-end implementations could
explain some of the variable results. Another point worth noting is
that the modelling of fundamental frequency (f0) in HTS is tied
to the phone identity and thus the process of training followed by
application of acoustic models in a different context (e.g. by using
the original front-end during synthesis) might affect f0 generation
negatively.
A more extensive perceptual experiment including multi-phrase

sentences (including evaluation of unit-selection voices) could result
in significant further insight.
In the following section we present our conclusions.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we considered the rapid development of accurate
alignments for new languages in an under-resourced context based on
an investigation of automatically obtained alignments of an Afrikaans
speech corpus.
Here we highlight contributions and conclusions:

• An analysis of automatically obtained alignments for our corpus
resulted in the definition of classes of discrepancies in align-
ments according to underlying cause.

• Methods of acoustic analysis were presented and evaluated for
their utility in detection of identified discrepancies. We show
that a number of problems can be effectively detected and
that the mel-cepstral distance measure is more effective than
the alignment log-likelihood scores for detecting a number of
problem classes.

• We described an alignment framework and demonstrated how
the identified problem classes can be addressed effectively. It
was shown that following such a process on our corpus led to
synthesised speech that is closer to natural speech (in terms of
mel-cepstral distance on our manually aligned test set).

• A perceptual evaluation has highlighted further aspects that need
to be considered in order to improve the quality of synthesised
speech in this context.

To summarise, the work in this paper has taken a step in the
direction of rapidly developing a more phonetic (as opposed to

phonemic) annotation of a speech corpus. Future work could focus
on further automation of this process, for example by applying the
information obtained in Section III to propose phonological rules
and alternative pronunciations (as implemented in Section V) without
manual intervention, as well as incorporating phrase break detection
as done in [15].
Towards the ultimate goal of improved synthesis quality, further

work on automatically adapting the TTS front-end predictions based
on acoustic analyses (similar to [17]) is needed. Improved prosodic
modelling and synthesis also needs to be addressed in our Afrikaans
system in particular.
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Abstract — Raw digital mammography images suffer from a 

number of non-uniformities. These are due to variation in the X-

ray beam intensity and differences in pixel sensitivities. In 

addition, the images have columns of missing data caused by 

dead space between the die of the detector. Flat-field correction 

and an adaptive linear interpolation technique are successfully 

implemented to reduce non-uniformities and recreate the missing 
data in a prototype digital mammography system.  

Keywords: Flat-field correction; butting; mammography 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Breast cancer is the most frequently diagnosed cancer 

worldwide and accounts for 23.4% of new cancer cases in 

women in Southern Africa [1]. Mammography has shown 

success in diagnosing breast cancer due to its ability to detect 

small breast tumours and micro-calcifications [2]. It requires a 

high spatial (< 100 µm) and contrast resolution to be able to 

identify this level of detail. Full field digital mammography 
(FFDM) is a technique which captures an electronic image of 

X-rays transmitted through the breast. FFDM digital detectors

produce non-uniform images which must be corrected in order 

to display results in a diagnostically useful manner [3]. This 

paper presents a methodology used for correcting images from 

a digital mammographic prototype design. The methods were 

tested with the use of simulated images and a quality 

assurance standard breast phantom [4]. 

II. BACKGROUND

The images presented here were acquired using a slot-

scanning digital mammography system. This system contains 
a Hamamatsu S8658-01 CCD image sensor which uses time 

delay integration (TDI) and consists of three separate sensor 

units known as die. A Caesium Iodide scintillator is grown on 

top of a 3 μm fibre optic plate, glued onto the 221 mm × 

6.1 mm CCD array. Each die consists of a 1536 × 128 array of 

48 × 48 μm pixels, with a butting gap between die of 250-

350 μm [5].

The images acquired from this system present two main 

problems:  

1. non-uniformity 

2. missing pixels / dead space 

The non-uniformity is in part due to X-ray beam intensity 
variation. This is caused by X-ray tube heel effect and anode 

target material variation. In addition, each pixel has a different 

sensitivity which further contributes to non-uniformities in the 

image. Flat-field correction is a well-known method which is 

used to account for such non-uniformities. Missing pixels or 

dead space is caused by the space between each die in the 

detector. The Hamamatsu detector consists of a maximum gap 

of 350 μm, resulting in approximately a seven pixel wide gap.

The image data missing due to the butting dead space can be 

estimated and inserted using interpolation [6]. Figure 1 shows 

a model design of the slot scan system and illustrates the fan 

beam across the various sensor die.

Figure 1: Slot-scanning digital mammography system showing the fan beam 

across the different detector die.

III. METHODS

A. Flat-field Correction 

Fixed gain flat-field correction was implemented to correct for 

image intensity variation. This method uses a series of dark 

images (taken with no exposure) and a series of gain images 

(images at a fixed exposure with no object in the field) [7].

The process is implemented by the following equation:
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                      (1)

Where: 

is the corrected image 

and are matrix indices 

is the original image 

is the average of a series of dark images 

is the average of a series of gain images taken at an 

equivalent exposure. 

is a scalar quantity used to scale the result to the correct 

precision and is taken as the average of .  

The flat-field correction algorithm was applied to the 

following sets of images:

1. Simulated images. This was done to test the algorithm on 

a known image. The simulated images consist of a circle 

in order to represent the curve of a breast. Each half of the 

circle is given a different intensity to simulate the 

presence of two die at different sensitivities. A small 

amount of random noise was added to simulate true 
conditions. 

2. Uniform phantom images. A CIRS uniform slab Model 

014A was used to test the effects of the algorithm on 

conditions simulating breast tissue, but without any detail 

in the image. The phantom has a thickness of 

approximately 2cm [8]. Uniform phantom images were 

taken in TDI mode at 50mA, 33kV and using an

acquisition time of 10 000ms. The phantom was placed 

such that it overlapped two die.  

3. Breast phantom images. Images were acquired from a

CIRS Model 011A Breast Phantom [4] which is 
composed as shown in Figure 2. Acquisition conditions 

were the same as for the uniform phantom. 

To determine the appropriate gain image to use in the fixed 

gain correction, the intensity value within a region of 

homogenous tissue in the phantom image was measured, and 

the gain image with intensity closest to this value was used. 

However, it was important to ensure that the intensity of the 

gain image is never lower than that of the region of tissue,
since this will result in a loss of information [9]. An average 

of three gain images and three dark images were used in each 

correction.

Figure 2: Composition of CIRS Model 011A Breast Phantom [4].

B. Butting 

A common image processing method used to generate missing 

data is cubic interpolation. However, cubic interpolation has 

been shown to introduce artifacts when implemented on gaps 

as small as four pixels wide [10]. Since the Hamamatsu 

detector can have a pixel gap of up to seven pixels, cubic 

interpolation is not an ideal method. Xu et al. introduce a 

more complex adaptive linear interpolation method [6]. This 

method is more efficient at preserving edges of shapes, which 

often get ‘smudged’ by conventional interpolation techniques.

Furthermore, this technique has shown success with wider 

pixel gaps [6]. Based on this technique, the following 
algorithm was implemented:

1. Draw a horizontal line centred at the pixel to be 

interpolated (i.e. a pixel in the gap between 2 die). 

2. Rotate the line from 0° to ±50° at 10° intervals about the 

centre of the pixel. Xu et al. rotate the line up to 60°, 

however, their pixel gap is only a maximum of six pixels.

For a seven pixel gap it was decided to decrease this angle 

so that the interpolation pixels are not too far away from 

the pixel which is being interpolated. 

3. At each 10° increment, calculate the difference (D) 

between the known pixel intensity values on either end of 
the line. If the line does not reach the exact centre of a 

pixel, use a weighted average between that pixel and the 

pixel above or below it. 

4. Determine which line has the smallest intensity 

difference, D. 

5. Using the known pixels at either end of this line, perform 

linear interpolation to estimate the value of the missing 

pixel.  

This method is illustrated in Figure 3. The adaptive linear 

interpolation method was applied to: 

1. Simulated images. This was done to determine if the 

algorithm could correctly reconstruct shapes. Circular 
objects were used to simulate tumours. Seven pixels were 

removed from the shapes and reconstructed using the 

adaptive linear interpolation algorithm. This made it 

possible to quantitatively measure the error since the 

correct values of the pixels were known. 

2. Breast phantom images. The algorithm was then applied 

to the butting region of the CIRS Model 011A Breast 

Phantom images. 

Figure 3: Schematic to show adaptive linear interpolation method.
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IV. RESULTS

A. Flat-field Correction 

Figures 4-8 show the results of performing the flat-field 

correction algorithm on a simulated image, uniform phantom 

image and a breast phantom image.  

Figure 4 shows the simulated image before and after flat-field 

correction. In Figure 4 (b), the simulated circle has been flat-

fielded into a uniform circle. This shows how variations in the 

image have been removed, and the pixel values are brought to 

a uniform intensity.   

Figure 4: Simulated images before and after flat-field correction. (a) 

Simulated image before correction, (b) Simulated image after flat-field 

correction. 

Figure 5 illustrates the results of applying the flat-field 
correction algorithm to the uniform phantom. Figure 5(b) 

shows the success in reducing the non-uniformities in the 

image. The algorithm has effectively removed an artifact due 

to a defective pixel and also decreased the drastic change in 

intensity from one die to the next. Analyzing the image rows 

and columns, the average standard deviation across the rows 

has decreased from 5.89% to 2.50%, while the standard 

deviation along the columns has increased from 1.72% to 

2.54% after flat-field correction. 

Figure 5: Uniform phantom image before and after flat-field correction. (a) 

Uniform phantom image before correction, (b) Image after flat-field 

correction. The histograms below the images represent the image intensity 

values (along horizontal axis) and the number of pixels within that intensity 

(vertical axis). Both images are windowed to the same width (4000 units). 

The average values for each row and column were plotted for 

the uniform phantom image before and after flat-field 

correction to further test the efficiency of the algorithm. These 

graphs are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The graph of row 

averages was placed on the side of the image and the graph of 

column averages below the image in order to relate each point 
with the row or column it was calculated from. Figure 6 shows 

the non-linearity and variation in the average values of all 

rows and columns prior to flat-field correction. Figure 7 

illustrates how the graphs of the average row and column 

values have been flattened to straight lines, indicating a 

uniform image with decreased variation.  

Figure 6: Row and column profiles of uniform phantom image before flat-

field correction.

Figure 7: Row and column profiles of uniform phantom image after flat-field 

correction. 

Figure 8 below shows the results of flat-field correction on a

portion of the breast phantom. Figure  8 (b) clearly indicates a

more uniform image by sight. When calculating standard 

deviation, it was not possible to include the entire image, as

this would include background saturated pixels and non-

uniform regions within the phantom. Instead, a uniform region 
of interest (350x350 pixels) with no objects in the phantom 

was chosen. The region spans across two die. In this region, 

the average standard deviation across rows decreased from 

4.67% to 3.66% after flat-field correction. The average 

standard deviation down the columns showed an increase from 

1.47% to 2.95%.
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Figure 8: Breast phantom image before and after flat-field correction. (a) Breast phantom image before correction. (b) Breast phantom image after flat-field 

correction. The histograms below the images represent the image intensity values (along horizontal axis) and the number of pixels within that intensity (vertical 

axis). Both images are windowed to the same width (20 000 units)

B. Butting 
The results of the adaptive linear interpolation technique are 

compared with cubic interpolation on simulated images in 

Figure 9. Figure 9(c) illustrates that the adaptive linear 

algorithm has reconstructed the shape more efficiently when 
compared to the result in (b) where the cubic interpolation 

smoothes the data, causing a ‘smudging’ effect at the shape’s

edge. A mean error is calculated by Equation 2. The adaptive 

linear interpolation produced an error of 0.4%. This is lower 

when compared to 0.7% after cubic interpolation. 

    (2) 

Figure 10 illustrates the interpolation algorithm applied to the 

breast phantom after flat-field correction. Figure 10(a) shows 

a zoomed in area of the phantom image at the edge of the 

breast. The stripe indicates the effect of missing pixels. 

Figure 10 (b) shows how the cubic interpolation algorithm has 

a blurring effect and creates a noticeable vertical stripe. In

contrast, the adaptive linear interpolation algorithm applied in 

Figure 10(c) recreates the data more efficiently. The algorithm 

also restores the shape of the diagonal line of the breast edge 

passing through this region of the phantom. There is still a 

smoothing effect on the interpolated pixels, which may need 
to be removed through the addition of the correct amount of 

random noise. An error percentage could not be calculated for 

the phantom images since the actual values of the missing data 

are not known.  

Figure 9: The results of interpolation on the simulated images. (a) Circular 

object with seven pixels removed, (b) shows the object after interpolating 

seven pixels using cubic interpolation, and (c) shows the object after inserting 

the pixels using adaptive linear interpolation. 
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Figure 10: The results of interpolation on a portion of the breast phantom 

image. (a) Portion of breast phantom after flat-field correction but before 

adaptive linear interpolation, showing a 7 pixel wide gap. (b) Phantom after 

applying cubic interpolation, and (c) Phantom after applying adaptive linear 

interpolation. 

After this testing was completed, the detector in the design 

was changed to a Fairchild CCD 5023 [11]. This detector has

both TDI and full frame operation modes. It consists of a fibre

optic faceplate, scintillator, and 5 die of 242 × 1704 arrays of 

27 μm × 27 μm pixels. The Fairchild detector has less non-
uniformity effects when compared to the Hamamatsu, and the 

detector produces a smaller dead space of less than 100 μm (4

pixels) [11].

Figure 11 shows the results of performing flat-field correction 

and the adaptive linear interpolation on an image of a line pair 

tool acquired using the Fairchild detector.  The image was 

acquired using frame mode. Figure 11(a) illustrates the raw 

image before any image processing has taken place. The 

image shows fixed pattern noise due to the detector. Every 

12th column of the detector is metal strapped and has a lower 
fill factor, which produces a lower response than the other 

columns, and hence stripes are formed in the image [11].

Figure 11(b) shows how performing flat-field correction 

removes the presence of this fixed pattern noise and makes the 

image more uniform. 

The black stripe present in Figure 11(a) is due to pre- and 

post-scan pixels that are inserted by the detector at the meeting 

point of two die. It is at this point where pixels are missing 

due to dead space. After removing the pre- and post-scan 

pixels, the adaptive linear interpolation technique was applied 

to interpolate the four missing pixels. Figure 11(b) shows that 

no artifacts are present after applying the interpolation 

algorithm to the flat-fielded image, and the shape of the lines 
has been preserved. 

Figure 11: An image of a line pair tool taken using the Fairchild detector. (a) 

Image before flat-field correction with pre and post scan elements (b) Image 

after applying flat-field correction and the adaptive linear interpolation 

technique to insert four pixels at the meeting point of the two die. 

V. DISCUSSION 

The results on the simulated images, uniform phantom images 
and breast phantom images all show that the flat-field 

correction algorithm has been successful in reducing non-

uniformities in the images. To the naked eye, all the flat-field 

corrected images have an improved appearance and any 

artifacts have been successfully removed.  

Standard deviation was used to quantify the effect of the flat-

field correction [3]. In all images the standard deviation across 

the rows was decreased after performing flat-field correction. 

This shows the algorithm increased in uniformity as desired. 

In contrast, the average standard deviation down the columns 
showed a slight increase in all images. This is to be expected 

as the columns were more uniform when compared to the 

rows in the raw image. Since a slot-scan design is used, the 

values in one column were all acquired from the same portion 

of the detector. Therefore, each column is only affected by 

beam variation and not pixel sensitivity, while each row is 

affected by both the beam variation and pixel sensitivity 

variation. This is emphasised in Figure 6, where there are 

greater differences in the graph below the image (ie. when 

moving across rows and comparing one column value to the 

next), than the graph next to the image (ie. moving down 

columns and comparing one row value to the next). When the 
flat-field correction is applied, it is not possible to correct the 

large variation across the rows without adding some variation 

to the columns. Therefore the increased standard deviation 

along the columns does not indicate that the flat-field 

correction has not been successful, but is rather a side-effect 

of performing flat-field correction on a slot-scan system. The 

process of flat-field correction has still created a more uniform 

relationship between the average values down each column as 
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shown in Figure 7, so the algorithm can be considered 

successful.  

While the flat-field correction algorithm shows positive 

results, it may be possible to further improve the uniformity in 

the images. Since the fixed-gain flat-field correction method 
uses gain images taken at a single exposure, its accuracy in 

correcting the images is limited [7]. Some systems make use 

of a variable gain flat-field correction, which fits a polynomial 

to gain images taken at a number of exposures and uses the 

coefficients of this polynomial to correct the image [7]. Some 

work has been done on implementing a variable gain 

algorithm, and this will continue in the future.   

The adaptive linear interpolation technique performed better 

than cubic interpolation on the simulated images. The 

algorithm preserved edges and did not introduce blurring,

while further showing an improved percentage error, which is 
consistent with the findings of Xu et al. [6]. When this 

algorithm was carried out on the breast phantom, it was again 

able to preserve shapes and realistically construct the missing 

data. There is some blurring in the image, but this may be 

reduced after adding the correct amount of random noise. 

Furthermore, the number of missing pixels is less on the 

Fairchild detector, thus blurring was not noticeable when 

carrying out the interpolation. The method is therefore 

successful in reconstructing missing data, however, future 

work must include reducing a blurring effect. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

A methodology has been described for correcting images 

acquired by a prototype mammography system. A 

conventional flat-field algorithm was applied and found to be 

successful at increasing the uniformity in the images. Missing 

pixels due to dead space in the detector were successfully 

replaced using an adaptive linear interpolation technique, 

which gave better results than traditional cubic interpolation 

methods. Using these two algorithms the image quality has 

been improved. 
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Abstract—This article presents an introduction to the field
of coded photography, with specific attention given to coded
aperture and coded exposure theory, methods, and applica-
tions. A coded aperture is optimized for the task of defocus
deblurring, and constructed using a simple cardboard occluding
mask. Furthermore, a series of coded aperture photographs
are used to capture a 4D light field with a standard SLR
camera, and the captured light field is then used for depth-
estimation and refocusing applications. Finally, a coded exposure
pattern is optimized for motion deblurring, and coded exposure
photographs are captured by controlling the incident illumination
of the scene. The coded aperture and exposure methods are
shown to be superior to traditional photographic methods in
terms of deblurring accuracy, and the captured light field is used
successfully to produce a stereo depth estimate from a stationary
camera, and to produce post-exposure refocused photographs.

I. INTRODUCTION

Digital photography currently has applications in almost

every area of industrial and scientific research. However, the

limitations of traditional photographic techniques and equip-

ment (e.g. defocus blur, motion blur, image noise, and finite

resolution) continue to restrict its usefulness and flexibility.

Furthermore, traditional photography is not able to capture all

of the available information within a scene’s visual appearance

(e.g. scene depth, surface reflectance properties, and ray-level

structure), and often this extra information would be very

valuable to the application in question. Computational photog-

raphy is a recently established area of research concerned with

overcoming these disadvantages by utilizing computational

techniques during image capture and post-processing.

Coded photography is a branch of computational photog-

raphy that attempts to capture additional visual information

by reversibly encoding the incoming optical signal before it

is captured by the camera sensor. The encoding process can

occur at multiple points in the photographic model, including

at the generation of the incident scene illumination and within

the camera itself. Two popular in-camera methods include

using specially engineered aperture shapes and high-frequency

exposure patterns.

When analyzing computational photography methods, it is

often useful to represent the incoming optical signal as a set

of light rays rather than merely as a 2D array of intensity

pixels. The set of incoming light rays can be defined as a 4D

function known as a light field, which specifies the intensity of

the ray passing through each location on a 2D surface, at each

possible 2D angular direction. Recently it has been shown that

a subset of the full light field can be practically captured by

making relatively minor modifications to a standard camera,

and that the captured light field can have a sufficient resolution

for a variety of useful applications such as synthesizing virtual

photographs with arbitrary camera parameters.

In section II a selection of related work is presented,

specifically in the fields of coded aperture, coded exposure,

and light field photography. In section III the implementation

details regarding our own experiments with coded aperture and

coded exposure photography are described. The experiments

performed include reducing defocus and motion blur, as well

as capturing and applying a light field. The results of the ex-

periments are presented in section IV, and finally conclusions

are drawn in section V.

II. RELATED WORK

Our work is inspired by related work in the fields of coded

aperture photography, coded exposure photography, and light

field acquisition. Recently a number of comprehensive surveys

have been published regarding these fields of research [1], [2],

and in this section we briefly summarize a selection of related

work in order to provide a context for our own experiments.

A. Coded Photography

A popular reason for employing coded apertures within

an optical system is the fact that it allows the point-spread-

function (PSF) to be engineered for specific purposes. By

replacing the traditionally round aperture found in most current

cameras with a carefully designed coded aperture, the PSF can

be engineered to enhance the performance of depth estimation

techniques such as depth-from-defocus [3], [4], or it can be

engineered to preserve frequency information in out-of-focus

images, thereby increasing the performance of deblurring tech-

niques [3], [5]. While most coded apertures are implemented

using only occluding optics, some have been developed using

reflective elements that allow multiple apertures to be used in

a single exposure [6]. The success of coded aperture methods

relies on selecting the optimal coded aperture for a particular

application, and therefore this non-trivial task has received a

significant amount of attention from the research community

[5].

Coded apertures can also be used to capture images in

highly unconventional ways. For example, by using an aperture

consisting of multiple programmable attenuating layers it is

possible to capture an image without using a lens, and the
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parameters of this lensless camera (e.g. focus, pan and tilt) can

be adjusted without any physical movement [7]. Alternatively,

by taking a sequence of photographs, each with a different

coded aperture, a 4D light field can be separated into 2D slices

and captured using an unmodified image sensor [8].

Coded exposure photography is conceptually very similar to

coded aperture photography, in that the traditional box-shaped

exposure window is replaced with a coded pattern in order

to engineer the PSF of moving objects. Coded exposures can

be captured using a standard camera with an additional high-

speed electronic shutter, and this has been shown to be useful

for improving the performance of motion deblurring [9].

B. Light Field Capture and Applications

The 4D light field (also known as a lumigraph) is defined as

the radiance of every light ray passing through a 2D surface, at

every possible angle. An ideal light field cannot be physically

captured in its entirety, but was first proposed as a useful data

representation for image based rendering [10], [11]. However,

due to the increasing availability of inexpensive, high quality

digital cameras, a variety of methods for partially sampling a

light field have been developed, and these partial light fields

have since found applications in many image processing fields.

The first practical methods for capturing light fields used

either an array of cameras [12], or a single camera on a gantry

[11], to record multiple exposures of a scene from slightly

different locations. Despite their conceptual simplicity, camera

arrays are difficult to use in practice due to their large size

and mechanical complexity. For this reason, building small,

portable, single-camera devices for capturing light fields is

currently a popular area of research. Capturing a light field in

a single exposure requires placing additional optical elements

into the camera, in order to prepare the 4D light field for

measurement on a 2D sensor. One method is to place a micro-

lens array between the image sensor and the lens, thereby

modulating the image formed on the sensor according to each

ray’s angular direction[13]. Another alternative is to use a

high-frequency attenuating mask, which creates spectral ‘tiles’

of the 4D light field on the 2D image sensor, in a process

similar to heterodyning in radio electronics [14].

Once a light field has been successfully captured, it can be

used for a number of practical applications including glare

reduction, depth estimation, and refocusing. Glare effects in

a photograph are caused by a small subset of light rays, and

therefore if the light field can be captured, the offending rays

can be easily identified and ignored [15]. This is not possible

for a conventional photograph due to the integrative process

of traditional image capture. Light fields can also be used to

generate stereo views of a scene without requiring that the

camera be physically moved to a new position. This allows

stereo depth methods to be used in what is essentially a

monocular system [8]. Lastly, virtually refocused photographs

can be synthesized from a light field by placing a virtual image

plane into the model, and calculating the image formed using

ray-tracing techniques [8], [13], [14].

(a) Coded Aperture Modification (b) Coded Exposure LED Array

Fig. 1. Photographs showing the two crucial elements of the prototype coded
photography camera.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

A. Coded Photography Prototype Camera

A prototype coded photography camera was constructed

from a Canon 500D SLR camera and a Canon EF 50mm f/1.8

II prime lens. The standard aperture and autofocus modules

were removed from the lens, and replaced with a plastic brace

that allows aperture masks to be inserted from slits cut into

the lens’s external housing. Coded exposures were captured

using coded illumination generated by a programmable LED

array that was mounted around the lens. This method is far

simpler than replacing the camera’s shutter with a high-speed

electronic shutter, and produces good results provided that

the ambient lighting in the scene can be minimized. Figure 1

shows the modified aperture housing and programmable LED

array.

B. Optimizing Apertures and Exposures for Deblurring

Both defocus blur and motion blur can be modelled as

the convolution between an ideal sharp image and a non-

ideal PSF, or in the frequency domain, as the multiplication

of their frequency spectra [5]. Minima and zeros in the

PSF’s spectrum cause information to be irreversibly lost in

the observed blurred images, thereby making the deblurring

process ill-defined. Therefore, intuitively it can be proposed

that aperture shapes and exposure patterns that have PSFs with

large minimum values in their frequency spectra will perform

well in deblurring applications. Two specific performance

metrics were used in our experiments, Rraskar and Rzhou, which

were proposed by Raskar et al. [9] and Zhou et al. [5] in

their respective papers. Rraskar is a formalized version of the

intuitive proposal described above, and is defined as

Rraskar(fk) = α · min(|Fk|) + β/variance(|Fk|), (1)

where fk is the aperture or exposure pattern under considera-

tion, Fk is the Fourier transform of fk, and α and β are tunable

scalars. The variance term is included to account for the

inaccuracies that would result from errors in the estimation of

fk. Rzhou is a more complicated performance metric that also

takes into account the level of noise present in the observed

image and statistics of natural images. It is defined as

Rzhou(fk) =
∑

ω

σ2

|Fk(ω)|2 + σ2

A(ω)

, (2)
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(a) Conventional Circular Aperture

9.50mm

1
2

m
m

(b) Optimized Coded Aperture

Fig. 2. The two aperture shapes used in the defocus deblurring experiments.

time

time

(b) Optimized Coded Exposure Pattern

(a) Traditional ‘Box’ Shaped Exposure

Fig. 3. The two exposure patterns used in the motion deblurring experiments.

where σ is the standard deviation of the assumed white

Gaussian noise and A(ω) is an approximation of the power

spectrum of natural images. For each frequency, ω, the metric

indicates the degree to which noise at that frequency will

be amplified. To simplify the optimization problem, aperture

shapes were restricted to an 11×11 binary grid, and exposure

patterns were restricted to a 52-bit binary string. The solution

spaces are too vast for an exhaustive search for an optimum to

be feasible, and therefore a genetic algorithm was used to find

well-performing local optima. Figure 2 shows the traditional

circular aperture and the optimized coded aperture that were

used in the defocus deblurring experiments, while figure 3

shows the traditional ‘box’ exposure and the optimized coded

exposure that were used in the motion deblurring experiments.

C. Deblurring by Deconvolution

Since blur can be modelled as convolution, deblurring a

photograph requires deconvolving the observed image with the

appropriate PSF. This requires that the PSF be estimated from

the camera and scene parameters. For defocus deblurring, the

shape of the PSF is equal to the shape of the aperture, and the

scale is a function of depth, while for motion deblurring the

shape of the PSF is determined by the velocity of the scene’s

relative motion and the total exposure time. In our experiments

the deconvolution implementation developed by Levin et al.

[3] was used, which assumes a heavy-tailed, sparse derivative

distribution for natural images.

D. Light Field Capture

Figure 4 shows a popular light field representation that

defines a ray by its intersection with two parallel planes,

(u, v) and (s, t) [11]. If the (u, v) plane is defined at the

physical aperture plane, and the (s, t) plane is defined at the

physical image sensor plane, then the pixel values in a captured

photograph represent the intensities of the rays intersecting

with the (s, t) plane, integrated over all the (u, v) locations

allowed by the particular aperture shape. Therefore, if rays

are only allowed to pass through a single (u, v) location,

Aperture Plane
Original

Image Plane

u

v

s

t

s’

t’

α

1.0

Virtual

Image Plane

Light Ray

Fig. 4. Digram showing the two-plane light field representation, as well as
the virtual image plane used to synthesize virtually refocussed photographs.

then the captured image represents a single 2D slice of the

4D light field. If multiple slices are captured, each with a

different constant (u, v) value, then the full 4D light field can

be reconstructed in software [8]. In our experiments the light

field was captured from 81 separate exposures, each one taken

with a different block of a 9 × 9 binary coded aperture open

at a time.

IV. RESULTS

A. Code Aperture Results

In this section our defocus deblurring and light field exper-

iments are described, and their results are presented. Where

possible, the performance of the coded apertures is compared

to that of a traditional circular aperture.

1) Defocus Deblurring Results: Figure 5 shows a sample

of the results obtained from defocus deblurring experiments,

using both a planar resolution chart and a human face as

target scenes. The observed images were taken with the camera

2.0m away from the scenes, and the lens was focused at

1.0m. Since the scene objects lie far outside the focal plane,

the observed images predictably show a significant level of

blurring. In the image of the resolution chart, the text is

completely unrecognizable and only the coarsest lines are

distinguishable, while in the image of the human face, all the

hard edges have been lost and only large facial features are

identifiable. It is also interesting to note that the blur caused

by the conventional aperture is visually smoother than the blur

caused by the coded aperture, and this supports the claim that

the optimized coded aperture is able to preserve more high

frequency information within the defocused areas.

The superiority of the coded aperture can clearly be seen

when comparing the deblurred images in figure 5. The de-

blurred conventional aperture images contain a significant

amount of ringing, and they have failed to recover even

moderately fine details. Only the coarsest lines in the reso-

lution chart are distinguishable, and while the contrast at hard

edges in the face has been improved, the edges are distorted

and over-simplified. In contrast, the deblurred coded aperture

images contain far less ringing, and significant high frequency

information has been recovered. The medium-to-fine lines in
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Fig. 5. A selection of results obtained from the defocus deblurring
experiments. The camera was focused at 1.0m and placed 2.0m away from
the scene.

the resolution chart are now clearly distinguishable and the

text has been accurately reconstructed. In the deblurred face

image, even the fine details such as the specular highlights in

the eyes and the texture of the facial hair have been recovered.

While results are only shown for a camera distance of 2.0m,

experiments were performed for distances ranging from 1.0m

to 2.0m in 10cm increments. At all of these distances the

results obtained with the coded aperture were superior to those

obtained with the traditional aperture. However, the difference

between the performances of the two apertures becomes less

noticeable for distances near to the focal plane, and it is

speculated that this is due to the fact that at these distances

the scale of the PSF becomes too small to properly define its

carefully engineered shape.

2) Light Field Results: Two visualizations of the light field

captured in our experiments are shown in figure 6. Both

represent a subset of the full light field as a 2D array of

images, one with uv-major indexing and the other with xy-

major indexing. In the case of uv-major, each (u, v) coordinate

defines a single 2D image that represents a unique angular

view of the scene. In the case of xy-major indexing, each (x, y)
coordinate defines a 2D image that represents the angular

intensity distribution of the light rays falling on a specific

sensor pixel.

Figure 7 shows the results of an experiment in which we

attempt to calculate stereo disparity from a light field. The two

input images were extracted from the captured light field by

setting (u, v) = (1, 5) and (u, v) = (9, 5) respectively. The

images represent two horizontally spaced views of the test

scene, and so could be directly input into a stereo disparity

algorithm without any further processing. Ignoring the noisy

values in the background (which are due to the absence of

texture in the input images), the output disparity map has

accurately determined the relative depths of the objects in

the test scene. While calculating stereo disparity from a pair

of horizontally spaced input images is fairly commonplace,

our result was obtained from single, stationary camera, and is

therefore an extension of the standard method.

Results from a virtual image refocusing experiment are

shown in figure 8. In (a) a photograph with the original unal-

tered focal plane is shown. At the time of exposure the camera

was focussed at 1.0m and placed 1.0m away from the centre

of the scene. Therefore the image of the metronome (which is

located at the centre of the scene) is in sharp focus, while the

objects in front and behind the focal plane have a significant

amount of defocus blur. This is more clearly seen in sub-figure

(b), which shows cropped and magnified images of the Rubik’s

cube, metronome, and mannequin. Refocused photographs

were synthesized by placing a virtual image plane into the

light field model at various depths from the aperture plane

(shown in figure 4). The original image-to-aperture distance

was normalized as α = 1.000, and refocussed photographs

were produced for α values ranging from 0.980 to 1.020
in 0.001 increments. Sub-figures (c) and (d) show cropped

images taken from the refocussed photographs obtained using

α = 0.995 and α = 1.005 respectively. In (c) the focal

plane has been moved further away from the camera, thereby

bringing the mannequin into focus, while in (d) the focal plane

has been brought closer to the camera, thereby bringing the

Rubik’s cube into focus.

B. Coded Exposure Results

This section describes a series of motion deblurring

experiments that were performed, and presents the results

obtained. The performance of the coded exposure results

are also compared to the results obtained with a traditional

box-shaped exposure.

1) Motion Deblurring Results: Figure 9 shows the results

of motion deblurring experiments involving moving scene

objects. The observed photographs were captured using a 0.5s

shutter time, and during exposure the scenes were manually

moved vertically at an approximately constant speed (esti-

mated to be ≈0.4m/s). The relative motion between the scene

and the camera has produced a significant amount of motion

blur in the observed images, and almost all detail has been lost

in the vertical direction. The horizontal lines and text in the

resolution chart are completely unrecognizable, and only the

basic elongated shape of the face is discernible. The motion
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Fig. 6. Diagram showing a subset of the captured light field as a 2D array
of 2D images: (a) using uv-major indexing, and (b) using yx-major indexing.
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(a) Input image pair extracted from light field

(b) Stereo disparity output

Fig. 7. Resulting stereo disparity map calculated from the stationary light
field.

blur caused by the coded exposure pattern also seems to

contain more vertical structure than the smooth blur caused by

the traditional exposure, which suggests that it has preserved

more high-frequency information than the traditional exposure.

Deblurring the photographs captured using the traditional

exposure has strengthened some of the vertical contrast, but

most of the detail remains unrecovered and the background

noise has been significantly amplified. The position of the

text has been recovered, but the characters themselves remain

unrecognizable, and despite a slight improvement in the large

facial features (e.g. the forehead, chin, and eyebrows), the

identity of the face remains unrecognizable. In contrast, a

substantial amount of the original detail in the coded exposure

(a) Photograph with unaltered focal plane

(b) Cropped details: unaltered photograph (α = 1.000)

(c) Cropped details: refocused on mannequin (α = 0.995)

(d) Cropped details: refocused on cube (α = 1.005)

Fig. 8. Diagram showing the results of synthesizing virtually refocused
photographs from the light field.

photographs has been salvaged by deblurring. In the resolution

chart, the text is now readable, and the medium-to-coarse

horizontal lines can even be distinguished. Also, almost all

the major facial features have been recovered, and the identity

of the face has become clearly visible.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

A. Summary of Results

The results of the experiments clearly show that there are

significant advantages to using coded apertures and exposures

for applications such as defocus deblurring, motion deblurring,

and light field capture. The coded photography techniques

that have been covered require very simple and inexpensive

hardware, and can be implemented easily by making small

modifications to existing optical systems.

For defocus deblurring, coded apertures can be engineered

to preserve high frequency information in the blurred regions,

thereby improving the results of the deconvolution operation.

The deblurred photographs obtained using the optimized coded

aperture contained far less ringing than when traditional circu-

lar apertures are used, and the hard edges in the photographs

were more accurately recovered.
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(a) Conventional
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(b) Optimized

Coded Exposure

Fig. 9. A selection of results obtained from the motion deblurring exper-
iments. The scenes were moved vertically at a constant velocity during the
0.5s exposure time.

Coded apertures were also used to capture a partial 4D light

field of a 3D scene. While multiple exposures are required,

this particular method can capture light fields with very fine

spatial resolution and flexible angular resolution. The light

field captured in our experiments was shown to be of practical

use for calculating depth, and synthesizing virtual photographs

with adjusted focus settings.

Finally, coded exposures can be optimized to preserve high

frequency information in photographs with substantial motion

blur. Our experiments with constant velocity motion showed

that coded exposure patterns produce far more accurate deblur-

ring results than can be achieved with traditional exposures.

B. Recommendations for Future Research

Using an LCD-based aperture instead of the physical masks

used in our experiments would allow for almost instantaneous

aperture changes, which would reduce the time required to

capture a light field, and offer the ability to capture video

with a different aperture per frame. Also, using an LCD

filter to control exposure rather than controlling the incident

scene lighting would allow coded exposure photographs to be

captured outside of the laboratory environment.

Another avenue for future investigation is the use of non-

binary coded apertures and exposures. Using gradient aper-

tures could allow for a greater number of possible aperture

shapes without increasing the diffraction effects associated

with hard edges. Also, since most digital cameras contain

a Bayer-pattern colour mask, using apertures constructed out

of RGB filters could allow each colour channel in a single

exposure to be captured using a different aperture shape.
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Abstract— On the PLC channel, noise is generated by 

electrical loads and by radiated disturbances from the 

environment. In the frequency range of 9-140 KHz, it is

dominated by narrowband interferences and impulse noise. 

Impulse noises are caused by on/off switching events and are 

different from frequently occurring periodic events. For 

instance, we have vacuum cleaners; hand-held drilling 

machines; Switch Mode Power Supply (SMPS) and heaters 

which are used daily in the network and introduce a lot of 

impulsive noise into the channel. This leads to an enormous 

loss in the capacity, as well as a decrease in the error rate 

performance.

Impulse noise can cause bit and bust errors in PLC. The bit 

error rate represents an important first order statistic of the 

data channel, but does not contain information about how the 

errors are distributed. In this paper, the distribution of errors 

at the output of a narrowband modem is investigated using gap 

recording. A gap recorder has been implemented for setting up 

a stochastic model. The Fritchman Markov model has been 

investigated to model the distribution of random impulses 

events. Values of the model parameters were obtained by 

analysing the distributions of the lengths of error gaps (error 

free intervals).

Two sets of measurements have been taken, one in an office

building and the other in a residential house.

Keywords: Power Line Communication (PLC), impulse noise, 

burst error, gap, gap recording, Markov model.

I. INTRODUCTION

The 220V low-voltage power network has not been 

designed for communication and is not a favourable 

transmission channel. One of its main disadvantages is that 

the PLC channel has a large and frequency-dependant 

attenuation, changing impedance, and unwanted noise 

sources (due to the electric devices connected to the 

network), which cause disturbances in the transmission [6].

The low-voltage network impedance depends on many 

factors such as the characteristic impedance of the line, the 

topology of the network and the nature of the electrical 

loads connected to the network [14].

A communication device is connected to the power grid via 

a coupling circuit whose role is to ensure a safe separation 

and act as a high pass filter, separating the communication 

signal (> 9 KHz) from the electrical power (50 or 60 Hz).

To reduce the electromagnetic emissions from the 

powerline, the coupling is realized between two phases in 

the access area; while connected between a phase and the 

neutral in the indoor environment [14].

Work done by Zimmermann and Dostert [8] and extended

by Hooijen [1], classified power line noise into five 

categories: 

1) Background noise: this is characterized by a low 

power spectral density (PSD), depending on

frequency. It is mainly caused by a summation of 

numerous noise sources with low power.

2) Narrowband noise: has a sinusoidal frequency 

wave form with modulated amplitudes. It is caused 

by the ingress of broadcast stations over medium 

and shortwave broadcast bands,

3) Periodic impulsive noise asynchronous to the 

mains frequency: a repetition rate typically 

between 50-200 KHz, with a discrete line spectrum 

spaced according to the impulse repetition rate. It is 

mostly caused by switch mode power supplies

(SMPS)

4) Periodic impulsive noise synchronous to the 

mains frequency: a repetition rate typically 

between 50-100 KHz. The impulses are of short 

duration (µs) and have a PSD decreasing with 

frequency. This is caused by rectifier diodes in 

power supplies as they switch in synchronization 

with the mains cycle.
5) Asynchronous Impulse noise: It is caused by 

switching transients in the network. They have 

short duration (µs to ms) with random occurrence. 

The PSD in this case can reach more than 50 dB 

above the background noise.

Noise types 4) and 5) may interfere with the 

communications channel for a period of milliseconds or 

microseconds. During the occurrence of such impulses, the 

PSD of the noise rises considerably and may cause bit or 

burst errors.

The focus of our research is asynchronous (random) impulse 

noise which is generated by electrical devices connected to 

the power line. This paper describes the use of a Markov 

chain-based statistical model, the Fritchman model, to 

model the distribution of error-free gaps in communication.

The paper is organised as follows: Section II introduces the 

measurement setup. Section III presents the Markov model 

used for the analysis of the statistical distribution of error- 

free events in the channel. An analysis of the results is 

presented in Section V, while the conclusion is presented in 

Section VI. 

II. MEASUREMENT SETUP

The noise measurements presented in this paper were 

obtained using the following setup:
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A. Coupling circuit

This represents the interface between the power distribution 

network and the communication devices. It ensures galvanic 

isolation between the communication devices and the mains, 

as well as providing over-voltage protection [7]. It therefore 

requires a careful design as it involves two opposites 

systems (low power-high frequency against high power-low

frequency). The reader is advised to read [6] for more 

detailed information regarding coupling circuit design.

 The capacitor (Please refer to figure 2) is used to filter 

the low frequency signal while transmitting the high 

frequency signal. It also prevents the transformer from 

saturating and, together with the leakage inductance of 

the transformer; forms a resonant circuit and acts as a

high pass filter.

 Since the CENELEC (European Committee for 

Electrotechnical Standardization) access impedance 

fluctuates between 0.2-2 [19], a 1:7 step-up 

transformer is used for galvanic isolation and impedance 

matching. We will assume a transmitting impedance Zout

!"# $

 The Zener diodes DZ1 and DZ2 (1N5333B) protects the 

output against power surges, while stabilizing the output 

voltage not to exceed 5V, usually used in 

communication devices.

Fig.2: Transmitter coupling circuit [18]

Asynchronous impulse noises are caused by switching 

transients happening in the channel. The shape observed in 

figure 3.a looks like a damped or superimposed damped 

sinusoids [5].  

B. “Rectifier” + Analog To Digital Converter 

block

The A/D block is used to digitize the signal. For accurate 

measurements, we used a PIC micro-controller to record real 

time sampling values. Since the A/D doesn’t allow negative 

voltages across its terminals, a “rectifier” was used to shift 

the signal to the positive side.

III. STATISTICAL MODEL 

A. Impulse detection method [20] 

This method was implemented by Kaenel et al [20] to 

overcome the problem of detecting impulse events with their 

specific duration, in a signal containing non-impulse events 

too. An impulse is considered when the noise amplitude falls 

within a range [V2, V1] for a considerable period of time t; 

where V1 and V2 represent the maximum and minimum 

threshold voltages.

A shortcoming of this method is that the characterization of 

an impulse depends on the threshold voltage set. If not 

chosen properly, a number of unexpected scenarios can 

happen. For example a background noise can be classified as 

an impulse or an impulse event of long duration can be 

considered as multiple short impulses and vice-versa.

Fig.1. Measurement Setup for random impulsive noise 
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Fig. 3: Representation of random impulses in an office building. (a)

Time-domain; (b) Frequency-domain 
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B. Error analysis in the channel

As Kanal and Sastry stated in [2], “errors encountered over 

most real communication channels are not independent, but 

appear in clusters. The channel is said to exhibit memory, 

i.e. there is a statistical dependence in the occurrence of 

errors; and thus cannot be adequately represented by the 

classical memoryless binary symmetric channel”. It is 

therefore, very important to understand the way in which 

errors occur on communication channels. Errors mostly 

occur not only due to noise, but also due to a variety of 

transmission impairments, in some cases peculiar to the 

channel [3] [9]. Before proceeding, let us describe a number 

of important parameters of an error sequence taken [21]: 

1) Bit error rate

It is the ratio of the total number of errors to the total 

number of bits transmitted.

2) Gap Distribution

It is a region of error-free bits between any two consecutives 

errors, with length equal to the number of those error-free 

bits. The gap distribution is defined as the cumulative 

relative frequency of gaps of length m versus the run length 

n [11]. It gives some indication of the randomness of the 

channel. The gap process is called a renewal process, when 

successive gap lengths are uncorrelated.

3) Gap Recording

Gap recording is a means of compressing the data stored in 

the error sequence, removing the need for saving the whole 

sequence bit by bit, which necessites large storage 

capacities. For a channel with average bit error rate p, and 

error sequence of length l bits (l large), the number of errors 

will be ge plxplN !! . Assuming that each count can 

be represented by a fixed number, i.e. by xg bytes, the 

storage requirement will be as represented in 2) see [10].                                                

4) Burst Distribution

A burst is a region in which the ratio of the number of errors 

to the total number of bits in that region exceeds the burst 

%&'()*+, -o. A burst shall begin with an error (1) and end

with an error (1). The burst distribution is the plot of the 

cumulative relative frequency of the burst length versus the 

length of the burst.

5) Burst-interval Distribution

A burst interval is the region of transmitted bits between 

two bursts. The burst-interval distribution is the plot of the 

cumulative relative frequency of the bursts interval versus 

burst-interval length.

6) Cluster Distribution

It is a region of consecutive error bits. The cluster

distribution is the cumulative relative frequency of clusters 

of length m versus run length m.

C. Generative Markov Models

These models have the ability to generate error sequences 

with statistics that are similar to those observed on a real 

channel. It represents a Markov chain with a finite or infinite 

number of states with defined transition probabilities. It also 

enables us to produce Markov states sequences, and attempt 

to simulate the transitions in real channel behaviour from 

one state to the others. It can be easily simulated on the 

computer. Several models were attempted, including an 

initial two state model (Gilbert model), a modified attempt 

(Gilbert-Elliot model) and models with a larger number of 

states (Fritchman model) [2]. 

a. Fritchman model

The transition diagram is the following:

Fritchman [4] investigated a finite state Markov model with 

N states, partitioned into two groups: K Error-free state, and 

N-K error states. It has the capability to produce error free 

bits in more than one state. The model is simplified, with 

transition probabilities being removed. The process is a non-

renewal process with one error state. 

IV. PROCESS FLOW DIAGRAM

The complete algorithm implemented in this process is

represented as follow:

Fig. 5: Error sequence

Fig. 6: Fritchman Model
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V. RESULTS

Two experiments were taken, one in an office building and 

the other in a residential house. Reference voltages of 1.5 V 

and 1.0 V were used. The parameters of each model were 

found using the Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear curve-

fitting algorithm implemented in C++. A very large number 

of bits were used to have a good accuracy of the results. The 

BER between the Original and Decoded Message = 

0.008789. 

A. Office Building
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Fig. 8: Gap Distributions curve obtained from an office building

Fig. 9: Cluster Distributions curve obtained from an office building

Fig. 10: Burst Distributions curve obtained from an office building

Fig. 11: Burst-Interval Distributions curve
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Fig. 7: Algorithm flow diagram
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The Fritchman transition matrix for N= 4 states is the 

following:  

 
 
 
 

!

"

#
#
#
#

$

%

& 7339.00170.01434.01396.0

5568.04432.000

4256.005744.00

5852.0004148.0

Fig. 12: Error-Free Run Distributions curve

Fig. 14: Gap Distributions curve

B. Residential Home

Fig. 13: Fritchman model for n = 4 states

Fig. 15: Cluster Distributions curve

Fig. 16: Burst Distributions curve

Fig. 17: Burst-Interval Distributions curve
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VI. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The Fritchman models obtained in both situations show a 

good fitting at n=4 states (3 error-free states and 1 error 

state) proving that it is suitable for the modeling of 

asynchronous impulse noise on a power line; despite the 

fact that it has more parameters than the other models. One 

needs to note that the higher the number of states, the better 

the accuracy. The results can be valuable to improve on 

various error correction schemes (FEC, ARQ, etc...). 

Even though the amplitude threshold method has some 

shortcomings, it has well-suited for our measurements. The 

detection of an impulse is sometimes a problem because if 

the threshold is not chosen properly, noise could be 

misclassified as impulses and the duration of an impulse 

may be incorrectly measured.

It was also observed that impulses in a residential area are 

more severe as they have larger amplitude than the impulses 

that were measured in the building.

The higher order error distributions obtained from the 

 !"#$%! !&'#( )!%!( *+&!( $#,&-( .0=0.1 and the Bit Error 

Rate (0. 0008789 < 0.001) shows that the powerline channel 

can be very favourable for communication purposes.
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The Fritchman transition matrix for N= 4 states is the 
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